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PREFACE

The Logistil:: and HIuman Factors Division of the Air Force Human Resources Laboratoryl

was pleased to sponsor a workshop on I luman Centered Technology for maintainability design.
The workshop was held in I)ayton. Ohio on Septemnher 12 and 13. 1990) and wa,; attended by
more than 150 people. We are pleased again to present the proceedings of the workshop to the
participants and to the human-centered design community.

We have had the goal of incorporating maintainability factors init.h design technology for
many years. This goal is currently exemplified within the Logistics Systems Branch by our
research thrust in Integrated Product Development, or IPI). We are developing and demonstrating
a variety of design tools based on computer-aided design, computer-aided engineering, and
computer-aided acquisition and logistics support technologies. A new subthrust within IPD called
H luman Centered Technology (IICT) has taken form recently. The overali objective of tne
workshop was to develop a common understanding of the state-of-the-art in this general field ot
t tCT. The focus was on maintainability evaluation, but operability issues were also represented,
arid a broad range of relevant technologies, applications, and technical points of view were
salml)led. I attempt here to give an overview of the most important themes thlat emerged fromi the
two-day interchange.

One of the core elements of HIC] is human-modeling technology. An example of this is
'Crew Chief", a joint program of the Armstrong Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory and the
Air Force I lUman Resources Laboratory. Design tools like "Crew Chief" aru beginning to take
hold because they can help designers understand the physical limitations of maintenance people
early and easily during systetn development Task visualiZation provided by modern computer
graphics technology will empower a new medium for the human "ility" message in design
evaluation.

In the future, ve will be able to report a design problem and a design solution visually,
not just verbally, and we will take advantage of related virtual experience technologies to simulate
human performance in fuller aspect. With accurate graphical depictions ;of people using equipment
and interacting with the proposed work environment, we will be able to influence design as it
develops, not just react to it after it is complete. Video mock-ups of equipment and workplace
designs will eventually replace physical mock-ups as platforms for hutman/machine evaluation.
This visualizing future for human-centered design was a central theme of tile workshop and it is
featured in many of the papers in this volume.

But computer-g.-aphics for task visualization and evaluation will lack credibility without
,ccurate and realistic data describing human capabilities. Representation of human ergonomics in
terms of anthropometry, hiomechanics, and biodynamics was given special attention at the
workshop. New techniques for anthropometric measurement and for representing different
population groups using human-modeling technology were discussed. Some people believe that
i, ]w data base development to increase ergonomic precision must he evaluated against the expected
utility to be gained from greater precision in human-modeling applications in design cvaluation.
There may be a trade-off between the cost of greater precision and its practical utility for at least
some classes of human/machine evaluation problems. At any rate, many feel that the ability of
computer-graphics technology to portray the facts about human performance is outpacing our
ability to produce these facts through basic research.

Design influence is only one part of the future role we envision for human-centered design
technology. We also need to participate more effectively in planning systenm support for human

Now i part of the Human Resources Directorate of the Armstroný, taix)ratory.
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resources. For equipment maintenance, especially, this means carrying forward the results of
hruman-centered design evaluations to the acquisition logistics informatiop and planning functions.
The procedures already in place for this are called Logistics Support Analysis, or LSA. Tile data
requirements for LSA are called Logistics Support Analysis Records. or LSAR. Making Logistics
Support Analysis more complete and more efficient is one of the objectives of the Computer-Aided
Acquisition and Logistics Support initiative, or CALS. Several papers and discussions brought
out this CALS orientation as an important new direction for human-centered technology
development.

The opportunity to advance the objectives of CALS using HCT is in doing a better job of
verifying and documenting the human side of systems support. Improving the quality and accuracy
of maintenance technical manuals, training development, and specification of personnel
requirements are examples of CALS applications that HCT should support. In former times, these
logistics support elements were referred to as the "personnel subsystem." Today they are more
commonly called Manpower, Personnel, and Training, or MPT. However we call it, better
planning for human resources hinges on the quality, accuracy, and timeliness of design
dOCumentation. This documentation, in the form of digital data bases organized around LSAR, will
encode the results of HCT applications. As technology for graphical simulation of human
perfoLmiance matures, IPD technology for human-centered design will be able to capture many of
these logistics support requirements. A CALS orientation to the management of human-centered
design information will increase the value of LSA and LSAR in comprehensive product analysis
and support system definition.

The development of HCT using CAD, CAE, and CALS engineering workstation
technologies is a special theme of new research by AFHRL presented at the workshop. This
research includes maintainability (DEPTH) and operability (AIRT) simulation technologies, as well
as RAMCAD concepts for integrating maintenance manpower forecasts within design. 2 The
maintainability technology will develop an animated human model capable of simulating dynamic
human/machine interactions and create a versatile platform for capturing a wider set of human
perfor mance criteria. The operability technology will focus on human performance process model
development for simulating complex cognitive task environments. The RAMCAD approach to
manpower projection would link maintenance workload from reliability and maintainability
parameters with a manpower costing tool to give designers a more complete evaluation of the costs
and benefits of alternative ways of allocating or "packaging" equipment reliability and
mid ntai nability goal;.3

Regarding technology applications and technology transition, the workshop naturally
emphasized military requirements. The problems of pilots and cockpits (or operators and
workstations) have been dominant concerns in this technology area. This will no doubt continue to
be a primary focus of human-centered technology in the Air Force. But new applications are
before us, and there is a new impetus to transition the products of our research investments to both
military and commercial uses.

The realities of the declining defense budget and the changing military environment are
l1oun. to result in greater stress on upgrades and modifications for existing systems rather than
major new systems, in the future. Therefore, human-centercd design evaluation techniques should
hc adaptable to this acquisition context. 1 ICT should look for ways of retrofitting hunman/machine

-' II - Design EvIlUiation for Personnel, Training. and I luman Factors; AIR'I'- Au to( ifatio min patuLs Research
"Ic,sthel; RAMCAD - Reliability and Maintainability i i Computer-aided Design
: An ij(cka distributed workstation environment for It'D would link "ility" dlomains horizontally and vertically in a
",caln]lcs, way. Froin an 11(l perspective, this would rean pa,;sing human pe'rformance (lata from the "lower"
phyical level of human/machine integration to the "hipher" level of system-wide hunman resource definition. It also
ileans passing information tbetween, for example, a RAM workstation and a human-modcling worksuttion.
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design for systems we already have, for "rcverse engineering" from the human factors point of
view. H lere is where much of the business will be, and where human-centered design might make
its most important contribution to military capability. In addition, logistics information
management will become more important as globalization of commercial - and military - product
manufacturing and support processes continues.

In this regard, depot maintenance and repair of aerospace equipment need to be considered.
The questions of technical data management, job design, and human factors in materials handling,
manufacturing, and so on at the field level also apply to maintenance work at the depot level. There
has been a natural tendency to look at maintainability problems only from the flight line
perspective. But since Air Force design applications for the foreseeable future will stress retrofits,
we are likely to find depot repair and manufacturing processes benefitting as much as deployed
maintenance from technology for describing the human side of systems.

Finally, a word on the human side of the workshop itself. We are grateful to the workshop
speakers for their excellent presentations and for the quality of their papers we present here.
Colonel James Clark, Mr. Bert Cream, Ms. Wendy Campbell, and Mr. Mark Hoffman
enthusiastically supported this project from beginning to end. The people of Systems Exploration,
Incorporated also provided excellent support throughout. The organizational skills of Mr. Medhat
Korna and the editorial skills of Ms. Susan Harper are vividly displayed here. Many colleagues
also contributed to the workshop's success. These include Mr. Mike Young, Dr. Robert
Patterson, Mr. Matt Tracy, Mr. John lanni, Ms. Jill Easterly, Dr. R. Bruce Gould, Major Colleen
Goman, and Captain Rick Berry. To all, all thanks.

Edward Boyle February 4, 1991

AFI IRL/LRL
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio
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SUMMARY

This volunme contains the proceedings of a workshop on Human Centered Technology
(HCT) held in Dayon, Ohio on September 12 and 13, 1990. HC-T uses computer technology,
especiadly compute:" graphics, to create opportunities for human factors evaluation earlier in the
design of systems. Important developments are discussed in the workshop papers. These include
anthropomnctric nian-modeling, computer-aided design graphics, and cognitive task analysis
methods.

Vill
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WELCOMING REMARKS

Colonel Irving J. LeBlanc

Cormnander
I larry G. Am~strong Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433
(513) 255-4898



Good Morning, I'm very happy to be here representing the Human Systems Division,
AAMRL, and HRL. We've asked leaders in human-centered design from industry, academics,
and tt,,c government to explore how the technology you represent can be used to improve system
sur,-urt and maintainability. I ask that yot, share your ideas and help us define high payoff
technology that can be used to develop these tools.

I'm really impressed with the list of speakers, some top-notch expertise in a number of
areas. A lot of familiar faces to the people in AAMRL.

The defense budget has been reduced and will be reduced further. We're looking at a
smaller Air Force. At the same time, we have to keep our forces at a high level of readiness. It
means doing more with less. It means doing things smarter. It means buying systems we know
we can support.

It means doing things together -- the government, industry and academia. Truly joint
efforts will be a key part of our future. We have a real success story in the Crew Chief progr-am, a
joint effort of AFHRL and AAMRL.

I want to briefly discuss the Crew Chief effort because I believe it's a model of a very
successful joint effort and because so many of you have been involved in its development.
Beginning in 1972, COMBIMAN was developed as a Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE) model
of an aircraft pilot.' COMBIMAN has been in distribution since 1978, and has been used by
industry, the U.S. Army, and the Air Force to evaluate design changes. In 1988, Dr. Bill Askren
(then with HRL) and Dr. Joe McDaniel started a program to develop a variant of COMBIMAN to
model the physical accommodation of a maintenance technician, and Crew Chief was born. In
1988, Crew Chief was completed and interfaced to several CAD systems used by aerospace
designers, and can be used to evaluate the maintainability of aircraft and other complex systems.

The Crew Chief model allows the designer to simulate a maintenance activity on the
computer-generated image of the design and to determine if the required maintenance activities are
feasible. One of these efforts' greatest contributions to the state-of-the-art is the tremendous data
base of human strength capabilities. The strength research which preceded the model, for example,
in'olved over 100,000 strength measures; and more will be made in the future.

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

We must make improvements in the Air Force by addressing specific technology needs.
There are many of them in the application domain of this workshop: system support and
n'aintainability. They originate from a formal system of establishing requirements called logistics
-eeds and manpower, personnel, and training needs. I'll provide some highlights to give you a
picture of these current needs.

There is a need for maintenance speciality compression to reduce the support trail required
by mobile combat forces. It's not hard to see how improvements in this area can save large
amounts of money as exemplified in the costs of the Desert Shield deployment.

Another major effort is Computer-Aided Acquisition Logistics Support (CAl..S), which is a
D)OD/industry program to improve productivity through digitization .nd integration of technical
information throughout weapon system acquisition. Included is the integration of reliability and
maintainability into CAD/CAM processes to improve the flow of logistics information.

I Compu-crized Biomechanical Man Model
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Approximately 35 perecent of the lifetime cost of a military system is spent for maintenance.
Excessive repair time is caused by failure of system design to adequately consider maintenance.
The technician will spend hours making a repair which could have been completed in minutes if
accessibility had been adequate. Ultimately, development costs and acquisition time, as well as life
cycle costs and maintenance time, will be reduced if maintenance considerations are properly
addressed in system design.

HOW CAN WE SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS?

In the near future, two advances in computer technology will influence the direction of CAE tools.
The most obvious is the increased capability of low-cost engineering workstations. Second, there
is a significant move toward standardizing on an operating system, so exchange of graphics data
among different CAD vendors may soon be possible.

BEYOND THE IMMEDIATE FUTURE

We can predict that the virtual display technology being developed at HSD will be applied
to CAD/CAM tools. The virtual display is a 3D stereo display which is mounted on the head, so
that each eye sees a separate display. not just an alternating image. Resolution and picture quality
will increase. Not only will the design appear in 3D, but the designer will appear to be inside the
design. By planning the image with head movement, the perception of presence will be complete.
In such an environment, the workstation controls should also be virtual. Jnstead of selecting a line
to be changed or moved with a cursor, you can reach out and grab it with your hand, or rather a
virtual image reproduction of your hand.

New technology is making inroads in body size measurement. Someday, we may be able
to measure the human body in three dimensions. Already, new technology uses a laser scanner to
gather data on head and face shapes. In the near tern, such data are useful for head gear design,
such as helmets and chemical protective masks.

I think I've said enough--it's time for the group to go to work. I'm extremely pleased that
you have come here to share your expertise. Thank you very much for coming. I look forward to
seeing your ideas on how to apply your technology toward improving weapon system
supportability and maintainability.

Have a good workshop. Thank you.
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I IUMAN-CENTERED FOCUS IN SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

Dr. Donald C. Tetmeyer

Universal Energy Systems, Inc.
4401 Dayton-Xenia Road

Dayton, Ohio 45432
(513) 426-6900

ABSTRACT

The goal of Systems Engineering has always been a balanced, affordable design that mects all the
customcr's rckuircencnts. The development of Computer-Aided Design and Engineering technology, the resulting
L1,,iiiig& ta 4•, SiMuIUNcou•S engineering process, progress toward data interchange standards at an enterprise level, and
thli rcdihcovery of Total Quality Management with its emphasis on the customer, all give new impetus and means to
t.lcr atain th,;t goal. 1tuman-centered concerns are at the heart of satisfying the customer. The oppXortunity exists
to, f tcctively design for the end user at every stage of a computer-based, simultaneous Systems Engineering
ipproach: during the development and refinement of design requirements; with Computer-Aided Engineering

workstation itKols to design fo, case of operation and maintenance in kiowledge-based design checking; and in the
im vcgratcd dcvel,'pinwnt of effe•:tive training and stlpltxrt systems.
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INTRODUCTION

As our keynote speaker pointed out, the manufacturing sector in the United States has been
undergoing fundamental changes in the 1980s that will accelerate in the 1990s. The world will no
longer buy whatever American firms produce. Foreign competitors have made significant inroads
with enlightened management practices and responsive, integrated management systems that
deliver quality to the customer. American manufacturers are now rethinking the way they do
business and rapidly changing their own management approaches to improve quality and be more
responsive to their customers. Under the impetus of Mr. Costello during his tenure in OSD, the
revitalization underway in industry has been extended to the Department of Defense (DoD) and its
military contractors.

THE NEW PHILOSOPHY

Among the new buzzwords are Total Quality Management (TQM),
Simultaneous/Concurrent Engineering, Integrated Product Development (IPD), and Quality
Function Deployment (QFD). TQM is a management philosophy in which everyonec directs their
effort to continuously improving the processes to deliver a better product to the customer. It
emphasizes the proper role of management in strategic planning and in creating a productjve
environment that fosters commitment, initiative and innovation by the entire work force. It
mandates that decisions be made with relevant data.

Simultaneous Engineering. Concurrent Engineering, and IPD are different names for a
more responsive way to design and produce a product under the TQM philosophy. Engineering
design has traditionally followed a functional organization flow: When one department has
completed the design from its viewpoint, it "throws it over the wall" to the next department. The
electronic engineers lay down a complete design that will function electronically, then a reliability
engineer tries to make changes so it won't break as easily, then it goes to production engineering
for modification so it can be built, and so on. The new method is to have all these people work
together at the same time as one design team. The goal is a more balanced, economical, and
effective design to meet all aspects of the customer's need, arrived at jointly rather than as a series
of sequentially constrained compromises. QFD procedures provide a dynamic, hierarchical
requirement structure to help the design teams do the critical translation of customer need into
specific engineering criteria at each indenture level of a system design.

"TH IE NEW ENABLING TECtINOL(XiY

The gonal of ba:lanced design is not new. We have a!l atte,;npted and, given lip scr-vicc to the
concept of systems engineering. It is taking hold now in the foim of these new buzzword
techniques for two reasons: in today's competitive world economy it is now essential for survival,
and advances in computer technology have now made systems engineering feasible and affordable.

The old Air Force 375 series regulations had the same goal but required laborious analyses
of often inconsistent data that had to be documented on literally truckloads of paper. They added
significantly to the time and cost of product development. Today, integrated shared data bases
permit information configuration control, and Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE) software
permits rapid analysis of alternatives and trade-offs. In this environment, an integrated systems
engineering team produces better products that get to the customer faster at lower overall cost by
getting all aspects of the design correct in the first release.

It is worth noting that the earlier attempt at systems engineering was directed at the defense
industry by government regulation. The new systems engineerinyg revolution has taken place in the
private sector, accompanied by profound changes in corporate management and culture. The Dol)
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and its contractors have been relative latecomers, but the aerospace industry is now fully
committed. The major firms have been undertaking far-reaching reorganizations and large capital
investments to get a responsive systems engineering capability.

One area where government and industry are cooperating is in the essential development of
digital data and product definition data standards. The enabling technology will not be effective
unless product design information can be easily communicated and shared among the computers in
all departments of a firm, and between a firm and its suppliers and venture partners. The DoD,
working with the National Institute of Science and Technology, is facilitating such standards
development. Computer-Aided Acquisition and Logistics Support (CALS) is a comprehensive
effort to establish electronic data interchange standards for product support information, and foster
the development of CAE techniques to ensure more supportable products for the military.

ENGINEERING TO SATISFY THE U3,ER_

The rnew philosophy of systems engineering recognizes that customers buy products to
meet a definite need and function. It is the customer's use that must drive design. This usually
means designing things to be easy to operate and generally trouble free, and easy to get back in
service if there is trouble. These concerns are the realm of specialists in reliability, maintainability,
and human factors engineering. They must analyze how conveniently and safely customers can
operate, service, and, if necessary, fix the product. But these specialists can only contribute
effectively in systems engineering design teams if they have credible, responsive, computer-based
models and analysis software that allow them to keep up with the design engineers from other
disciplines as the design alternatives are generated and analyzed.

During the next two days, I hope to hear a lot about new developments that will provide
computing environments for rapid analysis of people-machine interfaces. The importance of fast,
user-friendly, flexible, and transportable tools for human-centered design analysis cannot be
overemphasized. Of course, the most successful tools will be based on thorough understanding of
the user's need, in this case the user being the human-centered design analyst on the product
engineering team. How much detail is necessary in a model of human physical capabilities to be
useful for design assessment? How closely must source data population demographics match target
population and how can an engineer make that determination? What metrics can best represent the
design dependent human performance and preferences in systems engineering trade-off analyses?
Hlow is the operational environment in which the proiuct will be used or maintained accounted for?
These are just a few of the issues that will have to be addressed in the development of practical and
useful took for human-centered design analysis.

PROVIDING DATA FOR PRODUCT SUPPORT

If you ever bought a toy for your kids and then discovered that the assembly instructions
were in a foreign language, you appreciate the importance of product support. To be useful to the
customer, a product must have adequate operating instructions and information on what to do if
something goes wrong. In the case of complex military systems, this can mean a wall of manuals,
claborate test equipment, or automated job aids. -it can also mean training courses and training
equipment that may be as much of a design effort as the product itself. It may mean establishing
service and repair centers stocked with appropriate tools, parts, and trained people. Under the
system engineering philosophy, product support is an essential and inseparable consideration in
product design.

The source data for developing and planning pnt,,uct support comes from human-centered
design analysis. The manuals, the job aids, the training requirements, the manning requirements,
and the service center layout all start from the product task analysis. A task analysis is the step-by-
step identification of exactly what people must do to operate and maintain the product, how many
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and what kind of people it takes, how long it takes, and what tools, special equipment, or special
environment they need. The job of developing the task analysis will be easier, faster, and more
accurate if the analyst can use a three-dimensional dynamic display to quickly visualize the tasks,
and a human performance model to test whether specific tasks are feasible. The immense advantage
for multi-person coordination tasks is particularly evident. The human-centered design analyst
may need some different workstation capabilities to do task analysis than to only do design
assessment. There needs to be ready access to other data bases for referent data associated with
comparable tasks on other products. Knowledge-based techniques which could assist in rapidly
accessing such information, and in determining where more detailed feasibility analyses are
warranted, would be helpful. The workstation environment should also facilitate documentation
and control of the task analysis, and electronic communication to the other product support
development activities.

The product support development process for military products is called Logistics Support
Analysis (LSA). Under IPD, it is an inherent part of the systems engineering process. The CALS
standards are being developed and implemented in defense contracts to ensure that this process is
automated and integrated in a way that permits electronic data exchange. Clearly, a workstation to
do human-centered design analysis and generate the essential task analysis must be CALS
compliant to be used in the defense industry.

SUMMARY

Competitive pressure and advances in computer technology have brought about a
fundamental change in the way products are being designed and developed. Design is becoming
an integrated team activity rather than a compartmentalized sequential process. Emphasis is on a
balanced, affordable design that provides what the customer wants. Human-centered design
analysis now has increased importance, not only to ensure that the product can be easily used and
maintailed, but to provide the basic task analysis information for all the product support
development activities. Human-centered design analysts need responsive computer-based models
and analysis techniques to hold their own with the other engineering disciplines. I expect that this
conference will show what significant progress has been made, and what still needs to be done, to
reach this goal.
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OVERCOMING BARRIERS TO COMPUTER HUMAN MODELING IN CONCURRENT
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ABSTRACT

Computer-based mathematical models of humans can provide powerful tools for concurrent engineering
analysis of human-machine interfaces. Long before mock-ups and models are constructed and simulators made
operational, Computer-Aidcd Design (CAD) definitions of work space geometry and environmental constraints can
be evaluated in many useful ways. However, such mathematical human models are relatively new. oversimplified.
and incomplete. Many complex anthropometric and biomechanical relationships needed for their accurate formulation
arc yet to be discovered and reported. This paper describes some of the key barriers the author sees as preventing the
immediate use of compuler-based human models to concurrent engineering and offers current and potential methods
to help overcome such barriers. The barriers discussed include (a) inconsistency in anthropometric dimensions
nieasured across surveys, (b) inadequate reporting of anthropometric dimensions in biomechanical studies, (c) lack of
data on civilian worker populations, (d) incomplete data on the locations of joints and lengths of internal links and of
human joint ranges of motion. (e) lack of systems approach in academic studies, and (f) lack of well-defined
prtc.sses for applying computer capabilities to development of human factors design requirements and evaluation of
engineering designs early in the design process. Example solutions offered include (a) statistical estimatii( and
empirical analysis methods, (b) forecasting and synthcsis approaches, (c) new concepts for formally defining and
extending link definitions and joint center locations, and (d) new concepts for obtaining future measurements and
proposals to develop standards.



INTRODUCTION

Computer-based, interactive mathematical models of humans are versatile and powerful
tools that can potentially facilitate concurrent engineering analysis of human-machine interfaces
such as maintenance work sites. Long before mock-ups and scale models are constructed and
simulators made operational, Computer-Aided Design (CAD) definitions of work space geometry
and environmental constraints can be evaluated in a preliminary manner with regard to reach,
access clearance, vision obstructions, capability of humans to exert force, and many other useful
relationships. Experience has indicated these approaches are valuable for product design involving
operability, maintainability, and manufacturing. As such models become more versatile, easy to
use, and accurate, the advantages will increase.

However, such mathematical human models are still relatively limited in scope, and not as
accurate as desired for realistic evaluation. One reason for this condition is that there are many
complex anthropometric and biomechanical relationships, supporting data, and statistical
interactions yet to be discovered and applied. These discoveries and applications are needed for
accurate model formulation. Since such basic barriers have not been overcome, it is doubly
difficult to go or, to the less definite concepts such as time functions, workload, manpower
requirements, physiological implications, and cognitive functions.

This paper identifies specific types of barriers related to anthropometry and biomechanics,
and describes a number of approaches which may overcome them, thus helping industry to
progress more quickly toward the goals of concurrent engineering. The discussion considers both
long-range objectives and near-term options.

In addition to technical barriers, the basic concepts for effective organizational use of
computer evaluation processes, including human modeling, that will support concurrent
engineering goals have not been well defined and taught to many potential users. This paper
suggests some general concerns about how such processes and policies should work and
characteristics of the software interfaces with human models that are important to success
applications.

OVERCOMING INADEQUATE INFORMATION AND CONFUSION

Through accidents of history and neglect of the proper study of man, many pervasively
irritating, information-related barriers have been created in the path of progress. Some of these are
legacies embedded in the literature and historical practice of anthropology. Like brick walls or
boulders strewn on a path, they must be bypassed or broken down. However, most of the barriers
discussed here are more appropriately visualized as various sizes of potholes, cracks, crevices,
and canyons reflecting inadequacy of information, especially of the type and quantity needed for
computer human modeling. The process of "overcoming" these is often to "fill in the crack" with
new knowledge or to "build a bridge over the canyon" by a combination of clever analysis and new
data.

Seen from outside the field, it appears that the many reports and thick volumes written on
these subjects should contain all the knowledge needed to formulate adequate models. However,
many readers of this paper well understand how awesomely audacious is the concept of modeling
the tremendous variety of human sizes, shapes, performance capabilities, and limitations. They
know about the extremely uneven state of development in rnany critical areas and the utterly
fantastic complexity of the human body. So, what can be done about it?
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General Long-Ranoe Approach

Briefly, the long-range view indicates a real need for a new and better, more
comprehensive cycle of anthropometric and biomechanical surveys and detailed research. Past
surveys actually need to be replicated on current populations using the recent knowledge gained
from struggling with the problems. This time researchers must "do it right" for the new purposes
of obtaining integrated, comprehensive and specific data needed for human modeling by graphic
computer analysis. Most designs of surveys in the past have not even adequately considered the
poor draftsman trying to draw a human form in a work site geometry. Current computer models
are even more demanding, and not much good at fudging, or "winging it." Work space evaluation
needs are increasingly different from the original anthropological goals of comparing racial groups
or even later needs for design of clothing. Of course, before embarking on large-scale surveys one
should perform small-scale measurement studies of selected samples from the expected populations
(or, to be more correct, their antecedents that can be actually measured today). Such a preliminary
"mapping of the territory" is both prudent and necessary, before exploring it in fine detail.

Barrier: Availability of CURRENT Population Data

One of the first questions to be asked is: "Are any of the currently available anthropometric
data appropriate for today's or tomorrow's maintenance problems?" This question is raised
because for the past 80 to 100 years there has been a remarkable secular (historical) growth in
stature and related length dimensions of many of the world's populations (NASA, 1978a), and in
some U.S. military populations as shown in Figure 1. The chart indicates that many years often
pass between one anthropometric survey and the next. Experience in the recent past has shown that
aircraft and aerospace projects have required a five- to ten-year development cycle from design to
deployment (and some much longer). Thus, it is more likely that old data rather than current data
will be used. By developing the practices of Concurrent Engineering (CE) it is hoped that
American industry can shonen such development cycles significantly. Still, by the time an air
vehicle is in operation for a few years the anthropom*-tric data base which set requirements for
aircraft projects may be two or more decades old.
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Figjure . Average Stature Versus Calendar Year of U.S. Military
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Long-Range Considerations: Forecasting Secular Trends. One method to offset the above-
described problem is to prepare forecasts of anthropornetric secular trends and use these
estimations for design requirements. Examples of such processes performed for the space shuttle
and the Freedom space station (and some of the resulting pitfalls) have been described in a paper
by Roebuck, Smith, and Raggio (1988). For the long-range view, it is necessary to continue
developing the art and science of forecasting, accounting for known trends in population
immigration, aging, attrition, socioeconomic, and other factors (Roebuck, Kroemer, and
Thomson, 1975; NASA, 1978; Kroemer et al., 1986). Such new approaches should be specified
by the USAF as NASA has for the space station. Also, current specifications, such as MIL-STD-
1472, ought to be revised to accont for expected secular trends.

Near-Term Considerations: Available Forecasts. Fortunately, we now have available the
anthropometric forecast which was performed during the early 1970 time frame to predict changes
in anthropometry circa 1985 for male NASA pilots (NASA, 1978). Also, during 1986 a forecast
was performed to extend the predictions to the year 2000 (NASA, 1987). These forecasts were
performed with the goal of predicting anthropometry of flying personnel for aerospace vehicles.
However, until forecasts are developed specifically for maintenance personnel, these available
forecasts might be used with reasonable adjustments for differences in age, education, and other
known factors. For example, non-pilots have in the past been generally Nhu•ter aud of wider
variability than flying personnel.

Unfortunately, the last decade has been one of some uncertainty in regard to the problem of
forecasting. Some populations in the Free World have apparently begun to level out or stop their
growth. Examples are those of Norway (NASA, 1978a), British civilians (Pheasant, 1968), and
perhaps civilians in the U.S.A. Early returns from the 1988 survw.y of U.S. Army males (Gordon
et al., 1989) seem to indicate that growth of Army males has slowed. However, this may reflect a
difference in socioeconomic conditions for Army personnel. Caution is urged, and further near-
term surveys and trend studies should be done to help understand and gauge the real trends more
accurately.

Barriers: Missing and Unsatisfactory External Anthropometric Length Dimensions and
Interrelations

"Potholes". Another typical barrier related to external anthropometry is the mismatch
between model requirements and available data from anthropometric and biomechanics surveys.
For example, the author recently compared available data from several major surveys to the needs
for only 14 dimensions for a simple model, the Crewstation Assessment of Reach, Version IV
"(CAR IV) (Harris and Iavecchia, 1984). It was found that at least two dimensions were missing
from each survey (Roebuck, 1989). Most of these "potholes" were lengths and heights. These
do not necessarily cause traffic gridlock, but they do add the work of estimating dimensions that
were not measured in a particular population of interest.

"Confusing Street Signs". Sometimes the question of dimension availability is confused
by the many differences in titles for anthropometric measurements. This is an unsatisfactory
condition which needs constant attention and upgrading of comparative documents to overcome.
Also, it is one that could be minimized by periodic meetings of specialists in the field to set
standards. Such a meeting, hosted by the Air Force, was reported by Hertzberg (1968) it ic long
past time to convene such a meeting again and expand its scope in light of modern human modeling
needs.

--Wrong Turns". Problems can arise from inappropriate choices of measurements, as
exemplified by the case of the Buttock-Leg Length. The ideal definition of the posture for obtaining
this measurement is depicted in Figure 2a. All the link lengths (distances between
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Figure 2. Ideal Posture for Buttock-Leg Length Measurement Versus Actual Postures for 1950
USAF Survey and 1988 Army Survey.

effective joint centers of rotation) are aligned perfectly, and oriented at 90 degrees to a theoretical
trunk back plane. However, Figure 2b, from Hertzberg, Daniels, and Churchill (1954) reminds us
that in actual practice many men cannot achieve the theoretical ideal posture. At best, such men can
achieve a less satisfactory posture as shown in Figure 2c, where no links are perpendicular to the
trunk. As a result, use of data based on either measurement 2b or 2c is subject to uncertainty about
accuracy of the mean and the variance. In summary, all single-measurement attempts to define
Buttock-Leg Length are unsatisfactory for all foreseeable purposes in design and in modeling.
Following are some alternatives which make manageable many of these problems of missing
lengths.

Long-Range Solutions: Alternative .Measurements, Deriving Missing Dimensions. As a
future simple fix for the Buttock-Leg Length problem, a more constructive recommendation is
offered: Instead of one unsatisfactory measurement, make two easier and more accurate, related
measurements and deriv& the needed result (Roebuck, 1989). One example of possible approaches
is described in Figure 3, which suggests use of a measurement called Kneeling Height. By
subtracting Kneeling Height from Stature, the difference obtained can be used to determine a length
to be added to Buttock-Knee Length to derive Buttock-Leg Length.

Near-Terri $21utions: Summing Two Statistical Distributions. An txample problem is
solved in Figure 4 to illustrate an approach for combining two known distributions which have
normal or near normal distributions. The calculation process shown applies to summing Hand
Length and Elbow-Wrist Length for 19o7 male USAF Flying Personnel (NASA, 1978b). The
result is called Forearm-Hand Length, and is one of the 14 dimensions mentioned above for the
Crewstation Assessment of Reach (CAR) IV reach model (Harris and lavecchia, 1984). A similar
set of formulas (only a couple of signs are changed) is used for subtraction of two known
dimensions. As an example, the Elbow-Wrist Length for USAF Flying Personnel in 1950
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MEASUREMENTS FOR DETERMINING
IDEALIZED LENGTH
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Figure 3. Kneeling Height Measurement to Derive Buttock-Leg Length.
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SUM OF. 2 KNOWN DIMENSIONS

PROBLEM: FIND MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION
FOR USAF 1967 FLYING PERSONNEL
(MALES) FOREARM HAND LENGTH.

GIVEN/APPROACH: FOLLOWING DATA AND
CALCULATION TABLE FORMAT:

CORRELATION COEFF
DIMENSION MEAN S.DD. I 2 3

1. HAND LENGTH 7.52 .32 .643
2. ELBOW WRIST L. 11.81 .56 .643
3. FOREARM-HAND L. 19.33 .80

*ADD MEANS: M3 =M +M 2

-CALCULATE S.D..: S3 = S,2 +S 2 + R12SS 2

Figure 4. Summing Two-Dimension Statistical Distributions.
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(Hertzberg et al., 1954) could be determined by subtracting Hand Length from Forearm-Hand
Length. These examples are good reminders that useful anthropometric data for even one
dimension in the context of human model constructions for populations typically must consider
many numbers. Each dimension must be considered as (a) a statistical distribution and (b) a set o
relatinships to other dimensions. In fact, each dimension carries implications for an entire system
of numbers which include data to yield the following essentials:

1. A measure of central tendency (e.g., the arithmetic mean)
2. A measure of variability (e.g., the standard deviation)
3. Measures of interrelations to other dimensions in the population (e.g., coefficients of

correlation and/or regression equations)
4. Measures of deviation from a normal (Gaussian) distribution

Without all the above data in some form, it is difficult to create accurate mathematical
models which describe the multiple combinations that can occur within the individuals of a
population. (Parenthetically, it is only fair to note that the first two measures can be mathematically
derived if two widely separated percentiles can be supplied, assuming that the statistical
distribution is essentially normal.)

Many length dimensions meet the criterion of normality reasonably well. (Breadths and
depths often are not so satisfactory, but are less likely to be summed or subtracted.)
Unfortunately, not all survey reports include coefficients of correlation, or they are separately
reported in less obvious places at a later time. However, alternate approaches are given later for
estimating standard deviations when coefficients of correlation are missing.

Estimating Coefficient of Correlation for New Distributions. Another step in preparing
data for use in the CAR IN' model is inputting coefficients of correlation between all the 14 variable
input dimensions used in the model. (Such correlations are needed for the Monte Carlo
synthesizing process described later.) Therefore, if one of the necessary dimensions must be
estimated, that new dimension must also have known or derived correlation coefficients between it
and the remaining variable input dimensions used in the model. Solutions for this type of problem
are not found in current anthropometry methods books. One sample problem solution is illustrated
in Figure 5, which deals with the correlation between a newly derived dimension distribution and
each of the addends used to derive it.

Barrier: Insufficient Multivariate Regressions

In addition to bivariate correlations, human modeling typically requires multivariate
distributions which can help to accurately define dimensions of depth, breadth, and circumference
of whole human forms. For most past large-scale studies, such data are not readily available or not
available at all. In some cases the problem is mainly one of economics and priority of efforts. In
other cases, the data were simply never analyzed.

Long-Range Solutions. Future anthropometric surveys should include many multiple
regression relationships and provide the original data in computer files for reconstitution as needed
to develop more of such relationships as needed. Such data could be valuable for many other
populations in the data banks used for human modeling, particularly those which apply to the
maintainer population in the military forces and to the pitifully few data applicable to the U.S.
civilian work force that builds military eNuipment.
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CORRELATION: SUM VS. ADDEND

PROBLEM: FIND CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS:
* FOREARM-HAND LENGTH VS. HAND LENGTH

* FOREARM-HAND L. VS. ELBOW-WRIST. LENGTH

GIVEN/APPROACH" FOLLOWING DATA AND
CALCULATION TABLE FORMAT:

CORRELATION COEFE
DIMENSION MEAN S.D. I 2 3

I. HAND LENGTH 7.52 .32 .643 .8Ai.

2. ELBOW WRIST L. 11.81 .56 .643 .952

3. FOREARM-HAND L. 19.33 .80 .846 .952

-CORRELATION, 3 VS. I: R13 = S2+ R1 SI S2

S, S2 +S2÷2R12S1 S2

-CORRELATION, 3 VS 2: R2 3  S2
2 - RIZS S2 -

S S 1 .+S2 Z+2RIZS1 SS

EFgsjr5. Calculating Coefficients of Correlation between Addends and Sum.

Near-Term Solutions. For a small number of military populations such multivariate
regressions have been calculated and published for many combinations of useful dimensions.
Examples are the 1968 Air Force Women (Clauser et al., 1968) and the 1967 USAF Flying
Personnel (Churchill and McConville, 1976). The Air Force has made available certain types of
access to its extensive computerized data banks. Working with these data, it is possible to develop
additional multiple regression relationships.

Barber: Missing Correlations Hinder Standard Deviation Estimaton

In many cases adequate correlation data are not available in the literature, and the sources
do not offer means by which they can be calculated, As a result, the foregoing simple formulas for
combining dimensions, such as shown in Figure 4, cannot be applied.

Long-Range Solutions. Future large-scale anthropometric studies should include analysis
charts that show the regressions of standard deviation as a function of the mean of the dimension
distributions. These should be shown separately for lengths, breadths, depths, and
circumferences. This approach is offered as a general, long-range solution goal because it has been
shown helpful in the past and is a currently available method of estimation, as explained below,
However, extensive research still needs to be done to more fully exploit and fine-tune this
promising method, using data from past surveys.

Near-Term Solutions: Analyzing Relative Variability Trends. Lacking data on bivariate
correlations or ozher information on variability, the estimation of variability of dimension
distributions can be aided by analysis of trends of standard deviation as a function of mean of each
distribution, using graphic presentations (Roebuck, Krocmcr, & Thompson, 1975; Pheasant,
1968) The iniiial formats may use a direct plot of standard deviation versus mean. Hlowever, in
Figure 6 a new, more generally useful approach is shown. The data have been normalized in terms
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STANDARD DEVIATION
ESTIMATED FROM MEAN AS RATIO OF STATURE

*PLOT STANDARD DEVIATION VS. MEAN
*EXPRESS AS % OF STATURE COORDINATES

:COMPUT*E AVERAGE TREND-LEAST SQUARES FIT
ePATTERN ANALYSIS

Lii• .028 - 1.. a -.465x2
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LENGTH AS FRACTION OF STATURE

Figure 6. Stature-Normalized Graph of Relative Variability vs. Proportion of Stature.

of their relation to Stature. That is, all mean values have been divided by the mean of Stature and
all standard deviations have been divided by the standard deviation of Stature. Such regression
lines for lengths and heights display a ;onvex upward trend, starting near the origin of the graph
and passing very close to the coordinates for Stature (1,1).

Now, consider the same type of data for a quite different population, that of Air Force
Women in 1968 (Clauser et al., 1968). We know that the absolute values of the means and
standard deviations of such a population will be different from those of the males, However, if the
data are shown in the nonnalized format, and the two graphs are superimposed as shown in Figure
7, the result displays clearly that the pattern of relative variability is almost identical. With this
brief hint of underlying biological constraints on variability goes a recommendation and invitation
to readers to participate in further exploration of these variability patterns with the goal of
improving estimation accuracy.

Banricr: Lac_9f•.D. _,atq _n Breadth. Depth and Contours of Limbs and Clnthin2

While missing data on lengths are annoying, even greater gaps arise when trying to develop
a graphic model that mathematically describes "enflteshment," that is, external contours of the nude
human body and of external surfaces of clothing and hair styles. Although the general
consideration of contours is related to specific questions of breadths and depths, the latter are first
considered as a separate topic in this paper. Graphic models require anthropometric data on depths
and breadths of the limbs, especially the legs, to complete drawings of body outlines. Such needs
are generally not met by large-scale surveys. Only circumferences are generally measured at
specific stations along the legs. Sometimes a few breadths at the elbow and knee epicondyles and
at the ankles are included. Among the few exceptions to this situation discovered by this
researcher are the photometric data on some 250 young men reported by McConville, Alexander,
and Vclscy (1963). Other reports from which such data can be extracted are the small number of
stereophotometric studies. Even the latter reported data need considerable analysis to pull out the
needed infomiation. Further, the number of sample subjects arc relatively ',mall compared to the
USAIt large-scale surveys that number in rhc thousands of subjects.
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SUPERIMPOSED DATA - M & F
NORMALIZED BY STATURE

•NEAR-IDENTICAL REGRESSIONS
•SIMILAR SECONDARYt PATTERNS
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Figure 7. Superimposed Graphs of Stature-Normalized Relative Variability for Air Force Males
and Females.

Len 2-Ran ~e Solutions: Measure More Breadths and Depths. The obvious solut; •n for the
long run is t-o plan-for the needed dimensions in future large-scale anthropometric surveys. Again,
this approach needs further detailed definition and agreement of international groups of interested
professionals, followed by publicity and educational efforts for the community of anthropologists,
biomeehanics specialists, and others who have a stake in the new results. The conference on
standardization reported by Hertzberg (1968) is an example of what could be done again with a
modest level of support by the Air Force, possibly with help of other government agencies.

Near-Term Solutions: Estimating Depths and Bredt~hs from Circumfcer_¢n_€_. In the
meantime, there are some useful and simple approximation methods available for the specific
problem of breadths and depths. Recent studies by the author have discovered some nearly linear
relationships between measured circumferences and depths and breadths at the same stations of the
limbs. The main source for such data has been the study of three-dimensional data for clothing
manikins reported by McConvillc, et al. ('1963). Figure 8 is one example of depth and breadth
dimensions recently derived by the author from data for Air Force males. Lacking any other data,
one could use such relationships to estimate depths and breadths for Air Force maintainers and
even for civilian males and females. However, it clearly would be better to have actual confirming
data on diverse populations. in the example graph there is also shown a line for the function of the -
knee circumference divided by pi. This curve can be considered the diameter of a circle with the
same circumference as the measured body dimensior,. Not surprisingly, this reference curve nearly
parallels those for depth and breadth.

As discussed later, such methods to estimate depths and breadths from circumferences can
also) be used to estimate the sagittal and lateral locations of centers of routtion for joints.
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KNEE DEPTH AND BREADTH VS.CIRC.
USAF FLYING P1ERSOt'4EIM - 1950

SOURCE OF DATA:
MCCONVILLE, ALEXANDER & VELSEY
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Figure.8. Example Graph of Breadths and Depths Estimated from Circumference Data.

Blarier.: nsufficient Data on Contours and Limited Capability to Summarize the Data

Theoretically, many of the above problems could be solved by really complete and accurate
"contour maps" of the human body, based on larger anthropometrie surveys, using stereo video,
stereo photography, or laser scan techniques. Then the needed lengths, breadths, depths,
circumferences and even volumes, areas, and mass properties could be calculated as needed by
later analysis, In fact, whole-body contour data on living persons are only available on modest
sample sizes (one of the largest has n = 46). Even these small sample studies have been limited to
a small number of populations. Further, most of these studies use only one body posture
(standing), so that sitting dimensions are not derivable,

Admittedly, these approaches are expensive and complex. Even to describe a minimal
number of useful breadths, depths, and off:.ets from internal link axes at key stations (where
contours display local maxima and minima) requires between 100 and 200 dimensions. When one
considers the amount of data and processing time associated with stereometric measurements of
contours, the problem becomes even greater. The available detail stereometric data typically
provide about 5000 data points. Future studies using the laser technology that is currently under
development likely will have more comprehensive outputs and even larger data sets. The situation
presents a difficult dilemma: Without the extensive data there is a barrier of insufficiency that may
be considered a yawning chasm. On the other hand, when contour data do become plentiful there
will be a glut of numbers which will require creative mathematics for analysis and major advances
in data handling procedures for storage and retrieval. The long-range problems are already seen in
the stereo data currently available.

I_&n.g-.ange Solutions: Selection of Conturs_,ndDevelopment of Analytiicl
fo)rmu.ilations. The number of data points for extensive contour measurements can be somewhat
niitigated by careful selection of key stations for measurement of contours. Key stations along the
limbs include those at which maxima or nminima occur, suLch as at ankle height, calf height, knee,
glutcal furrow, etc. In the areas of the limbs between these key stations, where contouis are
changing slowly, fewer data are needed to provide needed engineering information. Rather than
obtain a measurement every 2 cm, one could obtain measurements every 4 to 5 cm apart.
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A more technically intriguing approach is to seek mathematical formulations that closely
approximate the curves of the human body in areas important to work space design and clothing
design. At least one mathematical technique to develop formulas of adequate aczuracy seems to
exist today (Carrier, 1989). However, the length of the formulas and the number of coefficients
required may prove too extensive for prac:tcal applications. Further work in this area is still
needed.

Near-Term Solutions: Use of Contour Data. The small number of available studies can be
used to derive several useful types of information, considering them as generally applicable
patterns of external shapes, and scaling the results to conform with other data, such as average
body dimensions in principal planes. Analyses of depths and breadths versus circumference can
be performed on the contour data to develop some generalized regression data.

Barden Contour Data on Clothing Exteriors

Consideration of the practical aspects of modeling in the electronic media raises questions
of how to port-ray dimensions of clothing and the resultant impacts on workplace design. These
questions are particularly important to design for maintainability, since the wearing of bulk)' cold-
weather clothing can seriously degrade dexterity and impair access to restricted spaces. Currently
limited data on clothing additions to the typical external anthropometric dimensions are insufficient
when modeling in three dimensions and attempting to depict the entire outer surface of garments.
In fact, data on outer contours of items such as shoes appear to be completely ignored in the human
factors and biomechanics literature. If we cannot model such additional bulk adequately, the value
of human models may be rather minimal for just the cases where they should be of most
advantage.

Long-Range Solutions: External Clothing Dimensiops. Clearly, attention must be directed
toward a systematic and thorough, three-dimensional measurement study of typical maintainer
clothing external contours and how they relate to the body parts they cover. Anthropometric and
biomechanical specialists need to expand their horizons and apply their expertise to produce
extensive measurements on clothed persons. These clothing data need to be correlated with the
nude data and developed into predictive relationships for future use.

Beyond the static measurements and relatively constant-shaped safety glasses and hard
hats, there is a need for software concepts to model the folds, shifts, and protrusions of pants,
skirts, gloves, jackets, and safety harnesses as work is performed. There is a need to examine
issues of safety in clothing, to predict possible snagging of clothing during ingress or egress of
tight space, or to avoid s•afety hazards around rotating machinery or robots.

Further serious considerations apply to the restrictions of angular motion range and
reduction of forces that can be applied when encumbered by clothing.

In the more general sense, hairstyles are also a consideration of bulk, snagging hazards,
and clothing fit that may be of concern for m:aintenance personnel. While not classified as
clothing, they arc a part of the general problem of external contour modeling. These factors offer
many opportunities and challenges for future research.

I_[.r'In Solutiom. For the prc.ecnt this author can offer only the suggestion that careful
studv be madc of the individual articles of clothing and the available data on bulk additions related
to spccific external dimensions. Creative and adaptive approaches are needed to model key
6i'thirg diMensions, This author knows of some currently proprietary concepts being developed
as we speak. Prohbably othcrs will be exhibited by intcrested rcscarchcis in the future.
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Barrier: Lack of Data on Locations of Joint Centers of Rotation and Link Lengths Relative to
External Skin Landmarks

Most mathematical geometry models of humans for work space design evaluations depend
explicitly or implicitly on the concept of a stick figure, or a set of links connecting average centers
of joint rotation. The usual assumption is that such links have fixed lengths. This popular fiction
is a highly useful approximation for many types of models used for fit and function analysis.
However, a basic problem is that data from standard, large-scale anthropometric surveys rarely
report locations of such joint centers and link lengths.

Importance of Connectability. A Long-Range Concern. The foregoing example of
summing two known distributions illustrates an important need to be considered in the planning of
anthropometric surveys and of mathematical models: Many anthropometric length dimensions
must be measured and selected so as to be connectable. For example, Hand Length and Elbow-
Wrist Length both must be measured to the same landmark on the wrist to be accurately and simply
summed by the procedure described. Coincidentally, these dimensions also closely define one
aspect of the location of the wrist center of rotation, a valuable aid to modeling the lower arm/hand
relationship. In contrast, some valuable data for work space design such as Buttock-Knee Length
and Knee Height, Sitting cannot be so combined. Thus, the many surveys that do not provide
needed locations of the approximate knee joint center effectively create barriers which make
difficult the determination of many dimensions such as Buttock-Leg Length (also called Buttock
Heel Length, or Functional Leg Length).

Long-Range Solutions: Changes in Attitudes and Goals. Future anthropometric surveys
should focus on collecting functionally useful data on locations of effective, or average locations of
joint centers of rotation as well as overall, external dimensions. In planning such measurements
there necds to be a chanige it) attitude from the academic Ncientist toward that of the design
engineer. Rather than concentrate on the details of the joint motion at each angle, an overview
concept needs to be derived in which the attempt is to minimize total error in predicting reaches and
clearances. The following criteria are offered as a start:

1. The effective joint center locations within the body and the selected constant lengths of
the interconnecting links should provide for accurately defining the major, standard external
dimensions in standing, sitting, and reaching postures.

2. The extended limb links and Stature should be correct if they are derived using the link
lengths.

3. End-to-end distances along body segments while they are being held with major joints
at right angle postures should be correct. Thus, the use of the joint centers and link lengths should
create no surprises and should be consistent with the standard anthropometric dimensions, such as
Shoulder-Elbow Length, Sitting Height and Knee Ileight, Sitting.

4. Effective joint centers and link lengths should provide for minimal error over the full
range of motion of the joints during reaching activity. Measurements at the mid-range of the joints
are particularly valuable to model comfortable postures accurately. Otherwise, and possibly in
addition, mcaUremcnts at 45-degree angles are desirable for joints with a wide range of travel,
such as the elbow, knee, hip, and :,Ioulder complex.

With these guidelines, progress can be made toward a new set of simple, practical standard
measurements which can utilize the methods of Reulcaux (1875). These methods are well known
in the biornechanics literature, and need not be explained here again. Such modest changes in
measurements can halve a major benefit for modeling the human body for cngirnecring purposes.
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Near-Term Solutions: Flesh Links. While the above ideal measurements are not available,
there are ways to derive new and useful approximations of the desired joint center locations. In the
process of devising these techniques it has been found helpful to adopt a new general approach and
define new concepts to organize the data and perform the estimation calculations. The basic
concepts of inten link lengths described by Dempster (1955) has been extended to cover a new
set of entities called "flesh links." These links are defined as distances or vectors between defined
points on the internal link/joint set and specified points on the surface of the human body. Thus,
they measure the depth of flesh (including bone) from the basic axes of angular position definition.

The points of origin within the body may be either joint centers or "stations" along the links
between the joint centers. The distances to the skin surfaces (or clothing surfaces as the case may
be) may be measured perpendicular to links or at some specified angle convenient for the purpose.
For example, in deriving flesh lengths for a man standing in a natural, balanced posture, the
internal links for the upper and lower limb typically lean forward 2 to 6 degrees. Horizontal
distances from a vertical reference axis to posterior and anterior points on the skin are conveniently
defined in the horizontal plane, rather than perpendicularly from the link axes. In contrast to
internal links, flesh links may be considered as changing length as the flesb is compressed or
displaced by sitting and standing, etc.

The power of this new concept is twofold: (a) it draws attention to the many missing data
which define key points on contours of the external shape of the body and (b) it offers a formal
method of defining and organizing the needed depths and breadths as they are derived. Data tables
can be set up to define sets of links that functionally describe the important protrusions and valleys
of the human form. Such links are generally directly related to standard segment length
measurements rather than rough approximations based only on Stature, as defined by Dempster
(1955) or by Dempster, Sherr, and Priest (1964).

The basic concepts for these links have appeared previously in various forms. Even in the
CAR IV non-graphical model there are certain links and offset distances defined that exactly fit the
above definition of flesh links. For example, the so-called "ankle link" can be considered a flesh
link from the ankle joint to the surface of the foot at the heel. In the book by Roebuck, et. al.
(1975) they are called terminal links. Having broken the conceptual barriers around internal links,
it is also useful to define other types, such as the following:

1. Surface Links: Distances between two points on the surface of the body or clothing.
2. Pseudo Links: Distances between a part of the body (usually a joint) and another key,

nonbody point such as the center of a tool handle or a conuol knob.

A need for brevity precludes further details about applying this concept. However, Figure
9 illustrates some examples of flesh links and their suggested titles for the leg and foot.

Bttock-Leg L.ength Revisited

Using the above concepts, another approach to estimating leg links and deriving Buttock-
lxg Lungth is offered. Two pertinent flesh links were derived at the knee joint:

Upper Knee Flesh I ink = .465 * (Knee Circumference, Standing) / pi

The factor .465 was derived from data on U. S. Army males and females (Gordon et al,
,9X9) LUilig the difference between Knee Epicondyle Height and Knee Height, Sitting and its
rclation to Kncc Circumference.

Forcknec Flesh Link = .333 * (Knee Circumfecrnce, Standing) / pi
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Fi.gure9. Examples of Several Flesh Links for the Leg.

This estimate was derived from graphics depicting the knee joint, based on published X-ray
records and a variety of cut-and-try procedures whose description is beyond the scope of this
paper. While the least well-supported by measured data, this formulation is a useful approximation
until further measurements are obtained.

These key flesh links then are used to calculate two shorter, connec.LS 3 table leg
segments that may be added to yield Buttock-Leg Length.

(Buttock-Knee L.) - (Foreknee Flesh Link L.) = Buttock-Knee Joint L.

(Knee Ht., Sit.) - (Upper Knee Flesh L. L.) = Knee Joint Ht., Sit.

Buttock-Leg Length z (Buttock-Knee Jt. L.) + (Knee Joint Ht., Sit.)

Note that the the terms involving the flesh links are functions only of Knee Circumference,
Standing. Thus, it is possible to estimate the Buttock-Leg Length as a function of three commonly
measured dimensions.

By dividing the Buttock-Knee Joint Length by Buttock-Knee Length, one obtains a fraction
with which to estimate the standard deviation as a proportion of that for Buttock Knee Length. A
similar number can be obtained for the Knee Joint Height. Combining the two standard deviations
by the formula in Figure 4 (assuming the correlation between the two is the same as that for
Buttock-Knee and Knee Height, Sitting) provides an estimate of the standard deviation for the
idealized Buttock-Leg Length.
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Barrier: Lack of Data on Combined Joint Motion Ranges and Globographics

After the link lengths and joint centers are established relative to the external dimension
landmarks, there is a need to model their relative angular posture and ranges of motion. As a
general rule it is assumed that the preferred comfort orientation of a joint is near the middle of its
range of motion. However, we have little data on joint range of motion as regards the following
aspects:

1. Limits of motion determined by adjacent and distal joint orientation (two-joint and
three-joint limits).

2. Range of motion in other than principal planes of the body, particularly combinations of
joint motions which include axial rotation of the limb.

3. Range of motion data relative to the specific population that is being modeled (data are
usually from college students, not USAF maintainers, for example).

4. Restrictions caused by various types of clothing (e.g., gloves, parkas, chemical
protection suits).

5. Starting orientation for the measurement is much too often missing in the definition of
the measurement. In particular, this poses a serious problem for mathematical models
that are based on the internal link postures as indicators of angular position. Many
researchers use external surfaces (such as the lower or upper surface of the arm) as
starting orientations.

Some of the most glaring lacks of angular motion data involve the shoulder and hip joints.
The common practice of measuring range of motion only in principal planes defines a very tiny
percentage of the actual sinus cones of motion in these "ball and socket" types of joints. The only
recourse of the designer is to consider motion range in each principal plane as acting
independently. Joint motions surely are not independent at all the extremes of combined up-down,
left-right and axial motion range. As a result, models will likely indicate more range of travel than
can actually be achieved at orientations other than in principal planes.

Long-Range Solutions. There is need to perform research on much larger samples of
humans which are representative of the maintainer populations and the conditions under which they
work. To do so requires new, more easily used tools and procedures, and a new kind of thinking
that accepts the need for such added measurements as part of anthropometry. Ideal data concepts
are illustrated in Figure 10. Near the top of this figure is a "globographic" presentation of range of
motion for shoulder flexion-extension and adduction-abduction, following the examples of
Dempster (1955). Thus, the basic globographic concept widely expands the amount of coverage
considered in most surveys. However, there is still something lacking. The globographic figures
of Dempster (1955) and even the recent globographic depictions of shoulder joint motions of Engin
and Peindl (1987) do not indicate concurrent effects of axial rotation of th, humerus.

Lower on the figure is one special case example of a general method proposed by this
author for depicting axial rotation capability by using two vectors oriented along the axis of the
limb (the lower leg in this case). The length of these vectors extending radially from the surface of
the globe defines surfaces outboard of the globe which indicate the amount of available inward and
outward axial rotation for each posture combination of flexion-extension and adduction-abduction.
(Note that for the knee there is practically no adduction-abduction, so the "surfaces" are reduced to
lines on a plane.)

No Near-Term Solutions

Unfortunately, there are probably no comprehensive, immediate solutions for this type of
complex problem. Although incomplete, the data of Engin and Dempster could be incorporated as
general improvements for most current, near-term modeling efforts. For many models ihis would
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Figure 10. Conceptual Globographic Representations ef Joint Motion Range, Including Axial
Rotation.

represent a major advance in thinking about joint range modeling. Some creative extrapolation is
needed, since adequate data on large populations do not exist. Also, small-scale experiments may
be performed to offer additional interim data until larger scale studies are performed.

ADVANCING THE STATE OF THE ART: PERCENTAGE ACCOMMODATION VS.
PERCENTILES

Sometimes the barriers one faces in a project involve decisions on which is the better and
more useful of two good approaches. For years anthropometry specialists and human factors
generalists have tried to overc(ome the "avragc man syiidiome" Daniels (1952). They tried to
convert thinking of engineers toward specifying percentiles for dimensions. Out of this concept
and background grew the practice of combining many high or low percentiles into sets of common-
percentile, articulated drafting templates or manikin designs for convenience in early design layouts
and for evaluating layout drawings. Used and interpreted properly, with replaceable parts of larger
and smaller percentiles, such manikins have real value in avoiding the many errors that went with
the average man concept.

Yet, many human factors and ergonomics specialists knew perfectly well that such
manikins generally do not accurately characterize the chance of successful accommodation if two or
more body dimensi )ns, angles, etc., are critical to a design. Moroney and Smith (1972) and others
have pointed out this concern clearly and forcefully. Several alternative and generally better
approaches have been developed that recognize the importance of worst-case combinations of
dimensions for different body segments. For example, a set of six specified combinations of b.-), "
dimensions have been derived for Navy cockpit design, whereas eight sets of specified body
dimensions have been defined for USAF cockpit design. Bittner (1987) has derived 17 sets of
body dimensions, called CADRE. The design and evaluation process is somewhat more extended
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and complicated by this approach, in that more manikins must be defined and constructed, either as
articulated templates or as electronic models. Yet, even these generally more comprehensive
concepts may not be adequate as design criteria for maintainability.

Another more general approach is to seek a "goodness-of- fit" number, which may be
called percent accommodation. This approach is currently in use in the automotive field for
passenger car design evaluation. As embodied in a mathematical modeling technique, this
approach attempts to generate several hundred statistically valid sets of body dimension
combinations, possibly using a random selection process. Each of these combinations ("synthetic
individuals") is then tested for fit, reach, etc., appropriate to the evaluation in question. This
approach more closely approximates the process used in a large-scale evaluation of a mock-up or
prototype by use of human subjects.

As a general concept, some form of this random generation approach appears preferable for
the wide range of unusual body postures and access evaluations in complex work spaces that are
characteristic of maintenance activity. The CAR IV reach accommodation model is one example of
a model that has incorporated the concept with Monte Carlo generation of synthetic individuals. As
it stands now, the CAR IV model is not an "off-the-shelf' candidate to solve many of the vision,
clearance, strength, and other concerns of maintainability evaluations. However, such capabilities
could provide the basis for useful routines for adaptation to generalized human modeling for
maintainability evaluations. Future advancements in computer-based human modeling for
maintainability evaluations could well follow a similar approach.

PROCESS AND POLICY NEEDS

If all the technical problems were solved, it would still be necessary to implement them
through changes in organization, policies, and processes.

Barrier: Lack of Established Processes

While there is a bewildering and impressive array of electronic power now available to the
planner, designer, analyst, evaluator, and administrator, the proper and effective use of these tools
may yet lack something. Specifically, it seems to this writer that many companies probably have
not yet understood and assimilated the new technology and developed the organizational formats,
policies and procedures that take best advantage of them. This may be particularly true of a
relatively new (to many) concept such as CE. Old habits and procedures tend to die hard.

Also, we must avoid "throwing out the baby with the bath water." We know that we must
avoid interfering with brainstorming processes and early innovative activity during conceptual
stages of design. However, the concepts of simultaneous engineering require that key requirements
be introduced ear'y and that designs be evaluated regarding maintainability and a wide range of
other "ilitics" early in the design and development cycle. What seems to be needed is a study of
when and to whom various types of evaluations should be introduced. In the past
ergonomics/human factors specialists often complained about being consulted too little, too late. It
appears that approach was costly in terms of time, materials, and capital. Yet, if one responds to
what the simultaneous engineering advocates seem to be saying, in the future we may actually need
to avoid doing too much, too soon!

Long-Range Solutions. At some e,,xly times in the development cycle it seems appropriate
to supply easy-to-use electronic checklists for designers and analysts. These should call up
computer tools for graphical and numerical analysis procedures, such as human modeling
simulations. This type of assistance should ensure that the tools are easy to gain access to and
clearly indicative of what should be done with them. Among the many characteristics they must
possess will be "fun to use," or they may well be ignored. The processes must be clearly defined,
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definitely scheduled, and considered an integral part of the engineering process before the
geometry definitions and specifications are completed. They must be available for later use, when
changes are introduced as a result of the initial evaluations and after subsequent iterations. This
process must apply to air vehicle designs, GSE, supportability processes and tools, factory tools,
and assembly processes planning. Still, there is a need to avoid overregulation and excessive,
negative evaluation that kills off creativity and generates delays well beyond their long-term value
to the product.

Near-Term Solutions The present gathering of experts and specialists communicating their
concepts and current activities involving human-centered concurrent engineering for maintainability
assurance is an immediate action designed to begin implementing the changes in policies and
procedures needed. If better concepts and practices are put into place soon after disbanding the
conference, some immediate gains in the policies and organization area can be expected. The
problems being addressed are complex and there are many personal, political and economic issues
to be addressed. However, we all can begin immediately to work toward solutions.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper has highlighted several technical difficulties and organizational/procedural needs
related to anthropometry, and biomechanics, and their usage in computer-based human models.
Emphasis was laid on support of simultaneous engineering related to maintainability requirements.
Needs for fundamental changes are identified, including a new understanding of potential uses of
data on anthropometry and biomechanics for the burgeoning era of computer-based graphic
simulation. Three-dimensional definitions of landmarks and form are needed, and all
measurements must relate to common axes, thus tying them together, end-to-end.

Methods to overcome specific difficulties have been offered, considering both long-range
and immediate solutions. Pleas were made for forecasting of anthropometric trends and for more
extensive and better surveys to better know our people as regards statistical changes brought about
by immigrations, population shifts, aging, and other demographic concerns. New concepts
described include the use of "flesh links," empirical approaches to estimating standard deviations,
approaches for estimating missing breadths and depths of limbs by using circumferences, and
methods to estimate locations of joint centers from external surfaces of the body. Also
recommended are the convening of congresses and committees to standardize the new
measurement methods, to define new terminology, and to update the data bases and collations in
conformance with the new era in CAD methodology.

A preferred statistical randomization approach for manikin design and evaluation
simulations was recommended. It is based on using many different combinations of possible body
dimensions to determine a percentage accommodated instead of relying on a set of common
percentiles in a few manikin models.

Also considered were procedures for providing designers and analysts with early and easy
access to the electronic evaluation tools which use human models to simulate maintenance work.
Such an infrastructure is essential to facilitate the human user's acceptance and smooth integration
of concurrent engineering concepts.

A modestly revolutionary thought was also offered: Government encouragement of
advancements in manufacturing and design technology through funding of automation and
promoting simultaneous engineering for maintainability improvements, should also include
funding ard organizing large-scale measurement ýurvcys of the civilian work force, the people
whose hands and heads and muscles actually build the tools and assemble the aircraft used by the
military services. Such an investment would provide to the U.S.A. a type or government support
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that is already benefiting some of our most competitive trading partners (e.g., Japan, Taiwan). It

could have significant, widespread benefits to the U.S. economy, as well as aid to design of more

readily maintainable airplanes.

If the lessons described in this paper are applied and the new programs advocated are

funded and promoted, then we can deal with the barriers identified, and we shall]..ero,. !
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ABSTRACT

Crew Chief is an interactive human factors evaluation tool that interfaces to commercially available
Computer-Aided Design (CAD) systems. The three-dimensional modeling system, developed by the Air Force,
creates a computerized man-model representing a range of body sizes of both male and female maintainers. The user
may placc the Crew Chief model into a design drawing and run a series of analyses on the interaction between the
man-model's physical capabilities and the design elements related to a specific task. Tools such as Crew Chief allow
evaluation of proposed equipment and workplace designs before production. Since evaluation can now occur before
equipment is actually built, there is real hope of influencing design to take ergonomics into better account. This
paper describes the Crew Chief model in detail and discusses the results of an intensive user survey performed to
initiate proposed enhancements to the model.
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BACKGROUND

Thirty-five percent of a weapon system's life cycle cost is spent on maintenance and the
equipment and personnel to support it (McDaniel and Askren, 1985). One 'hird of all Air Force
enlisted personnel perform maintenance-related activities. The high cost of maintenance is due, in
part, to poor design. Much of this cost could be avoided if, during the system's preliminary design
stage, the interaction between the maintenance technician and the system design could be analyzed.

To detect possible problems early in the design process, the Harry G. Armstrong
Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (AAMRL) and the Air Force Human Resources
Laboratory (AFHRL), in conjunction with the University of Dayton Research Institute (UDRI),
have developed a Computer-Aided Design (CAD) model of an aircraft maintenance technician,
called Crew Chief. The model allows CAD users to detect design-induced maintainability problems
by providing a realistic simulation of a maintenance activity. The use of this model allows the early
identification of maintainability problems, thus reducing the need for a full-scale mock-up.

THE PROGRAM

Crew Chief is an interactive, three-dimensional (3D) model which is interfaced to existing
commercially available CAD systems. This program provides ergonomic and anthropometric data
in the form of a graphically displayed Air Force maintenance technician. The user may place the
Crew Chief human-model into the drawing to analyze the interaction between the model's physical
capabilities and the design elements related to a specific maintenance task.

The Data Base

Because Crew Chief i, a simulation of the physical characteristics and limitations of the
main,.oance technician, an extensive data base has been developed to support it. The data base for
the model was created from ergonomics studies specifically designed to simulate aircraft
maintenance tasks. For example, strength data from test subjects were related to the aircraft
technician population through a series of strength tests that had been previously administered to Air
Force personnel. Since there are few restrictions on the assignment of Air Force personnel to their
jobs categories, these subjects were determined to be representative of the Air Force maintenance
technician population. In collecting data for the torque and matei ials handling data base, subjects
performed one to seven of the same strength tests. Regressors are used to distribute the predictions
across the maintenance population.

The data base also contains "22 different sizes and types of hand tools commonly used in
aircraft maintenance. Evaluations using t,,- tools include accessibility (reach, interference, work
envelope, and visibility) and strength (torque).

"'h'N Mian MLei

:Bod, size, t,.endcr, clothing encumbnrnce. and posture must be considered in crgmononics
e!valuations for imainicmin ce. Crew Chief caii accoinmodate one of ten body size/j.cnder
combinations (lst, 5tih, 50th, 95th, and 99th percentile for both male and female Ilai nten ,1ce
1,echnicians) based on military' standards.

'flhc e enn luranice ( )l cl)thInn g and pCrso)na1l l)rotectivuc cluiplncnt (l'WIT) isl an imponrtant
linmitati mi for the mnaintent.i(nce tcchnician. A designer 11-, foRur types ()f staiudarcd clothing to choose
1)II1,: (a) fatieLICS, (h) faltigtuc, with jacket, (c) arctic C.iear, or (cj) thC chemical defense en semnhle.
'Thiis cdrthi rig interacts with the joint rItobility liunits and pose tres to model accessibility.
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Because the Crew Chief model is three dimeuisional, it has a surface of facets (triangles)
attached to the 35 links comprising the skeletal link system. A full 3D model is available for
rotating and a hidden line model can be used for a clearer view on the screen or on paper plots.

To simulate the postures typical in maintenance, Crew Chief provides for 12 initial
postures: (a) standing, (b) sitting, (c) kneeling on one knee, (d) kneeling on both knees, (e)
bending, (f) squatting, (g) prone, (h) supine, (i) lying on one side, (j) walking, (k) crawl,'ig, and
(1) climbing. Some of these postures reduce the mobility and strength available to pertorm a
maintenance task. The posture changes when a task, such as reach, is performed.

ANALYSIS FACILITIES

Maintainability problems generally fall into three areas: (a) physical accessibility, (b)
strength, and (c) visibility. Physical accessibility is affected by body size. posture, tool size,
adjacent or interfering components, and the task performed (such as lift, push, pull, o.r reach).
Strength involves the technician's physical ability (which is a function of gender, posture, and task
performed) to apply a specified torque, and/or to lift, position, carry, or remove an object.
Visibility or field of view is affected by the posture, location of the object relative to the model,
and components which may obscure the work area. The functions within Crew Chief allow
detection of these maintainability problems with the analyses described below.

Accessibility Analysis

The Accessibility Analysis function is provided to perform analyses concerning
obstructions between the human-model and elements of the CAD drawing around the location of
work. The function is divided into two analyses: (a) Interference and (b) Work Envelope.
Interference Analysis checks for contact between the human and CAD drawing elements. This
interference checking is performed on the model's arm for every reach, but this function must be
run to check the rest of the body. Since interference checking is a time-consuming task on typical
computer systems, it was felt that this checking was best left as an option. Work Envelope
Analysis, a quasi-dynamic interference check, presents a graphic display of the volume of space
required to do work. This includes operating a tool or moving an object (such as a component to
be removed or installed), The path of movement is depicted graphically with 3D lines.

Maintenance Task Analvyis

The Maintenance Task Analysis function is designed to evaluate the interactions of the
human-model and the user's de:;ign with respect to the model's physical characteristics, The
function is scparated intu three segments: (a) Tool Analysis, (b) Materials Handling, and (c)
Connector Analysis.

.vol Analysi. This function evaluates the ability to reach, with a tool and from a
designated posture and position, a specified point (see Figure 1). This includes the ability to reach
around obstacles between the model (holding the tool) and the task point. For specified wrenches,
once it is d&termined that the point can be reached, the strength capability for the particular gender,
posture, and tool relationship will bc displaycd. A limited visual analysis of tool clearance may be
made when the tool has been positioned.

Nla. ri:l I la d in gi n!. Th is fu nction eva i;.itles the capabilities of the mai ntcnance technician to
lift. push, p11, turn, hold in poSition, carry, or rerch an object (see Figure 2), In this function,
there is also at table displaving the I st, 5th, 50th, 95th, and 99th percentile strength capabilitics for
the starting eard ending positions and the size and weight of the obje(.t, all of which are available to
C( rmplete ti,' :as being siniulated. Fig_1urC I sh,'ws a typical reach with a ratchet wrclch.
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DESIGN TORQUE LIMITS
FOR TOOL ANAL'-'SIS
PREDICTED TORC.E

RwTOM0. r FP4BS

5th 20.10 33.69

50th 38.41 50.78

95th 62.22 70.811

99th 58.69 79.99

Figilr..I Crew Chief Video Display.

Connector Analysis. The capability of the maintenance technician to attach a connector at a
specified location is evaluated with this function. A user will find a table of the strength capability
related to grip used and the size of the connector. This table displays the torque applied in inch-
pounds across the five percentiles.

Visibility Analysis

A Visibility Analysis Function is available to the user that plots a map of visual azimuth and
elevation line-of-sight angles to workstation components in the drawing. The plot is rectilinear, and
depicts the visual field as seen by the Crew Chief model with its current eye position or from a
user-chosen point in space. The vision limits are presented for the baseline condition, which is
unrestricted, and for restrictions due to clothing or personal protective equipment.

A maintainability problem may involve combinations of these three analyses. For example,
lack of visibility may aggravate a physical accessibility problem by making it more difficult to
properly align and position a tool in a restricted working area.

SYSTEM INTERFACE

Crew Chief is broken into two software entities: (a) the interface and (b) the core program.
The interface not only provides a link to the CAD system but also uses some of the graphics
outputs to draw the model. Much of the user interface is dependent on the CAD software as well.
The core program contains the code which remains in tact with all system interfaces. This includes
data on strength, body dimensions, clothing, and tools, as well as algorithms for reach and other
tasks.

Crew Chief Version 2 interfaces to CADAM Versions 21 with the Access module, MVS
or VM operating systems, and FORTRAN-77. Version 1 of Crew Chief runs under CADAM
Version 20 with the 3D Interactive and Manufacturing Module, the Geometry Interface Module,
MVS, and FORTRAN H (Korna et al., 1988). Version 1 also works with Computervision CDS
4(001 with an Analytical Processing Unit (APU). Version 1.1 (which is actually closer to Version 2
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than Version 1) works with CADDS 4X software, Revision 4 or earlier. Crew Chief is also
available in a system-independent version. A computer programmer can interface this version to
other CAD systems by modifying the interface.

USER NEEDS

To look at future directions and needs, AFHRL mailed a questionnaire to Crew Chief
users. Follow-up visits were made to 11 of the companies to clarify and provide additional details.
The results consisted of an impressive list of possible model enhancements and additional
capabilities. Some of these are discussed briefly below.

Automatic Task Composition

Current human-modeling software requires users to specify all basic movements rather than
stating a task to be done. These models are good for detecting isolated maintenance problems, but
they are too tedious for more complex tasks. Crew Chief, for example, is able to simulate the act of
reaching for a single bolt with realistic body positioning, but if there are several bolts attached to a
component, users must input all pertinent positioning data for each bolt.

Automatic task composition will require less input of higher level information. To remove a
series of bolts, for instance, users won't need to enter data for each bolt. The model would be able
to take data from CAD libraries to find the location of all bolts and remove them before the
component can be lifted out. This removal operation requires advanced animation techniques to
illustrate the simulated procedure.

Detailed Hand Model

Since most maintenance work is accomplished by hand, an effective human-model needs a
detailed hand model. Data on human hand movements are available, and at least one computer-
based hand-movement model has been developed.

Detailed Vision Model

Sophisticated vision models are now being developed by several research groups. Crew
Chief includes a limited vision model, but it does not suffic' itly display the effects of obstacles
and lighting. Such factors must be included for visio, ,'-.,ions to be of maximum use in
human-activity modeling.

Analvyis of Multi-Person Tasks

A large number of maintenance tasks require more than one person to work together,
especially when heavy objects are moved. It is critical in these situations to analyze the spatial and
strength capabilities of multi-person tasks which Crew Chief does not currently permit. Crew
Chief, however, does allow more than one model to be displayed but only one of them is "active."
In other words, one model can do work while the others watch. Strength data for multiple
maintainers still remain to be collected.

Expanded Task-Analysis Criteria

Task information presented through computer animation should allow for accurate
definition of the perceptual and psychomotor abilities required to do the task. If enough detail about
human/machine interactions can be collected, it should also become possible to describe the
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cognitive demands of maintenance tasks. With such data it is assumed an analyst can deduce
accurate ability profiles for tasks, to group tasks into logical jobs, to develop job descriptions, and
to establish valid criteria for selecting personnel to do certain jobs.

If simulations are extended to the er .:re system rather than just subsystems, the evaluation
process can be extended into the realm of human-resource forecasting. Currently, the human-
resource implications of proposed des'gns are far removed from human-modeling technology. Yet
in the Air Force, for instance, human resources account for a great deal of spending. An
organization that strives for more efficient use of personnel and training resources can reap
considerable savings.

Interaction With Training Systems

Future human-modeling technology should support training in both information
development and requirements analyses. On the information side, CAD drawings would be ported
to automated technical manuals or used in the development of training literature. These, in turn,
would be used to create accurate and up-to-date job guides or job-performance aids. More directly,
the animated task performance might be videotaped for maintenance instruction.

These simulations provide a better basis for making decisions about the level of training
needed for a task. Often, the human factors analyst must judge whether task performance should
be supported by formal or on-the-job training -- a decision that is purely subjective without
concrete information on task requirements. The objectivity and reliability of these judgments can
only increase as graphics technology matures.

Workstation Version

CAD terminals are at a premium in industry. Design work monopolizes these terminals,
thereby leaving no time for Crew Chief analyses. By hosting on a graphics workstation, several
other advantages can also be seen. Not only are these workstations widely available in industry,
but the improved processing speed and powerful graphics make them favorable for future models
to be housed. The real-time movement of surfaced images was not feasible when Crew Chief was
first conceptualized. Figure 2 gives an example of a solid figure working on a weapon system.
Sticking with one platform will also eliminate the need to continuously update interfaces to new
CAD software versions.

CONCLUSIONS

Crew Chief provide:s a method to evaluate the maintainability of designs and takes a big
step toward reducing maintenance costs. The model cannot currently simulate all the aspects of
maintenance activities but it can provide an integral piece of a larger human factors analysis tool.
The Crew Chief data base and underlying technology can build a strong foundation for future
related work. AFHRL has initiated research that proposes to integrate human-models with existing
logistics data bases to foster a human-centered approach to weapon system design (Boyle et al.,
1990), The ability to realistically simulate maintenance work with computer animation underlies
this expanded role for task analysis in design evaluation. Visualizing complete maintenancw- .:ks
allows more accurate descriptions of human performance requirements. This capability will use a
gr:mphics workstation capable of importing CAD data and will build upon Crew Chief technology.
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HUMAN-CENTERED TECHNOLOGY: ENDS AND MEANS

Edward Boyle
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433-6503
(513) 255-3871

ABSTRACT

This paper outlines a desired approach for human-centered technology in Integtrated Product Development
(IPD). The. key idea is to integrate Computer-Aided Design (CAD) with human-modeling technology to create a
more unified approach to human factors analysis during design. The ability to realistically simulate maintenance
work through computer-graphics animation underlies this human factors evaluation technology. The advanced
human-modeling capability we seek will build upon research developments from Crew Chief and related
technologies. We want to widen the scope of human factors evaluation during design to include personnel and
training analysis, The use of Computer-Aided Acquisition and Logistics Support (CALS)-oriented data standards will
allow task analysis results to be better documented and thereby improve work force planning for system support.
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INTRODUCTION

People issues need to become a more visible part of Integrated Product Development (IPD).
Maintenanc'. human resources account for a large portion of the ownership costs of many military
systems. According to the best-selling presentation slide still used - and a,eeptect - by so many, the
majority of these costs are determined very early in design. So it would seem natural to want to
consider people issues more carefully, and earlier, in design engineering for new systems. 1

But design technology for the human elements of systems has lagged other support "ilities"
in the development of new technologies applicable to the IPD engineering world. That world is
becoming organized around three computer automation technologies: Computer-Aided Design
(CAD), Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE), and, in the military, Computer-Aided Acquisition
and Logistics Support (CALS). Human-centered technology must adapt itself to these CAD, CAE,
and CALS technologies. Otherwise it will languish even while people continue to insist that about
half of the life cycle costs incurred in system support are human costs. We have named this
adaptation process Human Centered Technology (HCT). Since it is through CAD and CAE that
new systems will be defined and evaluated, and through CALS that their support requirements will
be captured, HCT must develop within these three domains. Within CAD and CAE, human-
centered technology should provide a design influencing role for human performance. Within
CALS, HCT should provide a design documentation role for better logistics management. This
three-way integration at the level of enabling computer technology is a key objective of HCT.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

Accordingly, we have defined two basic research objectives for HCT.2 First, we want to
allow human performance limitations or capabilities which can degrade or enhance system
performance for given design options to be evaluated during design so that they can be more
readily accommodated. We think the most effective way to do this is to use computer-graphics
human-modeling to present task analysis results through video simulation. Integration with CAD,
itself a visual medium, will help to ensure that human performance problems identified by "virtual
prototyping" of human/machine designs can be shown to equipment designers for resolution. In
this context, task visualization is a new medium for an old message. Further, we want to use
"prescriptive" human performance information and explicit design criteria to describe and illustrate
how a given design might be improved.

Second, we want to integrate maintenance task analysis results with Logistics Support
Analysis (LSA) through developing CALS data standards for digital data exchange. This will
ensure that human-centered design information is accurately documented and preserved to aid in
human resources and related logistics planning requirements for syst,. 1i support. To these ends,
four research objectives for a new AFHRL program we call DEPTH3 have been defined:

I By "people issues," I mean the six MANPRINT domains: human factors, safety, biomedical, manpower,
personnel, and training. The last three, taken together, mean human resources but are better known as Manpower,
Personnel. and Training (NIPT). The first three, taken together, equate to human enginecring (HE). For present
purposes, this is the only distinction that makes a difference. See Binkin (1986) for a readable overview of military
MPT and HE problems. IPD means about the same thing as Concurrent or Simultaneous Engineering, although
fastidious distinctions are sometimes made here as well.
2 HCT at AFHRL/Logistics and Human Factors Division (LR) includes both equipment maintainability arid
operability technology, as well as computer support tools for collaborating design teams. This paper deals with the
maintainability portion only.
3 DEPTH - Design Evaluation for Personnel, Training, and Human Factors.
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Create a Human-Modeling Workstation Environment

A computer graphics workstation vvii provide a versatile platform for the development,
denionsuation, and uaisition of computer-graphics human-modeling technology. An "open"
workstation architecture will allow new or improved maintainability analysis methods to be readily
incorporated in a modular fashion, and will also support an incremental, phased approach for
technology transition to users. For many reasons, it is desirable for HCT to adopt common data
architectures and "interoperable" software/hardware platforms-

The HCT workstation we envision will house a human-model, task simulation tools,
human, performaicC data bases, and CAD and Logistics Support Analysis Record (LSAR) interface
software. Modular software design will provide a flexible and efficient means of updating and
integrating new or modified applications programs, and aiding interim product transition to useis.
Human performance analysis procedures and data bases embedded within or federated with the
computer graphics workstation will aid the task analysis process and provide a design diagnostic
capability. The hurnqn factors analyses will be organized around a core human-model program
resident within the v. orkstation. This overall DEPTH concept is shown in Figure 1.

MHF

IUrktatio!

DESIGN RESOURCE
INTERACTION PLANNING

Figure 1. Integrating HCT With CAD and LSAR.

The HCT workstation should interface with commercially available CAD and LSAR
systems. Software interfaces allowing the workstation to interrogate external data bases relevant to
rnaintenarce task specification and analysis will also be created. Potential data sources applicable to
task specification, simulation, and performance evaluation include experimental literature, existing
task analysis information, personnel and training data, field maintenance data, occupational safety
and hazardous materials information, design guides and standards, and case history and "lessons
learned" information.
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Enhance Human-Modeling Capabilities

We need to develop and incorporate better capabilities to simulate and analyze human hand
movement and visibility, multi-person tasks, and the effects of environmei-tal stressors on
physical workload and performance Maintenance work, especially aircraft maintenance, requires
manual skills. Many tasks require rr.ore than one person to perform safely. Different lighting and
environmental conditions are often enc.mountered in the real world. Hence, maintenance-oriented
task analysis using human-modeling technology will benefit greatly from more realistic
representation of these real-world working conditions. Technologies for some of these
requirements are being developed, but they are not yet found within a single modeling
environment.

Expand Human Factors Evaluation Criteria

These include, in addition to physical abilities, estimates of related perceptual and
psychomotor abilities underlying task performance. Maintenance job design and training decisions
would be much better supported if ways to accurately predict these nonphysical ability
requirements through human-modeling methods were invented. In short, we think it is time - or
soon will be time - for human-modeling tO , up io the "higher human factors" involved in
overall job design and work force planning. We need to estimate a tuller range of human
performance criteria, not just physical criteria, to make this possible. Enabling technologies for
expatiding the iange of human-centered design criteria include:

Enriched Tak Simulation. Proposed human/machine interactions must be displayed in
greater detail and with greater realism than they are now. This enrichment will come from the
integration of CAD-based equipment design information, computer graphics and animation
technology, and the automation of human performance and human resources data applicable to the
proposed human/machine environment. The abil ty to combine visual and nonvisual task
information underlies the advanced task analysis capabilities we seek. Technology developments in
two key areas described below encourage us in this objective.

Human Figure Modeling (also variously called man-modeling or human-modeling or
human-form modeling). Technology is advancing rapidly. We can create realistic, accurate
depictions of maintainers interacting with prime equipment, support equipment, and the work
environment. The ability to display a complete maintenance task, or sequences of tasks, through
computer animation is a process here called automatic task composition. (see Korna's paper, this
volUrne). This should enable broader estimation of both physical and nonphysical aspects of task
and job requ'ircments than current methods permit. Dynamic simulation of maintenance tasks using
advanced human-modeling and animation technologies will provide a powerful visual medium for
design evaluation and design influence.

Data Base Integration and Knowledge Representation Technologies are needed to better
organize and synthesize human-centered info(rmation about task performance requirements and the
task environment. The objective is to exploit existing knowledge and information about task
performance requirements in human-centered analysis of new or modified systems. New media
such as hypertext and compact-disk/read-only memory (CD-ROM) will support the varied uses of
human performance and human resources information needed in the DEPT'It workstation
environment.
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Create A "Prescriptive" Design Evaluation Capability

Human factors assessment should move from a merely descriptive level (i.e., "Something
might be wrong") to a prcscriptive level (i.e., "Something's wrong and here's how to correct it").
Easy access to relevant design goals and practical human performance criteria would allow a design
check for human performance to be made. "Work around" measures which can overcome
identified design deficiencies are also needed. It is not enough to merely display a simulated task
performance. We also need to know whether the predicted performance meets preestablished
design goals or exceeds known human performance limits before we can know whether we have a
good design or a bad design. Such indicators are lacking in most current human factors simulation
technologies. Potentially relevant human performance information is abundant, but it is scattered.
We need to bring it together to make it useful.

CURRENT HUMAN FACTORS USES OF HUMAN-MODELING

Physical Models

A large number of human-modeling (or man-modeling) techniques have been developed.
Kroeiner et al. (1989), Hickey et al. (1985), Rothwell (1985), Hidson (1988), and Richards &
Companion (1992) provide detailed descriptions and comparisons of System for Aiding Man-
Machine Interaction Evaluatioo (SAMMIE), PLAID/TEMPUS, Crewstation Assessment of Reach
(CAR), COMputerized Blomechanical MAN-Model (COMBIMAN), and Crew Chief, among
others. Most human-models create whole-body representations using a basic link system, which is
a simplified version of the human skeleton. Enfleshment algorithms can be used to create a more
realistic illusion of the human form, and CAD rendering techniques can be used to make the
display more visually cornpe!ling. In addition, many human-models use CAD graphics techniques
to change the angle of view, to "zoom," to generate three-dimensional displays, and so c.,. In
every case, an adequate anthropometric data base is required for the construction of human-
models.

To date, the human-models have focused on the physical or ergonomic aspects of
human/machine interaction. Kroemer et al. (1989) divide these models into anthropometric,
biomechanical, and human/machine interface types. In short, the human-models are intended to
help answer questions about the equipment or workplace such as:

1. Can the human-model fit into it? (anthropometry),

2. Can the human-model move or reach well enough? (kinematics),

3. How much force can be applied? (biomechanics),

4. How well can the human-model see? (visualization).

Evaluation of these and related physical aspects of human/machine design have been
greatly facilitated by the use of computer graphics-based representations of the human figure within
the proposed workplace.

..ilot-QpncratorM_4jiJ

Another focus of human-modeling simulation has been the performance of the pilot-
operator in the cockpit-workstation. For example, in the A 3 1 program (Army-NASA
Aircrew/Aircraft Integration, this volume), and the Human Systems Division's (HSD) Cockpit
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Automation Technology (CAT) program, attention falls on integrating visual and cognitive
information processing requirements with human-modeling simulation for pilot-operator woikload
assessment. Elkind et al. (1989), and McMillan et al. (1989) provide detailed reviews of these and
similar efforts. Baron et al. (1990) describe numerous human performance process models, again
focused on pilot-operator cognitivz workload assessment. These include the Human Operator
Simulator (HOS). New work funded by the Army Research Institute is attempting to link HOS, a
task networking tool called MicroSAINT, and an anththropometric model to create an integrated
human-modeling technology. (See the papers by Kaplan ind Laughery, this volume.)

Maintenance Modls

Among the CAD-based human-models, only one, Crew Chief, deals specifically with Air
Force equipment maintenance issues.4 This software package presents a three-dimensional
computer graphics model of a maintenance technician interacting with a CAD-defined work
environment. A number of body sizes and postures, accurately scaled to reflect the Air Force
maintenance work force, can be simulated. Available analyses include reach, visual and physical
access, and strength characteristics of Air Force maintainers in various body postures. Use of
common hand tools is also simulated. The model is supported by an extensive anthropometric data
base describing both male and female populations. Crew Chief has been interfaced with CADAM
and Computervision CAD systems so far. Details on Crew Chief technology and applications are
found in Easterly (1989), McDaniel & Hofmann (1990), Korna et al. (1988), and Easterly & Ianni
(this volume). From some points of view, the Crew Chief technology constitutes the baseline for
the DEPTH human-modeling environment. Specifically, since we want to simulate Air Force
populations accurately, we have no better anthropometric arid ergonomic data to draw from. But
from other points of view, the DEPTH human-modeling environment will move well beyond
current Crew Chief applications in ergonomic assessment.

For example., Cr,.,v Chief users in industry have identified a number of enhancements that
would improve its value in design evaluation. These include, in addition to task animation, an
improved vision capability, simulation of multi-person maintenance tasks, assessment of
environmental stressors, and detailed modeling of hand movements. Incorporation of these
enhancements in the DEPTH research will serve the expressed needs of Crew Chief users. In
addition, a solid baseline for the expanded task simulation and task analysis capabilities needed for
DEPTH will be produced.

EXPANDING HUMAN-MODELING CAPABILITY

Current CAD/CAF approaches to human factors assessment, especially the human-
models, use computer graphics technologies to specify and display human performance capabilities
through video representation. The term 'computational human factors" describes the general trend
toward computers, and especially computer graphics, to represent human/machine performance. In
these applications, human form (i.e., physical) and human process (i.e., cognitive) models replace
or supplement the hardware mock-ups, simulators, and prototypes traditionally required to perform
task analysis analyses during system design. In DEPTH, a CAD-based "virtual mock-up" of the
work environment is to be created through computer graphics workstation technology to more fully
define human performance requirements of maintenance work,

Three important benefits are gained by integrating human-centered design evaluation with
modern design technology and logistics information processes in the manner we propose. The first
is design interaction. The CAD link should permit earlier, more accurate, and more economical

4 Crr-w Chief is jointly devceopcd by the H.G. Armstrong Aerospace Mcdical Research Laboratory (AAMRL) and
[hc Air Force !Hurnan Resources l.boratory, Wright-Jatterson Air ForcC Base, Ohio.
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evaluations of the human/machine interface. It i.; easier to change equipment designs when
problems are detected early, before the design is fixed and hardware is fabricated. And it should be
easier to prrsuade designers using the visual medium of computer graphics.5

The second benefit is in achieving des;gn concurrency. Integration around CAD and CAE
should allow human-centered maintainability issues to be evaluated simultaneously with other
engineering and logistics support "ilities." The design engineering cycle should become less costly
and time consuming, and more supportable products should result. This is a central objective of
IPD. This research will create a human-centered design evaluation capability in consonance with
this IPD objective. 6

The third benefit is in linking with CALS-oriented design support information through the
established LSA process. The idea of CALS integration with HCT is to create a design support
data ba.,e in digital format - without paper - that contains more complete and more accurate
documentation of the human-centered aspects of system maintenance.

The matching of physical characteristics of people with work requirements using CAD-
based human-models is a technology nearing mqturity. This is not to say that the technology is
complete or perfect. Indeed, much remains to be done in the ergonomics domain to improve the
representation of anthropometric, biomechanical, and other physical characteristics. But other
aspects of the classical human factors agenda for system engineerin,, 'so warrant attention and
now appear to be reachable. The DEPTH1 research seeks to advance this agenda by exploiting
cmergilg computer technology and building on the existing technology developed for the human-
models. In addition to physical evaluation of human/machine design, we need to:

1. allocate functions between people and nmuchines,

2. predict task performance times,

3. evaluate task manning/crew size,

4. minimize human error and its consequences,

5. maximize safety,

6. describe task steps and procedures,

7. design jobs and job perfomiance aids,

8. develop training,

9. forecast manning, and

10. sclect arid assign personnel.7

5 Is a l)ictue wordiathousath.rind word.s? Is secing behcving? When we undorstand, don't we say "I see'?
6 In the mid-clOX0s, the Air Force advocatcd a very, similar concept for design technology integration known as
Unificd Life Cycle Engineering (ULCE). See Kulp and Coppola (1987) for a description of ULCE and a rare
mention of human-centcred issucs in an ULCE design environment. The integration of HCT with Reliability and
Mainuainability (R&M) through networked CAD workstations has been demonstrated.
7 Read the seminal work of Robert Miller (e.g., Miller, 1953a, 1953b. and 1956), the landmark Human Enginecring
Qu _dL.1Q.Eswipnt _ s•• n (Van Cott & Kincade, 1972), and the Price et al. (19RO) study of human factors
conuihutions to system design, and note the remarkable continuity in the human factors agenda through the decades.
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Evaluation of these issues will surely benefit from accurate anthropometric and ergonomic models
and data bases, but they are not wholly subordinate to them nor dependent upon their perfec..on.
Hence, the key issue for DEPTH technology development is this: To what extent might CAD,
computer-graphics human figure modeling, human performance information integration, and
related technologies be exploited and combined to help us evaluate a wider range of human-
centered maintenance criteria during equipment design?

Task Animation

The impetus for proposed expansion arises in part from new opportunities created by a
rapidly developing array of computer technologies, particularly in the computer graphics field.
These latter include the ability to create detailed, accurate, and realistic simulations of maintenance
work through human figure animation. Advanced animation technology, if it can be eronomically
added to current human-modeling capability, would greatly enlarge the task performance
information available to the expert analyst during engineering design. Maintenance task analysis,
aimed at the classical human factors criteria, could then be implemented using this technology. The
limiting factors appear to be the degree of accuracy, detail, and realism that advanced computer
technology can provide. For this purpose, the ability to animate the simulated worker and work
environment - that is, to introduce realistic movement to the simulated display - is an important new
requirement and opportunity for an effective computational approach to maintenance task analysis
and human factors evaluation. Computer-graphics technology for task animation should allow
visual assessment and confirmation of task performance. An ideal technology for this purpose
would have the following characteristics:

Accuracy.. An animated human-model should accurately replicate relevant human
anthropometry, biomechanics, and movements. Interactions of the animated human-model(s) with
the modeled work environment should appear to be natural. Equipment and/or workplace setups
should be accurate representations of the relevant design features.

Detail. An animated human-model should be portrayed in sufficient detail to permit
confident de-scription of human abilities and task performance requirements. The work
environment should be imaged in sufficient detail to ensure that the relevant human/machine
interactions (i.e., equipment repair) can be portrayed. For example, the analyst should be able to
call up special-purpose models for "close in" viewing of fine motor tasks or of tasks having high
demands for visual discrimination. In addition, the analyst should have ready access to relevant
information applicable to the task performance environment to assist in task specification,
simulation, and evaluation.

Realism. An animated human-model should behave purposefully according to a logical
plan of action. He or she should be capable of acting out task sequences in realistically timed
motions. The human-model might appear to react, plan, detect obstacles, avoid uncomfortable or
inefficient postures and movements, and so on. In short, the artificial person should appear to
have a sort of artificial intelligence.

Know ledge Cap~t nr

The impetus of task analysis expansion also arises from the growing interest within many
scientific disciplines relevant to human-centered design in discovering, systematizing, and
"representing" their knowledge base. Examples of this phenomenon are found in the meta-analysis
tcchniques used in the behavioral sciences (Hunter et al., 1982; Jones et al., 1985). Another
example i:, Boff & Lincoln's (1988) compendiumn on human perception and performance for
system designers. The challenge here has two parts: (a) to identify the state of scientific
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knowledge and other information applicable to a particular human-centered design issue, and (b) to
find creative and effective ways of applying this knowledge and information to support the creation
of improv - uman/machine simulation and design evaluation.

A.;,,niated Information Access. Human performance criteria contained in guides,
handbooks, and military specifications and standards are being computerized in the hope of
improving their usefulness in design and in other applications. The Army Human Engineering
Laboratory, for example, has converted the MIL-STD-1472 "Human Engineering Design Criteria
for Military Systems, Equipment, and Facilities" to hypertext format for use in a new
microcomputer-based human factors analysis package (Carlow Associates, 1989). Another
example is the proposed conversion of the AFHRL Occupational Research Data Bank (ORDB), a
key source of Air Force maintenance MPT data, to CD/ROM format. The Boff & Lincoln
cegineering compendium will also be converted for use in hypertext format on a Macintosh
computer under the Computer-Aided System Human Engineering (CASHE) program (Boff et al.,
draft).

Maintenance Data IBase Integration. A complementary movement within the MPT domain
has focused on integrati ig the task descriptive information contained in the numerous Air Force
data bases docunc.ztiiig maintenance work and equipment R&M behavior. The most important
and best known among these are the equipment maintenance records included in such systems as
the Air Force Maintenance Data Collection System (MDC), and the occupational surveys conducted
by the Air Force Occupational Measurement Squadron. Preliminary efforts to reconcile these data
systems to support human resources analyses are documented in Driskill and Boyle (1986). The
D1)ense Training and Performance Data Center (TPDC) is currently involved in similar work,
called Crosswalk, tO link equipment maintenanu, information with MPT information automatically.
If these and similar efforts prove successful, the utility of the information in a DEPTH human-
,nodel n environment will he ireatly expanded. V,' should be able, for example, to easily

"benchmark" comparable maintenance tasks with human performance data such as overall task
time, crew size, performing specialist, task difficulty, aptitude, and safety considerations.

SPECIFIC EVAI .UATION CAPABILITIES

E'stimating Mainteriace Task Requirements

In addition to their demands for physical strength and size, maintenance tasks call upon a
ntmiber of perceptuatl and psychomotor (or, simply, motor) abilities or skills. These include
manual dextc-ity, multi-limb coordination, and color perception, to name a few. An important
challenre for this research will be to create task representations rich enough to allow an analyst to
make reliable and valid infcrenccs about the requirements for these and other relevant human
abitiscý in proposcd human/machine designs. To do this, we must adopt, first of all, a standard
language for describing these abihties; a taxonomy. Second, we must define how, and how well,
thscc abilities can be represented and evaluated with available and near-term technologies.

_ A nurmber of scientific approaches to this problem have been
&ifscribed. T'he best recent strmary of competing viewpoints is probably that of Fl-ýishman and
Q.:;aintancC (1198.4). To take One example, Fleishman describes 52 distinct human abilities that
ailpcar ), n tI1lcrlic pcrhrmtinance differences in a wide variety of laboratory studies and that seem to
haivc .,lcl alc sv,,ychunel ri standing. I Iis taxonI )uy includes, in addition to perceptual, motor,
'ind t. i,,lve aliilinls, sve'ral sticl.gth find t l'xibhiliry abilities that scem highly compatible with
COrcri liii m(,tdcl us and capahilitics. These latter arc rianmcd static strength, expl)sivc

ie r I•'tl,. dyn tllllc strcn th tru- nk strcngth, extent flexibility, and dynamic flexibility. FlcishmaIn
.kstws his tax•i, )muic framcwurk on what he catll ; an "ability requirements" approach. That is, his
. human ;abilitics, arc co)nsidercd to be rClatlivcly cduriug ofharacteristics of people rarater than
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Another approach that may be applicable is the "task characteristics" method, also described
in Fleishman and Quaintance (1984) and in Fleishman (1975). In this approach, attention falls on
task-intrinsic properties. That is, they are independent of the human abilities they evoke. A task is
conceived as having components: a goal, procedures, input stimuli, responses, and stimulus-
response relationships. Each of these is decomposed into a number of task characteristics (e.g.,
precision and rate of response, number of procedural steps, and procedural compiexity). A
rigorous task descriptive language independent of the human operator is thus created. A third
approach called "job requirements matrix" attempts to link the ability requirements and task
characteristics approaches.

The relevance of this psychometric research on human ability taxonomies is in establishing
a scientific basis and a common framework for describing task requirements. Note that some of
these taxonomies include, but go well beyond physical and ergonomic criteria currently evaluated
by the human-models. There is no apparent reason why such ability taxonomies and task analysis
methods iooted in the behavioral sciences could not be adapted to a new task analysis context
based on human figure simulation. Task visualization provided by computer-graphics video
simulation would be used instead of real-world performance measurement or written task rating
scales as the basis for design evaluation of task requirements and for the instrumentation of task
simulation techniques. The right taxonomic framework can also provide a task-level basis for
eventually uniting the physical human factors with the "higher human factors" involved in MPT
evaluation.8

A TASK ANALYSIS VISION

The task analysis scenario using DEPTH technology could unfold as follows. Proposed
equipment and work environment details are loaded into the workstation from CAD systems and
data bases. A human-model, anthropometrically scaled to represent the target population
accurately, is instantiated from resident software. A pre-defined task taxonomy provides the basis
for describing human performance requirements for maintenance tasks. Ideally, the task would be
displayed as an animated, 3D computer-graphic simulation.

The task would be simulated with sufficient detail, accuracy, and realism to permit reliable
prediction and evaluation of task performance criteria. These criteria include body fit, reach, and
static strength estimation like those found in Crew Chief and other current human-modeling
technologies. But they also include information on overall task performance times, error sources,
task constraints, perceptual and psychomotor ability requirements, task crew/team size, task steps
and procedures, tool and support equipment use, and safety and hazard material handling
considerations. If a task cannot be performed at all, or if the task demands a skill that exceeds some
human performance or design constraint, such as task performance time, the analyst will have
visual proof supporting a recommendation for a design change.

What design changes are needed and how these changes affect overall system performance
goals are guided by a design evaluation aid, which contains human factors standards, "lessons
learned" information, work force characteristic data, design requirements, contract specifications,
and so on, When a preferred maintenance task activity is settled upon, the pertinent task
information is documented and made available for work force planning and training uses through
an LSAR interface. The idea is to pass off accurate, detailed information resulting from

8 Task analysis is fundamental Lo all MANPRINT domains, but the disconnects in task data requirements and use
preclude a fully unified and efficient approach to HCT for design. We have a separate ireash crlort to kvelok a wk
descriptivc language for this pu-pose, See Los (draft),
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maintenance task design to "downstream"n human resources planning uses. The DEPTH
workstation would not be used to perform these MPT-oriented functions but would support them
primarily through the creation of an accurate, CALS-compliant, maintenance task data stream.9

As presently conceived, some of the task-relevant data may be supplied or represented
using non-graphical means. The analyst should be prompted and aided in linking task conditions
for the proposed design with information on task performance for the same or similar conditions
on comparable existing equipments and task environments. The analyst may need to know, for
example:

1. How do factors like temperature, vibration, and noise variation affect task
performance?

2. What maintainability lessons learned apply to this task?

3. Are there safety and hazardous material handling criteria involved?

4. How long does it take to become proficient?

5. What is the task crew size and task performance time for comparable work?

6. What human factors design criteria apply, and are the criteria violated?

Information of these sorts abounds, but experience shows that it is not readily useful in actual
design evaluation unless it is close at hand and well organized for the purpose (Boff, 1987).
Innovative ways of "capturing" this information for use in a workstation task simulation
environment are needed. In a similar fashion, task descriptive data underlying graphics-based
simiulation must be assembled from divcrse sources and integrated within the workstation data
base.

The ideal human-modeling environment, according to Kroemer et al. (1989), should use a
standardized model structure (inputs, outputs, and language) so that the model is generally
available and not limited to special cases or to expert users only. In addition, the model should
simulate the real world; have three-dimensional form; be dynamic, predictive, validated, and time-
and cost-effective; permit rapid analysis; permit on-line documentation; have sophisticated
graphical display capability; and be user friendly. The DEPTH workstation environment should
incorporate these features of the integrated "superrnodel" concept Kroemer envisions,

It is difficult to specify in advance the exact arrangement and allocation of task descriptive
information to visual vs. nonvisual modalities and to animated vs. static displays. These depend
on the rate of advancements in enabling computer hardware and software technologies and on the
success of efforts to automate and app)y relevant task performance knowledge and information for
workstation use. Promising research in the critical technology of human figure animation is
ongoing. The work of Badler and his asociates at the University of Pennsylvania on the JACK
model is noteworthy. (See Badlcer, 1989; Badler., Lce, Phillips, & Otani, 1989, October; Phillips

I htivc Wiltit.0 d:iwwlIcrc ahoul ihe cver•tuil union of 1I lJIT1an Factors and Manpowv,'r, Pcrsonnel, and Training
(NIPT) anaulysis Iluil lii yht be Obti ned through DLF'l ii-like technology. Sez "'Th- POT! Revealed" ,Bo ylc, 1990).
Needless to sa), riot everyone agrees that INis is possible (see Pew's remrwks in this volume). Evcryonc agrees 1hat

everyihing in huaria.ccoiturc(l d-sign hangs on uisk analysis. Within the safe confines of this :1grccablcness, I see
MDL1It a.s a way to d,) tr;1ditiwial i,,Ak an.alysi v using rTiodern means.
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& Badler, 1988; and Badler, Barsky, & Zelzer, 1990.) JACK is evolving into a general purpose
task simulation and analysis tool with many of the features necessary for physical and
psychomotor performance evaluation required by this research.

USES OF TASK ANALYSIS DATA

Video simulation should permit examination of complete tasks so that their underlying
ability requirements can be reliably inferred. Both physical and nonphysical task requirements must
be revealed to make better informed decisions about overall job design. Success in this would
extend the uses of human-modeling technology beyond anthropometric or biomechanical aspects of
design evaluation to include cognitive performance requirements as well. In short, we want a
system for specifying, analyzing, and documenting tasks, as shown in Figure 2.
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b. _i .u.r__e.2. yCT Through DEPTH Task Analysis.

Maintenance JbDse

Once valid and practical methods to profile a wider set of human performance requirements
at .'he task levcl are in hand, human-centered design issues at the job level may be reachable. For
this purpose, a job can be thought of as simply a collection of tasks grouped for assignment to one
workcr. In• the Aiu Force, this worker would bc designated with an Air lForce Specialty Code
(AFSC) that identifies his or her job or occupation. Job design refers to the optimal allocation of
tasks to job categ•ories. It seeks the hest allocation of tasks to an AFSC in terms of selection and
training econom:y and individual utilization. This is an iterative - and somewhat artful - process
involving marny related factors (e.g., manning levels) a•nd uncertain criteria (e.g.. evolving design
c:•nccpet;). !Evenr so, a rnumbcr of guidelines fu~r jo2b de•:'4n have been ptublished.

Jo)b I-c••ip Gtidelinecs. P'eterson & lPurifoy (1')6(J) discuss these in detail, and provide the
foKlowing 30 year old but Ctill apt comue:nt:
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"Job design is highly related to the equipment of the job, including prime equipment, tools,
and test equipment. Usually the job design must be initiated well in advance of final equipment
design so that the strps in the job design process which provide job-equipment feedback allow the
analyst to influence equipment characteristics. Ideally, if the job design is begun during the
preliminary design stage, it can and shoul, , be coordinated with equipment design. To a great
extent, the engineer designing an item of equipment which is to be operated and maintained is at the
same time designing the operation and maintenance tasks." (p. 166)10

Creating Maintenance Procedures and Job Aids. Given all this, maintenance procedures
and job aids can be thought of as direct by-products of job design. Note in the idealized scheme
above that the analyst/engineer is by turns a design influencing agent and a creative designer
herself. The products of this iterative design optimization process become maintenance procedures
and job aids. That is, the analyst who can define human/machine interactions accurately enough,
early enough, and in sufficient detail can also define maintenance procedures. In some sense, job
aids become ways to overcome equipment shortcomings that are not readily changed. They will
lead the maintenance person to the correct (or most reasonable) diagnosis and repair action. The
need for such job aids and the task information required for their creation can be established
through the graphics-based task simulation technology this research seeks to develop.

Some Maintenance Training Issues

The CAD-based and CALS-compatible human-modeling technology developed by this
research should produce a number of important practical benefits for maintenance training. These
benefits can be divided into those supporting training information development, and training
media.

Training Information. Accurate illustrations for technical manuals and other training
publications could be provided in computer-graphic format from the workstation. CALS data
exchange standard. are important vehicles for the management and distribution of maintenance"tech data." Maintenance training in the military is governed by a systems approach to training
called Instructional System Development (ISD). Task analysis information developed or confirmed
through DEPTH workstation technology could aid ISD by providing earlier and more accurate
maintenance information. 11 Adoption of CALS-cornpliant digital data exchange standards within
the defense industry will permit rapid updating and distribution of maintenance training information
in both text and graphic formats when equipment engineering changes require changes in training
documentation. DEPTH technology should make important contributions to CALS by providing
more accurate and more thorough documentation of the human-centered aspects of system
maintenance and suplx)rt.

Training Mcdia. If visual/video simulation of a human-model is used to create and analyze
a task or job as part of the design development, then the same technology might be used to train
real people to do the task or job subsequently. All levels of maintenance training would be
supported - technical school, contractor-site, and on-the-job. The correct (or incorrect) way uf
performing a task could be shown to trainees using hurnan-model simulations recorded from the
workstation display. Training media like these could become valuable by-products of the DEPTH
design evaluation technology. They would be relatively inexpensive and easy to update if human-
modcling visual simulation became a routine part of digital technical information flow under the
CALS initiative.

; Notice herec the id,.a of (ngiriccring concurrcncy for humin-centcrcd design clcki.,, This is precisely Wlhat
Sirnultaexous Engineering tri,2- to achievc.
I An ISD/f SAR interface f or maict•iancc k limr, created under the CALS umbrclha. The idea is to use

maintenancc tii'k decnprtve information from LSAR for traininF dcvclopmecnt.
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INTERFACING WITH LSA AND LSAR

The human factors analysis workstation should help to integrate design technology with
human-centered aspects of supportability analysis as we have them defined in MIL-STD-1388-1A
and -2A. The computer-graphics human-modeling technology envisioned here should be in
consonance with CALS requirements and IPD objectives. As shown in Figure 1, one way for this
human-centered design integration to occur is to link CAD, the source of equipment information,
with the LSA/LSAR process, the destination of maintenance task analysis information, through a
human-modeling computer workstation. Some of the integration opportunities are highlighted
below.

Description of LSA

Logistics support requirements for military systems, including the human-centered ones,
are estimated during the acquisition process through a procedure called LSA. LSA is formally and
explicitly established as an element of the system engineering process used by the Air Force to
organize the design and acquisition of military systems. Results of the assorted LSA tasks and
subtasks (MIL-STD-1388-1A) are recorded using data formats shown in detail in MIL-STD-1388-
2A (LSAR). It has been estimated that about 80 percent of all LSAR data requirements involve
measurements or judgments about human performance at some level, One objective of LSA/LSAR
is to provide a structured way for supportability issues to influence equipment design. Another
objective is to define requirements for the various elements of system support. These elements
include maintenance manpower and personnel, training, training equipment, and technical data,
among others. The DEPTH technology will advance these dual objectives for logistics
supportability. Design influence and design documentation roles for human-centered aspects of
equipment maintenance will be established.

jHuman Engineering Interface. The human-centered LSA/LSAR elements for equipment
maintenance correspond to the standard human engineering requirements in military acquisition.
Task analysis, workload analysis, and dynamic simulation are three important tools for evaluating
the human/machine interface called out specifically in MIL-H-46855B "Human Engineering
Requirements for Military Systems, Equipment, and Facilities." The LSA and human factors
engineering (HFE) standards are, in fact, cross-referenced. HFE fits under the logistics element
called Design Interface. From an LSA perspective, the DEPTH workstation produces a "virtual
mock-up" for human/machine analysis. For typical maintenance tasks on military systems, there is
little point in distinguishing HFE criteria from LSA data requirements. They are almost
coextensive. For example, LSA Task 401, Task Analysis, specifies a number of maintenance HFE
task criteria. These include procedural steps required to perform the task, task frequency,
difficulty, crew size, personnel skill level and job specialty required, safety hazards, and repair
times, among others. LSA criteria are the same criteria that HFE technology for maintenance work
should seek to document. The traditional way of doing this, especially for critical maintenance
tasks, is through task analysis using physical mock-ups or expert judgment based on verbal task
descriptions. In this regard, see also LSA Report 006 "Critical Maintenance Task Summary" and
the LSAR "B" Data Record "Criticality and Maintainability Analysis." A computational approach,
using CAD and advanced human figure simulation technology to supplement (or even replace)
physical mock-ups, should allow human/machine integration issues to be visualized, and allow
task analysis to begin earlier and end more accurately than it does now.

LSAR Data Records. The "C" Data Record called "Operation and Maintenance Task
Summary" consolidates the operations and maintenance tasks identified for each repairable
equipment item. It is used to record support requirements such as tools, facilities, and training
equipment, The "D" Data Record "Operation and Maintenance Task Analysis" requires detailed,
step-by-step infbrmation on how tasks should be performed, the applicable task performance time,
and the job specialist (or AFSC) required. These data become vital inputs for the development of
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maintenance technical data and the definition of personnel requirements for system support.
Increasingly, they are inputs to "downstream" maintenance manpower and training planning
requirements estimation. Other LSAR data requirements that might be satisfied by the advanced
human-modeling simulation technology envisioned here are "Personnel and Support
Requirements" (Data Record Dl), "Supp,.,- Equipment or Training Material Description and
Justification" (Data Record E), and "Skill Evaluation and Justification" (Data Record G). Human-
modeling should help LSA become ri -"re proactive in design by making early design data more
reliable, and should help make LSA more efficient by moving task analysis information more
rapidly to other human-centered disciplines.

DESIGN PRESCRIPTIVE LOGIC

Current human-models would be greatly improved from a user's perspective if they
provided more specific i!nformation and guidance about the known or projected advantages or
disadvantages of particular human/machine designs. At present, the user is often left to his or her
own devices in making these assessments. Often, the significant investment required to generate a
computer-graphic human-model results in an. impressive display but little practical guidance about
the goodness of a particular design from a human factors standpoint. Clearly, some way is needed
to aid the design evaluation process once a display is created. The issue involves engineering both
the user-interface and the user-utility of human-models. That is, it involves helping the user, and
helping the user help the customer.

t-P i t-i WORKSTATIONEERING

User Interface

The software underlying this human-modeling technology, which is graphics-oriented,
should present a graphics interface for design evaluation as well. The workstal.o0i usui inteface
must be as modern as the human-modeling technology contained in the software. It is important for
the success of human-centered design technology that people other than the computer programmers
or software engineers who wrote the code be able to use the system to do useful task analysis
work. There should be menus, windows, and other user-oriented software tools that would allow
the human factors analyst to expend more effort on her own craft and less on someone else's. In
short, the human factors workstation should be carefully human factored itself.

User Utiiy

The user should be able to quickly find out what scientific knowledge and other applicable
information say about a particular task and task environment. A menu titled, for example, "HF
Criteria For This Scenario" would lead the analyst to MIL-STD-1472 and other data applicable to
the proposed task or job. This would help the analyst quickly determine whether relevant design or
human performance criteria are violated, and by how much. A design check to confirm human
performance capabilities is needed for practical task evaluation. The user must be able to find out
what science, experience, or design requirements apply to a task design before she can say she has
a good or a bad design. If she can't determine these things, she can't be of practical help to her
custon _r, the design engineer. This implies a need for a workstation utility that can act as a design
advisor to help in solving ta:,k specification, task analysis, and task evaluation problems.

TECHINOLOGY AI)PLICATIONS

Air Force acquisition strategy for the foreseeable future is likely to stress upgrades and
n1i)dificatjons to existing systems rather than major new systems. To be most useful, the DEPTH
týhnilogy program should be adaptable to the different design problems involved in modification
and retrofit of existing systcms, rather than solely to new system design. In addition, the
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technology should be adaptable to human-centered maintenance requirements analysis within the
industrialized Air Logistics Centers (ALC) (depot maintenance), not just to flight line (or
organizational) maintenance.

For these new applications, the question of anthropometry for different populations
becomes especially relevant. The Crew Chief anthropometry, for example, is based on youth
populations similar to Air Force maintenance workers. Applying these body data to other groups,
such as Air Force depot workers, may not be valid if this work force is significantly different. We
need new measuremea-a techniques to help us accurately portray the physical characteristics of
different populations of workers. We also need now workstation techniques that can allow us to
rescale the anthropometry and related physical char-actistics of the target population.
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ABSTRACT

Process models of human performance represent the human information processing system as an
engineering system consisting of input/output devices, processors, and memory storage subsystems. The goal of
Human Performance Process (HPP) models is to emulate human behavior through simulation of specific human
information processes and attributes. HPP models are typically employed in engineering studies attempting to
analyze task workload with the goal of predicting human performance.

HPP model research represents a unique focal point of cognitive science research. HPP model research
blends together the information processing models developed by cognitive psychology and the computational
techniques developed by artificial intelligence to create dynamic emulations of human performance. HPP model
research provides cognitive scientists an opportunity to test both theories of human performance and implemented
computational mnodels.

To support HPP model research, the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory (AFHRL) had developed a
first-generation tethed. the Automation Impacts Re.;earch Tcsilted (AIRT). AIRT corsisLs of scenario generation
and system prototyping tLools, integraed with the HPP models. In this ongoing research, AFHRL is comparing the
performance of process models to that of Air Force officers assigned to the air weapons controller career field. The
equipment emulated in this study is the next generation air defense system, the Modular Control Equipment (MCE).
AIRT supports research on process models by allowing removal of one operator model and replacing it with an
actual air weapons controller. The human operator interacts with the team of operator models through voice
recognition and generation systems as well as through the MCE interface. AIRT piovides the capability to compare
the perforxnancc of an actual operator with a modeled operator during identical interactive simulation trials. This
paper will provide an overview of AFHRL's HPP model research arid discuss the research issues associated with HPIP
model development.
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INTRODUCTION

Process models of human performance (Card, Moran, & Newell, 1983, 1986) represent
the human information processing system as ail engineering system consisting of input/output
devices, processors, and memory storage subsystems. Information flow and transformation are
described in terms of key system parameters within each subsystem. The goal of human
performance process (HPP) models is to emulate human behavior through simulation of specific
human information processing attributes and processes. HPP models are being developed to
permit psychological principles and data to influence system design. They are typically employed
in engineering studies attempting to analyze task workload, with the goal of predicting human
performance.

An I IPP model representative of the state-of-the-art has been developed by the Air Force
Iluman Resources Laboratory (AFHRL) through a contract to BBN (Corker, et al. 1989). This
model consists of four subcomponent models: (a) visual, (b) auditory, (c) cognitive, and (d)
psychomotor. The visual subomponent models two types of visual processing: (a) active gaze
and (b) monitoring. (Active gaze represents focused and directed movement to a target point;
monitoring represents a scanning process.) The parameters modeled for both active gaze and
monitoring are field of view, velocity of motion, saccades, and fixation pause. The auditory
subcomponent models both the communication protocol employed by human operators and the
bandwidth and memory limits of human auditory processing capabilities. The psychomotor
subcomponent model incorporates Fitts' formulation relating movement time, distance, and
accuracy to provide a probability of error. ThIe cognitive subcomponent model depicts cognitive
activity via a procedural representation consisting of "If some condition exists, Then execute some
actic-n:' statements, and an inferencing engine which controls the application of the If/Then
stnten..-nts (which are normally called productions).

In addition to the subcomponent mTodels, each operator model has an individually defined
updatable world representation which is a description of the world as the operator knows ii. It
contains rules for decisions, an awareness of external events as seen through the operator's
perceptual processes (i.e., audition and vision subcomponent models), and a declarative
description of the world as the operator knows it. The declarative, or factual, information is
represented im a fr,-ie-iheoretic paradigm (Minsky, 1975). Declarative information includes
"knowledge" concerning aircraft (types of aircraft and their capabilities), the operator's equipment
(what components make up the equipment, and how to operate it), and rules of engagement
(knowledge about the operator's expected behavior).

The AFIIRL i tll' model works in the folluwing way. In0foriation enters the world
representation through the perceptual modalities. The cognitive subcomponent model is continually
trying to match condition clauses against the data in the world representation. If a match is
triggered the execution clause spawns, or generates, activities. These activities are then executed
through the appropriate subcomponent model. The execution of activities can also change data in
the world representation, which often results in the spawning of additional activities.

AFIIRL's cognitive subcomponent model is the most elaborate attempt to incorporate
knowledge-ba-.ý-J! modeling techniques into an HPP model. Knowledge-based models depict the
problem-solving processes of experts. The expert's knowleoge is iepresented in symbol
structures, along with rules for manipulating the knowledge. Knowledge is often stored as
heuristics: "rulcs-Of-th1ii111" that individuals employ in making decisions. The knowledge-based
model employed in AFHRL's IIPP model is an expert system (Hayes-Roth, et al., 1983). It is
unique in that the control strategy guiding the inferencing engine is based upon a psychological
model of how human memory operates.
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The AFHRL HPP model is very sophisticated compared to other HPP models; however, it
is very simplistic compared to a human being. There are several aspects of the model that need
continued research and development. First, the model has difficulty identifying human
performance limitations due to high task demands. Second, the model does not readily depict
different skill levels of personnel, from novice to expert. Third, the model has difficulty accurately
depicting the processes involved with concurrent tasking, in which the operator is engaged in
multiple tasks simultaneously. Fourth, the model isn't sufficiently sophisticated to model complex
decision-making processes. (This is due to both a lack of understanding of human decision-
making and a lack of efficient computational techniques to represent and inference large knowledge
bases in real-time.) And finally, and perhaps most important, the model is unvalidated.

COGNITIVE SCIENCE AND HPP MODEL RESEARCH

Cognitive science is the interdisciplinary study of the acquisition and use of knowledge
(Collins and Smith, 1988). Cognitive science views the human brain as a physical symbol system
consisting of representation and processing systems. Two of the key disciplines involved in
cognitive science research are cognitive psychology and artificial intelligence. Cognitive
psychology research focuses on developing information processing models that depict human
perception, memory, and thought. Artificial intelligence research focuses on developing computer-
based models of human performance, HPP model research is the conjunction of these two
endeavors. HPP model research blends together the information processing models develc,pcd by
cognitive psychology and the computational techniques developed by artificial intelligence to create
dynamic emulations of human performance. HPP model research is more constrained than
cognitive psychology or artificial intelligence research. It constrains cognitive psychology by
requiring the information processing models to be rigorous and complete in their specification of
human capabilities. It constrains artificial intelligence research by requiring the computational
models to emulate human performance and the underlying processes driving human performance.

HPP model developers often develop their models upon based cognitive psychology
research, and then implement them with an Al-based knowledge representation strategy. When
drawing on cognitive psychology, the modei developer is concerned about the veridicality of the
psychological theories; when drawing on artificial intelligence, the model developer is concerned
about the computational efficacy of the data processing techniques.

Cognitive psychology's information processing perspective readily lends itself to the HPP
model design process. Information processing models usually trace mental operations through a
sequence of stages, from encoding of sensory information, through a series of mental operations,
to the formation of either a mental product or a physical action. These. stage models are easily
transformed into engineering models. Additionally, cognitive psychology research often provides
data distributions that can be used to define the ranges of information flowing through the system.
Htowever, there are serious problems for the model developer interested in using research results
from cognitive science to develop HPP models. In drawing data from cognitive psychology the
prob!ems are interpreting (or reconciling) research reiults derived from different experimental
paradigms, and then choosing a psychological theory to explain those, rcsults. There are usually a
plethora of results, which can be explained in a multiplicity of ways.

Once the IlPP modeler has developed a psychological model, the next step is to develop a
computational implementation. A key computational implementation problem in designing an IPP
model is how to represent knowledge. Artificial intelligence research has developed a profusion of
formalisms to represent knowledge and emulate cognitive processing. In drawing on artificial
intelligence research there is a problem selecting the most effective computational implementation
that supports the cognitive processes being modeled. Choosing the appropriate computation
technique is difficult, since there are little data comparing the relative advantages and disadvantages
of different techniques.
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Consider thr- thle issue of how to model human pe;rfonimance limitations due to excessive
task demands. Most psycholopists wo-ild -agTCe that periformance limitations are due to the
humanls inability tr. ittvni to mrultiple task.s simniutiacously. Psychologists invok~e the theoretical
const~ruct, attention. to explain the process by which humans rcduce tile informnation bombarding
them. The basic iciea is that to perceive any stimiuli one must first attend to it. Attention research
attempts to explicate thle limits of, and processes involved in, human attention. But psychologists'
agreement on attention ends here: There are two dominant research paradigmis generating research
data, and two very different theoretical perspectives attempting to explain the data.

As discussed by Kahincman and Triesman (1983), the two dominant research paradigms in
-attention research are (a) the filteria.) paradigm and (b) the selective-set paradigm. The filtering
p-radigmi is distinguished by thrt-t fcatures: (a) the subject is exposed simultaneously to relevant
and irrelevanlt stimiuli, MU the %wiv ant stimuli COUIitro a relatively' complex process of response
selection anid execution, and (c) tfie property that distinguishes rektvant from irrelevant stimuli is
normally a simple physical feature (e.g., color or shape). In the selective-set paradigm, the subject
is preparcd for a particul-ar stimuli and iF insýtructed to indicate its q~uickly as possible the detection,
(ir reutoof that t,: M hiý inl thle SeCc tive-set paradigm the. subject is searching for one of
,sl.vorai stimuli, whereas inl thihe filtering; para'lig~m, the subject is analyzing mnultiple stimuli.

The filturirit 11nd Se,'1Leeil ý', SOet Iaradizt,,ns were each ceratedi to study a different aspect of
ate Ti .'itIi Ite mg p rad n was. developed to studIy [the lim-its of performance arid to mecasure

the 1extent to which di~fferent itasks can he comibined without loa.s. The Felective-set paradigm was
(l'ýVU101ped to stndx' the: brain's abj lit y to rusist i (1StntCtion, ritd to ;StabliSil the locus beyond whic.h
relevant anid irtelevaiit Stimuli aic reiated differenutialiy. PReseai.ch revsults derive-d from the Filtering
paradigm suggeust (Hn general) that the brain is organized aIS a Modular system by modalities and
ilhat juefeeeeltWi'i' stimuli1 ariSeS Chicfly ~vithin rather than between ihe separate, semi-
inde~pendent sut'svsiemis. kescarchi rc~sutil- deiiv(-,c f i o the -,,elective-set paradigm suggest that Lhe,
bra in lwa. an, impressive ability to pat~l dcd process mat tiple Stimuli, even within the- semi-
fitdepcildeie" siothsyste~m. .l'h-e'ýz i-,.t'lts atl- obviuuI::ly co,,itradictory. The filtering paradigm results
i .;npl\' that a 1 lt-1) modlel should have a processing bottleneck in e-ach rnodalitý; thle selective-set
resulthssug thalt at HIPi mo1del vhOulld have parallel processors in each modality. Perhaps these

'stIscain he tirderstocot by lookiri g more cloFsely at the theories which attempt to explain them.

'lIWT': are two imajor Ciiasses' o)I teijsOf auai-;loll: (a) fillet theories and (b) i. urce
theo)ries. l'il Icr the' 'iies prorin-dc. anl iiii ormlarion flo)\v iiloidul that coil1npi ici2 seveltalpocsin
Itis~cliutti ('n:.one of which isý itiorec nnsIiMIMe than ~he ot~iers. The constrained processing

ti~~~l~~fl~~ti;r cjtO cicpiili'la.ether a chiantiel Lhrourh which only a hlmited aml-oult of
llt(ii tatio toti en flow, ()r a pt'sitwhtiti Can only procesýs at l'mniedf amount of diata. N~iter

1lie' ''(S ( all Itave'.I (V;U Hinn11 t esof 1 nr rinat oti1 prjcessing. In contrast to filter theories
reC thle resourCe thorFie-S. l<Csoui cc theories promnote anl energy- or activation- based model.

Reso(urce mxieKls stress that the informiation pr(o'ess.ing system has a li1mited amiount of resources
wih IiWhtichi to ir n s 1htur-tniitoin. Re soiit (C the:ories Lan have it Sin gle p) x'l of resources, or
tt.;ltiplke puols of res()1oreC.S. Inl thl( follo1wing disc-ussio we. will briefly consider a single and
I AltillIt fiter r 111: cit Hiriitiple reCsourFce mcidedl.

*lhe fir:~t at~l ilr:t 1titlucittl siiiO i!(ae tImt r mon di~ was pro pose,(d h, i 'i he~ndbt (195p",
k, uir.d il1c.tttowt I ill ilert Poeli a lircdcp cit haitlic, prece`,ded by at selective

!11"t iralti I1 J]"11 tll 'c 'i 5 i it It,- 11liItel(ajct c nn l ~leds tt i mia riteh;anisto that1 selIcts
1,1] oUjiolIl. lit'n Yl'I ,1. atil a iit L triv w tilet~ . lBroadbvttts, Ither is itii'luoriccd by) the

'eite itn;ctcornitig iriforriatiort, as well asý by informiation of the lmig- terni store. Selection1
!ytlie Filter is ha se-d uipon ih)'sical teat itire-s, for example the speaker's voice characteristics, of the

tinpuLt. eerhy 'lv rl,-ie smar (1 960') demon strated that the filter mrodlel )lpioposl by 13oi(ad bant
I'de t hetin irel) ci uiplex. Inl experiments whe~rc SnbjCet', were asked iii sh;iiow (vraliepeat)
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a message presented in one ear while attempting not to attend to a second message presented in the
other ear, subjects occasionally rusponded to meaningful stimuli, for example their name spoken
by a different speaker, in the non-shadoweci ear, These results demonstrate that information can be
selected by the filter via properties other than the stimuli's physical properties.

An example of a multistage filter model was proposed by Triesman (1986). Triesman
proposes a two-stage model. The first stage works in parallel over the entire visual field extracting
features from incoming stimuli. This stage uses separate features like color, size, contrast, and
curvature to create a stack of feature maps. The second stage works serially, employing focused
attention to identify objects and their settings by combining features. Focused attention operates via
a master map. The presence and nature of discontinuities are registered in the master map.
Attention employs the map to simultaneously select all features in a selected location, creating an
integrated temporary object representation. The temporary object representation is then compared
to a recognition network which specifies critical attributes of perceptual objects. Prior knowledge
and expectations play a major role in guiding attention in this system.

As summarized by Gopher and Donchin (1986), the most comprehensive resource model
developed to explain human performance was developed by Kahneman (1973). Kahneman's
model limits the amount of resources available at any time, but it allows the resource level to vary
with the level of arousal. Arousal, and consequently performance, changes in the classical inverted
U-shaped function. Increases in ar, -'il increase the amount of resources and performance capacity
to a point; beyond that point (the the inverted U) performance falls off. Changes in the level
of arousal are controlled by ft: from the execution of ongoing activities. Additionally, there
is a mechanism responsible ft.. ..,cating resources. This allocation mechanism is influenced by
enduring dispositions and momentary intentions, in addition to the feedback from ongoing
activities. Research results from experimental paradigms, where the subject had to engage in two
tasks, simultaneously showed that the performance of certain tasks interfered more with some
tasks than with other casks. These results implied there must be more than one pool of resources,
and that different tasks draw differentially upon these distinct resources.

Multiple resource theories model the information processing system as a number of
processing mechanisms each having its own supply of resources. An example of a multiple
resource model was developed by Wickens (1980, 1990). Wickens' model proposes three
structural dimensions of the human information processing system: (a) processing stages, (b)
codes, and (c) modalities. The processing stages dimension defines two separate resources: (a)
perceptual-cognition (input processes) and (b) response prcK'esses (output processes). The second
dimension contrasts spatial and analog codes involved in information processing. The third
dimension contrasts perceptual mod alities (visual versus auditory input). The first two dimensions
arc associatcd with diffrcia resources in Wickens' modl. The third dimension is not associated
with resorc.s, but affects resource utilization through interactions with the other two dimensions
(Wickens, 1990). To the degree that tasks are similar across dimensions, they will use the same
resources and, hence, interfere with each other.

These theories conceptualize attention in very different ways. The two filter theories
descrihcd ahove model human information pr.cessing from an information theory perspective.
]i,foriation theory is cr-,rccrned with the man ipulation, transformation, and transmission of
I niorimation, irrespcive of the physicatl or biological properties of the system. Theories based
tulmn if(fornr;tion thecry ustual y mo del the systcem structurally. In filter theories, limitations in
hItII n lI', ' .- ,•m () c ' u ;ln bce duc i) nfomtonliali'm failing to pass through filtcrs (usually conceived as
1 ,-,W,.ial cr1itict,), ()I as the nvcr-luading uf a central proc(essor with too much data. The two

a"'m lc Ill'u t I.•. desrcl u ,blhdaovc nllaidc) inrforrnation proces.si.ig from a more biological
pci ,pt ,c. "'ivc eThcs-, 1h(,rics pa 'it that tlit crity has a limited amount of resources for processing
imin'rm:w. inn, with r,- ourccý. bhirig cmiccived as cncrgizing forces required for task performance.
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Interestingiy. resource models posit that the amount of resources available at any given time varies
with arousal. The entity can perform more tasks when aroused. The concept of resources,
however, is not related to any specific structural model.

The problem for the HPP model developer is how to integrate ideas from different
theoretical perspectives into HPP models. A filter-based model would emphasize structural
channels and processing units in each modality. There would be filters that would act as
gatekeepers in the channels. (It is still an Lnanswered question as to whether the modalities would
process information in parallel.) The filters would be parameterized to pass information based
upon the physical properties of the stimuli. The HPP model would need to track stimulus
properties. Additionally, there would be processing units having fixed amounts of processing
capabilities. Human performance limitations would most often result from overloading the system
with information. On the other hand, a resource model would emphasize the quantities of resources
available ,o the organism. These resources would most likely be tied to specific sensory modalities
and processing systems. The HPP model would track resource expenditures and allow processing
only if resources were available. The model would also track the entity's level of arousal, or
activation, and modify resource availability accordingly. Human performance limitations would
most often result from the lack of available resources.

Integrating concepts from different theoretical perspectives into a 11)l-' model is very
challenging. The choices made strongly influence the subsequent research the model can be used
fr,)r. For example, creating a HPP model based on resource theory should allow the modeling of
the effects of stress; creating a model from a filter perspective may not.

Let's now consider some additional shortfalls of the AFHRL HPP model, specifically, its
inability to model different skill levels, and complex decision-making. The focus of this discussion
will be on knowledge representation techniques. Lack of effective knowledge representation
techniques is curnently the most serious problem limiting the sophistication of the cognitive
component of A FHRL's HPP model.

Elaine Rich (1983, lists four properties required to effectively represent complex
knowledge in a given dorrain: (a) representational adequacy, (b) inferential adequacy, (c)
inferential efficiency, and (a.) accluisitional efficiency. Representational adequacy is the ability to
represent all the kinds of kn',wledge required in a given domain. Inferential adequacy is the ability
to manipulate the rcprese-ita,'onal structures in a way to derive new structures representing new
knowledge inferred fnu:m old knowledge, Inferential efficiency is the ability of knowledge
structures to use new information to focus the attention of the inference mechanism in the most
promising direction. Acquisitional efficiency is the ability of the knowledge structure to acquire
new information easily. Several knowledge representa.ion techniques accomplishing these
objectives have been developed by artificial intelligence researchers. These knowledge
representation techniques fall into two categories: (a) procedural methods and (b) declarative
niethcds. Procedural methods represent knowledge as procedures for employing the knowledge.
Declarative methods represent knowledge as a static collection of facts with a limited set of
pJ)ocedures for employing them. The following discussion will focus on one procedural and three
dcclairative knowledge represcntation tchn,(,iques. All of these techniques can be employed to create
krowledgc-ba:,cd models.

The 1I•H t coiionmmlv ,.mployed proccdUral iepresentation is the production system. (It is
the l nowlcd-c rc;)reser'iita, P(,n týchniquc cinployed in AlFI tR.'s cognitive ,ubcomponunt model.
()11(:c ai-dial, it productio. system C('ni si of at Set of rules, or prodUcticUM, -.ach cormprising a left
vid(I thIit (de2teri-hines the applicability (f the rule, and a right side tht d escrihes an action to be
pe~rforined if 1Ce rule is applied. Thc rules are compared against a data base of the current world
state to detcm ine if the conditions for a(ctivatingi, or firing, the rule exist. The final component of a
pi (,d Iiction sy,.tc.-t is the control s;rutcgy (infercrvc engine) that specifics the order in which the
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productions will be compared to the world state and a way to resolve conflicts that arise when
several productions become active simultaneously. Production systems have been employed in a
variety of knowledge-based systems. Production systems underlie most of the expert systems that
have been built. They are very useful at recognizing patterns and generating appropriate actions.
Production systems are an excellent way to model data-driven behavior.

The limitations of production systems are several. First, because production systems are
data-driven, they are not well suited for modeling intentional behavior. An analyst employing an
HPP model built around a production system must manipulate the scenario to elicit the desired
behavior. It would be preferable to just program the desired intentions into the cognitive model.
Second, the computational efficiency of a production system decreases rapidly as the size of the
rule base increases. Currently, production systems over a few hundred rules usually require tens
of minutes to inference the data base. This limitation of the size of the rule base limits the
complexity of the behavior that can be modeled to procedural behavior. Complex decision-making
will probably require production systems with several thousand productions. Third, as the size of
the production system increases, the difficulty of adding knowledge increases. Experience has
shown that additional rules often have unusual and unforeseen effects on an existing production
system. Adding rules significantly increases the time required to test and debug the system
Finally, experience with production systems has shown them to be brittle. (Brittleness is the
tendency of a system to fail badly when the boundary conditions of knowledge are exceeded.)

In contrast to the production system of knowledge representation are the declarative
knowledge representation techniques. Declarative techniques have not been widely employed in
operational (as opposed to demonstration) artificial intelligence systems. Because there are little
data on which to compare the performance of declarative techniques, the discussion will provide an
overview, defining and contrasting three different techniques.

Semantic nets (Quillian, 1968) were one of the first declarative techniques developed by
artificial intelligence researchers. In a semantic net infonration is represented as a set of nodes
connected to each other by a set of labeled arches, representing relationships among the nodes.
Examples of relationships include ISA, INSTANCE-OF and COLOR. The power of semantic nets
is in the ability of computer programs to solve problems using stored information. The
relationships between two objects can be found by spreading activation from the two nodes and
seeing where the nodes' arches intersect. Semantic nets are general enough to describe both events
and objects. Interestingly, one of the problems with semantic nets is that they're too general. As
Woods (1975) points out, some kind of formalism should be applied to defining arch classes to
prevent a proliferation of relationship types.

A second declarative knowledge structure is the frame (Ninsky, 1975). Frames are a
general mechanism designed to represent prototypical objects, situations, or locations. Typically,
frames are used to describe classes of objects. A frame consists of a collection of slots which
provides a framework for describing the properties of the object, situation, or location. Normally,
associated with each slot is a set of conditions that the values filling the slot must meet.
Additionally, each slot may have a default value. The default values are employed when the frame
becomes active and there isn't any information available for a particular slot. Related frames are
often grouped together to form a frame system. Frame systems allow an object to be considered,
or represented, from several views. Frames support inferential reasoning techniques. For example,
frames contain information about prototypical objects. This allows unseen object attributes to be
inferred as present. Additionally, because frames describe typical instances of the object or
concept represented, it is easy to identify departures from the norm.

Scripts (Schank & Abelson, 1975) are structures that describe stereotypical sequences of
events. Scripts, like frames, consist of a set of slots; information associated with the slots
describes the values the slots may take on and provides defauit values when information is not
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available. Scripts differ from frames in that scripts employ specialized slots. Example specialized
slots include entry conditions, results, props, and scenes. Entry slots specify conditions that (in
general) must be satisfied before the events described in the script can occur. The results slot
describes the conditions that will be true after the script's events have occurred. Prop slots describe
the objects involved in the events of the scrip,. Scene slots dcsr.-ibc the actual sequence of events
that will occur. Scripts are useful in creating coherent interpretations of events from a collection of
observations.

An advantage of employing a declarative representation is that each fact in the data base
need only be stored once, regardless of the number of different ways it may be used. Additionally,
in declarative schemes it is easy to add new facts. These three declarative techniques differ at the
level of detail at which the world is represented. The issue is whether one should employ a simple
or complex scheme. Simple schemes, like semantic nets, only require a small number of primitives
to inference the data; more complex schemes, like scripts, require more sophisticated inferencing
mechanisms. Additionally, simple representation schemes support broader inferencing of the
available data. However, breaking complex representations down into primitives requires a
significant amount of computational overhead and data storage space.

A major question for the HPP model developer is, which knowledge representation
techniques have the greatest potential to expand the capabilities of a cognitive model? The issue is
twofold. First, does the computational technique have the capability to model the desired
psychological functionality? Second, is the technique sufficiently computationally effective? As an
example, consider the modeling of different individuals' skill levels. Skill levels can vary from the
inexperienced :iovice who has been trained to perform the task, but actually hasn't performed the
task outside Jf a classroom, to the highly skilled expert who has automatized task performance.
The first computational issue presumes, of course, that a psychological theory exists which
explains novice/expert differences. In this instance, most psychologists would say the expert is
better at encoding and manipulating information. The expert's improved performance is due to his
ability to "chunk" information into meaningful patterns. This chunking allows the expert to exceed
normal working memory limitations. The first issue is then, which techniques are better at
modeling this difference'? For example, one possible way to model novice/expert differences using
AFHRL's HiPP model would be to incorporate a frame with a variable number of slots into the
world representation. An expert's frame would have more slots, representing more working
memory capaci!'.'. However, now consider the second issue: computational effectiveness. Even
though the addition of a frame with a variable number of slots would allow us to model the
psychological functionality, the computational effectiveness of the production system is still
severely limited. We cannot create a system with enough productions to model the range of
behavior required to show novice/expert differences. The unanswered question for model
res•archcrs is this: What is the range of behavior that can be modeled by other techniques?

AFHRL'S RESEARCtt AGENDA

AFHIRL has developed a first-generation testbed, the Automation Impacts Research
Testbed (AIRT), to support further model research. AIRT is a research vehicle for the development
and re.sting of .,al-time interactive modeling technologies, including HPP models. AIRT consists
of sccnario generation and system prototyping tools, integrated with the IIPP models, In this
on goinng research, A.ItRL is co] ,paring the performance of the HPI' models to that of Air Force
(,fficcr, assigned to the air weapons controllcr career field. The equipment emulated in this study
i, Ohe, llc nrati( n Iir dcfense svsetyn, the ModUlar Control Equipment (MCE). MCE is
In)]i iii lv op,:iatcd by ;a tcamn of air wcapons controllers who perform different functions. With
AIRI, A IllRI. has emulated the MCl:- and a team of four operators. AIRT supports research on
process imiodcls by allowing removal of one operator model and replacement of it with an actual air
wcf.• s c •ntrollcr. 'I C human (pcrator intract.,, with the tcam of.operator models through voice
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recognition and generation systems, as well as through the MCE interface. AIRT provides the
capability to compare the performance of an actual operator with a modeled operator during
identical simulation trials.

AIRT was developed using an object-oriented programming approach (Bobrow & Stefik,
1986). Three concepts define an object-oriented approach: (a) objects are defined in terms of
classes which determine their structure and behavior; (b) behavior is invoked by sending a
message to an object; and, (c) descriptions and behavior of objects may be inherited from more
general classes. The application of these programming constructs creates a powerful modeling
development environment. For example, defining objects in terms of classes (a above) and
allowing behavior to be inherited (c above) supports the creation of object libraries that can quickly
be tailored to specific applications. A model developer first defines a class of objects, such as
human operators, specifying the attributes and behavior of the class. Objects of this class can then
be created by duplicating the basic structure; in our case we cloned four operators. These objects
inherit their basic behavior from the class. This behavior can then be refined within the individual
objects. For example, we have defined four different operators each with different behaviors.
Additionally, objects have procedures specifying how to communicate and to whom. Objects
communicate through message passing (b above). Message passing allows objects to implement
their methods for responding to a message locally, within the object. An object's methods can be
changed with no impact on the rest of the program.

Object-oriented programming supports the rapid development of highly modular software.
Software development is rapid because the model developer can access and tailor pre-existing
libraries of objects, thus reducing development time. Furthermore, the inherent modularity of
objects allows changes to be made quickly to classes of objects (or individual objects), with
minimal impact on the rest of the program. Software modularity supports HPP model research by
allowing the testing of different psychological theories and computational implementations with
minimal software recoding.

AIRT development was initiated as an exploratory development, or proof of concept,
program. The goal was the demonstration of new interactive modeling techniques. Technological
advances achieved by this effort include models of domain-specific operator behavior and
knowledge, "soft" prototypes of an equipment interface, human-in-the-loop simulation, and real-
time simulation of emulated operators interacting both with the human-in-the-loop and the "soft"
equipment prototypes, all integrated on one mini-computer. Although AIRT was developed as a
proof-of-concept program, it has the potential to enhance human performance model (HPM)
research. 1

A recent report from the National Reseaich Council (1990) entitled "Quantitative Modeling
of Human Performance in Complex, Dynamic Systems" identified eight research issues associated
with extending the scope and applicability of HIPMs to the analysis of human performance issues in
complex systems. These issues are (a) complex/comprehensive models; (b) model
paramneterization; (c) model validation; (d) underutilization and inaccessibility of human
performance models; (e) potential for misuse and misunderstanding in applying HPMs; (f)
accounting for mental aspects of tasks; (g) developing and using knowledge-based models; and,
(h) accounting for individual differences. Modeling testbeds like AIRT have the potential to help
investigate most of these issues.

IIlPP mnodcls are a :,,bset of lIPMs. IItfP models differ from ItIPMs in that they're more
comprehensive mnodcls of human performance. HITP models attempt to model the process of
human information processing, whereas IPl-Ms attempt to model the results of human information
processing.
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The first issue is the development of complex/comprehensive models. Traditionally,
HPMs were designed for specific, single-task, person-machine situations. However, in most real-
world situations the operator is faced with complex tasks requiring multiple inputs and outputs.

Additionally, operators usually ha;ve multiple goals and are frequently interrupted in task
performance. Modeling of real-wor~i tasks demands the development of more sophisticated
models. The report lists two recommendations. First, because attention will be a key component
of any comprehensive model the report recommends pursuing re.search in this area. Second, the
report recommends the investigation of models that integrate single task submodels into
comprehensive models. AFHRL's HPP models research supportP both goals.

Attention research requires a complete model of human performance and sophisticated,
complex tasks for study. AIRT as a research tool provides both. The HPP models in AIRT
attempt to completely model human information processing, from perception to cognition.
Furthermore, AIRT supports research on very complex dynamic tasks. Air weapons controllers
often control several aircraft through a system (the MCE) which has 240 operating modes. With
AIRT, scientists can compare the performance of HPP models having attention-based sub-
component models with the performance of actual operators under identical task demands.
Additionally, modular code allows the substitution of submodels based on differing theoretical
perspectives into the overall model. For example, attention models based upon the filter and
resource theories described above could be developed, integrated into the HPP model and
compared against the performance of actual operators.

An object-oriented approach like that employed in AIRT supports the creation of
comprehensive models. In an object-oriented paradigm each single- task submodel is an individual
objecL. These objects are easily integrated into a comprehensive model through the construct of
message passing.

The second issue the report addresses is model parameterization. The report notes 'hat as
models become more complex (i.e., employ more parameters) the data neces-,ary to specify the
parameters become more difficult and costly to collect. Two of the report's recommendations are
(a) that model developers identify and classify all model parameters, and (b) that a goal of research
be the development of estimation techniques to uncover the distribution of parameter values. AIRT
can support both of these recommendations. First, AIRT's implementation lVnds itself to parameter
documentation. An object-oriented programming approach provides structural and organizati,,nal
information lacking in traditional programming environments. The process of organizing
information in terms of types and classes, and the specification of communication protocols
enhances both the model deveioper's and other analysts' ability to understand model parameters
and their interrelationships. Second, AIRT's ability to compare the performance of human
operators to models under identical simulation trials has great potential to enhance our ability to
collect data from which to derive estimation techniques. Employing AIRT, scientists can collect
data on the performance of human operators engaged in complex tasks, and test estimation
techniques designed to reproduce that behavior.

The third research issue discussed in the report is model validation. The report points out
that as tmodels become more complex they becorne more difficult and co-stly to validate. It should
bc fairly obvious that a testbed like AIRT that allows the models to be compared To actual operators
is it significant advance in model validation technology. This is not to say that AIRi is a panacea
ftor model validation. There are some ver)' lifficult methodological issues asse iaied with the ,tudy
of complex tasks. First, given the complexity of the tasks being studied, it is difficult (and
possibly undesirable) to get experimental subjects to respond in identical ways. Consider as an
example, an air weapons controller task in which seveT.d unidentified aircraft are approaL hing a
restricted zone where high-value assets are being protected. The controller has two aircraft airborne
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flying a holding pattern. The controller has several options. He can query the radar transponders
on the approaching aircraft; he can order the airborne aircraft to intercept the unidentified aircraft
and perform a visual identification; or he can order aircraft on the ground to launch, intercept, and
identify the incoming aircraft. These options are not mutually exclusive: the controller will
probably execute at least two options. A key issue for the scientist is how constrained the task is
made. That is, is the controller told to execute only certain tasks, in a given order? If the task is
too constrained, you lose data on individual differences. Conversely, do you let the individual
controllers decide on the actions they'll take, and the order? If the task is too unconstrained, you
generate data with high variability and little experimental control, which will be very difficult to
analyze.

A second difficult model validation issue is, given that the HPP model performance
diverges from the performance of actual operators, how do you identify the HPP model sub-
component that is creating the difference? Did the scanning model not see the aircraft? Did
information in the short-term memory model decay too quickly? Or is there some problem with the
cognitive model? A constrained-task approach offers the best chance of isolating the problem;
eventually, as we solve the analysis problems, we hope to accommodate a less constrained
approach. Even constrained AIRT-style testbeds offer significant validation capabilities.

The fourth research issue identified by the report is the underutilization and inaccessibility
of most HPMs. According to the report, most complex HPMs have not been widely used, nor
subject to independent evaluation. The report recommends that government agencies support the
development of easily used versions of models on the most inexpensive machines possible. This
is exactly the course of action AFHRL is pursuing. AFHRL is planning to make AIRT and its
HPP models available to interested researchers through the Crew System Ergonomics Information
Analysis Center (CSERIAC). CSERIAC is the information analysis center responsible for
acquiring, analyzing, and disseminating technical information on crew system ergonomics. One of
the functions CSERIAC provides is a repository for computer-based models of human operators.
Scientists interested in acquiring AIRT should be able to obtain it from CSERIAC starting in mid-
1991. It must be noted that AIRT was not developed to be a production quality system. The AIRT
efrort was an exploratory development program to demonstrate the feasibility of this new modeling
approach. Follow-on efforts by AF"IRL will develop production quality models and testbeds that
will be transitioned to CSERIAC. A2HRL appreciates the additional amount of work required to
validate and extend IIPP models anc is actively seeking to create and support a larger H.PP model
researt community within acaderm.a

The fifth research issue identified is the potential for misuse and misunderstanding of
models as they become more complex. One of the report's recommendations is for better
di, umentation of the model assiimpiions, theoretical bases, embedded data, and software
re .jirenients. Unfortunately, because AIRT was a proof-of-concept program it does not have the
level of documentation called for oy the research council's report. This is one of the key goals,
ai,,ng with the creation of a modeling eijvironment a non-programmer can use, in the follow-on
eltnrt to AIRT.

I't,.: sixth and seventh issuT ; identified by the report are the creation of models that account
for i - mental aspects of tasks dr,., :he development of knowledge-based models. We discuss
these toct'her because AFhIR[Ls ippzoach to the creation of models that can account for the mental
aspci, o! tasks is to develop knowledge-based models. We would like to stress that knowledge-

.(4 ...I.. rn, 3lIi III it., i'fiaucy. As discussed above, the most sophisticated knowledge-
bhts, d models are capable only of modeling procedural behavior. Additionally, these models use
proced ral knowledge reprcscntation techniques which themselves have limitations (e.g., they are
n )t good at modeling intentional behavior). Even so, testbeds like AIRT and modular object-
o, tented HIPP models provide significant tools for further research. The modularity of the model is
particu.,rly valuable fur te ling alternate knowledge represenmation and inferencing techniques.
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The final modeling issue discussed in the report is accounting for individual differences
with HPMs. To date, individual differences have largely been ignored in favor of normative or
average indices. The report notes that, due to the increased complexity of new systems, individual
differences will play an increasingly imp,. -ant role in man/system performance. Testbeds like
AIRT are ideal for investigating how idividual differences affect the performance of complex
tasks. Recall that AIRT emulates the 'ext generation air defense command and control system, the
MCE. AFHRL is planning to conduct research employing a relatively large number of subjects
who potentially differ greatly in their skill levels. The subjects in these studies will be air weapons
controllers with experience ranging from I to 20 years. We believe this experience range, and the
potential number of subjects, will be enough to identify key individual difference parameters and to
get a start on defining parameter data distributions. Finally, the ability to compare models and the
ability to compare model performance to that of actual operators will support the development of
models that account for individual differences.

AFHRL is taking a two-sided approach in developing and refining modeling technology.
On the one hand, AIRT is a testbed for further modeling research, as described above. On the other
hand, AIRT is a set of tools a designer can use to investigate computer interface design issues,
trade-offs between personnel or automation, and task loading on operators. AIRT is an interactive,
real-time simulation environment. Employing the scenario definition tools, rapid prototyping
environment, advanced HPP models, and human-in-loop simulations, a designer can rapidly
emulate and test different systems designs under emulated combat scenarios. AFHRL envisions
the product of the follow-on effort to AIRT being used to compare alternate design options, from
an operability perspective, during the trade-studies phase of new system acquisition.

SUMMARY

HPP models emulate human behavior through simulation of specific human information
processing attributes. HPP models are being developed to permit psychological principles and data
to influence system design. For example, this class of models is often used in engineering studies
attempting to analyze operator workload. HPP model development blends together the information
processing models developed by cognitive psychology and the computational techniques developed
by artificial intelligence to create dynamic emulations of human performance. The development of
I 1PP models is still in its infancy. Current models have limited applicability, and for the most part
are unvalidated. Hlowever, HPP models have great potential for the future. Potential applications
of ItPP models include using them to conduct engineering studies of new systems, with the
models taking the roles of the human operators; incorporating them into Computer-Aided
Engineering (CAE) workstations where they could animate anthropometric man-models; and,
emi;'()ying them in cognitive science research to test psychological theories and computation
strategies.

To support HPP model research AFHRL has developed AIRT. AIRT is a research vehicle
for the development and testing of real-time interactive modeling technologies. AIRT consists of
scenario generatiun aid system prototyping tools, integrated with HPP models. AFHRIR has used
AIRT to emulate the next generation air defense system, the MCE, and a team of air weapons
_controllhr,. AIRT supports resCarch on process models by allowing removal of one operator
model and replacement of it with an actual air weapons controller. The human operator ir.mcracts
with the team of operator models through voice recognition and generation systems, wi, well as
through the MCE interface.

AIRT supports, the .tudy of complex tasks exectecd by operators with a wide range of skill
level differences. Research on complex tasks is critical to the developrennt of models capabhlc of
emlulating complex cognitive skills. Additionally, the modular aspects of AIRT' suppoil researchers
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in comparing alternate models, or subcomponents of models Mod-J ng testbeds like AIRT have
tremendous potential to support investigations of the research issueý identified by the National
Research Council Report (1990).

Finally, AFHRL realizes the enormous aoditiinal amotint of work requiied to validate and
refine HPP models. To facilitate firis effort AFHRI. is planning to make the AIRT software
available to interested parties. This softwire will be made available through CSERIAC, a
government center responsible for disst i iating specializcd information and tools for the
investigation of crew system ergonomics.
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JMPLEMENTING MPT DESIGN REQUIREMENTS THROUGH RAMCAD
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ABSTRACT

T'his paper gives a brief discussion of reliability and maintainability (R&M) and their diiect relationship to
manpower, personnel, and training (MPT) factors in design. The technologies and methodologies associated with the
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory's (AFHRL's) Reliability, Availability, and Maintainability in Computer-
Aidxl D.csign (RAMCAD) program are also discussed. L~aftly, a methodology is recommended that expands on the
RAMCAD methodologies to directly tie MPT factors and requirements into the design cycle through R&M and
automated Computer-Aided Design/Computer-Aided Engineering (CAD/CAE) workstation tools,
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INTRODUCTION

To achieve the goals of Department of Defense (DoD) programs such as Reliability and

Maintainability (R&M) 2000 and Integrated Manpower, Personnel, and Comprehensive Training

and Safety (IMPACTS), the Air Force must greatly improve weapon system designs. To help in

improving weapon system designs, the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory (AFHRL)
embarked on the Reliability, Availability, and Maintainability in Computer-Aided Design
(RAMCAD) effort in 1986. The RAMCAD effort is aimed at creating a design environment that
fully supports reliability, maintainability, and supportability (RM&S) analyses through the use of
Computer-Aided Desigi/Computer-Aided Engineering (CAD/CAE) workstations.

This paper documents how one part of the RAMCAD research performed so far can help
the Air Force achieve the goals of R&M 2000 and IMPACTS. The paper is divided into five
sections. The first is this introduction. The second discusses briefly the concepts of R&M and
some of the R&M measures of merit (MOMs) used during design synthesis and analysis. The third
section comments on the effects of R&M on manpower, personnel, and training (MPT) factors.
The fourth explains some of the results of one aspect of the AFHRL RAMCAD effort and
discusses how the concepts created under the RAMCAD research effort can help improve the
designer's fc.us on R&M at all levels in the design process. The final section details how the
RAMCAD work could be expanded to include MPT issues and drive a design.

RELIABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY

Reliability

"Fo discuss reliability, o, ,t first decide to focus on either the theoretical reliability or
operational reliability of a system. ihere are some basic differences between these two concepts.
ror itNstitcc, when performing analysis on the theoretical reliability of a system, one starts by
making certain assumptions about the operational environment of the system (e.g., weather and
maintenance concepts) as well as other factors which will affect the operation of the system.
Second, the failure rate of each individual piece of the system as well as how these components are
integrated during the manufacturing process must be determined. These data are analyzed to
determine the expected averages of various reliability MOMs for the system. However, the actual
operational reliability of a system when it is fielded can be vastly different from the theoretical
reliability. Changes in when, where, and how often the system is used during actual operational
evcnts can differ drastically from those assumed for the theoretical reliability analyses. These
charnucs directly affect the actuad systeem failure rates and cause the opcrational reliability to deviate
fromn the results of the theoretical reliability analyses. TIhecre will :lways be differences betwcen the.
th.oretical .. d op.ratij d ei•i,•• i•ty of any system. The problem is all designers are forced to
work in the theoretical reliability area, but eveniually the design is evaluated at:ainst the operational
rcliability of the system. To help designers solve this problem, two separate things must be done.
First, reliability analysis techniques and MOMs must be altered to help compensat, for the errors
made in the initial assumptions about any system. Part of this can be done by creating better
conlparabhility analyscs. Second, the appropriate reliability analysis techniqtics and MOMs inMust be
made available to designers in an easily understood format and at an early enough point in the
dc.,ign cycle that the results can affect the design. The re..earch and concepts presented in this
paper arc a direct result of trying to solve the second area.

1:-)-r thc p1irp •ses of this paper, I have c.rbflhi,-d a ft w dcfinitons of reliability arnd cri-ated
itc fonh inwin definitini fot thccrctical rcliahility. "'h'oirncical rel, hility is the probability a system
will pxcrhnn its intended in mission fo r a specified time i ntcrv.l, n.ssnLniing the item is used within the
conditions lot which it was dcsigned. Please note that this definition makes two basic and distinct
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s~mcitr -Ii,, Ort, 10'c 11 ihi v is ha s3 d onf I-Wlmhi and thts is a statistical calculation of how
And wl-Iln n ' will x& iI Cond, aic;e.!w cio~ lm h d on a set of operational condi ions

Therv :ln- llanyý (iittereitt M( )" Is used io disieinine the reliability of a system. The basic
NIA-Y9N1 f, I .ill I.it. It Vý 11sualI den. itd h_. ihe (iick Ictter lambda (1) in mathematical equaitions
inil is deined ;ia% Whn niimi'ac4 failurs par tfli of time. 1he two MOMs most commonly used by
Wign cuer; , niumxuru tel imils~ in v ae canu ime Between Failure (NITBF) and mission reliability.

MV I- e~juak[ die teem Winxa of te tinr rate of the system, subsystem, or component being
ar~~s.~dird Is nmi NI IW.OR thI 'e amay nunubel of h1 'ils hefore.iia failure occurs, The mission

n.'lmiaha, MN!t) is rmi' ma1I us(% ati the systeull level m~i i% us~ed to measumre the probability of the
\\.nn,; ~iC0.' '. 'tin its In'.Sinn 1-oed on the ' -ion of the mission and the failure rate

mr31 %"K", 11 Vl\LUC %. at i ncI nmh IC01a is .Nb arf( LiesI gnrc must b,- able to pied ict and!
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Properly increasing the R&M of a design to also take into account the results On MPT
combines to cause an overall decrease in the life-cycle costs of the system. One study (Boyle,
Plassenthal, & Weaver, 1990) showed that as either reliability was increased or troubleshooting
times were decreased (or both), the overall manpower riequirem.ents of a standard squadron ot' 24
aircraft operating over a 30-day period would decrease. Figure 1 shows part of the results of this
study under high (3.0 per day) sortie conditions. Similar but less dramatic results wei-e
demonstrated under lower sortie conditions. The range of troubleshooting times goes from a
current baseline average to a complete removal of troubleshooting requirements (-100%). The
baseline reliabilitv -imnate is an average of the reliability of current weapon systems while the
improved reliabilit, Sased on the findings of the "High Rk!'iability" Fighter study performed by
McDonnell Aircraft Company and sponsored by Aeronautical Systems Division (M~cDonn'ell
Aircraft Company, 1987).
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L.atcr in the same IDA/0SI) report, the authors suggest thle creation of tools that can
gecrtea umn spciictin"fo egineers working on new system designs. This specification

WOL~ld d( Mil the numbecr of personnel available as well as the specific skills and skill levels to
which thc ~.ystein should be desig neld. ht IfUrthe states that this rmnnpower component of the
soc~cification would have a direct effect on system reliability and maintainability goals,

I assert that curi-enfly there are no real MPT specificaitions that can be levied on a design at
thc detaile-d dlesign levcl or at any other level deeper than system level through automated tools.
Th-is Problem is caused by the lack of direct MOMs for MPT that can be allocated to lower levels of
design. Illigh-le.-el MPT MOMs need to be converted into the various measures designers canl
und)(crstIn'Al and act upon. I owever, these MOWs are usually in the R&M arena. This is where
pro cmr-fis such as 11 .,. MCAI) can be hclpful to the MI"'P world. If tools can be created that will
allfow tile (uc-siplicl to buijid mom c( reliablo and tcsLtlahb systemls without requiring a significant
Inlcrealse if .-o desi-A n ime or cost, mndtustry wvil tIueix 'lciii and total systcmi manpower requirements
will dres.In additionl, tuolk that aitd Otie dsc-uewr Iin inlcreasing the use of such concepts as
buillt-f in H!s lIi') aIld bail t- i1) est eqJui poTent (BfITE) will help lowe~r the skill levels and training
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associated analytical methods. This subtask was the key pie¢ce of the overall effort needed to
develop the requirements that would eventually focus the methodology resea.ich through to its
conclusion. To fully undetstand the design cycle and all of its implications, BCS began with a
literature search on the subject. Much to their surprise, very little accurate infonriation was
published on the details of the design process. 13CS undertook the job of creating their own
description of the avionic design process from scratch using two primary sources: (a) interviews
with over 30 senior engineers involved in avionics design within the Boeing corporation, and (b)
reviews of DoD and Boeing design-related standards and documents. The engineers interviewed
spanned all the functional specialties associated with an avionic design, including system
engineering, circuit design, packaging, design assurance, manufacturing, and logistics support.

The work performed under this first subtask was a crucial step to ensuring that the
methodology would be helpful to design engineers. BCS documented the results of this subtask in
a report (Kitzmiller and Anderson, 1989) that not only described the design process at the proper
level of detail, but allowed the researchers to determine many of the problems and inhibitors
associated with the design process. The most important of these problems is that the design
process and CAD/CAE tools have difficulties and impediments that inhibit the development of
optimal designs. In reality most, -I:- not all, of the designs created under the current desigr culture
are not expected to be optimal designs but rather designs that "satisfice" (Simon, 1969) (i.e., meet
the minimum requirements needed to ensure the design satisfies the design specifications). This is
due in large part to the problems associated with the design process and CAD/CAE tools as they
are described below as well as the profit mnotives associated with any development effort.

.De .ProPcss. The design process begins with high-level system specifications whi.-h
arc allocated down to lower levels. When the specifications are at a very low and detailed level, the
designer creates a specific design which fulfills the allotted requirements. Unfortunately, this top-
dovn approacbh is r.ot implemented in a manner which gewiecm.s direct relationships between the
parameters and metrics used during each of the different design levels. This means that results of
the modx.els and analyses performed at one design level rarely can be accurately filtered down to the
ijext level in a meaningful fashion (see Figure 2). This lack of information flow between design
levels makes it almost impossible for a designer to know the relative importance of different design
aspects. It is also almost irnpossibli: to ensu're a design created at one level is the optimum design
to fulfill the requirements of the ncxi level up.

Due to the complexity of current designs, most design tasks are divided among many
cdifferent groups and subgro ps of d(esign specialists that monitor the design with respect to their
own specialty. Each group has its unique mo{de of design synthesis and analysis that works best
for them. This forces design methodologies and tcxls to be very different froui one group to
,mother, and data cannot be easily transmitted between them. Much of the rationale and subtleties
that cause a des;ign to bc created on, way are lost in the exchange, lea'ving only an outline of the
design data. This loss of data causes the overall rationale behind specific design decisions to
disappear and allows any dcsign chanjcs at a later point to have hidden conseqUences. In addition,
knor(wled e required to ensure a de-sign meets all it cwsut)uer's rnecds must come from individual
"expCrts wIose time is in high dlce)mand. Thcs expCrts are imnpossible to schedule on a single
]I r'• .t for any leCngth of nine1C.

B('S bmrke d,,wn the knl edec required hy dcsignercs and excts •nt;, four areas: (a)
dlc.sin lýn! llnci s•. l (hl) c,.Y rlcthbudKologics, (C, (Icsign kowledgC, trid (d) reference data
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Design principles include concepts such as design for as-.Zmbly and design for testability.
These concepts can be further broken down into design rules to define the concepts.
Unfortunately, to properly use the design principles requires extensive knowledge for each
concept. Because designers need to keep abreast of many different design concepts, it is very
difficult for them to obtain more than a cursory knowledge of any one. In reality, they often rely
on peer review and technical experts to check their designs and fill in the blanks in their personal
knowledge base.
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Fig~ure 2. Current Design Requirement and Trade-off Analysis Flow.

Design methodologies can be broken down to three basic approaches: (a) synthesize; (b)
simulate; and (c) test, analyze, arid fix. All three approaches can produce excellent designs when
implemented correctly. However, the first two methods require a great deal of upfront kr owledge
by the designer in many specialties for correct execution. On the other hand, the third mnethod
ailws the designer to make a best guess and pass the design on to experts in different fields such
as R&M, manufacturability, assembly, etc. These experts analyze the design and determine the
problem areas. The designer then attempts to correct the problem areas and submits the revised
design for analysis. Unfortunately, this requires many iterations and, due to time and cost
considerations, is usually performed only until the design meets the most basic of the customer's
requirements.

Desiem knowledge is that information obtained from previous design attempts and field data
that allow a designer to improve a design for other than functionality considerations. Much of these
data are buried in formal design notes and other program documentation as well as data bases that
are riot casily accessible or are incomoatible with design systems.

"The last ;lrea is retcrence data on compxnents and design elements. These data are buried in
It, neruuCrst, c rnmCercial and private data bases and manufacturers' reference manuals. Many of the
iidjivIdtial sources are incomplete and a designer will often need to acces,; many different sources
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to get complete data on a particular component. Usually, there is insufficient time for a designer to
accomplish this for anything other than the most important components. In addition, on-line
access to these data is expensive and often brings interfacing problems to the design environment.

CAD/CAE Tools. Due to the problems associated with relating different design leveL to
each other, there currently are no integrated CAD/CAE tools capable of addressing all phases of the
design process. Indeed, there are very few tools out in today's market to aid system-level
designers. Those available do not capture or analyze the relationships between the different levels
of the design or help flow the design requirements to a lower level. Most of today's design tools
are oriented toward helping in the final design stage and performing the analyses required by the
different design experts. As a result, the tools are used more as drafting and documentation tools
than as design aids, and the design process remains largely a pen- and paper-based task.

Many designers are aware CAD/CAE tools exist and can be used for design drafting and
documentation. However, they are not aware of the possibilities presented by analysis tools that
could be used instead of, or at least prior to, sending a design oft to, technical experts for
assessment. This is basically the same problem identified at the beginning of the 1980s, which is
that designers do not analyze their own designs. There are three main reasons why this problem
exists. First, designers are not aware of the analysis tools. They do not realize what tools are
available in their own companies to analyze the design before passing it on to technical experts.
Second, if they do know about the tools, they usually are not trained on how to use the tools or
what the results of the analyses mean. Thus, even if they ran an analysis, most designers would
have to go to a technical expert to have the results interpreted into meaningful information. Last,
even if designers understood the analysis outputs, they usually do not have the depth of knowledge
required to find a technique to solve the problem. Again, they must go to the technical experts, or
at least peers, for suggestions and implementation methods.

Mcthodology Research

After completing the design process research, BCS decided to create methodologies to help
solve three specific design process problems. The first problem is the current inability to flow
requirements and recommended design approaches down from system-level analysis to the detailed
dc;ign level. The second problem is the lack of tools capable of analyzing a design both during and
after 'esign synthesis. The third problem is the requirement for designers to find and question
experts about analysis results and possible solutions to the design problems found during the
analyses,

To properly address these questions, BCS created a casebook of the design rules,
heuristics, and guidelines required for designers to properly address the R&M aspects of a design.
BCS determined and documented (Boeing Computer Services, 1989) many of the rules, heuristics,
and guidelines conflicted, giving competing results. For example, adding BITE hardware to a
design to improve the testability would cause a drop in the inherent reliability of the overall system.
Thus, some form of expert knowledge is often required just to determine how much of a reliability
or maintainability improving technique is appropriate and when the improvements start to become
detrimentad to the overall system.

The methodologies BCS finally created can best be described by describing the proof-of-
concept software tools they created to implement the methodologies.

1411iaI i- tility Analyzer (STA). STA supports the flow of concept design to
hardware mapping performed during preliminary system design. It supports this task through "a
collection of testability related methods intended to aid a design engineer define, allocate, and
evaluate the cost and effectiveness of a proposed design's test resources" (Boeing Computer
Services, 1990). STA cannot recommend specific hardware or test changes to improve a design.
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What it can do is provide the feedback necessary to determine the overall effectiveness of different
testability techniques on different hardware types and highlight design areas which will not be
adequately tested.

In addition to helping in the preliminary system desi;g Fhase, S71 A can flow requirements
down to the detailed design phase. This allows the detailed design engineer to get a clear picture of
the design requirements. STA can also be usedl by the designer and system engineers after the
design is analyzed for testability to report the different .s between the predicted and the actual test
coverages.

One of the strengths of the BCS tools is their integration. During the preliminary system
design phase, design engineers will input data such as expected failure rates on specific hardware
items (e.g., memory). During later analyses, the actual reliability analysis results are automatically
fed to STA from the reliability program BCS created. This ensures that STA obtains the proper
information and can highlight any missing information. It also eases the requirements on the
designer to run different analysis packages and manually input the results of one analysis program
into another analysis program.

Inherent Testability Analyzer (ITA). ITA is a design aid that quickly evaluates the inherent
testability of a proposed design by measuring the design's controllability and observability.
Controllability is the ability to set the inputs to an avionic component to known desired values.
Observability is the ability to determine the output values of an avionic component and compare
them to expected results. The testability of a component, subsystem, or system is directly related
to these abilities. The strength of ITA over other commonly uscd testability tools is it is capable of
and intended to be used to analyze either in-process or complete designs. The tool uses an algebra
defined by BCS researchers (P-Algebra) to evaluate the overall testability of each component of a
design and reports testability problem areas to the designer. This, in turn, allows the designer to
correct testability problem areas during the first design iteration.

Syestem for the Interactive Design and Analysis of Reliability (SIDECAR). SIDECAR is a
design aid that evaluates the reliability of a design and recommends design enhancements. It
provides an environment for the designer to perform the following analyses:

I. Estimate the failure rate, reliability, mean time to failure, and mission time of a
component, subsystem, or system.

2. Estimate the resources (e.g., area, cost, power usage) required by a component,
Subsystem, or system.

3. Identify the components within a system or subsystem which are the main detractors
from its reliability.

4. Conduct reliability enhancement studies that result in estimates of the reliability
improvcnrwnts and resource changes associated with a variety of reliability enhancement
techniques.

5. Identify the design impruvemcnts that offer the largest payoffs in system or subsystem
rcliability based on dcesigner specified resource criteria.

SIDLCAI< allh-w-. the de.sij,,ner to use a central intcrface to activate various reliability
ilaliS prug1atar.. Thc dt,',.igrnr uses the ,ame interface to activate the SIDECAR advisor system,
which t;,kc:, Ific ;c:.ult', c,( he reliability analyscs aad makes a reliability improvement
rccmiec tlait m. 'l'ld I1, I.cld;tions include what c(mipotients should be upgraded based

on thCe ,lr ,,poncrit atti hin•tes .11 1-l1i it a piarts library, and what and where other reliability
tcchniques (0.g.. t~IIlIC-tI.IlI( iilI .. ccdt.. 1nc. 'would p,'ovide the best results. Once the designer
approves a rccco•tmundcd :h S ric, ."11 (. n perform the component upgrade or specify how
and wkher,, to prfr rinn the rTlUhd0,IIty tech n1:e ' ECAR then puts the results Of the change onto
titc. (.l, /(.'A -. ,, k:1- altnig %Vi11. '11 I, CW Ic1." . Irdali01t s.



CONCLUSIONS

The results obtained from the RAMCAD work are various methodologies that could, when
fully implemented, help designers working at any level of the design process actually analyze a
design at any point in the design process to determine how well it is meeting the design
requirements. The BCS methodologies enable a designer to better address R&M while very
possibly shortening the overall design time of a system. The current proof-of-concept tools
demonstrate a partially integrated approach to design. Part of this integration is accomplished by
allowing system-level engineers to pass some of the results obtained during system-level analyses
to the detailed design engineer, They, in turn, use this information as a starting point and, through
the improved design tools, attempt to create a design that meets or exceeds all the design
requirements (see Figure 3). Any problems or requirements that cannot be met can be discussed
with experts or passed back up the chain to the system-level engineers as shown in Figure 4. The
system-level engineers determine the overall effect of the different subsystem end-factors on the
total system and can tell the detailed design engineer of any possible detailed design requirement
changes needed to meet the top-level requirements.

Future research in this area could focus on creating tools that more fully implement the
RAMCAD iý.zthodologies. In addition, direct links could be created that Teduce original MPT
requirements to R&M requirements and top-ievel design end-factors to MPF end-factors as shown
in Figures 3 and 4. Such a tool, properly consiructed, could feed the results of R&M analyses
from various levels in the design and from either partial or completed designs directly back through
the R&MiMPT translation tool. This would form a way of analyzing a design at any time and
determini.ig how well it will meet MPT requirements. The end result of such a combination of
tools is that MP'7 requirements would become a major driver of the design and could actually be
measured by system-level engineers, not just MTI' specialists.
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A bstract
Jack is a Silicon Graphics Iris 4D workstation-based system for the definition, manipulation,

animation, and human factors performance analysis of simulated human figures. Built cn a powerful
representation for articulated figures, Jack offers the interactive user a simple, intuitive, and yet extremely
capable interface into any 3-D articulated world. Jack incorporates sophisticated systems for
anthropoinctric human figure generation, multiple limb positioning under constraints, view assessment,
and strcngth model-based performance simulation of human figures. Geometric workplace models may
be easily imported into Jack. Various body geometries may be used, from simple polyhedral volumes to
contour-scanned real figures. Hign quality graphics of environments and clothed figures are easily
obtained. Descriptions of some work in progress are also included.

1. Introduction
Thc Computer Graphics Research Lab at the Univen~ity of Pennsylvania has been involved in the

research, design, and implementation of computer graphics human figure manipulation software since the
late 1970's. The history of this effort is too lengthy to detail here; rather, we wish to describe. the current
state of our zytci, called Jack, as of nmd- 1990.

The Jack sofware is built on Silicon Graphics Iris 4D workstations because those systems have the
3-D graphics features that greatly aid the process of interacting with highly articulated figures such as the
human body. Of course, graphics capabilities themselves do not make a usable system. Our research has
therefore focused on software to make the manipulation of a simulated human figure possible and even
easy for a rather specific user population: human factors d&zsign enginý.,-s or ergonomics analysts,
involved in assessing human motor performance, fit, reach, view, and other physical tasks in a workplace
environment. TI he software also happens to be quite usable by others, including graduate students and
animators. The point, however, is that program design has tried to take into account a wide variety of
physical prob!cm orientcd tasks, raUter than just otter a computer graphics and animation tool for the
already computer-sophisticated or skilled animator.

This orientation toward tasks gives Jack its particular flavor. As we are Computer Scientists, we
seek computationafly general yet efficient solutions to problems. Ifuman fact( rs engineers often analyze
a succession of specific tasks or situations. The role we play is translbrming the specific needs of the
engineer or analyst into the general case so that

"* at least some large percentage of situations may be successfully analyzed;

"* there is sufficient research required to ju,:tify doing the software in the Computer Science
environment; and

"o corvcrscly, the general problems are difficult enough to expect that a specific problem-
oriented approach will be economically or technologically infeasible for a particular human
factors engineer.

A,, we continue to int,.ract with human factors specialists, and particularly our research spomsors, we
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have come to appreciate the broad range of problems they must address. The challenge to embed a
reasonable set of capabilities in an integrated system has provided dramatic incentives to study issues and
solutions in 3-D interaction methodologies, multiple goal positioning, visual field assessment, and

strength guided motion, to name a few. Our Lab effort has involved full-time staff and dozens of students

over the past few years. Many of them are mentioned in this paper. Their efforts will be noted here

because such a large project must clearly involve a large number of contributors t . They have worked

cooperatively and collaboratively on the common Jack framework. It must be noted, however, that the

principal architect of the Jack system is Cary Phillips. To a great extent the "look and feel" of Jack (as
well as the name) is duc to him.

The remainder of this paper discusses the major Jack features, organized around the topics of body

and other geometric object structures, anthropometry, user interface, positioning, animation, analyses,

rendering, and external interfaces. The final section briefly outlines some of the relevant work in progress

in our Lab.

2. Summary of Jack Features
Jack iE a Silicon Graphics Iris 4D Workstation-based system f1r the definition, manipulation,

animation, and human factors performance analysis of simulated human figures. Built oi a powerful

representation for articulated figures composed of joints and segments with boundary geometry, Jack
offers the interactive user a simple, intuitive, and yet extremely powerful interface into any 3-D
articulated world using only the three-button mouse, keyboard, and pop up menus. All Jack software has
been writtcn in C at thc University of Pennsylvania; it does not depend on any third-party software (or
hardware) outside the usual Silicon Graphics Iris utilities. In this sectin we discuss the major features

currently available in Jack.

2.1. Body and other geometric object structure
Bodies as well as all other geometric objects, called figures, are represented externally to Jack in a

language (Weahody) which describes their attributes and topological connections [PHIL881. Figures
consist of segments connected by joints, each with various degrees of freedom and joint limits. Important
points ou each segment are termed sites and are used, for example, to describe the attachment locations of

joints or the po;sitions of notable landmarks. Geometric transformations called constraints are used to
position figures in the world coordinate reference frame.

The surIace geometry associated with a segment has its own local coordinate system and is typically

ucs,,ribed as a network of polygons called psurfs. Geometry and topology editing facilities writtell by
Osm .in Niazr are supplied in Jack though it is not intended to be or substitute for a "real" Computcr-Aided
Design system. Jack is very comfortable obtaining its geometric data from other systems (.Section 2.9).

2.1.1. l)tfault hody model
The dclault human figure in Jack consists of 34 segments and 52 degrees of Ireedom. lie .segments

arc:

"I( )RS( ) I'ART(X): body roxot, lower torso, lumbarl, lunibar2, lumbar3, thlorax I, thorax2, upper torm'.

AR NI P',\RT(1 * 2),: sterimm, clavicle, uple:r aimf, lower arm, hawld. fingcr rras

I.-( i l'AtI5 * 2): hill, iil)1 r leg, lower let,,, loot, t(" .nws

'And, of o wT'.x, 'aI'l,.w.I see the hit n the AfkknowledgrenL%.
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HEAD PART(4): neck, bottom head, eyeball(2)

There are 8 * 2 degrees of freedom from upper torso to fingers, 14 degrees of freedom from lower
torso to upper torso, 10 * 2 degrees of freedom from hips to toes, and 2 degrees of freedom for the neck.

Normally the hands and feet are only minimally articulated (but see Section 2.1.6). There are five
segments in the torso, yielding reason;ble flexibility and appearance without sacrificing shaded drawing
speed and interactive response. A full spine and torso model is available (Sectio.i 2.1.8).

2.1.2. User-specifiable topological structures
The body structure is not built into Jack; rather, the default body is there for user convenience. Any

topological structure can be defined through Peabody and manipulated in Jack. In particular, this allows
the use of figure models with greater or lesser articulation, as well as mechanisms, robots, insects, and so
on. We frequently use a simpler human figure model or even a Puma robot model for testing purposes.
More detailed spine, hand and finger models can be substituted for the simpler segments and used in any
combination desired.

The joints that connect figure segments typically have up to three rotational degrees of freedom
(translational degrees of freedom are allowed but are not used in the human models). Joint centers are
described in terms of sites on the connected segments. Whilc real human joints are not so simple, this
model suffices for most ergonomic analyses. For a brief discussion of our efforts addressing more
flexibility in joint action, see Section 3.6.

2.1.3. Independent surface geometry per segment
For interactive manipulation. detailed human figure surface geometry is usually unnecessary,

however, the psurfs associated with each segment may be as simple or complex as desired. The default
human model has a rather polyhedral appearance to keep the number of polygons low for graphical
display update efficiency. The more accurate figures (the contour bodies, Section 2.1.7) may have
hundreds of polygons per segment to give a smoother and more rounded appearance. The selections can
be mixed from segment to segment: for example, a smoother head model with simple arms.

2.1.4. Other body models
Since the topology and geometry of figures are completely accessible, building any other existing

body in Peabody and psurfs should be a rather simple matter. Transforming the segment topology is
straightforward, and most geometry formats are readily converted into psurfs. Perhaps the most effort
would be involved in establishing commensurate sites on each segment for the joint connections. For
example, we are presently converting the Crew Chief model [EAST90] into a Jack-cornpatible figure.

2.1.5. Surface "clothing"
Clothing a figure is important for ergonomic analyses since clothing often affects mobility and joint

limits. Jack presently co _iins three types of (',)thing:
1. A rather simple kind, implemented by iiahe Lu, which is simply a color differentiation for

various segmients (e.g. brown legs and lower torso yield "pants," blue upper torso and amis,
a long-sleeved "shirt," etc.);

2. A more realistic "thick" clothing, implemented by Eunyoung Koh, which is the actual
expansion of the segment geometry (hence its diameter) relative to the segment axis whiile
still preserving the overall shape;

3. Additional equipment (such as helmets, tool belts, pockets, air supplies, ctc.) attached or
worn by simply adding appropriate geometric models to segments.

All three improve graphics appearance. The second and third approach are the more serious since thick
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clothing and equipment should affect joint limits. This contextual modification of body capabilities is
currently under development (Section 3.6). The attachment of loose fitting or draped clothing is another
matter entirely and is not addressed here.

2,1.6. Hand model
Jack contains a bimple geometric hand model, constructed by Wallace Ching, with fully articulated

and joint limited fingers and thumb. The more interesting feature, however, is an automatic grip. Given a
geometric object that is to bx- grasped, the user can specify one of three types of grips -- power, precision.
or disk LIBER87j -- and Jack will move thc hand to the object then move the fingers and hand into a
reasonable grip position. The actual grip is completed by using real-time collision detection on the
object's geometry to determine when i!nger motion should cease.

2.1.7. Biostereonietric contour bodies
One of tdi- most interestins body databases in Jack is derived from biostereometric

(photographically) scanned body surface data of 76 subjects. Originally supplied by Kathleen Robinette
of the U.S. Air Force Armstrong Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, the data consists of
approximately 60(X) data points for each subject, organized by b)dy segment and arranged in parallel
slices. Marc Grosso, lef1 Weinberg, and Pei-Ilwa 11o determined reasonable joint centers from the
segment contours and surface landmark data, converted the segment topology into Peabody structures,
and tiled lhe contours into pol yhedril meshes [FUCIIS77].

'Il1w major difficulty with the. contour data is that it looks very realistic in the standard posture, but
iiiniediately developes annoying gaps when the joints are moved. Eunyoung Koh recently remedied this
in a general fashion that cxtends as well to the clothing defined by the segment expansion method. Given
two adjacent segment geometries, a procedure generates a curved surface to fill in a plausible solid
Colizlectioll bctween them depending on the joint angle and the respective ta-ngets to the segments. This
procedure fills the "gaps" between the scanned segnient geometries and, by extension, the clothing
defined over them.

The single torso segment in the original scanned body data was rigid. In Section 2.1.8 we describe
how we drainatically improved that situation.

2.1.. 17 segment flexible tor.so with vertebral limits
'The lack of' accurate flexibility in the torso is a notable weakness of most anthropometric models.

Indeed, the default Jack figure and even the biostereometric bodies suffered from torso rigidity. Recently,
Gary Monhcit has constructed a 1I sgmnent vertebral columin (from lumbar to thoracic) whose
iIlovenoiclils. uc dictated by kinematic limits and sonic simple parameters [MONH9012. The torso, in turn,
is broken into 17 corresponding "fat" slices, one for each vertebra. With this arrangement it is easy to
have the contour body "breathe" and bend in a very realistic fashion. Movements of the torso are
basically described by lateral, saggital, and axial rotations of the neck. The flexible spine shape is history-
depcnde:nt, that is, the motion of each vertebra in space is not determined solely by these rotations: other
pa oUielets su( h as motion-rcsisting joints, and the motion-originating joint affect its actual path.

2 ,'; iv,', 1, -,Itl,, ' -h d , '.tr i ti v',n by W i!l1 cit [I Il.2] - a p;rrenty iuli I , aidequateily account for the. joiit rlatiou ships
,,- , ......" : .,. " ", l k. N'I ,,-..,,I u,:, , I,, ppc rUd o, I :ý',,: trouble. Thcse prblerns do nut plague the
Jwl k C,,r, ,,t



2.1.9. Facial model
Humans have faces, and Jack provides two mechanisms for presenting a face on a human figure.

"* A photograph of a [real] face may be texture mapped onto a contour body head. The figure
bears a close resemblance to a real person and the resulting image looks reasonable even
when rotated. The disadvantages are the rather delicate (for correct) positioning of the
texture on the head and the requirement of ray-tracing to see the face 3. Welton Becket and
Dawn Vigliotti have provided this feature.

" A polyhedral model of a generic face may be used on a special head psurf. The advantages
are that the polygons are displayed directly and, most importantly, the facial features are
animated [PELA90]. While not important (perhaps) for human factors work, the expressions
certainly enliven finished animations. The original facial data was supplied by Steve Platt
fPLAT85] and extensively modified by Catherine Pelachaud, Soetjianto, and Khairol

Yussof.

2.2. Anthropometry
Having a body model is one thing; being able to easily make it correspond to human size variation is

another. Anthropometric scaling of body 'ndelq is an important componenL of Jack iGROS89a.,

2.2.1. Segment and joint attributes
The human figures used in Jack have various attributes associated with them that are used during

manipulation and task analysis. The current set includes segment dimensions, joint limits, moment of
inertia, mass, center of mass, and joint streagth [GROS89b]. Segment dimensions are used to scale the
segmcot geometry for proper sizing. Joint limits are used to restrict motion. Mass, center of mass and
moments of inertia are used during dynamic simulations. The strength data is used for certain reach and
lifting tasks. Raw anthropometric measurements (e.g. for specific landmarks or composite measurements
such as "'itting height") can also be associated with an individual in the database.

The strength data may be based on tabular (empirical) data or strength prediction formulas [WEI90].
Strength parameters may be either scaling (e.g. gender, handedness) or non-scaling (e.g. depending on the
population). In any case the user may alter the stored data or formulas to conform to whatever model is
desired.

2.2.2. Population percentiles or individuals
Either population statistics may be used to provide percentile data, or else an actual database of

[real] individuals may be used. The former, e.g., is common in U.S. Army analyses, while the latter is
olfen used by NASA iOr tie specific individuals in the astronaut trainee pool.

2.2.3. Spreadsheet interface for selection, changes, or database query
'he interface to the anthropometry database is through SASS: the Spreadsheet Anthropometric

Scaling System [GROS89b]. As part of Jack it offers flexible access to all the body attributes and a
simple mechanism for changes. Specific body models may be selected or customized as needed. Queries
about the contents of the anthropomctric database are constructed entirely from pop-up menus without
requiring user knowledge of a particular database query language. For example, the query

"Find all females under the 2 5 1h percentile in stature who have left elbow strength greater than 15 ft-lbs."

is constructed by direct menu selection of each field, relation, and value. Individuals satisfying arbitrary
requirements may be listed and selected for creation and display. Peabody model files are created by

... . ; imle e•rp.lsivC display nardwarc can do the texture mappiny iii real-tiJ'iv.
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SASS and made available to Jack. Alternatively, one can interactively manipulate the current body in
SASS while displaying it in Jack to rapidly try out the effect of varying the individual, population
percentile, gender, joint limiLs, etc.

2.2.4. Concurrent display of interactively selected dimensions
As noted above, a human figure may be modified by SASS while it is wing displayed in Jack. In

fact, the process is much more powerful than just updating a display. In Section 2.5.4 we will see that a
figure may be subject to arbitrary goals for one or more of its joints. These goals are maintained (subject
to joint limits and body integrity) during interactive manipulation. The process also applies to segment
attribute changes done interactively in SASS: as the segment lengths change, e.g., the body will move to
miaintain the required position, orientation, or viewing constraints. It is therefore very easy to assess

posture and viewing changes (as well as success or failure) across population perccntiles or gender.

2.2.5. 0in-screen interactive strength data display

Besides the nurnenc listing of strength data, a graphical display feature is available, Interactive
displays of joint torque or end-effector forces may be shown in Jack as the user manipulates the figure
difrc,1iv fWLi')O. Culrlret an well a- cumulative maximum forces or torques are displayed as moving
b:tlr In au %,en,:ih. ,. v.ho:.c ax:.X; cwIc.p~: J to ilie joint's degrees of freedom. Individual, gender
ditcrcrlruated, ad population pCrcentile (9 5 01, 50&i, and 5 th) strengths may be compactly and
coomparatively displayed.

Torques along a joint chain may be shown, too. Given a force on an end-effector, Jack can compute
the rt.maclion forc.s ,en,rated anywhere else ini the body. Since the body is an active mechanism, forces
may Ic rcsi.,tcd i dii Lciing aniounis by activating diifcrent muscle groups. Phil Lee and Susanna Wei
have implemented displays that show, given a weight held by an end-effector, the reaction forces
(torque-.,;at each illilt '½ - ýf 'r-eom along a given chain [WEI90]. In addition, a trace of the "safe"
and "urn;afL' regions (relative to the current strengthi model) is left in the display as the end-effector is
moved about, prMducing a direct and real-time visualization of the accessible space.

2.3. Body somatotypes
Pci-liwa H-o has examined the original biostereometric contour body dataset to select specimens

covering the approximate midpoint and extremes of body somatotype for each of the 5 t', 501h, and 95 th

percentile malcs and femalus: 18 body "styles" in all. This set is integrated into SASS with a new attribute
for somatotype. The user can select a gender, somatotype, and percentile, causing one of the 18 prototype
bxodies to he ,calcd to ti1e individual segment dimensions. The figures retain significant realism in form
while providing ifinitc variability across all shape dimensions.

2.3.1. Multiple figures
Jc•a-k allow:; the rnanipulation and display of as many figures as desired up to the memory limits of

the hardware. The.re arc rno restrictions whvdt.,oevcr oji die geumetry, topology, or anthropometry used
aero',s tOLe s.cvrd fid ure.-.

2.4. Lwscr Interface
0me oflh the ic ro',t ;ntractivc 1catures of'Jack is the natural user interface into the three-dimensional

v.orld 1 1'1I;. A s in iiciant part of the interface is offered by the hardware capdibilities of the Silicon
Giphics his 4D workstation platform upon which Jack i,; built. The software, however, makes this
hardware p ow ....... ...
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2.4.1. Three button mouse and keyboard
Jack relies solely on the standard Iris 4D three button mouse and keyboard for interaction. The

mouse is used to perform direct manipulation on the 3-D scene, e.g. selecting objects by picking their
images, translating objects by holding down one or two mouse buttons corresponding to spatial
coordinates, etc. The mouse is also actively used to negotiate through the pop-up command menus.

The keyboard is used for occasional command entry. The escape and control keys are used as
meta-mouse buttons, e.g. to change the button interpretations from translation to rotation, or the affected
coordinate frame from global to local.

2.4.2. Menu-driven commands
The command menus are built from the standard Iris menu library. There. is a tradeoff in making all

the commands accessed this way: simplicity and an uncluttered screen are advantages, while on the other
hand frequently used commands are treated the same as infrequently used ones.

2.4.3. Command completion
To alleviate the menu bottleneck, any Jack command maybe entered via the keyboard. To save

typing, and to act as a simple help system, command completion shows the choices for any partially-
entered command.

2.4.4. Natural 3-D interactive interface
The naturalness of the interface arises from the coherence of hand motions with the mouse and the

correspondence between mouse cursor motion on the 2-D screen, a 3-D cursor (looking like a "jack") in
the world, and 3-D objects displayed there. In particular, translations and rotations are selected with the
mouse buttons (and perhaps a key), and the mouse motion is transformed into an appropriate 3-D cursor
movement. Rotations display a wheel perpendiculai to the selected axis; motion of the mouse cursor
about the wheel display invokes a 3-D rotation about the actual axis. Any joint limits are respected.

Object selection is done by simply placing the mouse cursor over the desired part. If more than one
object lies under the cursor, a button push cycles among the possibilities which are highlighted in turn.

Other motions that are easy to perform in Jack include real-time end-effector dragging (Section
2.5.5). The position and orientation of the end-effector is controlled by the same mouse and button
interpretation method.

2.4.5. Multiple windows
Jack supports multiple independent windows into the current environment. Thus, e.g. one could be

a global view, one could be a view from a figure's eye, another could be a view from a certain light
source (to see what is being illuminated), etc. The camera and lights are represented as psurfs so that they
may be positioned and observed just as any other object in the scene. Of course, as the camera is moved
in one view, the corresponding camera view window shows the changing image. The same result obtains
it a winaow % iow is attached to a figure's eye (or hand, etc.).

2.4.6. Perspective or orthographic views
The view in a window may be either perspective or orthographic. The latter is most useful when

dimensions are important. In perspective, the three orthographic projections may be orpionne!!y dicpinyed
within the same window w vvi-ifiamne "snawww images on the imaginary walls and floor. These greatly
assist in object and goal positioning.
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2.4.7. Feature on/off toggles
There are a number of display features which may be turned on or off at will. These include the

orthographic projections, a ground plane, shaded or wireframe mode. background star field, motion
traces, and so on.

2.4.8. Command language files
Any Jack scene can be written out as an environment file; when read in it restores the exact situation

for continued manipulation. Even more useful is the Jack command language orjcl file. This is a record
of the Jack commands issued during a selected portion of an interactive (oi program-controlled) session.
The jcl files may be recursive in the sense that they may contain commands to read and execute otherjcl
files. Such tiles also provide a command format for external (non-interactive) control of Jack, e.g. from
an animation procedure.

2.5. Positioning
The manipulation power in Jack comes from novel real-time articulated figure positioning

algorithms. These embue the jointed figure with "behavioral intelligence"; that is, the ability to respond
to varied positioning goals as well as to direct joint rotation.

.'..5.1, Joint degrees of freedom
Joint angles may be manipulated directly to position a figure. During rotation, a rotation wheel will

appear only for allowed degrees of freedom.

2.5.2. Rotations subject to joint limits
During rotation, the displayed wheel will follow the cursor, but the joint will only be allowed to

rotate to the joint limits. For two and three degree of freedom joints, the joint limits arc tested in the
individual rotation directions. This is not totally correct, especially for a complex joint such as the human
shoulder, but it suffices for most purposes. Adding more accurate joint limits is possible in the future
(Section 3.6).

2.5.3. End-effector position and orientation goals
One of the most powerful features of Jack is the positioning of a joint by specifying the other end of

the kinematic chain (e.g. the shoulder or the waist for a hand movement), and giving the end-effector an
arbitiary position or orientation goal (or both) in space. Using a real-time inverse kinematics procedure
based on nonlinear optimization (with linear constraints) written by Jianmin Zhao, a joint space solution
(subject to joint limits) is computed for the intermediate joints along the chain [PHIL90, ZHAO89]. The
solution moves the selected joint (end-effector) to the goal if it is reachable, otherwise it moves as close
as feasible given the figure posture, the joint chain, and the joint limits. Any failure distance is reported
numerically as well. This movement does not represent how a person would actually move, nor does it
attempt to find the "best" or most "natural" position. It merely achieves goals. For better postures,
additional goals can be created and maintained (Section 2.5.4).

Therc arc several goal types available:
"* lx)sition (a tjoirlit in st)ace)

"* orientation (e.g., a particular orientation of the proximal segment coordinate space)

"* UAmJuoiU and onentation (weighted to arbitrate conflicts: e.g. a position may be achievable
only by violating the orientation goal or vice versa, so the weight determines which to favor)

"* aim (a specified direction on the proximal segment should point at the desired point; this is
frequently used for eye and camera positioning)
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"* view (a specified direction; like "aim" except that twist is not allowed so the camera or eye

view will not rotate (roll) along its sighting axis)

", line (a position anywhere along the line is acceptable)

"* plane (a position anywhere in the plane is acceptable)

"* half-space (a position anywhere in the half-space volume is acceptable)

In order to distribute intermediate joint motions more realistically, a stiffness parameter can be set
for each joint degree of freedom if desired, or for the chain as a whole. The stiffness forces motion to be
favored or resisted more in a degree of freedom, e.g. to encourage torso bending rather than twisting.
Over a chain, the stiffness may favor motion at the proximal or at the distal end.

Inverse kinematics executes in "real-time," meaning that most positioning actions are accomplished
in time that is not much different than that required by a real person.

2.5.4. Multiple simultaneous position and orientation goals
The goal satisfaction procedure has the additional advantage of operating on multiple simultaneous

goals of any of the above types. For example, a figure can be seated by supplying goals for the feet (to
stay on the floor), the center hip (to be near and just above chc chair seat), the knees (to stay in front of the
hips) and the neck (to stay above the waist). Some of these goals may be plane goals (such as for the feet)
or half-plane goals (to keep the waist above the seat and in front of the chair back). As usual, joint limits
are respected and the best solution (though it may be a local rather than global minimum) satisfying the
goals is displayed. If the goals are not entirely satisfiable, some minimum distance solution will be
offered. If the results are not acceptable, more goals may be added. This algorithm still runs in real time
for modest numbers of goals; it is superlinear convergent with each iteration of complexity of just O(nm)
where n is the number of degrees of freedom and m is the number of goals. A sample posture to move the
figure's head over die end of a large upright tube, aim the view to see the bottom of the tube, and grasp
the tube with two hands at orposite sides while keeping the elbows out in a plane parallel to the tube axis
took only 23 seconds to solve on a Personal Iris workstation.

2.5.5. Real-time end-effector dragging
Since inverse kinematics is available, and since multiple goals may be active, Jack allows a joint to

be moved interactively by attaching a position or orientation goal to the 3-D cursor controlled by the
mouse [PHIL90]. The solution time is actually reduced because the current posture is likely to be close to
the solution at the next input position, so the algorithm converges quickly. To avoid waiting for the
solution, however, Jack updates the joint angles at every graphics window update by taking the solution
obtained thus far. As the goal is moved or rotated, the posture changes as quickly as possible and
"catches up" with the user whenever there is a significant pause in cursor motion.

2.5.6. Rotation propagation when joint limits are exceeded
A consequence of joint limits and inverse kinematics is an apparent "behavioral intellegence" in the

manipulated figure. If the wrist is twisted, the rotations propagate along the arm toward the fixed end as
joint limits are encountered. Thus the user can freely move the joints about and the remainder of the body
will act in a reasonable fashion.

2.5.7. Constrain center of mass of entire figure
Cauy Phillips developxed an interesting application of the multiple goal solution algorithm by

constraining the center of mass of a figure. The center of mass is not a specific joint or point of the body,
rather it is a computed quantity. Nonetheless, Jack permits it to be a participant in a goal. By
constraining the center of m-ss to lie along a line goal above the figure's support polygon, a balanced
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reach may be etfectcd. The motion is most dramatic when only one foot is constrained to the floor;
moving a hand causes the other leg to lift off the floor for counterbalance when it is needed! 4

2.6. Animation
The manipulations in Jack discussed so far are not really "animations" as we have already

mentioned. For an animation we expect some coherence and smoothness to the figure's motion; it is not
enough to merely animate a numerical search so matter how clever or effective it is. Jack incorporates a
number of mechanisms to produce human-like motion.

2.6.1. Key paraniter specification and rational spline interpolation
The simplest method of animation is based on the specification of i series of postures and the

subsequent interpolation of the joint angles to create a smooth sequence of "in-between" postures. The
important postures are called "keys"; the joint angles from key to key are parameterized by time (given
for each key) and interpolated to compute values at any other time. A textual interface written by Jean
Griffin helps in the creation and editing of the script keys and times. Jianmin Zhao implemented a method
of interpolation and motion control using rational spline curves in a fashion similar to that described in
[STEK85].

While capable of creating effective motion sequences, key parameter approaches put the burden of
motion design on the user/animator, requiring skill and patience to define the key postures. There are
alternatives, but each with advantages and disadvantages. Jack includes a useful selection, as we explain
below.

2.6.2. Forward dynamics
One method of creating accurate and realistic motion is to use the physics of forces and torques to

drive a figure (e.g. tARMS87, WILH87]). The results are physically correct, but the problem is in
determining the proper directions, magnitudes, and timings of the forces. Most people (or animators)
cannot do that. Moreover, the motions tend to work best on passive figures (when they are under the
control of external forces. e.g. falling, dangling, crashing) rather than on active ones (when the person is
trying to perform some task, e.g. reaching, lifting, throwing).

For completeness, Jack offers motion control by force and torque specification using forward
dynamics to compute joint positions and orientations. This procedure is being built by Mike Edwards,

2.6.3. Strength guided motion
A rather more useful, but more restricted, animation method developed by Phil Lee uses the

inherent strength model stored for a human figure as the basis for computing certain types of motion. If
the task involves moving a weight rather slowly to some goal position, then a strength guided motion
algorithm computes a motion path based on the strength model and two additional parameters [LEE90].
The parameters are the comfort level at which the motion should be performed and the allowed deviation
from a straight-line path to the goal. Using a number of strategies based on the available torque at each
joint in an arm (plus upper torso) joint chain, the algorithm computes an acceptable posture at every
instant (say, 15 time5 a second) of the action. Strategies include moment reduction, pull back, adding
joints, and recoil to bring comfort to acceptable levels. Present limitations are two-dimensional paths,
upper body chains, and inverse kinematics incremental pusitioning rather than a more realistic dynamical

41 am personally very fond of the "worm on a filhhoot" x exaNk A b1mw chei of megmenu (thu Worm) is attached at one end
W a poinL in space (the hook) and allowed to dsigle below. As the Noe end of the worm is dragged about. the segmeno wiggle
and ",ntort u) maintain the. cenler or ma akng a l1ia goaJ below "u hooi. Very dMaiai,.
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rate-control process (Sections 3.3 and 3.4). A useful range of lifting and reaching motions may be
produced already, however, including weight lifting, nsing from a chair, pulling the body upwards in a
chin-up, and two-person coordinated liflting.

2.6.4. Hand grip
Using the real-time collision detection capabilities in Jack (Section 2.7.5) a hand may be made to

grip any object. (Section 2.1.6 already mentioned this ) The motion is an animation in the sense that the
fingers are moved until they contact the object. The grip is fake, though, as the object is merely attached
via a constraint (in the Peabody sense) so that it moves in concert with the hand.

2.6.5. External control
Cary Phillips and Jeff Esakov coded the beginnings of a very powerful animation mechanism in

Jack. By attaching a joint angle or some other parameter such as arm length or object size to a Unix
socket, external processes can be used to control their values. The process can reside anywhere on the
Ethernet attached to the host workstation, including the host itself. The process can be another user, an
autonomous procedure, a physical sensor, or a simulation. Thus a gauge needle's rotation can be
controlled by an external simulation, a joint angle could be read from a gcniometer on an actual subject,
or an object's location could be controlled by another user interacting in the same space5.

2.7. Analyses
All the Jack features are available to compute certain aspects of some of the most commonly

performed task analyses.

2.7.1. Reach space
Jack can display a trace of any site; in particular, it can show the path of an end-effector as it is

manipulated. The resulting trace gives a good idea of the reachable space as the end-effector is dragged
about. Any joint chain can be used due to the general inverse kinematics solution. Other algorithms
being studied by Tarek Alameldin can compute the reachable space boundary or volume off-line
[ALAM90.

2.7.2. Eye view
We have already seen that Jack can show the view from any object, in particular, a figure's eye.

Besides the normal perspective view, a simplified retinal projection window may be drawn. Objects in
front of the eye are mapped into a (radius, angle) polar plot. When features such as foveal or peripheral
areas are drawn in the retinal window, the relative visibility of scene features may be assessed 6.

2.7.3. Translucent view cones
In addition to the retinal window, translucent view "cones" may be displayed from the eyes of a

human figure. With the apex at the eye lens center, the shape of the cones follows any desired polygonal
path, e.g. foveal area. By aiming the eyes with an interactive goal, the view cones follow the point of
interest, converging or diverging as needed (subject to eye "joint" limits). Since the cones are translucent,
workplace objects show though, giving the user a good impression of what can and cannot be seen by the
subject.

5Sometimes called Virtual Environments or Virtual Reality, e.g. (BLAN90].

6Much of the useful effort in this analysis mode was accomplished by a collaboration between Cay Phillips of our lab, Aries
Arditi of The Lighthouse in New York. and Mike Prevost of the NASA Ames A31 project.
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2.7.4. Torque load and comfort during reach
Since the strength guided motion computes the instantaneous joint torques in the current (changing)

body posture, this information is available for display, During such actions, moving bar charts can show
the level of comfort, physical work, or fatigue.

2.7.5. Real-time object-object collision detection
In collaboration with the GRASP (General Robotics and Active Sensory Perception) Lab in our

department, a real-time collision detection facility7 was added to Jack. For efficiency, only a pair of
selected objects are checked in real-time. The general problem is very costly (time-consuming) in
complex, changing environments. Given that the user is normally in control of the simulated figure's
motion, the limitation to checking, say, a lower arm against another object is useful but clearly sub-
optimal. As we have mentioned, it is used to accomplish the hand grip in Jack.

2.7.6. Interactive body sizing under active constraints
We have already mentioned in Section 2.2.4 that changes to bodies made in SASS would main'ain

(as well as possible) any active constraints. Thus testing workplace reaches over any population ranige is
nearly trivial: e.g. constrain the feet or lower body, set the reach goal for the desired end-effector, and
alter the percentile field of the appropriate SASS spreadsheet display. In another situation, suppose the
eye is constrained to the design eye point of a cockpit. the hands and feet are positioned to appropriate
goals, and the shoulders and hips are restrained by point goals representing a suitable restraint system.
Then running through the percentiles with reach goals for the hands, feet, and hips will show how well or
how poorly the population can carry out that task.

2.7.7. Hooks to Al-based simulation system and Knowledge Base
The ultimate analysis tool is a simulation which executes some task and drives the human figure

wili a set of goals and timings. We are actively working in this area. Jeff Esakov is building a system,
called YAPS, which is basically an object-oriented discrete event simulator running over a Knowledge
Base [ESAK89, ESAK90]. Jugal Kalita has constructed verb semantics describing generic methods for
achieving certain goals [KALI90]. Presently the lexicon of executable tasks includes computational
definitions for open, close, push, pull, put, place, slide, reach, and look-at, as well as a few spatial
prepositions and adverbial modifiers. A temporal planner organizes the goals in a reasonable order
[BADL88, ESAK90]. A human performance rate predictor based on Fitts' Law (if appropriate)
[FITI54] is used to postulate reasonable task durations for reach and viewing actions [ESAK89]. At the

highest level, simple natural language task commands are accepted and animated [KALI90, BADL90].
The YAPS sysem supports some simple task planning and task interruption capabilities.

'The YAPS simulation and Knowledge Base are written in CommonLisp. YAPS drives Jack figures
through the UNIX socket interface. Our YAPS simulation is migrating from a Hewlett-Packard
workstation implementation onto the Iris. At NASA Ames, the MIDAS simulator performs a similar
function, communicating parameters over the network and driving the Jack figure as a helicopter pilot
mannequin.

2.8. Rendering
Besides the hardware rendering available for polyhedral models on the Iris workstation, the Jack

system includes a sophisticated ray-trace" written by Welton Becket. Its capabilities include anti-aliasing,
textures, specularity, translucency, reflections, shadows, multiple light sources, material properties, and

7 "lianwks to Jane,. Fund;a, who nceeded i[ for a telerubotic applicatuon.
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chromatic aberrations. It successfully rendered hundreds of images for a movie containing over 45,000
polygons at an average rate of about 4 imaý,es per 45 minutes an Iris 4D/240.

2.9. External Interfaces
Jack can obtain geometric information from several commercial systems. This list grows as

sponsors require Jack to handle data from diverse CAD systems.
"* Wavefront Technologies (Preview and Model format; interface written by John Granieri)

"* Pixar Rendennan (For image output)8

"* SDRC I-DEAS (Universal file format; interface written by Cary Phillips)

"* MultiGen (A polygon modeler, interface written by Cary Phillips)

"* BRL-CAD (The Constructive Solid Geometry objects are polygonalized through code
written by Osman Niazi; the Boolean operations are applied to these polygonalized objects in
Jack based on an algorithm from Brown University [LAID86])

"* Utah Raster toolkit RLE image files (Used for image manipulation)

There are some animation hardware and hardcopy capabilities supported in the Jack environment:
"* Interface to Abekas A60 digital image store (written by Joe Procopio)

"* Interface to Lyon-Lamb animation controller

"* Hardcopy image output via Tektronix 4693 (RGB format) and Apple laserwriter (via
Postscript)

3. Work in Progress
.Jack is an evolving system with continual enhancements motivated by our desire to achieve certain

graphic and animation goals as well as provide ever more powerful and usable human performance
understanding and modeling. The following sections outline some of the enhancements in progress or
scheduled for the near future.

3.1. Additional strength data
The present strength data for the arms must be augmented by similar data for the upper torso. Hand

(grip) strcngth would also be a useful addition. The strength data we use is for isometric exertion and
does not necessarily reflect proper values for strength during motion. There are many issues surrounding
the validity of strength data. We prefer that the user supply an acceptable strength model simply because
ours is probably not very good. SASS, however, makes changing the strength prediction functions or
adding new tabular empirical data rather straightforward.

3.2. Fatigue model
During strength guided motion, Jack can compute a measure of the work or energy expenditure per

unit time. This should be expressible as a muscle group load and hence generate some specific strength
loss due to fatigue. Phil Lee is incorporating a reasonable fatigue model into Jack so that strength
changes can dynamically affect movement (or the mere holding) of a weight.

81n progres.
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3.3. General force trajectory
The limits to strength guided motion must be relaxed. One is to extend the algorithm to 3-D

motions. Fortunately, most movements are planar (at least over short distances [MORA86], so this does
not appear to be a major difficulty. Somewhat more important is having a satisfactory strength model.
The ability of SASS to interpolate strength values is critical to success here.

3.4. Dynamics rate.control during strength reach
Strength guided motion uses inverse kinematics to do the increm(e:.Lal positioning of the end-

effector. A more accurate model is being developed by Phil Lee and Wallace Ching that uses a dynamics
approach to insure that end-effector motion does not exceed realistic and consistent accelerations. There
will be interesting interactions between the concurrent needs to reach the goal, sustain coherent muscle
group [strength] activity, monitor comfort levels, and manage fatigue.

3.5. Walk procedure
The motions of the figure often appear stilted as it is unable to locomote other than by floating or

sliding. Bill Kriebel is implementing a walk procedure based on Bruderlin and Calvert's model
(BRUD89]. A reach task involving the entire body will then use locomotion to bring the end-effector
within a suitable distance of the goal. (A defini~ion of "suitable" must be determined.) Concomitant
problems include path planning and collision avoidance if obstacles are present. A preliminary
Jack-compatible spatial path planner written by Chris Yu based on the algorithm by Lozano-Perez
[LOZA79] is available for experiments.

3.6. Dependent joints
The original Peabody and psurf structure, while robust, must be enhanced to permit, groups of joints

to work together as a unit. The idea is that these joint dependencies provide for more natural motion and
easier control. The 17 segment spine and torso is a good example of the kind of dependency that is
required. Other examples include clavicle motion as a function of shoulder position
[OTAN89, BADL89] and head motion dictated by eye direction [SPAR89]. Jianmin Zhao and Cary

Phillips are working out the changes in Jack needed to incorporate such structures.

Related problems include complex shoulder joint limits based on the shoulder position rather than
just the geometrically required three [independent] degrees of freedom. This assumes even greater
importance when dealing with the computation of joint limits based on clothing. It may not be possible to
pre-compute the limits, rather, they may have to be detected as a certain tolerable level of intersection
(collision) between adjacent segments and their attached geometry. In this case, joint motion is
determined by segment compressability9 .

3.7. Anthropometry updates
Jiahe Lu is considering a significant set of changes to SASS. These include a corrected

implementation of segment percentiles within a population, more appropriate segment scaling relative to
the given population, stature adjustments when certain individual segment dimensions are changed, and
global (cross-attribute) effects such as mass changes when sizes are changed.

Additional populations aie also being examined for conversion into SASS form.t, especially the

9'The converse problem is somewhat easier; e.g. see [GOUR89, THAL90, CHAD89] for segment deformation given joint
angles. The finite element approach may be viable for our version of the problem as well.
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recent U. S. Anny soldier data.

An attractive idea for training applications is to read the user's own anthropometry from a login file,
and use his or her body description as the default scaling for the Jack figure. Tasks being performed
would then be sympathetic to the user's own capabilities.

3.8. Clothing experiments
Joe Procopio is trying some simplified methods fo, defining clothing. One "trick" is to represent the

garment as an articulated figure with "joints" at various seams. The garment i," then brought to the proper
shape by applying multiple simultaneous goals to brina the various parts into proper alignment or contact
(e.g. [point] buttons to [point] button holes, zippers to line goals, etc.). Additional goals position the
garment on the figure by identifying major points of contact (e.g. shoulders, front of chest, elbow, etc.).
Some of this work is being done for the Army Natick Labs with Steve Paquctte.

3.9. Three-dimensional input devices
In a previous system we experimented with direct 3-D i4put through a Polhemus 6-degree of

freedom digitizer [BADL87]. We were limited by the rather slow speed of the inverse kinematics
algorithm then available to us. Moreover, that algorithm suffered by providing a solution that was too
local. With the new inverse kinematics procedure in Jack it should be easy to connect a spatial input
device to drag the selected end-effector around in direct mimicry of the user's hand motion.

3.10. Passive position sensing
Since the early 1970's we have tried to understand how a computer could be programmed to

observe human actiity and describe or at least mimic the motions in a computer graphics model
[B,',DL76, OROU80]. The ability to control a realistically shaped and behaved human figure with Jack

opens the possibility of real-time monitoring activities. The inverse kincnm .ics procedures may be robust
enough to work. from a few two-dimensional (e.g. image plane) joint positions and known anthropometric
dimensions to establish 3-D locations for all the joints. Thus, given a [real] person performing some task
in a remote location and passive monitoring from one or more video cameras, a simulated figure of the
same size could be fit in real-time to the acquired positions. This real-time automated modeling will
permit the indirect and low cost monitoring of EVA or other novel work activities where physical mock-
ups are currently the only option. The computer models can be used for task planning, safety testing, task
load predictions, and -- by making measurements on the simulated model -- indirect assessment of
physiological states such as fatigue or comfort without direct sensing or verbal communication.

3.11. high level task control
Controlling human motion tasks specified by language commands or instructions is a long-term gcal

of our research. Analysis of the form and content of instructions has begun in collaboration with
CorTmputer and Information Scienc" department faculty members Bonnie Webber and Mark Steedman
[BADL90].

3.12. TasK planner
One c' the orincipal issues involved ini understan,'ing and executing instructions is the form of the

action planner. Classical planning strategies do not seem to suffice for human motion because people are
highiy redundant raechanisms and use flexible, incremental, and intcrruptable plan execution. A reactive
aru incremental planning scheme for executing conditional and temporal instructions is being
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invesugated by Moon Jung.

3.13. Task performance time database
The Fitts' Law formi:Iation for task time performance is adequate for very simple reach and view

tasks. For more general ty the strength model can be referenced to obtain estimates of minimum
trajectory times. This ap roach, however, is li,.:ited to knowing the strength model and, moreover, does
not adequately cormpute timings for mnrc , omplex task units (e.g. inserting a bolt into a hole). Libby
Levison is examining s veral task time databases to see how they might be incorporated into the planner.
These databases will ,e extremely useful for task analyses in the maintenance domain where. nominal
time-motion studies for common tasks have been extensively measured.

3.14. Language and speech interfaces
Once the natural language instructions can be used to generate a plan for execution by the simulated

figure in Jack, a next step is to try speech input for the same set of understood commands. This work is
presently underway in collaboration with Christoph Rumpf of Siemens Corporate Research in Munich
using their speech understanding system.

4. Conclusion
Even though Jack is under continual development, it has nonetheless already proved to be a

substantial computational tool in analyzing human abilities in physical workplaces. It is being applied to
actual problems involving space vehicle inhabitants, helicopter pilots, maintenance technicians, foot
soldiers, and tractor drivers. This broad range of applications is precisel, the target we intended to reach.
The general capabilities embedded in Jack attempt to mirror certain aspects of human performance, rather
than the specific requirements of the corresponding workplace. There is only one "version" of Jack;
though its teatures are sometimes motivated by a particular application, the solutions are shared by all
who support the research effort. Of course, the.e are some general problems we wanted to solve that have
contributed much to Jack from our own research perspective. We have enough on this queue to keep us
busy for a long tine.
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ABSTRACT

The Army-NASA Aircrew/Aircraft Integration (A31) program is a joint exploratory development effort to
advance the capabilities and use of computational representations of human performance and behavior in the design,
synthesis, and analysis of manned systems, A major product of this goal is the development of a prototype Human
Factors/Computer-Aided Engineering system called Man-Machine Integration Design and Analysis System
(MIDAS). MIDAS contains tools to describe the operating environment, equipment, and tiission of manned
systems, with models of human performance behavior used in static and dynamic modes to evaluate aspects of the
crew station design and operator task performance. This approach provides design engineers and analysts with
interactive sysmolic, analytic, and graphic components that permit the early integration and visualization of human
engineering principles.

Thi,. paper will briefly describe MIDAS's current architecture as well as the models and tools contained in
them. The workstation capabilities which address specific steps in the crew station development process will be
emphasized, together with the real world AH-64 Apache Longbow application chosen as a demonstration focus for
our most recent phase of development. Also discussed will be a number of challenging problem areas which have
arisen since the program's inception nearly six years ago. These discussion topics will include (a) identifying and
addressing the needs of the workstation user- (b) methods for achieving the integration required by a comprehensive
design and analysis tool such as MIDAS; (c) the level of detail differences between the conceptual design stage and
the requirements of extant human performance models; (d) software distribution dilemmas and hurdles; and (e)
validation requirements.
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INTRODUCTION

The Army-NASA Aircrew/Aircraft Integration (A31) Program is a joint Army and NASA
exploratory development effort to advance the capabilities and use of computational representations
of human performance and behavior in the design, synthesis, and analysis of manned systems.
A31 is managed and executed by the Computational Human Engineering Research Office, an
organization under the US Army Aeroflight Dynamics Directorate and the NASA Aerospace
Human Factors Research Division, both at Ames Research Center. The program's goal is to
conduct and integrate the applied research necessary to develop an engineering environment
containing the tools and models needed to assist crew station developers in the conceptual design
phase. A major product of this goal is the development of a prototype Human Factors/Computer-
Aided Engineering (HF/CAE) system called Man-Machine Integration Design and Analysis System
(MIDAS). This system provides design engineers/analysts with interactive symbolic, analytic, and
graphic components which permit the early integration and visualization of human engineering
principles. Currently hosted on a number of networked Symbolics and Silicon Graphics
workstations, MIDAS serves as the framework in which research findings and models, developed
by, or sponsored through the Computational Human Engineering Research Office, are
incoi porated.

Seventy to eighty percent of the life-cycle cost of an aircraft is determined in the conceptual
design phase. After hardware is built, mistakes are hard to correct and concepts are difficult to
modify. Engineers responsible for developing crew training simulators and instructional systems
currently begin work after the cockpit is built and too late to impact its design. MIDAS gives
designers an opportunity to "see it before they build it," to ask "what if" questions about all aspects
of crew performance, including training, and to correct problems early. The system is currently
focused on helicopters; however, its model and principal basis permits generalization to other
vehicles.

MIDAS contains tools to describe the operating environment, equipment, and mission of
manned systems, with models of human performance/behavior used in static and dynamic modes
to evaluate aspects of the crew station design and operator task performance. The results are
presented graphically and visually to the design engineers, often as a computer simulation of
"manned flight." In this sense, MIDAS is similar in concept to computational tools such as finite
element analysis and computational fluid dynamics which are used to improve designs and reduce
Costs.

The program began in the fall of 1984 and has completed four major phases of
development toward a 1994 target date for a full prototype system. The most recent phase of
development, demonstrated during June 1990, focused on the expansion of several elements of the
system using the AH-64 Apache Longbow as an application. This paper will describe the MIDAS
architecture, models, and tools in detail, as well as provide a summary of strengths and
weaknesses found within this important effort in human performance modeling for system design.

DESCRIPTION OF MIDAS

The fundamental ideas behind the concept for MIDAS are embodied in Figure 1. The hope
is to provide a prototyping methodology, rich in predictive human performance models and
analysis capabilities, wherein designers could use computational representations of the crew
station, operator(s), and world, not hardware simulators and man-in-the-loop studies, to discover
problems and ask "what if" questions about the projected mission, equipment, and environment.
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Figure 1. MIDAS Concept.

Because the crew station design process involves professionals from a wide range of
disciplines, we have chosen to emphasize visualization as the primary form of information output.
Graphic and iconic representations are predominantly used as a means to foster interdisciplinary
communication. Furthermore, because the crew station design process includes extremely varied
activities, the tools and models contained within the workstation have been developed to support
multiple modes of operation. These modes currently include design specification and static
analysis, as well as a dynamic analysis or simulation capability. The architecture and content of
MIDAS have continuously evolved since the inception of the A31 Program. It currently contains a
number of tools and models hosted on a series of networked Symbolics and Silicon Graphics
computers to meet the stated requirements. The current hardware architecture is shown in Figure
2.

A comprehensive set of models and tools is hosted on this suite of graphics and symbolic
workstations. Each is described in detail below.

Mission Editor and Task Representation Tool

This component, written in Symbolics Common Lisp, contains the data structures and
methods used to represent and decompose the required mission, ervironment, and human
performance models of the crew. Also included are the causal relations existing between these
elements required for analysis and simulation. Recent changes to this component have added the
capability to use task objects and scenario agents in a library sense for building "custom" missions.
This component expresses mission activities in terms of goals or states to be achieved, allowing the
user to explicitly allocate such tasks to equipment or human operators, as well as providing for
event-related operator responses which cannot cleanly be represented in a hierarchical fashion.
Facilities also exist to review the mission/tasks at various levels of abstraction based on the
specialization provided by the symbolic equipment and environment context.

The mission editor, tisk representation methods, and symbolic equipment models
(di.,cusscd below) arc valuable in themselves since they allow a user to explore the detailed task
rarnitications of various crew station designs. However, their real strength comes when used as
part of the simulation. Mission, task, environment, or operator objects are instantiated when their
conditions are met, executing their assigned procedures and spawning new activities. Contained
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within the various task objects is information on temporal relationships, preconditions, logical
constraints, loading, subtasks, and relative priority. In this manner, the decomposed mission
serves as a forcing function, "driving" the interaction of various models used during a simulation.

Syb _icEqulipment Models

lThese generalizable structures, written in Symbolics Common Lisp, allow characteristics of
the cre~w station equipment to be represented in terms of both physical and functional attributes
which ,are used to specialize the mission tasks prior to a simulation. In this manner, MIDAS can
sutpport the generation of explicit operator actions which are sensitive to specific equipment
designs. These structures also provide a model-based means to maintain and manipulate equipment
.,st,'t variable.' which drive the ariirilattiun of graphicald cockpit controls and displays.

Syrnbolic; O~rator Model

This model, also coded in Lisp, is understandably one of the most complex and continually
evolving.. It currently contains two major subeomponents, the scheduling and loading models
(described below. During a simulation, this model attempts to execute assigned mission activities
subject to specified constraints, state variables, and other simulation object requirements. This
mo~del •iccornplishes this action by (a) updating the simulated operator's goal list to delete
termina•ted or inappropriate goals; (b) examining equipment and world state variables to determine
if evcnt-respon•.se activities are required; (c) tracing the decomposition of mission goals to their
lo~west level, finding matching equipment operation patterns or activities which will satisfy them;
(di sorting these matched goal-activity patterns by priority; (e) interacting with the scheduling and
loading operator model components as appropriate; and (f) executing these activities subject to
physical resource (hand, eye, ete) requirements, Visual, Auditory, Cognitive, and Motor (VACM)
load limits, and temporal/logical constraints.
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"This constraint-based, opportunistic model of operator scheduling behavior was developed
using the blackboard architecture provided as part of the Generic Expert System Tool (GEST).
Display portions of this component are written in Symbolics Common Lisp. Provided a task queue
of indeterminate length, along with data about each task (such as logical constraints, estimated
duration, resource requirements, etc.), Z solves for a near-optimal sequence and schedule based on
a strategy of either time minimizing or load balancing, intended to represent possible operator
behaviors. The scheduler contains modular components or knowledge sources that represent
individual stages in the scheduling process, with an extended task-based decomposition (a "divide-
and-conquer" technique) used to partition the overall scheduling problem. Z closely interacts with
the MIDAS task loading model for reasoning about resource interactions between plausible
concurrent tasks.

Task Loading Model

MIDAS contains an operator task loading model based on current research in multiple
resource theory, scaling, workload, and perception. Based on attributes of the mission tasks,
world state, operator, and crew station equipment, a resource classification taxonomy is used to
classify individual tasks in terms of their demands on the Visual, Auditory, Cognitive, and Motor
processing dimensions. In addition, conflict matrices are used to describe the interactions of these
resource demands across different processing dimensions and tasks. An initial version of the task
loading model has been coded in Symbolics Common Lisp.

An throoometric Model (JACK)

A 3D, dynamic anthropometric model has been d~eveloped through a grant to Dr. Norman
Badler at the University of Pennsylvania to address fundamental human anthropometry and motion
considerations. This model, called JACK, is written in C and runs on the Silicon Graphics 4D
series, providing realistic and physically quantifiable human figure motion within a 3D space
environment. JACK allows the user to select different-sized human figures or graphic mannequins
that include the 5th-through-95th-peicentile male and female, based on NASA astronaut
demographics. These mannequins can then be placed within a 3D object environment created and
stored using a number of modeling packages. Articulation is achieved using a goal-.sclving
technique based on specifying body joint orientations or end-effector (limb) goals. Joint limitations
have been installed to eliminate unreasonable movements. Kinematic and inverse kinematic
controls are applied so that goals and constraints may be used to position and orient the figure,
with external/intcrnal forces and torques applied to produce motion. A movement time calculation
has been incorporated based on Fitts' Law, using reach site distance and target width.

Supporting graphic output in wire-frame, solid-filled, or smooth-shaded modes, key poses
can be stored and interpolated for animation, allowing environmental limitations to be detected as a
function of human size and movement characteristics. In addition, by attat.hing the "view" of the
environment to the mannequin's eye, JACK displays a perspective corresponding to what the
mannequin would "see" while moving in the environment, providing the first step toward further
analysis and conclusions about object occlusion and visibility.

Volume Field-of-View Modul

This model of binocular human visual representation in 3D space was developed by Dr.
Aries Arditi at the Lighthouse of New York. It provides computer graphic methods for delineating
and testing hypotheses about the relationship between two-dimensional visual field maps and the
three-dimensional visual space they serve, under the conditions of (a) changing eye position; (b)
oCclusion by structures part of or are mounted on the observer such as facial structures, goggles,
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or headgear, (c) occlusion by environmental objects; (d) normal and abnormal defects of the visual
field such as blind spots and areas of temporarily reduced visibility due to local adaptation and
photopigment bleaching; and (e) variables that alter the focus of environmental objects on the
retinas (accommodation and pupillary response). Instantaneous field-of-view volumes based on
these factors are visualized by projecting their intersection with the object space in different colors.
This model, written in C, is fully integrated with the JACK anthropometric model, which is used
to determine the operator's head position and point of regard in the field-of-view.

Cockpit Display Visibiliy Model

This analytical model, developed by Drs. James Bergen and Jeffrey Lubin at the SRI/David
Sarnoff Research Center, allows the designer to assess the visibility of cockpit objects imaged on
the retina in terms of a visual system footprint. This footprint represents the projection onto the
crew station of the sensory capabilities of the human visual system when considered as a
detector/filter system. The existing MIDAS graphical, anthropometric, and vision modeling
capabilities are used to describe the physical characteristics of potential designs and define the
instantaneous volume field of view. Based on such information, this component provides methods
to project the retinal photoreceptor apertures onto the cockpit model and support empirically-based
predictions about the legibility of characters and symbols. Because the human retina is highly
inhornogeneous, the retinal footprint produced is also highly inhomogeneous, depicting contours
of visual performance data which describe the probability that certain imaged information will or
will not be legible. Because factors such as ambient illumination in the cockpit, the adaptive state of
the operator, and the reflective/emissive properties of displays are critical to consider in such
contexts, this model will be enhanced incrementally to address each of these aspects. This
component is wiitten in C.

(C7kpit Design Editor. (C•_E)

The CDE contains interactive 3D modeling utilities for graphically prototyping the crew
station geometry, instruments, controls, and displays using a built-in library of primitive cockpit
objects. Links can be made to other models or data files for animation of selected controls and
displays. The CDE is written in C and is an extension to a commercial modeling package from
Software Systems, Inc. called MultiGen®. Significant changes to this component have recently
been made, allowing the creation and animation of multifunction displays containing graphical
features, text strings, and dynamic fields. The CDE has been successfully used to build detailed 3D
models of the complete AH-64 exterior, pilot and copilot/gunner cockpits and instrumentation, as
well as a number of other vehicles. These applications provide both a feasible demonstration of its
capabilities as well as graphical models for other MIDAS components.

Display Layout Assistant (DLA)

This tool is a prototypical component intended to provide designers with assistance in
determining desirable spatial locations for cockpit displays. Displays are considered to be viewing
windows for the operator through which he/she obtains information about machine and
environment status. Just as the spatial location of objects in the physical world are completely
determined by the forces acting upon them, the locations of the information sources being placed
by the DLA us;er are determined in a similar manner. However, unlike the physical world, where
the forces are entities like gravity and tabletops, the forces in this domain are engineering
psychology principles suggested by Dr. Christopher Wickens in Elkind et al. (1989). The initial
metrics include factors such as the functional and physical proximity of information sources,
stimulus-response compatibility, and frequency of use. DLA can be provided in an analytic mode,
using algorithmic solutions, or else in an evaluative mode, using rule-based heuristics. This
component is written in C, with rules encoded using the CLIPS expert system shell.
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Visual Editor and Simulation Tool (VEST)

VEST is an interactive 3D tool used to create, control, and observe from several visual
perspectives, a 3D graphic representation of vehicles traversing through Defense Mapping Agency
(DMA) terrain during a simulation. Users can select, by mouse, a viewing position from anywhere
within the mission gaming area, zoom in on specific controls and displays for study, as well as
include a representation of the JACK anthropometric model within the crew station for visualizing
operator movement during a simulation. Like the CDE, this component is written in C as an
extension to MultiGen®.

Aerodynamics & Guidance Model (AGM)

The MIDAS AGM is a two-part Fortran model, initially developed by Analytical Mechanics
Associates Inc., which represents rather generic helicopter guidance and dynamics for uncoupled
controls. Given the current position, orientation, and angular rates, the guidance portion of the
model determines the control inputs required to fly to the next waypoint with its associated
position, altitude, and airspeed. The aerodynamics portion of the model uses the computed controls
to determine the helicopter's next position, attitude, etc., based on the simulation tick interval. The
AGM's input and output are integrated with symbolic and anthropometric models of the pilot such
that during a simulation, the computed flight control requirements are passed to the symbolic
operator model as resource demands, with their actual start times and duration determined by the
evaluation of such demands in the context of other pilot psychomotor activities. Flight control
movements are graphically depicted by attaching the JACK anthropometric model's end effectors
to the appropriate controls and using inverse kinematics to "pull" the model's appendages to the
computed control positions.

Simulation Executive and Communications Module

This component, written in both C and Lisp, uses TCP/IP protocol as the basis for a
simulation executive package to synchronize the execution of distributed components chosen for a
simulation. This module also facilitates intermachine communication and message sharing between
all MIDAS components by maintaining knowledge of all host and destination processes for each
state variable or message sent during a simulation. A global cache or "data pool" concept is used to
store and distribute in excess of 200 operator, world, and equipment state variables among the
various MIDAS processes and objects.

TraininL Assessment Module

The training assessment module provides heuristic methods to estimate the media,
instructional techniques, and time necessary to train various operators to "initial qualification"
based on characteristics of the operator, task, and crew station equipment. This prototype
knowledge-based system is implemented in the Automated Reasoning Tool (ART®) and Common
Lisp on the Symbolics. This tool uses the Instructional Systems Design (ISD) methodology to
assign each task a set of learning experiences (such as explanation, demonstration, part-task
training, and full-task training) along with a medium for each learning experience (such as
textbook/workbook, slide/tape, lecture, videodisc, and a wide range of simulation devices). For
each learning experience and media assignment, a time to train is computed, based on the task,
operator, and equipment attributes.

The softwarc models and tools discussed above and currently hosted on the MIDAS
hardware architecture are shown in the grey boxes of Figure 3. The unshaded boxes depict state
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variables or data structures which are either user-defined or computed by one component and used

by another. The arrows shown indicate the general flow of information which is required for anintegrated simulation.

The data flow actually emp•loyed within MIDAS during the last phase of development is
shown in greater detail using an Nz format in Figure 4. The components involved are portrayed in
the shaded boxes on the diagonal of the figure. As shown in the legend, inputs are on the vertical
axes of each box and outputs on the horizontal axes. For example, during each simulation "tick,"
the Vehicle Guidance Model computes the demands for control movement based on the current
vehicle position, orientation, and speed (from the Dynamics Model) together with the next desired
waypoint location, airspeed, and altitude (from the Mission Editor). These control requirements are
then passed to the Symbolic Operator Model, which either accepts or rejects the controls based on
other task demands. If accepted, the Guidance Model's computed controls are input to the Vehicles
Dynamics Model and a new aircraft position and attitude are determined.

SUCCESSES

Machine Class Choices. Languages

Since the A3 I Program is a nultiyear effort, it was understood early on that computer

hardware would change radically over time. Thus, one of the first decisions was to standardize the
operating systems and computer languages, rather than machines. These factors led to the
selection of the following:

Sym~bolic ModelsTools Numeric & Graphic Models/Tools

Operating Systems Genera U NIX
Languages Lisp FORTRAN, C
Object-oriented methods Flavors C++Machine Class Symbolics Silicon Graphics IRIS
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These choices for machines, languages, operating systems, and paradigms have been
emtremely fortuitous. Tihe vendors have ably stood behind their equipment line, upgrading them as
warranted, but maintaining a high degree of upward compatibility with source code written on
older models. Unix and C, as almost everyone is aware, have become defacto standards among
both research institutions and the graphics workstation market. Lisp still maintains a narrow edge
as the language of choice for artificial intelligence applications, and Symbolics provides a
powerful, but somewhat expensive, development environment.

Object-oriented programming methods have been adopted, where practical, in an effort to
manage the complexity of the simulation software, and promote graceful incremental software
development. This paradigm was adopted by the program long before it became "in vogue," and
while not universally applied, it does help reduce the ultimate code bulk by making extenive use
of software st-uctures and promotes clean interfaces through its support for data abstraction.
While Flavors has been used to date, a move will be made toward the Common Lisp Object
System (CLOS) during the next phase.

Incrmnental Develoement

MIDAS is developed in phases, each eight to twelve-month period adding another
increment of functionality to the existing configuration. Upon the completion of each phase's
coding and integration, demonstrations are held, feedback solicited, compiled and assimilated, and
technical planning meetings conducted to propose appropriate work for the next development
period. N number of in-progress reviews are held to monitor the group's efforts and
discover/correct problems. By this method, the program has been "bootstrapping" itself along
very successfully since the first off-site planning meeting in the Fall of 1985.

This incremental prototyping approach has been helpful for several reasons. First, the
program's objectives are so ambitious and associated with so much uncertainty that it simply
would not have been possible on day one to have described the long-term functional requirements
for what will likely turn out to be a 10-year effort. Small, concise periods of development allow
the staff to focus on achieving the immediate r-iuirements agreed upon, reviewing the recent
research findings and progress of related developments prior to committing to long-range
endeavors. This practice of phased development even allows periodic review of an adopted
approach in its entirety. If, after a period of time, a selected path of modeling appears to be
reaching a dead-end or is too restrictive, the approach can be abandoned and another one selected.
With only a phase or two's effort invested, the temporary setback is not catastrophic and the entire
downstream development does not have to be replanned with the change of course. Finally,
incremental prototyping is ideally suited to changes in staff expertise and funding. As per-onnel
experts in decision modeling or parallel processing, for example, are nade available to the
program, we can temporarily emphasize those aspects within MIDAS and rechart the development
to other areas upon their departure. Similarly, the boom and bust cycle, s," typical of government
research and development funding, is quickly accommodated with this development style. Strong
financial positions in one year can be used to purchase iew equipment or initiate external efforts
which begin their payoff during more lean funding periods.

I _His Development Emphasis

The key in our ability to use an incremental software development process has been an
emphasis on conducting A3 1 as an in-house program. The intimate involvement found with being
the actual developer of a tool or model, combined with the lack of a long-term contract or
specification. enables MIDAS to accommodate rapid changes in scope or direction. Maintaining
internal config(uration control of the MIDAS architecture and various models or tools also ensures
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we know exactly where the workstation stands and what will be required to incorporate a new
component or mriodel. An in-house approach was also adopted to make the methods and tools
available to industry, other government agencies, and academia at no, or very little, cost. As an in-
house effort funded by the government, the products of the programi1 are in the so-called "public
domain." Anyone should be able to have the software products for the asking. As is too often the
case, achieving this objective is not as easy as it was intended to be (see "Problems" section
below). However, we have undeniably made more progress %k ith freely distributing software as an
in-house program, than we would have if we had executed A31 solely through contract means.

The in-house focus, however, does not mean that we do not take full advantage of external
findings and expertise. In-house research or model development is conducted only if the required
capabilities are not available, or if available, would fall outside the category of "public domin"
entities. A considerable amount of research effort and money has been expended nationally, over
more than three decades, to produce analytic methods, models, and structures representing the
behavior and functions of human operators, with varying degrees of success. The A31 Program is
not explicitly charged with developing new models and methods, but instead will employ
selectively those which have already been developed wherever possible. New research and
development will be undertaken only when a critical void is encountered. Many institutions and
industrial organizations have been quite willing to cooperate and make their work available fo, this
purpose, and we attempt to provide full and frequent attribution to the cooperating contributors.

MIDAS also depends on formal extramural relationships with the university community
and research institutions to provide models and research necessary to meet functional requirements.
When establishing these relationships, every effort is made to ensure that the association is with the
very best people and institutions available, and that the relationships are formed as joint efforts.
The mechanism for this collaboration is usually a grant in the form of a cooperative agreement.
The program staff contain- rrnny extremely talented computer scientists with skills not always
available to university professors. Furthermore, the A 31 laboratory provides great symbolic and
grapi•c computer power. With such cooperation, far more progress can be made than with each
party acting independently as would be the case with a typical contract relationship. Additionally,
the products of the research institute or university must be integrated into MIDAS; thus, the more
cooperative the development, the easier the integration task.

The combination of an in-house focus and incremental development practices, together with
selectively employing external experts for specific, well-defined portions of the project has been
instrumental in the progress made to date. Whilc this is a seemingly "obvious" approach to the
objec-ives undertaken, a number of other projects with similar characteristics have chosen different
execution methods with results not ncarly as satifying.

In-House Dom,.in Expert

The A3 1 Program has greatly profied from having a military helicopter instructor pilot on
the in-house staff. In addition to offering readily available domain expertise, this individual was
also a Lisp programmer and led the development of the mission editor and task representation
components of t;,e MIDAS workstation. His familiarity with actual helicopter operations,
procedures, military doctrine, and task analysis was critical to understanding, reducing, and
appiying the wealth of existing data on pilot behavior, crew station controls and displays, and
operational tact c,;. Many empirical -md theoretical efforts in behavioral sciences are criticized
because they c;,nnot he 2encralized beyond controlled laboratory setti i ,s or simplistic notional
sc-narios. I laving a domain expert close at hand serv( .is a reality checK dUtring the development
of our various componcnts, ensuring important attributes and factors were adequately represented.
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A crew station design process study (Cody, 1988) was sponsored by the A31 program and
literally dozens of practicing cockpit designers/engineering psychologists have provided input to
our development through workshops and demonstrations. However, in future phases we hope to
have in-house design/analysis practitioners provide the focus and utility to MIDAS in a manner
similar to that provided by the resident domain expert.

Real-World Demonstration Applicatiois

Somewhat related to the above has been the program's success in tying each phase of
development to an actual application. The most recent phase used the ongoing McDonnell Douglas
AH-64 Apache Longbow Program as a source of data for controls, displays, mission profiles, and
operator task descriptions. In fact, MIDAS-produced legibility predictions for the Longbow MFDs
and volume field of view projections were used for that program's recent preliminary design
review, Prior to that, the AH-I Cobra Communications Switch Integration Program, which
involved extensive flight test and data collection here at Ames Research Center, was used as a basis

,r comparison to our predicted simulation time lines and loading profiles. Finally, initial values
.or projected media requirements and instruction times from the Training Assessment Model were
compared against the existing Apache Aircrew Qualification Course as a simple means of
"verification.

This practice of using operational equipment source data and test results has benefited the
program in a number of ways. First, the use of existing data allowed us to concentra'e on model
dlevelopment and integration-A 31's true objective-rather than consume large amounts of time
and effort generating specific task descriptions or time lines. Second, reasonably familiar
applications allowed demonstration attendees to grasp readily the promise of the MIDAS
capabilities by showing how specific, existing problems in the crew station design process could
be addressed. Finally, real-world data and topical applications seemed to help with sustaining
funding for our effort, something which should not be overlooked in today's budget environment.

PROBLEMS

"Tak Taxonorm

The lack of a formal, widely accepted operator task taxonomy in behavioral analysis and
system development is an often repoited shortcoming (Meister, 1985; Fleishman and Quaintance,
1984). This deficiency has been problematic for the A31 program in a number of ways. First, we
have yet to eýtablish or adopt any one approach as our standard, somewhat hampering our overall
progrc, due to the high degree of integration required among components. We initially started out
with o rigid top-down hierarchy consisting of mission, phase, segment, function, task, subtask,
etc., each containing characteristics and constraints about the activity required by some analysis
proxce;% or model. This approach was initially favored because it allowed us to use a great deal of
the task analy.sis/task description data published by other organizations examining helicopter crew
tbehajvior in the Army (Seigel, Madden, & Pfeiffer 1985) However, we quickly ,aw a number of

Iritt•oros in putiting, this scheme to use. First, the various levels of abstracýtion and subtle
(lo.timcinon', betwcen their assciated characteristics made the actual practice of classification
(hf ficult and somewhat arbitrary. What might be a function in one segment of the mission was

,it n .•i'mc, a s uht, k in antlher. The visual load arising frorm a task characterized as an"n •rl'cctan" may he con•ilcra lly hiigher than that associated with an "observe" classification.
dep'.ipt the fact that the actual activity is extremely similar. Additionally, a great deal of conditional
betha.' a'r, tuch a. re ,,pond ig, to an(r'alous events, emergency proceduir,'s, etc., did not cleanly
aill ftji (if a itypical I(t) (low()i hic:archy. yet ne(lced to) he represented d. 7ig much of the overall
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mission. Finally, because of the inherent weaknesses with so many descriptive methods, it is hard
to tell where the levied mission ends and the experience, doctrine, and procedures an operator
brings to the job begins.

As previously mentioned, the fundamental idea behind MIDAS is to be able to vary
attriburcs of the vehicle/equipment, operator, world, and missionr, and then observe or assess their
interactions. however, this lack of an unambiguous, descriptive task taxonomy has been a burden.
It makes it difficult to build MIDAS incrementally, since during each phase the structure and
content of our task representation seem to change radically. Additionally, the lack of a clear
representation and content for the tasks impacts the development of, and interface with, other
models. The mission and task representation contains the majority of the important variables
needed by other components (temporal constraints, precondition, resource demands, etc.) and
developing or integrating a planner, scheduler, or task loading model with the basic task
representation in flux is like trying to shoot a moving target. Perhaps a new, formal taxonomy for
task representation, such as that recently proposed as a military standard, will emerge and can be
used in future phases to mitigate these problems (Myers et al., 1987). Until then we will continue
to forge ahead with our relatively ad hoc approach.

Crew Station Equipment Representation

Closely related to the above is our handling of the crew station/vehicle equipment. In early
phases, the actual cquipment employed in the mission was not explicitly represented other than
graphically. If a navigation task involved several keystrokes with an inertial navigation system and
observing distance and bearing on a display, then these components were described or input by the
analyst as part of the overall task decomposition. This implicit treatment of equipment
dependencies is also a characteristic of several other modeling packages such as SAINT or
Anacapa Sciences' Task Analysis and Work Load (TAWL) methodology.

In more recent phases, we have begun to model explicitly the equipment-both graphically
and symbolically. The symbolic equipment models are very detailed representations and include
individual switches or buttons modeiled as finite state machines that accept as input the letter "A"
for a keyboard buffer, turn on the power to a model of the VHF radio, or change the mode of a
multifunction display. In this approach, the; crew members' tasks are represented in goal form as
states to be achieved. Similar to the pl.,nning approaches used by the artificial intelligence
community, the detailed equipment models provide the primitive operations which allow the crew
member to manipulate or achieve the desired state. In this way, the lower-level actions necessary in
a task are actually derived from the specific physical and functional design of the equipment.

This matching process works quite nicely for discrete tasks, such as tuning a radio by
rotating a selector, or arming the missiles by flipping a switch. More complex tasks can even be
built-up in this manner by layering procedures or operating doctrine on top of these equipment
models. tHtowever, this approach carries with it a number of drawbacks. First, it is not clear
whether this method will generalize to continuous control actions since there often is not a direci
mapping between the primitive control action and the state desired. Furthermore, the approach of
inheriting or defining the lowcr-lcvcl tasks through the actual equipment models has to date only
been used for actions where the crew member is trying to affect the state of the helicopter
cqaipmC1nt. Many times, looking at displays, monitoring radio traffic, etc., are tasks which exist
primarily to utipdate the .,tme of the pilot. Gienerating the tasks to look at certain displays (or
co*ini fling s.vcmrat pieccs of knowlcdge from nul tipr!, di.qilays) from high-level goals to assess a
situation or decide on further action (tocs not appear to be something we can accommodate through
the cxisting coluipti-tnt modeling approach. In this context, wh•,t is required is ihe r,:presentation of
tle inri rmniation content in cockpit displays as a nmcarns to determine the primitive operator tasks.
Ideally, this apýproach shou ld he abcl to (-:ilture the dif fercncsc., for example, in a tape-scale versus
(dicital rcadoJit of air.pee.(d.
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In addition, the simulated operator(s) within MIDAS naively have no internal
understanding or "model" of the task or equipment represented. Thus, they possess perfect
knowledge of all world/equipment states in the simulation. Research findings have shown that
closed-loop operator/vehicle performance is influenced by both the "actual" task environment, as
well as the operator's perception or int.,nal model of this environment (Levison, 1989).
Therefore, before we embark on an extetisioa of our equipment modeling technique to address the
information which displays or image;", can provide the operator, we must first include provisions
for the characteristics of short-term memory, long-term memory, and their associated decay. As
reported by the National Research Council, none of these endeavors is trivial (Elkind et al., 1989).

Finally, this type of equipment modeling is extremely labor intensive. Depending on the
mission tasks under investigation, the modeling effort can easily approach an actual man-in-the-
loop simulation in its requirements for equipment fidelity. Figure 5 provides a synopsis of the
equipment modeling detail required for a very short, three-to-four minute scenario involving flight
control, communications, and navigation tasks for our recent demonstration.

evel of D=t.

As previously described, MIDAS is intended for the conceptual design phase of crew
station development because of the high "payoff' for properly incorporating human engineering
principles during this period. However, to date, most of the available human performance models
and analytical methods of proven veracity have required as inputs, task, equipment, and
environmental data which are generally not known until detailed design. Examples of this dilema
clearly follow from the equipment modeling discussion above. Such requirements may include
control friction or break-out forces which are helpful for workload classification, display
characteristics such as contrast ratio, brightness, and font definitions for legibility analyses, as well
as the detailed characteristics of cockpit equipment needed to produce specific operator activities
and simulation models. All of these requirements and approaches involve an enormous amount of
data. A direct scale-up from MIDAS's current three-to-four minute scenarios to a full-mission
simulation, particularly one with stochastic execution times and events, would be prohibitive.

The apparent conflict between model/analysis needs and the intended use of MIDAS is still
unresolved. There appears to be no consensus within the human performance modeling community
about the appropriate level of input data needed to develop cask descriptions or simulation models
(Meister, 1985), As in most scientific endeavors, the answer to this query seems to depend on the
questions being asked. However, it appears that if we wish to explore task implications for system
design, particularly to assess alternative equipment configurations, then the maximum amount of
detail is preferred. Until valid psychological principles are developed which can operate from more
general data, the development team will ..ontinue to try to use abstraction, default values, and
"libraries" of predefined task or equipment primitives in an attempt to ease the MIDAS user's
burden of providing and managing an overwhelming amount of data.

gf.ware Distribution

One of the firt and foremost goals of the program is to be able to disseminate its products,
not only in the form of results and conclusions described in reports and symposia, but'as actual
models and code for evaluation, commentary, and extension by interested parties. In fact, one of
the major reasons for executing thu program in-house was specifically to avoid proprietary aspects
which might arise from external contracting. Hlowever, we did not want to try to build tools or
iclndels from scratch except when needed. Consequently, grants or cooperative agreements have

been ued for specific univcrsities or research institutions having the extant knowledge and
expertise in certain human pcrformance areas. These relationships have allowed perfectly suitable
cri,1ponncts such as the JACK anthropomcetry model or the binocular, volumne field-of-view model
to find their way into the MIDAS workstation, either in whole, or in part. However, not all such
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institutions share the same distribution goals that the A3 1 prograe office may harbor, For some
organizations, a specific tool or human performance model may be their major reason for existence
and source of funding. Allowing a sponsoring organization to freely distribute it, particularly in
source code form, will significantly erode their ability to garner additional funds for further
development. Furthermore, a grant or cooperative agreement has rather weak teeth when it cogin
to enforcing rights in data. In fact, ths only deliverable actually recognized under a grant p
technical report. So, although NASA and the Army may fund an institution, such as the University
of Pennsylvania, to provide MIDAS with one of the most capable and promising anthropometric
models available, the delivered software still remains their property and some of the distribution
goals we had are lost.

While perhaps less than ideal, this situation is not out of tho ordinary and eyen contains
some encouraging aspects. Many organizations in addition to ours, including industrial concerns,
have funded Dr. Budler. JACK was not brought to its present state solely through NASA money;
hence, it would be inappropriate for us r) claim uniestricted distribution rights. As a compromise,
Dr. Badler has agreed to provide an executable version of JACK to the NASA Computer Software
Management Information Center (COSMIC) for distribution to any party willing to pay some
minor reproduction and dissemination costs- This allows potentially interested pairtie:s to gain
access to a working copy of the software and explore its capabilities in their environment prior to
committing to long-term support. In addition, each year, Dr. Badlcr's program of research also
produces a number of outstanding graduate students adept at producing and using human
performance models in computer-aided engineering. Curtailing the JACK software development
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support provided his organization through significantly less restrictive distribution may in fact be
shortsighted. While a greater number of researchers and practitioners may be able to gain access to
the existing JACK capabilities, the strength of his university research program and the production
of new human engineering talent would be severely diminished by the reduced funding. Finally,
each new contributor to JACK's development is allowed to start its relationship with the University
of Pennsylvania by immediately benefiting from model features amassed through several man-
years and millions of dollars of effort, rather than starting from a significantly less capable model
for its application. Consequently, when all factors are examined, the short-tu.rm encumbrances with
looking "outside" for MIDAS components, appear to be offset by long-term benefits of
maintaining active research in human performance model development.

Another area where the A31 Program's software distribution goals have suffered setbacks
involves the use of commercially available general purpose tools and applications as the core of
domain-specific components. Many of our development objectives can most efficiently and
effectively be performed through using commercially available code as a foundation. Large
amounts of related information are best stored and accessed through the use of a data base
program. Expert or knowledge-based systems are easiest if started with one of the many powerful
and flexible shells on the market. Graphical and visualization tools can most easily be built on top
of libraries provided by the vendor, special purpose boards. or commercial CAD packages.
Because our focus is on the human performance 'and crew station design domain aspects of
MIDAS, the use of a common, relatively inexpensive tool or shell to aid us in the task is extremely
attractive. After all, if we had to start with a higher-order language for everything we did, MIDAS
would be significantly less mature. The use of a commercial tool/shell here or there does not seem
like that much of a hindrance to distribution. However, these little packages add up, and they seem
to creep insidiously into consideration each time a new, ambitious component is under
development. Our Training Assessment Module (TAM) was developed using the ART®, a high-
end, relatively expensive expert system shell. While well-received during our demonstrations, the
approximately $30,(0) licensing fee for ART® has inhibited several parties from using TAM. As
another example, MIDAS has an extremely capable 3D graphical crew station prototyping tool
called VEST. Because of the need early in the program for a convincing, powerful demonstration
of such capabilities, a commercial modeling package called MultiGen® was used as this
component's underpinnings. Despite the fact that the A3N group has added approximately 30,000
lines of C code to he base product's 70,W0( , (including a number of significant features such as an
animation capability, instrument primitives, and support for designing multifunction displays), the
approximately $45,000 required for a MultiGen® license has precluded at least three industrial
concerns from using this tool.

Recently, the program has been much more selective about using these types of tools. For
our new scheduling model, a powerful, but inexpensive (less than $3000 for a lic ense to
government organizations) product from the Georgia Tech Research Institute called Generic Expert
System Tool (GEST) was used for its blackboard architecture. Consideration is also being given to
using GEST for the Training Assessment Module and either developing in-house a new 3D
graphics editor or else using an inexpensive Computer-Aided Design (CAD) tool such as BRL-
CAD to reduce our reliance on these expensive products.

The el]',1a(Ur and cýcitcrment with human performance modeling in system design tends to
rest in development. The tedius, time- and data-intensive efforts of validation, even serious
application, are rarcly givern the attention they deserve. Literature in the area of human performance
modeling almost continually cites this deficiency ( Earon et al., 1990; Elkind et al., 1989;
McMillan et al., 1989; Meister, 1985). Two major factors seem to contribute to this situation. The
first is that with highly complex, coiiprehensive models, it becomes very difficult to tease out the
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specific assumptions, parameters, and attributes which may or may not correlate with empirical
data. Second, it is often more difficult to secure funding for extensive model validation effort than
for initial model development.

In these regards, the models and methodology contained within MIDAS fare no better than
the norm. Most are still in prototypical form, with serious validation-oriented work pushed off
until later. While some, such as those in the volume field of view and legibility assessment area
have very strong roots in proven theory and empirical work, it is extremely easy to stretch their
bounds of applicability in the larger MIDAS context. With our attempts to represent the physical,
perceptual, cognitive, and psychomotor aspects of human performance in the helicopter aviation
domain, the wide gaps in model coverage make it tempting to misuse or misapply a model in an
attempt to complete a comprehensive simulation. A model which may provide reasonable results in
a limited domain or context is frequently called upon to supply parameters necessary for a
downstream model's processing-something frequently not intended by the original model's
developers. Determining to what extent models of limited scope, that have been validated
independently in a research environment, can be assumed to be valid when incorporated as
submodels into an integrated model is still an unanswered and worthwhile query.

Some empirical experiments are planned next year for our task loading model and Dr. Chris
Wickens at the University of Illinois is actively developing and testing several theories of display
formatting and organization under an A31 grant. These theories, many of which have found their
way into evaluation metrics included in our prototype DLA, are examples of the solid
Dvychological basis which should be found across all human performance models.
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ABSTRACT

In duis paper, a vision and approach of what needs to be accomplished to accelerate and effect expanded
maintainability participation and influence during the design process will be addressed. The need for a vastly
expanded maintainability role in an Integrated Product Development process has been recognized by United States
industry and Department of Defense (DoD) through initiatives like R&M2000, Computer-Aided Acquisition Logistic
Support (CALS), and Concurrent Engineering. Though the paper focuses on maintainability (as applied primarily to
mechanical subsystems), it should be recognized that the concepts presented are also applicable to other supporting
disciplines, such as reliability and safety, and their interconnection.

The concept that effective integration of disciplines requires near parity of the participant's technologies will
be examined. It will be argued that the maintainability discipline must increase its rate of automation acceptance and
knowledge development to eventually catch up with, and keep pace with, the advanced level of the design and
analysis function.. Specific maintainability tool and technology development will be discussed as well as
integration concerns relating to integrated product and prxecss design. The paper will include a description of a
method to imbed qualitative and quantitative maintainability requirements and goals into design trade analyses
star.ing from the initial conc.pt stage.
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INTRODUCTION

The design of complex systems such as aerospace propulsion systems is an interactive
process which requires integrating input for many specialist disciplines. Currently, in many
companies, the mechanical design engineer performs the role of systems engineer in incorporating
the diverse requirements of these specialists into the design process. The design process is
basically performed in a sequential order which is a time-consuming process with each design,
review, and planning activity taking its turn after the preceding activity is essentially complete.

Many companies in the United States are experiencing severe global competitive pressures.
To compete and survive in a global market economy, U.S. firms must make fundamental changes
in the methodologies used for designing and producing products. This is not a simple process,
because development of complex military systems is lengthy and costly. Major weapon systems
typically require 10 to 15 years to develop and deploy. Seventy percent of a product's life-cycle
attributes (including quality and cost) are defined by decisions made during the concept exploration
phase (Figure 1).
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This is the phase in which many significant maintainability decisions, such as flange
placement and modularity, are locked into the design. If a change in maintainability concept is
desired later, it is gene; ally too costly and/or too difficult to make (Figure 2).

It would be easier to update the design, and it would be more time and labor efficient, if the
sequential design, review, and planning steps were accomplished concurrently, with participants
having the ability to adexluately cross communicate their ideas. Initiatives to reduce the length of the
design/developmcnt cycle and, consequently, the cost of new product development have been
rceC[ntly intr(oduccd. The l)oI)'s Concurrent Engineering initiative deals with the product
devclnoptcnt cycle while the U.S. Air Force's Integrated Product Development (IPD) initiative
addhc.rst:.e the cntirc program cycle.

This paper speaks to the differences between how the maintainability discipline currently
interfaces with the design, manufacturing, and support organizations, and how it will eventually
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interface under the IPD process. The paper will also show, by example, how a maintainability
discipline is envisioned to operate within the IPD process, taking advantage of emerging
technologies and tools which are now being raised to the level of being practical and available.

Mechanical design technologies have moved strongly into the computer age with
Computer-Aided Design (CAD) systems in place at many contractor facilities. By comparison,
computerization of maintainability discipline tasks lags as much as 10 years behind that of
mechanical design systems. Therefore, automation of the maintainability, and other "ility"
disciplines must be strongly accelerated to attain parity with the progress of the design system, as
shown in Figure 3.
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3. Time Phase for R&M to Reach Parity with Design Analysis.

The concept of Concurrent Engineering (CE) has been embraced by many U.S. firms and
the DoD in an attempt to reduce product development time and improve product quality. Much of
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the understanding of CE has been gained from studying the successes of the Japanese product
development process. Practices generally attributed to the Japanese product development process
are:

1. Less time from concept to market
2. Higher quality
3. Structured approach to requirements definition
4. Multifunctional design team
5. Emphasis on manufacturing
6. Product and process simplification

In 1988, two DoD studies on CE were initiated. One, by the Institute for Defense
Analyses, defined CE. The second, by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA), initiated a five-year program called DICE (DARPA Initiative in Concurrent
Engineering) to develop an open, computer-assisted CE environment.

More recently (1990) the U.S. Air Force instituted the new approach to systems acquisition
called IPD which seeks to place quality products into the hands of the customer more quickly and
at lower cost. The approach is built on (a) simultaneous unified integration of all related disciplines
associated with fielding a product, (b) eliminating non-value-added tasks, and (c) continuously
improving the remaining tasks to optimize development, manufacturing, and support processes.

CE and IPD may seem to be different names for the same process. CE's emphasis is on the
product development cycle from initial requirement through prototyping. IPD, on the other hand,
emphasizes the customer's requirements. IPD teams seek to unite the customer and the producer to
define requirements, manage change throughout the development process, and provide support
during deployment. Key features of both CE and iPD are to shorten development, reduce cost,
increase quality, and increase availability. Figure 4 illustrates the sequential nature of the typical
five-year cycle from design and development to field a jet engine. Also illustrated is how this time
phase can be reduced 50 percent by using the principles of CE. These goals will be achieved by
applying multifunctional teams, product and process automation, a manufacturing emphasis, and
structured requirements definitions.

CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS

The customer provides to the contractor, via request for proposal (RFP) or other
communications, the support objectives for maintainability. They are given as quantitative and
qualitative requirements and goals. During early design phases, the maintainability engineer takes
the customer requirements/goals, and piepares projections and allocations down to the subordinate
levels, which are then transmitted to the design engineers.

Some examples of quantitative parameters are:

1. Maintenance Manhours per Engine Flight Hfour (MMH/EiqI) or some similar
parameter.

2. Fault Detection and Isolation Time
3. Mean Time to Repair (MTFR)

Examplcs of qualitative criteria are:

1. Maximize commonality
2. Minimize skill level
3. Maximize accessibility
4. Reduce support equipment requirements
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A more comprehensive list of qualitative design criteria can be found in MIL-STD-470B,
"Maintainability Program for Systems and Equipment." Descriptions of some of the more
important criteria i£.llow.

1. Maintenance Concept (flieht line, base shop. and depot). What type maintenance
concept will the customer support? Depot plus flight line maintenance is referred to as "2 level"
maintenance, while performing some tasks on the flight line, some at the base shop, and others at
depot is "3 level" maintenance. The three leveis of maintenance are today's traditional concept for
mechanical systems such as trucks and aircraft power plants (non-avionics and electronics), but we
also give consideration to how a two-level system for power plants might operate.

2. Maintainability Allocations/Predictions. The customer normally specifies an MMH/EFI
and M1TR requirement. The maintainability engineer allocates these requirements down to the
systems, subsystcm, and component indenture level. As the design progresses, the maintainability
engineer must review where the design stands in terms of the qualitative and quantitative
requirements. At the end of the design phase, he or she must verify that the maintainability design
requirements have been achieved by validation demonstrations conducted on hard mock-ups or
actual hardware. In fact, the maintainability demonstrations will normally take place at several
points in the design process with improved detail mock-ups. Although this is a costly process, the
maintainability engineer of today has no better way to determine if the customer requirements are
being met.

3. Maintenance Task Analysis. The maintainability engineer starts the detailed maintenance
analysis at the earliest part of the design as is practical. He or she must update this analysis as the
design progresses to feed the results of the analysis into the system maintenance plan and Logistic
Support Analysis (LSA) record.
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4. Human Engineering Evaluation. While the maintainability engineer is analyzing the
design, he or she must also keep in mind the appropriate requirements related to human
engineering. Human factors engineering is a key element in the Maintainability engineering
process. Effective human engineering in the design provides the potential to obtain the best
execution of manufacturing and maintenance tasks. This contributes to a more effective overall
program and maximizes the positive aspects of human engineering in the design process.
Optimum technician-to-engine interfaces increase the probability of successful task completion and
result in improved system reliability.

In terms of the technician-to-engine interfaces, important points to keep in mind are:

1. External configurations must provide excellent accessibility.
2. The engine Line Replaceable Units (LRU) must be easily removed and replaced using

single technicians of the 5% female to the 95% male category.
3. Special LRU handling fixtures should not be necessary.
4. Engine external designs must be foolproofed to prevent improper connections.
5. Parallel plumbing should have different disconnect points/interfaces.

5. Maintainability Design Evaluation. The maintainability analysis is the core of the
maintainability engineer's effort during the design. During this evaluation, the design is reviewed
for such things as:

1. General accessibility, work space, cr,:d work clearance
2. Interchangeability
3. Use of standard parts
4. Design techniques for fault detection and isolation
5. Limitations of numbers and varieties of necessary tools, accessorie •, and support

equipment
6. Number of personnel required and skill levels of personnel
7. Inherent maintenance and maintainability characteristics of components to be used
8. Foolproofing
9. Weapon system integration

CURRENT MAINTAINABILITY INVOLVEMENT

Ten years ago, when the maintainability engineer was called by the mechanical designer to
review the design, the "telling the mother she has an ugly child" analogy was quite appropriate.
Any comments that might enhance the maintainability of the design were often treated
confrontationally. The designer would often be so pressed by schedule, weight, cost, and
performance that he or she would simply ignore the comments. Needless to say, a less than
maintainable design resulted (Figure 5).

In addition, the background and experience level of the maintainability engineer has
changed over the past 10 years. Few professional maintainability engineers existed 10 years ago
and those that did usuLially had little or no practical field experience. To make up for this lack of
experience, Pratt & Whitney hired retired military maintenance personnel, each individual having
20 or more years of practical experience in jet engine maintenance. This experience is now being
passed on to the product during the design/development phase resulting in the elimination of many
past main u inability problems and aggravations.

In today's environment, the maintainability engineer provides lessons learned to the
mechanical designer upfront in the design process. These lessons learned are derived from
previous test and field experience, and represent the corporate state of maintainability "what not to
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do" examples for that assembly or component. In the case of a completely new design, a general
checklist of good maintainability design practice is piovided. Then, after the designer has
completed the design, the maintainability engineer can review it for inclusion of the lessons learned
as well as overall good maintainability features. While the maintainability engineer's review is less
confrontational and experts greater design influence, concurrency with the design process is still
lacking.

MAINTAINABILITY VISION FOR THE FUrURE

Today's military demands a new approach to weapon systcm supportabil:,y. Under the
U.S. Air Force R&M2000 initiative, the customer is demanding weapon systems with increased
combat capability at reduced cost. The five Air Force goals for R&M are:
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Manpower availability is decreasing and, hence, the military is demanding reduced •ii
maintenance manpower requirements with lower and fewer skill levels. To some degree, this has
been driven by budget cor.straints and the demand for lower operational and support costs, fewer
spares, less test equiprn. nt and tools. To help meet these goals and needs, the maintainability
engineering effort is now progressing toward total integration with the design effort. The IPD
process using Integrated Process Teams is the vehicle to accomplish this integration. The
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mechanics and tools (knowledge and software) needed by the maintainability engineer to
accomplish this within the IPD process are described below in two phases: Near Term (one to
three years) and Far Term (three to ten years).

Near Term

The ability to create and/or modify a design several times in the time previously required for
a single iteration has caused phenomenal growth in the use of CAD/CAM workstations. In 1985, it
was estimated that some 10 percent of American designs were accomplished using CAD/CAM
equipment. By the year 2000, this figure is expected to exceed 80 percent. The "ility" specialists
will not be able to keep pace with the designers if they continue to use their traditional pencil and
paper methods in this environment. Computer tools which automate the "ility" analysis functions
must be developed. Tools that can be developed using current technology include a Lessons
Learned data base readily accessible by the designer, a computerized design manual, and an "ility"
rule-based expert system (Figures 6, 7, and 8). All three tools would be available to the designer
using windows on the workstation. The Lessons Learned and Expert System could be accessed
by keyword/phrase.

Use of solid 3D modeling from CAD/CAM files will enable the "ility" engineers to perform their
task immediately after the design is far enough along to allow 3D modeling. Clearance checks
(including engine/airframe interface) can be viewed immediately, reducing the need for costly
mock-ups during the design phase.

First, training maintainability engineers in the use of CAD/CAM workstations must be
accomplished. This will allow the design to immediately be reviewed by the maintainability
engineer using the CAD/CAM workstation. This single step will give the maintainability engineer"concurrency." Second, Maintainability Lessons Learned should be in a computerized data base
that can be sorted and provided to the designer automatically. In fact, this data base should be
accessed directly by the mechanical designer on the workstation. This can be accomplished by
constructing a Maintainability Expert System to place the Maintainability checklists and Lessons
Learned in a rule-based data file that can be computer accessed by keyword/phrase.

tOoI& 1&.W %4I~ W III
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Figujre 7. Example of P1-F Problem Closeout Sheet.
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Far-TrI=

If the "ility" specialists, are to truly influence the weapon system design, an integratedsystem where several characteristics are analyzed simultaneously on the workstation must bedeveloped. Routine "ility' analyses (Lessons Learned, Design Manual and Expert Systems) couldbe done in background mode while the designer is on 'the workstation (Figure 9). The results of theanalyses would then be available to the designer on request, improving the end design and freeingthe "ility" specialist for other tasks. Thus, freeing the specialists from the "policeman" role allowsthem to htelp in the development of new computer tools and perform the task of resident
tro~lbleshoolcr.
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Design Engineer

R&M Eng~neer

Ejgure 9.. Automated Integradted System.

During the long term, the mechanical designer should have capability to call up on his or
her workstation the Maintainability (and other functional areas as well) Lessons Learned Expert
System and have it evaluate design for maintainability. If any part of the design possesses a
" violationt' of a Maintainability Lessons Learned from the Expert System, it is highlighted and the
designer can then call up the specific experience being cited. The designer is, in effect, doing his or
her own maintainability design evaluation (Figures 10 and 11).

Compounent Extern~al Plumbing

Lesions Learned Database
Compon~ent Exulemat Plumoeing

Galvanic Inter face Pfoblemr Galvanic Interface
Design Re(: 1372-849 Descripficion .
RMS Re(: GO2-72-OS2
LSAR Ret; 011-25-31ZA Solution:~

Eiga1()ý. tExample of Future Reliability Call-Outs on Design Workstation.
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LSAR Refe 008-9&Z40 LSAR Ref: 09&72-3208

Eigujre.J1.. Example of Future Maintainability Call-Outs on Design Workstation.

The maintainability engineer now has the design on his or her CAD/CAM workstation and
can use an advanced anthropometric evaluation tool (an enhanced CREW CHIEF) to evaluate
accessibility, work space, and tools needed. He or she can call in a program option to simulate the
removal and replacement of the part/subsystem/system with its associated task times being
calculated automatically. The feature-based task times can be stored in a data base and accessed as
needed, all automatically. The feature-based removal task data base can be accessed and any
modifications can be made on-line by the maintainability engineer. After he or she is satisfied that
the removal task is correct, it can be automatically stored in the LSAR data base. Thus, the labor
intensive LSAR Maintenance Task analysis has been accomplished automatically. In addition, the
CAD/CAM workstation can be used by the maintainability engineer to assess the LRU,
subassembly, and module removal, as well as integration of the power plant with the airframe.

In addition to the integration aspects of CAD/CAM 3D modeling, the maintainability
engineer can also call up the external plumbing and accessories drawings and check for
interference, wrench swing, and other maintainal-"ity features.

The maintainability allocations can b ..one automatically based on previous history, and
the maintainability predictions can be a natural fallout from the automated task analysis. Since this
process is computer based, the maintainability engineer need only run an update when needed.
This update will automatically access all of the designs needed and update the maintainability
predictions if the design has changed. All of this will be done automatically in the envisioned far-
term maintainability process,

WHAT WILL BE ACCOMPLISHED BY THE VISION

First, and foremost, the maintainability engineer's input and analysis can be concurrent
with design He or she can be assured that his or her "knowledge" has been used in the design.
The prediction/allocations are done a, •toinatically along with the updates. The maintenance task
analysis is now automated. All of these workstation automations free the maintainability engineer
to look at the design concepts and work with the designer to fundamentally go beyond the current
stute of krnowlrdge and improve the design even further with maintainability in mind.
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TIMING/SCHEDULE

All the features mentioned in the near- and far-term visions can be accomplished by using
technology available today. The hardware platforms required to perform the tasks are available but
the software to perform the tasks needs to bz 'eveloped. Pratt & Whitney's approach to automating
maintainability is to implement the vis5oi, in incremental steps as shown in Figure 12. Each major
milestone achieves a level of automation that can be used as it becomes available.
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Eigjc 12. Pratt & Whitney's Maintainability Fully Automated by 1999.

SUMMARY

Maintainability engineering must become concurrent with the design process, To
accomplish this, Pratt & Whitney has hired and developed highly-skilled maintainability engineers,
initiated a Iliaintainability Prriblem History -ýile/Lesson s Learned data base, and begun development
of a rule-based maintainability design re view system. This initiative will result in automated
maintainability design reviews and au omated maintainability tasks. This will free the
maintainabiiity engineer to concentrate on advancing the maintainability state-of-art.
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EDGE: A CAD TOOL FOR SYSTEM DESIGN*

Dr. Susan M. Evans

Vector Research, Incorporated
901 South Highland Street
Arlington, Virginia 22204

(703) 521-5300

ABSTRACT

EDGE (Ergonomic Design using Graphic Evaluation) is an ergonomic workspace design system which
integrates several models of operator performance with a common graphic interface. In addition to serving as a
practical design system, it also serves as a research tool for understanding the human system design task. EDGE
users include both trained ergonomists as well as engineers responsible for the design of human-centered systems. A
common input format, modeled after the traditional "work methods table" addresses the various input requirements of
an expandable set of human performance models. Output from the performance models is displayed on multiple
windows in varying levels of detail. Among the measures of physical stress currently integrated in the system are
models of strength and three-dimensional torso biomechanics, NIOSH lifting limits, metabolic energy expenditure,
and elemental time prediction. A primary EDGE objective is to provide ergonomic information to ergonomists and
work space designers in formats conducive to their design activity.

* The work described here was performed at the University of Michigan Center for Ergonomics, with the author
serving as co-principal investigator. The author is currently tinder contract to work with Center staff and industrial
sponsors to ensure that the EDGE technology and related ergonomic models are integrated throughout the work space
design process at major corporate sponsors.
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INTRODUCTION

Concern for the human in design of larger systems such as automobiles or aircraft
historically has focused on the driver or pilot. The worker involved in assembling or maintaining
the system has traditionally received little attention. "Design for assembly" and "design for
maintainability" are efforts to recognize the human cost factor of producing and maintaining these
systems, assess the impact of design decisions on these costs, and improve the final design
through early analyses of human system mismatches.

While automation, robotics, and automated test and diagnostic equipment have reduced the
difficulty of some portions of production and maintenance tasks, many stressful aspects remain.
This is particularly true of the physical aspects of these jobs where repetitiveness, awkward work
postures, accessibility, or time constraints combine to increase the physical burden on the operator
at the expense of product quality, reliability, or mission success.

Consciously designing production and maintenance work spaces for human operation is a
complex process requiring the integration of information about processes, tools, work
environments, parts, tasks, and human operators. In addition, design process and organizational
hurdles, and ergonomic information availability and presentation are major limitations to improving
the designs of manual work spaces.

A survey of ergonomic design practices among 40 workspace designers (Evans, 1985)
identified specific design process limitations, as well as clearly stated needs for enhanced
information presentation. Design process limitations include lack of specific information, e.g,
clear design objectives, or sufficiently detailed information to perform the design; restrictive
specifications, including insufficient clearances and floor space; lack of timely information for
design decisions; and conflicting design information (e.g., frequent design changes). Ergonomic
information requirements mentioned by the designers include (a) specific design guidelines or
graphs for comparing preliminary design parameters against design criteria (e.g., load vs. location
graphs), and (b) means for comparing the effects of single task parameters while fine-tuning
designs.

To help engineers improve workplace ergonomics, several computer-based models have
been developed to predict potential worker-job mismatches in the physical stress areas of strength,
reach, endurance or time estimations (see Garg & Chaffin, 1975; Garg, 1976; and Karger &
Ilanc•ck, 1982). While these models rely on similar descriptions of the work space, task, and
operator to perform their own predictions, their focus has been on singular stress factors, and their
unique input and output formats have made it cumbersome to consider interactions among stresses.

Several years ago, The University of Michigan's Center for Ergonomics initiated the
development of an integrated ergonomic design system to overcome the limitations of poor or
inadequate model integration, and to aid engineers untrained in ergonomics to understand and
apply the complex computer models of human performance while designing manual workstations.
The current Frgononic Design using Graphic Evaluation (EDGE) system, being developed on a
Micro VAXstationll workstation, is a product of this research.

This paper describes the EDGE system, its rationale, and applications. General issues for
selecting such human performance rnodels are also presented.
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THE WORK SPACE DESIGN TASK

The development of EDGE has focused on three user interface objectives (ease of use, ease
of learning, and consistency with the analyst's natural pattern of workplace design). These
objectives have directed the design methodology for the EDGE interface toward the GOMS model
of human-computer interaction (Card, Moran, & Newell, 1%93). This model describes the user's
procedural knowledge of the computer interface in terms of Goals (what the user must
accomplish), Operators (the individual actions, such as pressing a key or moving a mouse),
Methods (step-by-step procedures for accomplishing goals), and Selection rules (for specifying
which method to use). This model is gaining acceptance as a method for determining what the user
must know to operate a computer system.

At the very top level, the GOMS model was used to formulate what is involved in design
tasks and ergonomic analysis. With this information an interface was structured for the conceptual
needs of the user so that ergonomic analyses can be performed in a natural and efficient manner.

Based on previous research at the Center (see Evans, 1985; Evans et al., 1988), ergonomic
design has been decomposed into a set of high-level activities, performed in an iterative fashion
until the design is complete and an acceptable solution has been reached. The activities are
presented in Figure 1 and include (a) identify work space design specification; (b) specify the
manual tasks; (c) analyze the task; and (d) compare results with other designs or standards. Steps
two through four, enclosed in the shaded area of Figure 1, are the portions of the design process
supported by EDGE. Each of these has been further decomposed into lower-level design goals
and addressed specifically through the user interface.

Specifying the manual tasks involves describing the task in a way that can be entered into
the EDGE system for analysis. Because the design process does not necessarily follow a rigid
format, the designer is not always prepared to enter all task information in a standard way. In
addition, specification of all design parameters may not be necessary due to input requirements of
the various ergonomic models. In general, the designer may need to specify the following types of
information:

1. the task, as a series of elements involving actions, objects, and locations;
2. the operator characteristics, such as height, weight, and gender;,
3. the criterion for task performance;
4. the task parameters, such as object weight, hand location coordinates, and frequencies;

and
5. the initial values for the task parameters.

After the task has been described in sufficient detail, analysis of the work space may
proceed. The analysis activities determine which task elements will be evaluated, and which
analysis approach should be used, and specify any previously undefined task element parameters.
The specific analysis approach may be determined by the expertise of the analyst. An expert may
select specific models known to best apply to the problem domain, or the novice may prefer to
allow the system to follow established routines which invoke all applicable or appropriate models.

Once the analyses have been performed, the designer evaluates the effectiveness of the
results, either again-It previous design results or against design objectives and standards. The
comparison is performed with respect to stated performance criteria or design objectives (e.g., 95
percent strength accommodation or back compression force below the NIOSH Action Limit).
EDGE aids the designer at this stage by packaging the performance measures, parameters of
significance, and criteria to highlight these relationships. The outcome of this comparison is either
a completed design or a successive design iteration.
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Figure 1. Top-Level Goals for Work Space Design.
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AN INTEGRATED WORK SPACE DESIGN MODEL

The needs of the diverse user population will necessarily drive the development of the
interface. Two user groups have been accommodated within system. One is the group of
engineers responsible for manual work space design in industry, a group which, in general, has a
fairly naive view of ergonomics. A secondary user of the system would be an ergonomics
consultant, either within or outside the company; this group is well trained in ergonomics
principles and can often fnd and solve many problems based solely on their own knowledge. The
consultant's role differs from the role of the designer in that they will generally be alleviating
known ergonomic problems and using the system to quantify the magnitude of the problem area
and verify the improved solution. Thus, the EDGE system has been designed so that this user
group will have the ability to do very specific analyses based on their knowledge of ergonomics.

Careful consideration of the user interface has been a major goal of this research. The
ergonomic design task is complex and needs an interface which will support and guide the
designer. Major emphasis is placed on development of graphical aids which support the interface,
either through enhanced input, output or aiding techniques. The interface is intended to apply to a
wide range of manual work space design and ergonomic evaluation activities. The current set of
operator performance models interact with the interface, but are not bound to it. Models can be
replaced or added without visibly changing the interface.

The EDGE System: Ergonomic Design Using Graphic Evaluation

The EDGE system employs this modular approach and uses existing models of strength,
reach, metabolic energy expenditure, and elemental time prediction to aid in the design and analysis
of manual tasks, Muscle strength requirements and low back compression force estimates are
obtained from a variation of the 3D Static Strength Prediction Program (3DSSPP) described in
Garg and Chaffin (1975). The variation includes a posture prediction feature which simplifies task
input considerably. The posture prediction feature also serves as a mechanism for performing
reach analyses. Biomechanical stresses acting at the lumbar region of the torso are modeled with
an enhanced three-dimensional torso model (Chaffin et al., 1989). Strength and energy expenditure
are combined for sagittal plane lifting tasks in a prediction of lifting limits provided by the NIOSH
Work Practices Guide (NIOSH, 1981). Predictions of metabolic energy expenditure are based on
research by Garg (1976). Elemental time predictions, used as input for other models, and as an
overall measure of performance, are obtained from task heuristics and MTM-2 tables.

The basic EDGE system framework is shown in Figure 2. A designer interface serves as
the bridge between the operator performance models and the designer. The interface is also the
means for providing ergonomic information in formats of use to designers, and providing design
guidance to aid engineers who are not trained in ergonomics. The framework is sufficiently flexible
to allow the addition, deletion, or modification of performance models with only minor
modifications to the EDGE system itself. Special-purpose subroutines handle the input and output
to the individual models, and to related operator and work space graphic routines, human
performance data bases, and design criteria. Operator performance models within EDGE share
information pertaining to the operator, work space or environment, and task. The information
categories, and their overlap among the current set of performance models, are shown in Table 1.
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TbIhLL. Information Categories Shared by Selected Operator Performance Models in the
EDGE Design System (Adapted From Evans, 1985, 1989)

3DSSPP 3D Torso NIOSH Lifting Energy MTM-2
(Garg and Model (Chaffin ModaI Expenditure (Karger and

Information Chaffin, 1975) et al., 1989) (1981) (Garg, 1976) Hancock,1982)

Operato!-:
Age I1 I
Size

(stature,
weight) I I

Strength I E
Reach,

range of
motion E2  E - E

Endurance - E 0
Posture J//3 I E I
Task element

Action I(Direction of Exertion) 4  15 I(Lift) I I(GCt/Put)
Frequency -I II

Workspae
Layout/locations I 1 1
Clearances - I

Object
Size I I I

C
Weight I I-, O(Predicted) I I
Number of hands I 15 2 assumed I I
Handling
characteristics -

Performance Measures
Muscle strength

requirements 0
Balance

feasibility 0
Torso muscle

and back
compressi 1n
force 0 0

Rcach feasibility 0
Lifting limits 0 -

Energy
Expenditure 0

Time 0

NOTE:
I = Input parameter; 0 Output value; E = parameter embedded within model.

I age embedded within strength profiles of 3000 industrial workers.
2 in iterative mode, model will perform reach feasibility analysis prior to calculating biomechanical

loading and strength of posture.
I iterative model allows input of general posture orientation, but produces detailed posture as output.

Predefined postures include stand, sit, squat, deep-squat, stoop, lean, and split-leg.
4 predefined exertions include lift, lower, push, pull, pull right, pull left, pull down, hold, torque-right,

and torque-lcft. Users can also define their own exertion vector.
5 implied through the hand force vectors.
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System Componeq

The EDGE system contains a number of components which support the work space design
process and facilitate the interface between mcxtels and designer. Among these components are 3D
representations for the human operator, work space locations, and objects; a methods table for
defining sequences of task elements; and operator performance criteria. EDGE uses the latter
component, performance criteria, in evaluating model output and assessing design acceptability.

Operator and Posture. Operator profiles define the internal capabilities and structure of the
operator model: its mobility, strength and linkages. Profiles can be modified by an experienced
user if the design population differs from the default operator description. Kinematic data are cur-
rently embedded within the strength/reach prediction model (see Garg & Chaffin, 1975) preventing
user modification. The operator consists of a 13-link model, with its origin on the floor at the
midpoint between the ankles. Body segment lengths are expressed as a ratio of body height
(stature) based on "average" ratios developed by Drillis and Contini (1966). Link enfleshment
parameters, used to define the three-dimensional contours of the operator model during graphic
display, are based on anthropomctric breadth, depth, and circumference measurements, adjusted
by stature.

A posture descriptor specifies the general body onentation for each task element. Posture
descriptions completely define the body orientation, i.e., all 17 angles required to position the legs,
trunk and arm segments in three dimensions. Angles may be explicitly defined by the designer to
accommodate the restrictions or obstructions of the .. ,_& space, or selected from menus of
predefined postures. Inverse kinematics algorithms are being developed to automate and simplify
the posture definition process.

Work Space L.Qaion_;. At this time, work space geometries exist primarily as lists of
locations. In addition to the 31D location reference point defined relative to the work space origin,
locations also contain a location case, which specifies the expected object "fit" at the location and is
used in determining the MTM-2 put movement code. The code distinguishes between Loose and
Close fit, with the Ltter requiring some correcting motion to engage, as with assembling non-
symmetric pans.

Objects. Objects apply to any number of lo:ations or tasks, in any combination. Additional
properties include object dimension, weight, naridling -'ode, handhold locations, and handhold
case. Handling code identifies the case of handing for use in predicting movement time. Codes
differentiate between balanced, unbalanced or awkward to handle, or requiring extra care.
llandholds are point-locations, defined in the object coordinate system. Handhold class defines
the get movement class during movement time prediction, and identities the type of handhold
provided. Classes include (a) an adequate handhold exists for a power grasp, as with a tote box or
cart handle; (b) location prc-vcnts power grip, but secure hold is possible, as with an ammunition
cartridge; or (c) no obvious handholds: multipl," regrasps needed to gain control, as with large
awkward subassembly components.

rk. Task elements identify the action (as a direction of exertion), the specific object,
work space locations, and operator postures for origin and destination of exertion, and element
frequency. Employing direction of exertion as the primary action verb is in contrast to the
traditional MTM clericnts of reach-grasp-position. These whole body activities are more
meaningful foi the" d:.USign applications and opcrator biomechanical and posture analyses considered
by the system user.

W~rkload and Performance Criteria. Workload stress is the objective descriptor of
operator physical performance under the specific combination of task actions, object weight, hand
locations, frequency, and posture data supplied by the designer. Workload stress relevant to
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material handling and maintenance tasks include biomechanical (whole body and muscle strength,
body balance, and low back stress), kinematic (whole body reach with body balan, ), metabolic
(energy expenditure), and temporal or time ard motion.

Ergonomic performance criteria define specific critical values or regions of acceptable stress
levels. They are compared against the predicted task-re'atb.J stresses in evaluating work space/task
designs. Example criteria include the minimum population strength or reach percentile
accommodated, the maximum allowable back compression force, the maximum allowable lifting
limit, as a function of the NIOSH action limit, the maximum energy expenditure rate, or the
maximum percent allowed for nonproductive or body-assist time per task element or cycle.

.stern Input

Task elements, consisting of action, object, location, posture, and f:equency tuples, are
entered onto a spreadsheet-like work methods table, such as shown in Figure 3. Separate windows
appear for defining object dimensions or locations in the work space. Graphical templates are
provided for predefined postures or actions/exertions to guide the user during the input process. A
menu-based window environment manages the various input screens and forms. The user
specifies the inputs once, and the system interface processes and reformats them for each
individual model.

A common input format was established for addressing the input requirements of the varied
human performance models. A "work methods table" was a common means already in existence
for structuring industrial tasks and specifying task element sequences. The table metaphor has
strong precedence in manual job analysis methods, and was adopted for the EDGE system as well.
The table provides a verbal description of discrete tasks in a free formed manner. Table rows
correspond to task elements. Cells within the rows expand to allow for detailed specification of
object dimensions and weight, locaticn coordinates, and hand location data used to describe the
location-object interface. Additional cells are also available for user-defined annotation or
comments.

Input screens are also provided for operator descriptions and design criteria specification.
In the current system, operator anthropometry is restricted to values for height and weight. Given
the expertise of the users, the design orientation of the system, and the fidelity of the models, this
level of detail is appropriate. As the base of performance models supported by EDGE expands to
include reach contours or visibility checks, more sophisticated methods will be required to more
accurately depict operator anthropometry. The system accommodates design criteria and uses the
criterion for evaluating model predictions and comparing designs. The user supplies or uses
default values for male and female strength accommodation levels, maximum back compression
force, energy expenditure, or target elemental time.

System Design Tasks

EDGE provides thc designer with several specific functions for evaluating work space and
task configurations. The functions or design tasks are selected based on the nature of the operator's
tasks and the types of phy-ieal stresses affecting performance. Specifically, the design tasks:

1. evaluate opcrator physical stress during a single task;
2. evaluate the cumulative stress during repetitive tasks;
3. perform "what-if" analyses by varying task parameters; and
4. compare operator performance over two or more task designs.
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While several performance models are provided in the system, all models do not uniformly
apply to all task elements, (e.g., the NIOSH lifting model applies only to lifting elements). The
system indicates which models are available, appropriate, and are ready to run based on completely
'efined data (e.g., the elemental time prediction requires location-object pair data corresponding to
,it and grasp, information not required of any of the other performance models). Default data are
dvailable and can be used in running the models as well. Elements can be analyzed as discrete
elements, (e.g., for the biomechanical strength prediction model) or as a contiguous sequence
(e.g., for the metabolic or elemental time prediction models). The designer selects the operator
tasks to analyze, and then selects the performance model using the cells in the left columns adjacent
to each task element (as shown in Figure 3), or lets EDGE execute all applicable performance
models.

EDGE provides for "what if" analyses by allowing the designer to vary task or work space
parameters along specific dimensions. Output formats aid in identifying the trends in design
outcome, interactions among parameters, and overall design result in light of workload and
performance criteria. As the design progresses, and parameter changes affect performance, the
designer can periodically stop and review the results and compare the cause-effect relationships of
the design iterations. The outcome helps to delineate further areas for investigation.

System Outut

Primary ergonomic output displays employ two-dimensional graphs to show trends and
three-dimensional layouts to project the enfleshed operator within the work space. The objective is
to avoid overwhelming the designer with too much detail. Formats for system output correspond to
the design tasks just discussed. The" have been constructed to aid in detecting desiga deficiencies,
diagnosing the possible cause, and, .rrecting the problem.

Preliminary output screens provide performance and workload results at a very general
level, across tasks if appropriate. They indicate exceptions or unacceptable cases which deserve
further attention. EDGE identifies "exception" tasks by comparing performance model outcomes
against stated performance criteria. Figure 4 shows a sample primary output screen. The "AL"
notation in the 3D Strength columns indicates that the predicted strength accommodation level
failed to meet the NIOSH Action Limit guideline to avoid the risk of musculoskeletal injury. Data
would be sepmated for males and females.

Subsequent displays focus on specific parameters within stressful tasks. As individual
tasks are selected, a three-dimensional operator graphic depicts the posture with the object and
hand location information. Muscle strength percentiles arc coded based on strcssfulness and
superimposed over each joint, providing a direct mapping between stress and body location. The
combination of display formats and user control over what is presented leads to quick identification
of task element high drivers, and directs the designer's attention to the critical parameters to
change.

ISSUES FOR DESIGN MODEL SELECTION

The relative recency of these integrated design models and the interest in their development
should drive system designers to ask questions of model developers and of themselves to identify
their model needs. They need to identify the people who will be using the human performance
models, what their skills are, and where they fit in the overall system design process. The amount
of time available to study design issues, the quality and quantity of information available, the
expertise of the designers, and the corporate Computer-Aided Design (CAD) culture all influence
how the model will be used, if not which one applies. These issues are discussed in more detail
abwiv1.
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Who Will Use the Model?

Decisions impacting the human-systems interface are generally made by several diverse
groups located throughout the organization and the design process. The impact of these decisions
may go undetected until the pieces are assembled at system mock-up, or later. Clearly, the need
exists for design decision aids which answer the questions of physical stress within the current
design structure, whether it is the traditional serial process or follows the concurrent engineering
model. Often, in the interest of tight time frames and reduced human factors manpower, this
means that the models and tools will be used by persons trained in industrial or mechanical
engineering rather than ergonomics or human factors. The choice of system user has implications
for the type of interface and the types of analyses. The human performance expertise should be
provided to the designer (via expert systems or enhanced decision support systems), whenever
possible, rather than expecting users to come to the system already endowed with it.

The EDGE framework assumes that the system would be available to and used by all
designers, as well as any in-house ergonomic experts. The interface has been designed to address
both groups, providing structure and assistance to the untrained, and permitting free-form input
and analysis selection for the expert.

How Easy/Difficult Is It To Use?

Ease of use is influenced by the complexity of the model inputs and the design assistance
provided by the output. Cumbersome or complicated input requirements, coupled with the time
constraints of the design process, and the impatience and inexperience of the designer will preclude
a model's use in all but the most severe cases, For example, automatic posture prediction,
although often limited in fidelity, is adequate for rough posture estimations in the first iterations.
This is especially true when the alternative requires inputting 20 angles in a range of local
coordinate systems. Similarly, the availability of well-documented system defaults and design
templates will aid the user in the initial stages of design.

Model output should also support the design process. At a minimum the output should
provide for detection of design problems. At the least, this involves comparing model output
against available criteria and displaying exception cases or outliers. An example would be
highlighting a task which yielded a muscle strength prediction of only 10 percent capable. A further
step requires that the output aid in diagnosing the problem. With the above example, the system
would locate the body region. which is limiting the strength capability, in this case the shoulder. A
final aid would provide rcmediation Here the system suggests a course of action to alleviate the
problem. In this example, based on the exertion at the hands (30 pounds) and the posture (standing
with arms extendcd), the system suggested that the load location be brought closer to the body,
reducing the horizontal distance. In many current systems, the first two interventions are possible.
The third is considerably more difficult, particularly when multiple factors are involved, yet is
worth working toward.

JLLmpat1ible With Other Syt,'.?

I lumnan performance issues cover many dimensions which often interact. The EDGE
system is an attempt at combining several measures of performance within the related domain of
physical stress models, Problem!; arising in such integration efforts include consistent model
structures (e.g., coinpatinlc link systcms ur angle notations), level of information detail (tasks
described at the If I1kRtBIll( level (e.g.. rceich, ,ra•p, position) vcrsu., aggregated actions (e.g.,
a.seriihle ). Other tun dcls arc appr )priatc v thin a given man-machine interface design as well. A
challenge for mcudel dcvelupecrF will be to investigate means by which these diverse models can be
intcgratcd together to assess overall operator perfo•m•nce in complex systems,
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Independent of other areas of performance, the models should be developed to work within
the intended CAD environment. The advantages for the models are immediate access to design
data, such as work space geometries, part dimensions, process or methods standards, or previous
designs. The advantage for the designer is immediate access to the answers within current design
activities.

CONCLUSIONS

The EDGE system provides a valuable tool for the design of workstations where operator
physical performance is an issue. There is, however, considerable room for enhancements to
better represent the human operator, and to address the needs of a range of system designers.

Future research is needed to develop enhanced performance models which reflect a wider
range of task conditions. The biomechanical strength prediction models presented here reflect
static, or slow, controlled exertions. Predicting performance under dynamic exertions is the next
step. Research is needed to develop models which reflect both dynamic responses and dynamic
strength capabilities. Both static and dynamic models are in need of improved posture prediction
algorithms which accurately reflect the body kinematics under loaded conditions. While "snapshot"
images of operator postures may be acceptable for static exertions, dyi, ic activities require
techniques for operator animation which depict the operator's task-oriented postures over time.

The focus of these models should be on both preliminary and detailed design. The burden
of supplying input information for existing models hinders their use in preliminary design, when
the quantity of operator, task, and environment information is often too limited to meet the model's
requirements. Catalogues of previous designs, used as templates for preliminary design may be
one solution. Design integration with existing company CAD data bases is also essential to make
the models available throughout the design process, and to eliminate the need for redundant input
of previously defined layouts, object geometries, or corporate standards.

Finally, the technical expertise of the model user should be considered in developing
interfaces for a wider range of system designers. Expert design aids which assist in detection,
diagnosis, and remediation should enhance the process for all designers, as well as for the
operator, the ultimate recipient of the improved design.

The EDGE system represents a significant effort aimed at providing ergonomic information
to ergonomists and work space designers in formats conducive to their design activity. It has
integrated several relevant measures of operator performance within a consistent graphical interface
and sought to realistically reflect the domain of design problems encountered in industry today.
Coordination with industrial sponsors and intended users serves to rcaffirm its relevance as a
design tool and ensure its integration with the overall design process. Future efforts will link the
EDGE system with existing corporate design systems, providing immediate access to part and
facility layouts, production standards, and methods tables, and produce ergonomic analyses as tpart
of existing work space design activities.
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ABSTRACT

The life-cycle cost of military equipment (or for that matter, civilian equipment) is determined during the
design phase. Computer-Aided Design (CAD) packages facilitate the layout or mechanical design of equipment, also
pioviding the ability to make quick changes without the inconvenience of redrawing the entire design. Mathematical
models evaluate the dynamics of the potential design or its components before actually building a prototype or
testing it. Lately, there has been a move to provide anthropometrically and bionchanically correct models of the
human beings that will use the equipment. In fact, some of the more sophisticated human figure models include
strength, vision, reach, and animation modules. In addition, there are physical and cognitive models of a human's
ability to perform tasks (task analysis and workload models).

However, a problem exists for the user of these models. In general, the models are separate entities,
available on a variety of incompatible hardware platforms, frequently written in incompatible languages (making
translations impractical). Little or no thought is given to the fact that each model contributes to the overall design
process. Thus, the need exists for integration of the total operation. This paper proposes a practical approach for
consolidating the modeling, hardware, and software issues into a manageable entity, keeping in mind the needs of
potential users, that is. the engineer-designer, the human factors specialist, and those developing requirements for
new picces of equipment,
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HUMAN PERFORMANCE MODELING: AN INTEGRATED APPROACH

Brenda K. Thein
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Or, the nt-t sp,,•ral i.f. --. , ,ertment of Defense
(DoD) wl;i stenu mil•-Lrn-: Co- -- J. -ping physical
mock-ups '~f a wide r- .ti rw--e, ranging from
infantry weapon systerrs wilth va r: degrees of complexity to
all types of ground, air, or :ea ve!& cles. The DoD's current
and future challenge in materiel d(-klopme;.t (ar . nI
training) is how to influence an:J manac- tne de .?opment -f
new ta:cnologies • w•i t les- people, time, and .o-iey. To m,.et
this challenge, the DoD has a need for methods ard proced.res
that pz'ov.de frznt-end consideration and ana.ysis of human
performan':e reqiirements. A promising technoiogy is human
performance modeling that. simulates and inimates the
interacticns among operators, tasks, mater-icl, arni
e-vircrnment. ',ignificant hardware ()id trainingj) d.v -.opmnent
costs can be avoided if new humrn pei:z.rmance modeling tuols
are applied at the begi.'nin- of a system's <:evelopment rather
than in the middle or at thv end.
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Current hardware and software technologies have made
people the limiting factor in the effective operation and
support of materiel. Studies show that, in many situations
where equipment and system failures were believed to have
been caused by human error, the error was in fact a result of
the equipment or system being developed with little or no
consideration of the capabilities of the people who were to
operate and maintain it in a field environment.

The reasons for this are many and include time
constraints, limited budgets, lack of knowledge, information
gaps, and especially a lack of analytical tools. DoD has a
need for methods and procedures that aid and inform
designers, trainers, developers, managers, and decision
makers. There currently exists the capability to simulate
mechanical parts and whole materiel systems, sometimes within
accurately represented environments. This is done by taking
system descriptions--often computer-aided design (CAD)
drawings--and performing such procedures as finite element
analysis and, for example, in the case of ground vehicles,
simulation of vehicle travel at varied speeds over varied
terrain. These simulations can yield keyframe or animation
imagery that aid the designer in identifying potential
weaknesses in mechanical design. If a man-machine system is
being designed or evaluated, however, it is clear that the
total system is not being accurately simulated since a
crucial factor, the human, is omitted. The first solution to
this shortcoming is the development of a dynamic ergonomic
model, that accurately represents the human figure both
anthropometrically and biomechanically.

The ability to simulate a dynamic human figure by simply
using a computer can be a powerful tool in predicting and
understanding how people will interact within a given
environment. It is important in the DoD to perceive how well
a "soldier" would accomplish a mission in a given environment
using the materiel provided and to design new equipment to
enh.ance the -oldier's effectiveness. Knowledge of the design
constraints imposed by human body size, including the
encumbrances cau: ed by various clothing ensembles, and
physical limitations is important to materiel developers in
understanding the interaction between human performance
levels and equipment design.

A second element of the man-machine design or evaluation
problem is the need for a dynamic strength model that
accurately represents both the physical strength and the
dexterity requirements to perform various jobs. For maximum
utility this strength model should undoubtedly be a submodel
of the ergonomic model.

A third element of the man-machine design or evaluation
problem is the need for a vision model. The vision model
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must be capable of addressing both vision and lighting issues
ranging from the use of relatively simple sighting systems on
combat rifles, to the field of view requirements for
instrument displays, and to the use of indirect vision
devices. This vision model should also undoubtedly be a
submodel of the ergonomic model.

Another element of the man-machine design or evaluation
problem is the need for a model that properly represents the
cognitive attributes required by the operators of the
equipment. The most sophisticated system in the world is
useless if the "soldier" can't operate it. The Army Research
Institute's HARDMAN model should play a significant role in
human performance modeling

Equally important, for the combat developer who
proposes a requirement, and the engineer-designer who
develops the hardware, as well as the human factors
specialists, is the ability to understand task and workload
implications, either overload conditions or workload
transition issues, for the human operators The engineer-
designer and the combat developer must understand the
implications of adding automation to the system. Automation
does not necessarily reduce the task load of the operator.
Designers and those developing requirements must also
understand the effects that automation may have on space
claims in a vehicle.

A predominant problem in applying many of the models
that are in use today is that the models and submodels exist
as separate entities. Almost everyone who develops them
looks at their own little piece of the picture but no one
looks at the whole picture and no one considers the user who
must address a wide variety of issues. Integration of the
different human-related models and submodels will allow
everyone involved in the design process to look at the
human's influence in a particular design.

An additional challenge is the integration of human-
related models is their integration with computer-aided
design/engineering models. One major advantage of
integrating computer models of the human with computer models
of hardware design is that "what if" analyses can be
performed. Changes in the system design can be made on the
computer and the engineer-designer can look at the impact of
the changes on both the system and the human using it, all
without the time and material expenses associated with
building prototypes.

Another significant integration problem that exists for
including human performance modeling in hardware design is
the lack of agreement on which hardware platforms and
programming languages should be used. While CALS (Computer
Aided Logistics System) is attempting to develop standards
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for general software development, geometric based software
which is the foundation for CAD programs and human
figure/performance models is not currently a part of CALS
"grand design." By the time CALS gets around to this type of
software expensive decisions on software and hardware will
already been made. Design is a visual process and it would be
in the best interest of the human performance modeling
community to select a hardware and software platform that
provide extensive support to the visual process.

Members of the human factors community are currently
using an assortment of evaluation techniques ranging from the
placement of crude two-dimensional mannequins on blueprints
to employing a variety of hardware and software systems to
perform their evaluations. Those hardware engineers-
designers that have actually moved out of the "dark ages" of
pencil and paper designs manually placed on blueprints to the
enlightened age of computer-aided design have already
selected hardware and software systems for developing their
designs. Getting the various CAD systems to "talk to one
another" should be a top priority so that data files can be
exchanged. Very few users have either the money to buy all
the different systems or the time to learn them.

One of the best attempts at integration of human-related
models is the MIDAS concept being developed by the Aeroflight
Dynamics Directorate at NASA-AMES. But even MIDAS employs a
wide variety of hardware and software and programming
languages. Admittedly all MIDAS's hardware and software
"talk" to each other. But, few can afford the inherent costs
of such a system.

The Human Engineering Laboratory (HEL) at Aberdeen
Proving Ground, Md.,as the Army's Lead Agency in human
performance modeling, is moving forward in this area. HEL
has selected a hardware and software platform and initiated a
program to develop a technique for simulating the
interactions among operators, tasks, materiel and their
operating environment. HEL's Human Performance Model (HPM)
program is based heavily on the use -f Jack, a three-
dimensional Computer Aided Design • ergonomic model
developed by the Computer and Information Science Department
at the University of Pennsylvania under the direction of Dr.
Norman Badler. Jack, which runs on a Silicon Graphics Iris
4D computer workstation, is being developed for a number of
civilian and Government agencies.

Jack is a program which displays and manipulates
articulated geometric figures. Jack has many different
aspects such as facilities for constructing geometric
objects, positioning figures in a scene, performing various
types of analyses with the figures, and describing motion of
the figures. Within Jack there are also facilities for
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specifying lighting and surface property information, and for
rendering high quality images.

Jack is primarily an interactive system. It is
predicated on the belief that geometric operations are best
performed interactively and graphically. Most operations in
Jack use the mouse, both to pick commands from menus aid to
specify geometric transformations. Parameters and values may
also be entered directly from the keyboard.

Jack provides an anthropometrically and biomechanically
reasonable representation of the human body. The Jack figure
has progressed from a simple "skinny body" representation
composed of 112 polygons based on NASA data to the current
"contour body" representation composed of nearly 5300
polygons based on data from the Air Force's Armstrong
Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (see Figure 1). Body
dimensions are accessed and manipulated by means of
Spreadsheet Anthropometric Scaling System (SASS) (see Figure
2). SASS can accept data from any population. For example,
the results of the latest (1988) Army Anthropometric Survey
(ANSUR) can be entered into S7.SS for use by those designing
systems for the Army population.

Jack enables the analyst or designer to perform several
types of human factors analyses in three dimensions. These
analyses include tests of whether the soldier will fit in the
system, whether the soldier will be able to reach controls
and mechanisms, the soldier's field of view (see Figure 3),
and whether the soldier has enough strength to operate or
maintain the system and perform his tasks. Each analysis is
important in evaluating a sc.ldier's ability to use the
materiel being developed.

Traditionally, analyses such as these had to be
performed using paper and pencil or by placing crude two
dimensional mannequins on blueprint drawings of the system
being tested, In either case, blueprints had to be tediously
redrawn each time a new design option or solution needed to
be evaluated. Many problems were missed because the analyst
or designer never really got the whole picture until an
expensive (in terms of time and materials) mock-up of the
system was built. By the time a mock-up was built, design
options and solutions were limited because of the difficulty
and expense of rebuilding the mock-up.

Jack also has an animation feature which is useful in
depicting the postures and movements that each soldier would
go through in performing a set of tasks in his or her
operating environment (see Figures 4, 5, 6). Animation of
the system design can aid the designer in visualizing the
operator dynamics and interactions with the system.
Interactions among soldiers can be inspected frame by Zrame
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if desired and at any scale or from any viewpoint. The
animation sequences can be replayed and reanalyzed as
required. Images in Jack can be viewed as wireframe drawings
or fully rendered, solid objects.

By using a system like Jack, the designer can take easy-
to-alter computer design drawings of the system and perform
human factors analyses in three dimensions allowing him to
better identify problem areas early in the design process. He
can then change the drawings of the system and investigate a
myriad of design options and solutions in a relatively short
period of time, with time to make the changes on the computer
being the only cost.

by building computer models early in the design cycle,
the DoD can avoid having to build physical mock-ups of the
actual situation or environment. This does not mean that
mock-ups aic useless, but early on, the designer may not know
where reoplo arid iterrs will be placed inside the environment,
and it's much more flexible to have a computer graphics model
that can be changed, instead of going to a machine shop and
having them retool a portion ot the mock-up.

WhLile Jack is a very complex model, the interface has
beer, designed to make it user ýriendly and easy to operate.
An average user should be able to operate Jack with about 2
days of training

The basic premise of Jack and of human performance
modeling is that better system designs will result from
enaLling uesigners to explore more design alternatives and to
evaluate these designs before constructing costly and time
consuming prototype hardware. The goal of the human
performance model is to produce computerized figures which
can be uarnipulated and animated easily, so that they perform
tasks in a working or operating environment.

Finallv, thevre are cuestions that management should be
asknin in regard to human performance modeling. There are
suggested answers to some general questions and some
questions that each organization must answer for themselves.

(1) What are the rewards of human performance
modeling?
- avoid costly design mistakes before building
prototypes
- faster and less costly deveiopment by
reoucina demand for early fabrication
- substitutes faster, less expensive front-end
eve luati~on

-. t ihovo'h c'id frequent testing without
additional labor or disruption of
organizations

(2) What are the costs and risks?
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- the major cost is the investment in
hardware, but the hardware will probably be
bought anyway for other purposes; the risks
are low - the current way of doing business is
slow, expensive and inaccurate - things can
only get better

(3) What does DoD invest in?
- the hardware - which is probably going to be
purchased anyway, and software development -
which can be a shared investment among
Government agencies and industry (Industry is
already out there making use of these new
techniques.)

(4) How much fidelity is needed?
- if the current design and manufacturing
process placement of controls, instruments.
etc.deals with the resolution of inches as
"good enough", does the human performance
modeling need to be accurate to the half
millimeter?

(5) How is human performance modeling to be
integrated with other modeling?
- as mentioned previously, a high priority
should be getting the various CAD systems
"talking" to another to ease data file
exchange.
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TASK INSTRUCTIONS AND ACTION DESCRIPTIONS
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, I discuss natural-language task instructions and their relationship to human task behavior.
While natwual-languzge instructions, as action descriptions, are underspecified in many ways, they are unsurpassed in
specifying the reason for behavior, if not its actual physical instantiation. Thus, natural-language instructions can
serve as a resource for both human behavior and high.level control of animation.

----------.----.-----...------------------..---
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INTRODUCTION

In order to maintain equipment, people have to know how. One way of telling them
this is through instruction.. Or is it? Do instructions lead to the behavior that their designers
intend, or are they merely a last resort - consulted only when all else fails? What is it that
instructions can do for agents, and what is the consequence of this for designing equipment
for maintainability. To address at least some of these questions, in this paper I will describe
some work which tells upon

a the relationship of instructions, plans and behavior

* instructions and the beliefs they lead to

* the consequences for how instructions are designed and presented.

PLANS AS PROGRAMS

In early work in Artificial Intelligence, plans were viewed much like standard computer
piograms. Such plans were the output of planning systems, which used algorithmic and
heuristic methods to build them from parameterized primitives (actions and tests) using
composition operators indicating either serial execution, couiditional execution, or repeated
execution. Given such a plan, an agent (such as a robot or a person) was taken to execute it
much like a computer would execute a program. That is, like a program, a plan was taken
to both describe and control behavior.

David Chapman, in a 1987 paper (Chapman, 1987), has pointed out a number of
problems with this plan as program view.

1. For planning systems, building such plans poses computationall intractible problcrs.

2. The plans that are produced are inadequate in a world which is characterized by
unpredictable events and situations (that is, the real world). Actions don't always
v.ork as intended, and the world can change independently of an agent's actions.

3. The pl].,' that are produced must be worked out in too much detail, if plan exe-
cutabnIht;" is to be "gualanteed". Such plans must be elaborated down to absolutely
basic actioi~s. This further cxacerbates the computational problem.
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4. It fails to address the problem of relating the plan 'text' to the actual situati~r. That

is, plan texts refer to objects and actions through either labels or descriptions. In the

world though, objects are rarely labelled and actions cannot be, so plan texts must ,e

related to the world by some kind of matching process.

In a later paper, Agre and Chapman (1989) contrast a plan as program view with

informal evidence they gathered on how people follow instructions. The evidence they used

came from three occasions on which they gave visitors the same directions to the Washington
Street subway station in Boston:

Left out the door, down to the end of the street, cross straight over Essex then
left up the hill, take the first right and it'll be on your left.

While in all cases, their visitors found the subway station, Agre and Chapman noted the
following about their behavior in getting there. First, as is often the case in Boston, there
are no street signs indicating Essex Street. Visitor, had to mak.: assumptions about how this
part of the plan text related to the world in front of them. Secondly, because of a lriice on
the other side of Essex Street, they actually had to take a right and walk to the end of the
fence before they couIJ follow the next instruction "take a left up the hill". Thirdly, there
is no feature of the landscape that is a prioyi identifiable as "the hill". Visitors neverthel'hss
took the correct turn onto a street that the:, saw as sloping slightly upward. Finanl, the
visitors noted a parking lot on the corner they perceived to be the one associated with "the

first righ.". Given this, they didn't bother to wait until they ,. A to the cormer before makiIg
a right: They simply cut across the parking lot.

Agre and Chapman characterize these featuies of human instruction-following as
demonstrating:

, an abl. I'.t" act on ,- idcnce ..... n t& be i•comPeete;

* an abilbty to interpolate additional actions not explicitly called for in the instructions
but apparently demanded by the circumstances;

* an ability to optirmize actions., taking advantage of features of the actual circumsta: ces
of action.

So instead of prograrnmatcaily folio wing instructirns, people seem more to be using instruc-

tions, along with the situation they find Lhc'niselvet_ in, LO acc-,[iplkh their intended goals.

Given this, it is worthwhile -o turn our att:ntio;- to instructions and .,ce wNh."- resources they

provide for people to make use of.
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UNDERSTANDING INSTRUCTIONS

As a type of text, instructions have not been studied as much as narratives. Never-
theless, there are clear differences between the two, as well as similarities. The most obvious
difference is that, while both can be used to describe tasks, what narrative., usually describe
is just what happened in one particular circumstance. (In thrillers and suspense novels, the
circumstances are generally rather exciting, which is why many of us read them.) In con-
trast, instructions commonly specify how to perform a task in a wide range of circumstances
that may change during the course of performance in quite different ways.

On the other hand, there is also an interesting similarity. If one looks carefully at
both natural-language instructions and narratives, one quickly finds that they specify less
what one is supposed to do than what one is supposed to achieve by doing it. For example,
"apply paste to wall" and "install new spout" essentially specify that state the wnrld should
be in after some unspecified action is complete - that is, in a state in which the wall has paste
on it or in which a new spout is installed. In a narrative, such specifications are generally
sufficient: one does not need to know how some character in a novel installed the new spout
in his bathtub. It is sufficient to know that that is how he spent his afternoon. But if one is
supposed to carry out an instruction, one needs more.

To convey feazures of what the agent is actually supposed to do, instructions contain
modifiers which add to the basic specification. For example, one can specify the instrument
to use in accomplishing the goal

Using a paint roaler or brush, apply paste to the wall.

the direction in whicE to carry out whatever action is used to accomplish the goal

Apply paste to the wall, starting at the ceiling line and pasting down a few feet.

the extent of coverage demanded by the goal

Apply paste to -he wall, covering an area a few inches wider than the width of
the fabric.

concurrent effects to be avoided while performinýg one's chosen acton
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Apply paste to the wall, being careful not to overpaste.

as well as constraints on how an otherwise unspecified action is carried out

Install new spout. Do not zse lift knob or hose connection for leverage. Damage
may result. Tighten by hand only.

The point I want to make here is that the underspecificity often noted of natural-language in
general, really hits home when it comes to instructions. While there appears to be no lirrit
on the number of modifiers one can add to an instruction, the intended action will still be
underspecified and hence a source of potential confusion to those who don't already know
what action is needed.

The underspecificity of instructions is not confined to single action specifications:
also underspecified are the intended relationships between actions. Consider the following
instruction, which contains what is called a free adjunct:

Pour mixture over cheese, speading evenly.

First note that this can be understood as specifying a single action or as specifing two related
actions. In the former case, spreading is not a separate action but rather a constraint on
pouring - one should pour in such a way that the mixture spreads evenly over the cheese.
When understood as two separate but related actions however, it becomes apparent that
their temporal relationship is underspecified. One can spread while pouring, assuming one
has a hand free, or one can spread after pouring. (Further discussion of free adjuncts in
instructions can be found in (Webber, 1990).)

This type of temporal underspecificity is not limrited to free adjunct constructions. It
is also apparent in sentences with when-clauses, another construct often used in instructions.
For example,

1H'71n you pour the mixture over the cheese, spread it evenly.

As above, this can be understood either as requiring the mixture be bpcad evenly during
pouring or as requiring it be done afterwards.

The temporal underupecificity of when-clauses has been addrcs,-ad by Moens and
Steedrnan (198-). Appealing to the oddity of a sentence like (b) below, in contrast to its
totally unremarkable counterpart (a)
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a. When the sun set, my car broke dow.i.
b. ?? When my car broke down, the sun set.

they argue that when is rot temporally ambizious. Rather, they claim that the apparent
temporal ambiguity of the relationship between a when-clause and its main clause follows
from the fact that when rnly indicateS A cc,,ntinp.nt relationship holding between the two
events rather than a temporal relationship. They ground their claim in the fact that people
conceptualize events as part of aringernents (e.g. sequences) that are planned, predicted or
otherwise seen as governed by agencies. People see the events involved in these arrangements
as being contingently related. Different contingent relations between events imply a different
temporal order between them. When an arrangement of events is therefore described in a
text, the temporal order that someone will take to hold among them will follow from what
contingent relationships s/he takes to had,

There are many different types of conting,:nL relatioxiJhips. For example, (1) the
action or tvent specified in a when-clause may be understood as a sufficient precondition for
performing the action specified in it. main claue

When the two handle sections are in line with one another, tighten the wing nuts
or, botLh idets of tb,- hdndle.

(2) The action specified in a when-clause may be understood as causing the event described
ir, the mairi clause

When the engirne/blade crosL bar control is released, the engine/blade will stop.

(3) The action specified in the main clause may be understood simply as being the next thing
the agenit should do after the event specified in the when-clause, in order to accomplish some
higher goal

When the engine starts, release the ignition switch.

(4) The action specified in the when-clause may be understood as being a high-level descrip-
tion of more basic actions described in the main clause. (This might also be considered a
hierarchical part-whole relationship between the actions.)

When you wash the glasses, first soak thcam in hot soapy water and theln rinse
them.
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culminationI.
preparatory consequent

process state

Figure1. A nucleus.

(5) The action specified in the when-clause may be understood as enabling the action or
state specified in the main clause

When the handle is lowered, the cleaning nozzle swivels for either regular cleaning
or low profile cleaning.

(6) The action specified in the when-clause may be understood as generating the action
specified in the main clause. (That is, the two clauses may be taken to be different ways of
specifying the same action

When you typed rm *.*, you told UNIX to delete all your files.

The notion of contingency alone though is insufficient to explain the different temporal
relations that appear to hold between a when-clause and its main clause. It also requires
that events be seen as structured objects. In arguing this, Moens and Steedman (19S8)
appeal to the same structure they introduce to explain why a sentence like "John blinked"
is understood as describing a single act of blinking while "John blinked for 5 minutes" is
usually understood as describing a sequence of repeated, acts. This structure, which they
call a. nucleus (see Figure 1), consists of three parts: a preparatory process, a culmination,
and a consequent state. Any single clause such as "Wash the glasses" or "They repaired
the Walnut Street bridge" will denote such a structure. Given such a three-part structure,
contingent relations do not have to hold between two complete event structures: they can
also hold between parts of their nuclei. To see this, consider the following pair of examples
from (Moens & Stecdman, 1988)

a. When they repaired the Walnut Street Bridge, they used alot of defective
materials.
b. When they repaired the Walnut Street Bridge, they solved many traffic prob-
lems.
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In the first example (a), a contingent relation will be taken to hold between the preparatory
process of bridge-repairing and the entire act of using defective materials. Thus the temporal
relation between them will be taken to be "during". (See Figure 2.) In the second example
(b), a contingent relation will be taken to hold between the consequent state of bridge-
repairing and traffic-problem solving. (That is, the latter is taken to be a consequent of
the former.) So the temporal relationship between them will be taken to be "after". (See
Figure 3.)

Again the point I want to make is that for people attempting to follow instructions
that contain when-clauses, free-adjuncts, and other natural-language constructs that simply
convey the existence of a contingent relation between two actions or events, those instructions
may be a source of confusion to an agent with no independent information as to the particular
contingent relationship involved, and hence no idea of the particular temporal relationship
involved,

Therc is one more problem that people have with understanding instructions that I
want to return to briefly, since it is relevant to the conclusion I would like to draw in the final
section of this paper. As Chapman (1987), Agre and Chapman (1989), and others have noted,
agents have a non-trivial job in grounding the object descriptions they find in instructions
to objects they're meant to find in the world. This is well-illustrated by an incident that
occurred in an experiment carried out by Lucy Suchman, described in (Suchman, 1987). A
team of two well-educated scientists was asked to make 50 two-sided copies of an article from
a book. The copier would provide them with instructions for carrying out the task. One
member of the team would read the instructions, while the other attempted to carry them
out. The team's attempt was videotaped for later analysis.

At one point, the reader (A) gives the following instruction

they build the biidge they have completed
the bridge

they complete
the bridge

they use defective
mnterial

Figure 2. Part-whole interpretation.
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they build the bridge they have completed
the bridge

they complete
the bridge

they solve many

traffic problems

Figure 3. Suffic.'nt-precondition interpretation

To access the BDA, pull the latch labelled Bound Document Aid and lift up to
the left.

The other member of the team (B) struggles with the latch for a while, unable to lift it,
before looking at the picture accompanying the instruction that A has read and saying "Oh
the whole thing". At which point, A successfully moves it over to the left. The point is that
in instructions, referring terms may be a5 underspecified as the action descriptions they occur
in. Thus either the situation itself must be such that any reasonable attempt to perform
the action will "reveal" the intended referent or additional help must be given to the agent
to resolve the referent. (Commonly, such help is given in the form of diagrams, but that in
itself may not be enough.)

CONCLUSION

In this paper, I have given evidence that a set of instructions should not be seen as
a program, controlling an agent's behavior. Not only do human agents not use instructions
in this way, but instructions cannot be so used because they under-specify actual behavior.
This is as it should be. There is no way that instructions written at one place and time can
anticipate all relevant features of the world in which the task they describe will have to be
carried out.

But natural-language instructions should not be dismissed as irrelevant, because they
do have a role to play. Natural-language surpasses all other communicative media in convey-
ing intentions - including the purpose of behavior and the reasons for behaving in particular



ways. Such intentions cannot be effectively communicated through images alone. For ex-
ample, while red-slashed icons may be effective in reminding people of what behavior is

forbidden ("no smoking", "no wearing high-heeled shoes", even "no haunting"), they cannot
unambiguously convey the reason for forbidden or otheiwise discouraged behavior. Thus

natural-language instructions serve as a resource fur decisions about how to behave in ways
compatible with stated intentions. They can serve the same function with respect to high-
level control of animation, to communicate the whys of task performance. The hows require
previous knowledge or demonstration. Thus the total communication of task behavior re-
quires a union of visual presentation and language.

And that is the conclusion I would like readers to take from this paper. We should
be exploiting the communicative features of multiple media in both designing tasks and
instructing agents in their performance, rather than trying to push a single medium to over-
come its deficiencies. The long-term goal of our Animation and Natural-Language project
at the U.4iversity of Pennsylvania (Badler, 1990; Badler et al, 1990) is to exploit features of
both natural-language and animated simulations to achieve this end.
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TASK CO" POSITION FOR ANIMATION

Medhat Korna

Systems Exploratio~n, Ir~cor-porated
5200 Springfieid ilike, Suite 3'12

Diiyton, Ohio 45431
(513) 256-5357

ABS IRA CT

The task composition for a Iluiman-Ccntcred Design Facility provides an animated, 3D simulation of
maintenance activities fromr high-level natuial commands, such is remove and/or re-place a svlctcted component on a
porticular aircraft. Thc task composition facility allows designers, humian factors engineers, maintainability
cnizincers. or design evalutators: to view animatc(1 mainilenancv task scenarios and to visualize dhe complcex interaction

m~wc iainlenalicetecwhnicians and their work environment. Thei system integrates mulupic software Ctnvironmeints
%-ic~h as thc Sili.2on Graphics IRIS 4D workstation and the. JACK systenm developed at the University of
i'orinsvlvanla. It also incor-porates Lime data irom the Navy's Element Standard Da~t (ESD) system and Air Force
~xipcin-riLtns for the Crew Chief model and maintenance itistrtctiur. from Air Force technical manuals. These

col obil ities undcr lie ýhe advanced human -modeli ng envi ronment that the Air Force s Project DEPTVH seeks to build,

This paper describes thei task compo~sition technology and outlines the framlework of the system and its
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INTRODUCTlON

This paper describes a task composition framework for Human-Centered Design and
details the softwa'e design. The objective is to demonstrate the feasibility of implementing a task
analysis method permitting synthetic creation of high-level molar descriptions of maintenance
elements from detailed information about their molecular elements. It also analyzed the feasibility
of interrogating relevant data bases to establish perfornance time data for molecular subtasks and
the feasibility of developing software logic to synthesize molar maintenance task time from the
underlying molecular task descriptive data.

The hardware selected for the development of the task composition is a Silicon Graphics
IRIS 4D Series computer. The software system used to create and display objects graphically is a3D solid-modeling and animation package called JACK developed by the Department of Computer

ano Information Science of the Universit, of Pennsylvania (Philips & Badler, 1988).

The task composition software is designed to run outside the JACK environment but it
depends on the JACK's facilities and animation capability to perform the dynamic analysis and to
display objects graphically. The task composition architecture includes a user interface with a
designer facility that allows users to create, modify, or delete m-nus and icons.

"The task composition facility expands the capability of task analysis beyond the detection of
isolated problems to more complex tasks. It requires less input of higher level information and
links high-level maintenance commands to simulation of maintenance activities.

SOFVWAIRE DES IGN A ND REQUIREMENTS

Spftware Design Framework

The task composition design framework shown in Figure 1 outlines the major modules and
the relevant data bascs required for development. A brief description of each module follows.

]Usqer lterface Interaction Module. This module provides information and options to the
user and accepts all user input, including high-level maintenance commands, data requested by
other miodulcs. and options chosen by the user.

.1 ainK.•n Scenario Processor. This module assigns a maintenance scenario to the
maintenance commands accepted by the system and provides descriptions of maintenance task
actions and related information to other modules in the system.

Action Wo r 1/F.d irii _t Pairings..Proc ssor. This module analy7es maintenance scenario

information and ptvccsses a breakdown of the task into action word/equipment pairings.

FT _limcnt-Compontn Processor. This module analyzes th,; maintenance action
word/lquipment painngs information and divides the task into the system's basic elements.

Elomentl Pl oc,_r. This module as;signs time values to each system's basic elements,
procc!,scs all inic-rclated data, and provides a total time for the task being analyzed.

1li,.•_ i�iMJI, r. This module reviews the system output and prepares the necessary
ptlaamicters fur the di:splay r/odulc.

Di.sphiy Tusk. This module contains the graphical information to display the task.
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User Interface
Interaction

Module

Mi n Description of

Maintenance 4j Maintenance rask-

Processor Related Actions &
Condition-Data Base

Action Word/ Action Word/
Equipment . Equipment Pairings
Pairings Rules and Clasps

Processor Division Data Base

E e Component and
Equipnent- Element Description
Component & Breakdown Data
Processor Base

Element Time Data
Element Time & Otbci Time-

Processor Related Factors
Data Base

Task Simulator

Dislay Task

Figure 1. Task Composition Design Framework.

Framework Design-Related Data Bases

The data bases described here reflect the type of data required to accomplish this detailed
demonstration of maintenance activities from natural language commands. The JACK environment
offers several facilities to store and create some of the required data (see JACK User's Guide,
1989; and Pror-Lammng. with JACK_. 198A).

Maintenance Task Actions Data BIase. This data ba:e includes the steps involved in
performing the maintcnancc task and othcr ncccssary information to devclop maintenance scenarios
such as:

1. specification of arc't oil the system under consideration,
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2. the maintenance task to be performed,
3. task precondition, i.e., the maintenance steps required before performing the specified

maintenance task,
4. support equipment required, such as a boarding ladder, maintenance stand, and tools,

and
5. maintenance crew size and the number of technician(s) required to perform the

maintenance task.

Action Word/Equipment Pairings Data Base. This data base includes the natural language
instructions and the breakdown of the maintenance scenario. It will also include information about
when a series of activities should be executed, the correct ordering of activities, and the instruction
for expressive human motions.

Component and Element Descridption Data Base. This data base includes the workplace
geometry and the breakdown to the component and element levels of the workplace geometry.

Element Time Data Base. This data base includes the time line analyses data based on the
Navy's Element Standard Data (ESD) system and task time durations based on Fitts' Law defaults
(Fitts, 1954). Time data from the Crew Chief experimentation will also be considered and added to
this data base at a future date.

Requirements and Related Documents

The task composition software demonstration is integrated with the Silicon Graphics IRIS
4D and JACK environment. Figure 2 shows the relationships between the task composition and
both environments. The Silicon Graphics IRIS 4D Series computer was selected as the platform
for running the software demonstration and developing the source code. The source code is written
in C.

USER INTERFACE DESIGN AND MENU DESCRIPTIONS

User Interface Module

The user interface module is the central control module of the task composition facility. It
performs several functions. It:

1. initializes the parameters required for the execution of all their modules,
2. controls data and command flow when a main level or sublevel menu has been

selected,
3. communicates with the JACK environment and its facilities,
4. activates the dynamic simulation of maintenance activities, and
5. accepts modification to the maintenance scenario and natural language interface.

The Task Composition Main Menu shown in Figure 3 is designed and displayed by the
user interface program.

ULscr Ljnte.fa Communication. The Task Composition for Human-Centered Analysis user
interface controls the execution of all subprograms. Each suboption is a stand-alone program.
Communication to progr. ms is handled in two ways: (a) through command line options and (b)
through Inter-Process Communication (IPC). The user interface presents a command line filled
with options, based on the user's position in the menu, to the program to be executed. These
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Eigu,.2. Task Composition Relationships to the IRIS and JACK Environments.

options are expected by the program and cause specific actions to happen, such as the loading of a

specific man model. UNIX~h( has an IPC facility that permits programs to "talk" to each other. In

this way, programs can communicate in a similar fashion to program functions.

Menu Structure and Selection

The menu Structure of the user interface is hierarchical. Each option available to the user of
the task composition interface is shown as an ticon," which is a graphical representation of each
function and subfunction. The mouse operates the user interface and each of the three mouse

buttons performs an individual function as follows:

1. Le.ftmousbutton - An icon is selected when the arrow is pointed on it and the left

mouse button is pressed. If the icon has suboptions, they will be listed. I l there are no suboptions,

the program attached to the icon will be executed.
2. Middle mouse button - When this button is pressed on an icon, the program prints the

context sensitive help attached to the icon. The help screen will provide the user with information

pcrtinent to this opidon.

3. Might mouse butto - When this button is pressed, the user is returned one level in the

menu structure, Its function is the reverse of that of the left mouse button.
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Me~nu escriptions

elegt an Model Function. The task composition for human-centered analysis main menu
displays icons of the functions and options available to the user. The select man model function
enables the user to select an anthropometric model. Once this icon is selected, the program prompts
the user to select either the JACK man model (see Badler, 1990) or the Crew Chief man model (see
Ms. Easterly's and Mr. lanni's paper, this volume, for a description of Crew Chief). Once the
anthropometric model is selected, it is used throughout the analysis of the maintenance tasks under
consideration. (The program is designed to allow for other anthropometric models to be integrated
with the task composition analysis.)

SctI CoImponent Function. The select component's icon allows the user to retrieve
components and parts from an existing data base. After clicking on the select component icon, the
user is prompted to select a component from a list of existing components or to enter the name of
existing components, if known. Selected component and parts will be used as the default option
for remove and/or replace functions.

Select Tool Func.tiou.Q. The select too] function is similar to the select component function. It
allows the user to retrieve a tool from the existing data base to be used in the analysis. The user
may select a tool from a list of existing tools or enter the name of the tool, if known. This function
provides the user the option of a particular specified tool to be used in the analysis of the remove
and/or replace tasks. If the user does not wish to specify a tool, the program automatically assigns
the appropriate tool as specified in the maintenance scenario for the components already in the data
base,

Maintenance Scenario F•urj.iQB.. The maintenance scenario function allows the user to
modify, load, save, and/or vxc.xute exisiing maintenance instructions. The maintenance instruction
is broken down into discrete events. The maintenance scenario of a task can be defined to include
motion generation information which is used to create an animation of the task simulation and
allow the flow of the animation to effect the subsequent course of task simulation (JACK's YAPS,
kinematic, inverse kinematic, and animation functions are required to process the information
provided by the maintenance scenario function; (sec Dr. Badler's paper for a description of thi-
above-mentioned task functions).

Remove and/Qr Replace Fnctions. The remove, replace, and remove and/or replace
functions allow the user to activate an animated simulation of maintenance activities from high-level
maintenance commands. For example, 'remove the water separator on [fie F-16" command willresult in the followking eojisider'tions.n aassumptions by thc piograin:

i. Assumes the task preconditions, such as the aircraft has been made safe for
maintenance, access panels have been removed, and the access door has been removed.

2. Simulates the following actions to accomplish the removal of the water separator on the
F-16:

a. Disconnect electrical conoector.
b. Remove two cotapli•gs ,and reposition two sleeves.
c. Remove clamqip.
d(. Remove two jmtt, W() washcr5,, two scrcv-,.,, did i rackct.
C. R i vll(Vc ducl assClblly.
1. R'movc aid discard aikr R'.ings.
.rl. Rerivc two) cla:mrps alid 1h),,e.
11. R(:f'lov(,.c. ctp i~n d l rcim),ilionl ýIlt'.'Vc.

I RLcri ;VC 11Wli, wV -,hCr, allrd ',, TW.
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j. Remove two screws.
k. Remove water separator.
1. Remove and discard two packings.

To complete the task mentioned abov'. the following support equipment is required:

1. Aircraft boarding ladder
2. Clearing sector holdback tool
3. Emergency Power Unit (EPU)-made knob cover
4. Environmental specialized composite tool kit
5. Adaptor hose
6. Generator
7. Torque wrench

At this time, the program considers hand tools, such as wrenches, to demonstrate the
removal of the component.

Similar actions and considerations are included for the replace part of the maintenance
activity.

The remove option will demonstrate removal of a specified component, replace will
demonstrate the installation of the component, and removal and replace will demonstrate both the
removal and installation of the component.

Task Times Function. The task times function allows the users to retrieve a table of the
computed times for the maintenance actions considered during the remove and/or replace
simulations. The times a•c based on the Navy's ESD system; task time durations for animation are
based on Fitts' law defaults. There is a provision in the function to integrate Crew Chief data at a
later date.

Information Function. The information function allows the user to access the help
capability of the task composition facility, the training instruction for the maintenance activities
included in the data base, and an outline of the task composition structure.

SUMMARY

The above sections described the design approach and the relationships between the design
-of.ware and the hardware and software environments associated with the task composition

analysis. The overall structure is hierarchical in nature. All code is written in C using a top-down
modular structure, but can communicate with other routines written in FORTRAN. Subroutines
communicate through the UNIX IPC facility. Communication with the JACK environment is
performed at two levels. Some subroutines call JACK options; others reside in the JACK option
used. Users may add, delete, and/or change the menus and icons available in the user interface.
Stepping through the user interface menus is accomplished by clicking on an icon with the left
mouse (see Menu Structure and Selection). Finally, the design allows for expansion of existing
modules and additions of new without any major changes to the overall structure.
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FROM BIOMECHANICAL MODELING TO BIOMECHANICAL SIMULATION
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ABSTRACT

The leading health hazard that occurs in a manual materials handling (MMH) task involves back pain. The
reduction of these incidents is of both humanitarian and economic importance. A typical approach toward solving
the problem is to redesign the task to maintain high work performance and at the same time keep stress imposed on
the body within acceptable safe limits. Such an approach is dedicated toward the application of motion economy,
and anthropometric and biomechanical principles in the design of work systems.

For this approach to be effective, evaluation of stresses on the body in general and the spine in particular is
needed. This need resulted in the development of models to estimate the stresses on the spine during MM14 tasks.
Thes.e models approach the problem by tracking the movements of various links and joints of the body and use
Newtonian mechanics to amve at the kinetics of motion and, hence, the stress on the spine.

BcA:au.se of the variety of tasks to be performed in MMtI, another approach would be the simulation of
human motion through an understanding of how the human body moves while performing a task. This paper
prcscnts an approach to simulate the movement of sagittal lifting activities based on an extension of the minimal
principle in biomechanics. This approach utilizes a Five-link simulation model of the human body for sagittal
lifting. It gives the displacemcnt-timc relationship of the five joints included in the model. A comparison between
the dctual txxly movement and the simulation is presented.
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INTRODUCTION

Biomechanics of human movement has been defined by many investigators over the years.
In 1966, Drillis and Contini defined biomechanics as the science which investigates the effects of
the internal and external forces on bodies whether in movement or at rest. Since then, many other
researchers reported similar definitions, such as Winters (1979), and Frankel and Nordin (1980).
Biomechanics uses laws of physics and engineering principles to describe body movements and
the forces acting on it. Biomechanics is a multidisciplinary area which requires the combined
knowledge from the biological, physical, and behavioral sciences. Many contributing disciplines
are called upon in biomechanical analysis: (a) engineering mechanics, (b) engineering
anthropometry, (c) kinesology, (d) anatomy, and (e) neuromuscular physiology.

Occupational biomechanics, a more recent term, is concerned with the application of
mechanics to the Man-Task-Environment system to reduce mechanical stresses on the worker's
musculoskeletal system while maintaining high performance levels. Therefore occupational
biomechanics can be considered an applied division of biomechanics (see Figure 1). Occupational
biomechanics is quite useful in (a) understanding motion patterns required by jobs, (b) estimating
the kinematics and kinetics of these movements, and (c) estimating the stress imposed on various
body parts as a result of job performance. In investigating the industrial job-related workloads, it
is important to measure distribution of loads arid stresses among various body segments and
tissues. For example, through biomechanical evaluations of the job-related stresses imposed on a
worker, a potential means of reducing the high incidence rates of manual materials handling
(MMi I) injuries in industry can be realized. Because of the large number of biomechanical studies
and models gencrated in the area of manual handling, especially lifting, this paper will focus on
modeling and simulation of lifting activity.

BIOMECI [ANICAL MODELS

Bioniechanical models were an inevitable result of the investigation of body movements
and the kinematics and kinetics of these movements. These models are a representation of the
actual system to understand the system behavior. Quite often gross simplification and assumptions
are made. By constructing a model and comparing the model's behavior with the behavior of the
actual system, SUch) as in the clasc of manual lifting tasks, we may gain an insight into how the
system tlunctions and ti1c inirclactitllS h[cVccll its CompojCIents.

"lihtrcforc, throtu. h hineicihanical modeling, of the human activities, the biomechanical
stfessCs iilnu.,,cd on tihc bod.\ (:CtC hic esi Crnated. A wide vaiiety of models both static and dynamic
ha,.ve tb.eenll dCveCLope.xd it, si dv teilt: rlc.,Cscst man u4aflt. mlaterials handling (M Mi 1) activities.

Bioilicchianical mlodcl. in gcInclal date back to the work of Braune and Fischer (1889) while
studying soldiers carrying hoxds. A nioter pioneer in the dcvelopmnent of biomechanical models and
related matcrial iP I)cDp-tcr ( !9ý55) who described mass and incrtia properties of the U.S. military
pOp ukLtion in varinu. u ,ttUnrcv and CCtimon. Although hiomechanical model developments were
prolgrc,,sing,. it ,'ais n,,t ,, ,til III h in d I9,5ý()s and 190U)s that more focus and effort were placed on
the dcvcloplicnut of mColc s ,p1 ýi',t tcd 1111.'iliik bi •nicchanical models. Rapid development of
thCsC m1odels can C1 ;hLC C1Ul cd inC mit tho tile av;iilahii of both high-speed computlers and motion
Ilackitry cytpcut.iiei. A,, -C ',ul•i of trhese dv'lvcil,piiints, several binmechanical miodels for lifting
i,1,ks wctC dcveloipcd !', c' ate \tc(,,•S on the VariourHs hody st'gictints, cspecially the lumbar
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Sf.veral two- and three-dimensional static and dynamic biomechanical models have been
developed to determine stresses on manual handling tasks. Some of these static models include
Chaffin (1969), Martin and Chaffin (1972), Garg and Chaffin (1975), and Anderson et al. (1985).
Dynamic models include those developed by Fisher (1967), Troup (1977), Ayoub and El-
Bassoussi (1978), Garg et al. (1982), Leskinen et al. (1983), Bejjani et al. (1984), Freivalds et al.
(1984), McGill and Norman (1985), and Ayoub et al. (1986).

Most of the above-mentioned models were developed using a single muscle equivalent to
account for internal trunk muscle forces and resulting compressive and shear forces, based on the
rationale that individual muscle models are of limited practical value due to mechanically
undetermined systems, and a precise relation between the mechanical and the electric output of
muscle is uncertain as reported by Ortengren and Andersson (1977). The two-dimensional models
appear to be satisfactory in analyzing two-handed symmetric sagittal plane exertions.

Three-dimensional static models of the trunk show that for synmmetrical sagittal plane lifting
activities, only the erector spinae muscles are active (Bean et al, 1988; Schultz, Andersson,
Haderspeck, Ornengrin, Nordin, & Bjork, 1982). But for tasks that involve asymmetrical lifting,
many of the lumbar trunk muscles are recruited. More contemporary models of the back include
Schultz and Andersson (1981), Gracovetesky et al. (1981), Schultz et al. (1982), Jager (1987),
McGill and Norman (1986), Bean et al. (1988), and Chen and Ayoub (1988). These are three-
dimensional biomechanical models based on several muscle groups to more accurately reflect the
muscle activities., and compression and shear loads on the spine. Examples of typical two- and
three-dimenional models of the trunk are shown in Figures 2 and 3.

Because of the unknown internal forces and fewer equations of equilibrium, many three-
dimensional models of the trunk are statically indeterminate. Therefore, additional assumptions
have been made to estimate internal muscle forces. These assumptions need to be validated against
experimental measurements or other means, such as myoeiectrical activities and intradiscal
pressure. Such assumptions include:

1. Assume "zero antagonist" activity and the muscle acts only in tension. Based on this
assumption, all the rectus abdominus are given a value of zero. This will tend to reduce the
number of unknowns; hence, the system can be determinant. This, however, is not a good
assumption and has not been supported by experimental data (Schultz et al., 1981; 1982).

2. Use of optimization techniques such as linear programming to determine those internal
muscle forces. Using "rninimuni compression" force on the spine; as the objective function,
Schultz et al. (1981; 1982) found that such techniques produced good agreement between
computed muscle tcnsion and measured magnitude of elctutionyographic (EMG) data.

I)vnamic Vrsus Static M(,,c.ls_

Due to the comn)lexity of dynarnic biomechanical analyses, as well as the limited dynamic
niuscle strength data to conipare wilh the task produced forces and moments at various body joints
(Garg ct al., 1983), assessment of the stress of lifting on the musculoskeletal system has most
frequently been done with the aid of static models. The comparison of the differences between the
lyiiamnic arid static analyses has been studied by several investigators. Many lifting motions appear

V, have substantial ineriia components and as a restilt in biomechanical analysis, body dynamics
v-,i,:d to bc cor,n idrcdl when the inertial forces and inertial mrinents producced arc significant when
com opared with the forces and inmornnis needed for equilibrium (Schultz, ct. al., 1981). The
mportant factor for usirig dynamic irdcing is the fact that jerking of the load may be necessary

by the worker. Such jerking of a load produces inertia forces resulting in momentary but
potentially high overloads on the back structures that are not identifiable in static analyses (McGill
& Noora;n, 1985).
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Wood and Hayes (1974) determined the load on the spine using both back and straight leg
lifting techniques. The lifting motion was purposely kept slow and simple to reduce the dynamic
effects. Despite the relatively low accelerations, the statically derived values of IA/L5 torque were
considerably lower than the corresponding dynamic values.

Leskinen et al. (1983) also used a biomechanical sagittal plane model to evaluate
lumbosacral compression and stresses on the musculoskeletal system. Comparing the peak L5/S 1
compressions in the leg lift and the back lift with the data interpolated from Garg and Herrin
(1979), they reported that their data were about 70 percent and 100 percent higher, respectively.
They also noted that the reasons for these differences were the dynamic effects and the intra-
abdominal pressure.

McGill and Horman (1985) compared the low hack moments durilog lifting when
deteniiiiied dyiamically and statically. They found that the dynamic model resulted in peak L4/L5
moments 19 percent higher on the average, with a maximum difference of 52 percent, than those
determined from the static model.

The comparison between the dynamic maximum compressive force and static maximum
compressive force on L5/S I showed that the values of the dynamic case were always larger than
the static case (Kim, 1990) (See Table 1). Significant differences were found ranging from 4 to 40
percent. On the average, the value of the maximum compressive force for the dynamic was about
120 percent of the maximum compressive force of the static case. Similar results were reported by
Marras, Nongsam, and Rangarajulu (1986). They claimed the introduction of a small amount of
velocity into the compressive force analysis increases the compressive loading by almost 40
percent.

SIMULATION OF HUMAN MOTION

Humans perform physical activities in a variety of ways. These would depend upon
individual anatomical structure, physiological functions, psychomotor control pattern, and
associated pathological or chronological changes (Chao, 1986). In addition, many of our physical
activities are task-oriented, varying drastically depending upon our personal habits, training and
motivation. Interest in the behavior of the skeletal, muscular, and neural control subsystems has
grown to such an extent that numerous efforts have been dedicated to simulation of these
biosysterns and have obtained fruitful results.

In the search for such "optimality" in human motion, theoretical attempts to formulate and
c'cmonstrate a "minimal principle" have been provided by Nubar and Contini (1961). In addition,
a modeling approach (with experimental data support) based on a minimization principle can be
found in Chow and Jacobson (1971); Seireg and Arvikar (1975); Ayoub, et al. (1974); Petruno
(1972); Muth et al. (1976); liatze (1976); Crowminshield and Brand (1981); Redfield and Hull
(1986); apd Marshall et al. (1985). As a result, the use of optimization, prediction, and quantitative
hypothesis testing, the mathematical modeling approaches have generated results within an
acceptable degrce of accuracy.
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Table 1. Comparison of Dynamic and Static Maximum Compressive Force of Subject 2

RANGE FREQ WT(KG) DYNAMIC STATIC DYNAMIC/STATIC

FK 2 0 267.71 200.76 133.35%
FK 2 10 433.81 338.61 128.11%
FK 2 20 536.53 463.00 115.88%
FK 2 30 620.58 529.49 117.20%
FK 2 40 722.45 712.78 101.36%

FK 8 0 281.97 204.83 137.66%
FK 8 10 480.29 349.28 137.51%
FK 8 20 537.21 438.10 122.62%
FK 8 30 683.20 612.36 111.57%
FK 8 40 663.26 565.57 117.27%

FS 2 0 256.83 202.52 126.82%
FS 2 10 407.58 345.38 118.01%
FS 2 20 500.12 437.71 114.26%
FS 2 30 632.74 580.00 109.09%
FS 2 40 659.50 632.38 104.29%

FS 8 0 259.11 205.52 126.08%
FS 8 I0 466.44 331.97 140.51%
FS 8 20 571.21 445.66 128.17%
FS 8 30 665.38 555.94 119.69%

KS 2 0 172.83 135.57 127.48%
KS 2 10 334.19 294.92 113.32%
KS 2 20 516.72 469.49 110.06%
KS 2 30 489.33 474.50 103.13%
KS 2 40 664.09 633.99 104.75%

KS 8 0 148.65 117.23 126.80%
KS 8 10 305.89 303.65 100.74%
KS 8 20 498.64 477.69 104.39%
KS 8 30 625.14 594.23 105.20%
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The Optimal Principle in the Modeling of Human Lifting

The feasibility of using a principle of optimality in the modeling of load lifting is discussed in three
points:

1. Considering the minimal principle postulated by Nubar and Contini, in a situation such
as infrequent load lifting by experienced industrial workers, it is very appealing to think that the
body selects a pattern of motion to minimize stress imposed on it. Muth et al. (1976) developed a
lifting model using the minimum principle. Seireg and Arvikar (1975) used a similar principle to
address the problem of finding moments of individual muscles producing walking motion.

2. Crowminshield and Brand (1981) and Rohrle et al. (1984) have presented a promising
approach to the indeterminant optimal control problem. The general formulation can be summarized
as follows:

Minimize f(wl, w2, -- - wn),
Subject tog(wl, w2,--- wn) = O,
and bi <=wi <=ai (bi >=0) i-= 1,2,..., n. (1)

where f is a cost function that can be either linear or nonlinear. The function g represents the
equations of motion and other equality constraint relationships based on anatomy and dynamic
characteristics of the task. The w i stands for the moments at joints. The w] i are also subject to
inequality constraints.

3. The critical issue in the modeling of human lifting is the determination of a realistic
objective function (cost function). The ability of several criteria to predict motion patterns (i.e., the
"body segment trajectories) has been examine... The criteria were (a) the sum of the muscle effort at
joints (Nubar & Contini, 1961; Seireg & Arvikar, 1975) in gait analysis (b) the angular jerk and
the sum of the segmental mechanical energies (Marshall et al., 1985) in gait analysis; (c) the sum of
the square of mechanical work done at ankle joint (Muth et al., 1976) in lifting analysis; and (d) the
joint moments and muscle stress (Redfield & Hull, 1986) in bicycling simulation.

Studies of Hum~n Motion via Optimal ProgmamminZ

The modeling, simulation, and optimization of the dynamics of the human musculoskeletal
system are a real challenge to ergonomists, control engineers, and mathematicians. Chow and
Jacobson (1971) formulated an optimization model to describe human gait. The performance
criterion was the minimization of mechanical work done at the hip and knees during normal
walking.

Ayoub, et. al. (1974) proposed a biomechanical model to predict the path of motion for the
arm while performing a simple task. The performance criterion for this model was the
minimization of mechanical energy used.

Seireg and Arvikar (1975) tackled the problem of optimal configuration of muscular forces
about the hip, knee, and ankle during normal walking. The model, which determined the activity
level of muscles at each joint, was formulated as a linear programming problem.

Muth et al. (1976) described a lifting task as an optimization problem with a nonlinear
objective function subject to a set of linear constraints. The objective function was expressed as
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the time integral of torques acting on the ankle joint while lifting. Model constraints were
determined by the limitations imposed by the physical characteristics of the human body, the task,
and the workplace,

Pedotti et al. (1978) studied the muscular-force optimization problem in human locomotion
by formulating four biological optimization criteria for the muscular forces, and comparing the
experimental EMG data from the muscle with the muscle force patterns obtained computationally
under the various performance criteria.

Marshall et al. (1985) examined the ability of seven optimization criteria to predict the
segment kinematics and center of mass trajectory of a normal subject walking at his preferred pace.
A nonlinear optimal control program was formulated and a generalized simuladon package was
used to predict the movement patterns. The results indicated that functions involving either the
sum of the joint torques, the angular "jerk," or the sum of the segmental mechanical energies
predicted the segmental kinematics and center of mass trajectory most accurately.

Simulation Models Development

To discuss details of human simulation studies, I like to focus on a single study currently in
progress at Texas Tech. The study's objective was to simulate human lifting motion trajectories.

Generally, in studies of human motion simulation, the research activities are divided into
three phases (see Figure 4).

1. re--model development analysis. During this phase, data on lifting kinematics were
collected to identify ranges of motion and angular acceleration for each joint (range of lift and
container size). In addition, dynamic joint strength tests are conducted to obtain the maximum joint
strength values at the joints of interest.

2. Model development. A mathematical model was developed to generate lifting
trajectories. The lifting task is presented as a nonlinear programming problem with a nonlinear
objective function subject to linear, as well as nonlinear constraints.

3. Model validation and model applications phase. Lifting tasks were predicted using the
model. Then, a verification procedure was conducted to justify the homogeneity between the
experimental (measured) trajectory of the joint and the corresponding trajectory generated by the
model.

Simulation Model Development

In a recent study by Ayoub et al. (1989), a simulation model was developed for sagittal
lifting activities utilizing five joints. The mathematical form of the objective function and
constraints are:

1. Objective Functions:
opt-obj = MIN

(torque(t,j)/maxstren(j))2 dt. (2)

The objective function (eq. 2) or the cost function is the minimization of the time integral of
the sum of the squLarc of the active state of each joint. Use of the ratio as the criterion emphasizes
that the optimization process distributes moments to the joints according to their relative abilities.
The "square" term provides for a heavier penalty for large deviants (compared to linear) in the
minimization prce.css.
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2. Nominal Constraint Set:
The constraints are (a) the constiaints imposed by the initial and final joint angles, (b) the

constraints imposed by the joint mobility, (c) the constraints imposed by the reaching envelope, (d)
the constraints imposed by the workstation, (e) the constraint of the angular acceleration, (f) the
constraint of the rate of change of acceleration, (g) the constraint due to muscle strength, and (h)
the constraint on the limit on the center of mass of the body and load combination.

Solution Methods

A model such as that described above differs from the traditional nonlinear programming
problem in that it requires the minimization of a time integral of a function. In effect, the model is
required to "pick" a motion path which results in minimizing the objective function. The method
employed to solve these continuous, multivariable, multiperiod, and nonlinear optimization
problem involves the use of a dynamic programming procedure and a coarse grid search technique.

From the optimization point of view, the following observations regarding the model can
be made:

1. The model has a quadratic objective function and linear as well as nonlinear constraints.

2. The problem is very large in size and is characterized by the number of stages and state
variables, as well as the number of coupling, noncoupling, time invariant, and time variant
constraints. The formulation results in a dynamic programming problem with states represented by
a five-dimensional vector. The number of stages chosen depends upon the precision of the
integration approximation required.

3. The problem was solved using the "Trajectory Approximation in State Spaces"
technique (Durling, 1984). Computationally, the problem is decomposed into two parts for
solution. The first part is to generate initial joint trajectories; the second part is to improve the
trajectories to arrive at an optinial o, 6iar-opanld) iucult (see Figure 5).

Model Application

In an attempt to apply the model to a lifting task, a lifting experiment was performed. The
task performed was lifting from the floor to knuckle height (approximately 30 inches abcve the
floor) and lifting from the floor to shoulder height (approximately )0 inches above the floor). T"wu
sizes of containers were lifted, 24 x 12 x 12 inches and 24 x 18 x 12 inches, while the weight lifted
was the subject's maximum acceptable weight of lift (MAWL) determined psychophysically. Five
subjects performed the lifting tasks while being photographed with the Motion Analysis System.
Five joints were tracked by the system. These were the ankle, the knee, the hip, the shoulder, and
the hand. In addition, the center of mass of the container was also monitored.

To apply the model the following inputs were provided:

1. The initial and final position of the body based on the initial and final locations of the
load,

2. Strength data for the subject,
3. Weight of container (the load), and
4. The physical constraints dealing with range of motion, reach envelope, max

accelerations, and first derivative of the acceleration with respect to time, and body
balance.
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When the model was applied to lifting tasks, the model-generated joint motion patterns
were compared with actual motion patterns. Figure 6 shows a sample of the results of this
application. Based on the results of several applications of the model, one may conclude that it
may be feasible to develop simulation models to predict the path of motion body joints in two
dimensions while performing a task. Although the paths generated by the model are not identical
to the actual paths, the accuracy of prediction is considered adequate enough with the majority of
mean square error constituted by the random error component. However, there is room for
improvement.

SUMMARY

With regard to biomechanical modeling, several models exist. These can be divided into
static models and dynamic models. These in turn can be divided into two-dimensional and three-
dimensional models. The objective in biomechanical modeling is to develop a model of the body
or segment of the body which can accurately predict the kinematics and kinetics of task
performance and, hence, the risk of injury. Such a model must be provided with adequate data,
such as information from EMG studies, muscle strength studies, anthropometric measurements,
external forces applied to the body, displacement-time information, internal muscle force vectors,
passive tissue data, etc. By examining this list such models do not now exist, but information
needed to develop such models are now being pursued by several investigators. The ultimate goal
is to develop three-dimensional dynamic models.

With regard to human simulation models, very few models exist which predict the motion
pattern a worker may or should follow in the performance of a task. These simulation models
differ from biornechanical models in that biomechanical models require input information about
displacement-time relationships, while simulation models have the displacement-time relationships
as their output. These simulation mcxiels depend on optimization theory and techniques to solve
problems about the motion patterns required in the performance of a task to minimize a specific
cost function or functions subject to a set of constraints.

Both types of models (biomechanical and simulation models) can be combined to provide
the ultimate goal of dc,,cloping a model which cannot only estimate accurately the forces acting on
the body, but also predict the motion patterns which will minimize such stresses on the body.
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ABSTRACT

Task simulation with computer-generated images of humans is examined by contrasting this method with
ccrtain aspects of conventional simulation (simulation with languages such as GASP or SLAM). The purpose of
this paper is to draw useful idts from conventional simulation so that human form models may be more effectively
used as simulation tools. The commonly accepted stages of development for conventional simulation provide a
structure for the discussion. Applications providing examples pertain to aircraft assembly and maintenance, Human
form simulation has unique characteristics such as reliance on visualization that make the approach very well suited
to spatial questions about detailed task environments. However, additional power and versatility of human form
simulation could be realized by employing techniques of experimentation and output found in conventional
simulation,
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INTRODUCTION

With increased sophistication and versatility, computer-generated anthropomorphic or
human form models now have the capability to represent numerous facets of task performance.
This capability has introduced a form of simulation with which users intend to improve the
compatibility of equipment for human aspects of manufacturing, operation, and maintenance.
Examples in this paper pertain to simulation for aerospace applications, especially air vehicle
assembly and maintenance.

Throughout this paper, the adjective "conventional" is used in referring to simulation with
languages such as GPSS, Q-GERT, SLAM, and SAINT; and "anthropomorphic" or "human
form" in referring to simulation with computer-generated images of humans. Conventional and
human form simulation appear to have sufficiently distinct characteristics to treat them, at least for
present purposes, as different approaches.

Conventional simulation is very widely used. Many people aware of its effectiveness
would probably agree that the technique "has been one of the most consistently useful and
productive applications of computer science" (Roth, 1983, p. 1327). Therefore, an excellent
return on research in anthropomorphic simulation might also be expected.

The purpose of this paper is to draw useful ideas from conventional simulation for human
form models so that the latter may be more effectively used as simulation tools; this purpose is
based on the assumption that the fundamental goal of human form models is simulation rather than,
say, illustration. Two observations support this assumption. First, among the most frequent
objectives of designers, planners, and analysts in using human form models is the representation
of human performance to understand an operation at the task environment and human interface--in
essence the same objective of conventional simulation if "system behavior" is substituted for "an
operation at the task environment and human interface." Second, the advantages of conventional
simulation, such as study of system alternatives before implementation, and evaluation of
operational changes without disturbing an actual system (Banks & Carson, 1984, p. xi), are
characteristic of simulation with human forms.

Despite the tradition of simulation behind human form modeling, important contrasts exist
between it and models built for conventional simulation. Some of these contrasts suggest needs, or
in other cases, advantages, in human form model use. For example, human form models do not
allow for straightforward experimentation, while on the other hand, this type of model is oriented
to spatial relationships and capitalizes on users' natural ability to visualize.

Because the cssential methods of convcntional simulation are well known, the stages of
development for simulation studies listed by Pritsker (1986, pp. 10-11) provide a useful
framework for this discussion. Pritsker lists 10 stages:

1. Problem Formnlation
2. Model Building
3. Data Acquisition
4. Model Translatitn
5. Verification
6. Validation
7. Strategic and Tactical Planning
8. Experimentation
9. Analysis of Results
10. Implementation and Documentation
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The following sections define these stages and examine their implications for

anthropomorphic simulation. Some sections group pairs of stages together.

PROBLEM FORMULATION AND MODEL BUILDING

In these two stages, the problem is identified and agreed upon by persons involved and an
abstraction or model of the relevant system is created. The basic perspective for any simulation is
that entities related to each other through some common purpose can be defined as systems, and
the interrelationships and behavior of entities can be examined to understand behavior of the entire
system. Many systems of interest are complex due to the interrelationship of variables whose
levels change without certainty. For example, time required for a fighter aircraft turnaround is not
always predictable. Cursory inspection of the aircraft moments after landing can reveal damage
that affects refueling, rearming, or reconfiguring the aircraft, and demanding conditions on the
ground can affect the movement of ground crew and materials. Thus, the condition of the aircraft
will affect the time the ground crew gives to the aircraft during cursory inspection and will set into
motion a series of decisions and actions that are affected by events on the ground. Simulation is
appropriate for such systems where it is not possible to obtain exact information (i.e., analytic
solutions) to questions of interest.

The most commonly used conventional simulation models, termed discrete-event models,
are focused on the passage ot time and contain entities or functional components called users,
resources, demand, and queues (Roth, 1983, p. 1329). One useful item to borrow from
conventional simulation is this notion of functional components of a system. For example, if
human forms are deployed to model the discrete events of a maintenance or manufacturing task,
task elements to be accomplished could be defined as the users, human performance (expressed
across time) as the resource, performance requirements as the demand, and waiting task elements
as the queues.

However, the associations above (e.g., task elements and users) are abstract. Because
human form models are spatial and visual, it is just as important to identify the entities that
constitute factors affecting human performance. These fiýctors combine to comprise a system for
the purposes of human form simulation. These factors include the structural features of a
maintainer's or assembler's immediate surroundings, the human form, task requirements, tools or
components related to task performance, and environmental factors. This set of elements leads the
human form model builder to focus on highly specific parts of tasks where specified elemental
motions take place, such as reaching to a control or using a hand tool. Figure 1 depicts the
combination of entities.

It is possible, of course, to define a system more broadly, so that more interrelationships of
entities can be examined. For example, in addition to specific parts of some aircraft maintenance
task, one might model the movement of ground and support equipment around an aircraft because
such movement affects the start times of maintenance tasks. However, broader scope normally
leads to less detail in a simulation (Roth, 1983, p. 1328), and one of the primary strengths of
human form simulation is its ability to produce insights about detail. A question about the
influence of equipment arrival on task start times is more molar, and perhaps better suited to
conventional simulation. Simulation with human forms is normally directed at very localized
situations where some question exists about person/task environment behavior. Figure 2 presents
the difference in scope between conventional and human fonn simulation and the focus on detail-
level questions common to the latter.
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An economic matter also influences model-building in human form simulation. Where
questions do not exist, it is unlikely that models will be built (for example, for exploratory
purposes) due to the time-consuming discussion, observation, and frequent revision involved in
model building. It is not inconceivable that with thoroughly defined task environments and
advanced artificial intelligence, human models could be directed to carry out the steps of a task and
identify, for the model user, problem aspects of system behavior. Currently though, expense of
mnodel building is one of the disadvantages of any type of simulation (Law & Kelton, 1982, p. 8).

DATA ACQUISITION

This stage involves identifying and collecting data, such as durations, frequencies, and
probabilities, that characterize system behavior. In the realm of human form models, this stage is
made more straightforward when the model builder narrows his or her attention to critical segments
of tasks. Typically, tasks contain many segments or steps, only one or a few of which are likely to
be critical. If it appears that a human could not perform a certain segment of a task, an analyst
could well assume that the task is nonperformable due to the one (or more) segment(s). Segments
of a task are critical if they are likely to prevent completion of the task sequence. When critical
segments are identified, the anthropomorphic model-builder can deal with aspects in those
segments, such as elemental human motions, to isolate portions of system requirements that
challenge human performance. Aspects of critical segments are characteristics arising out of the
interaction of structural environment, human capacities, and task demands. They include
implications of the segment for strength, vision, body size, fine muscle coordination,
perseverance, memory, actual and perccived workload, and so on (see Figure 2).

Thus, the problem-solving focus of human form models applied to aircraft maintenance,
for example, brings about a progression from (a) the population of all maintenance tasks on an
aircraft, to (h) those tasks with questions about excessive difficulty, to (c) critical task segments,
and finally to (d) aspects of critical segments.

It should be mentioned that for human form model building, data acquisition is complicated
by the need for engineering data that define the structural features of a maintainer's or assembler's
immediate surroundings. Depending on when a simulation is started, these data may be in a
variety of locations or forms. For example, logistics analysts may need design data before they are
released, or planners may obtain engineering data and find that they are not compatible with their
drawing system. Many of the goals of concurrent engineering address these problems.

MODEL TRANSLATION

Model translation is the preparation of a model for computer processing. For human form
simulation, this stage is not as distinct as it may be in conventional simulation because human
forms and structural environments are often created as pan of the data collection process.
However, the distinction in conventional simulation between continuous and discrete-event models
should be noted. In continuous change models, the state of a system is depicted by dependent
variables that change continuously with time. For eample, an airplane in flight is in an
environment of constantly changing elements, such as spatial location and remaining fuel. In the
second viewpoint, referred to as a discrete-event perspective, the state of the system is changed at
the time of each event (Roth, 1983, p. 1329). An example of a system that can be modeled as a
discrete-event system is the arrival of parts at an inspection station.

Chubb, Laughery, and Pritsker (1987) present the idea that human performance is a"task/network" system that often contains both continuous processes and discrete events. With a
task/network model, human performance can be separated into a series of subtasks, and, when the
model is implemented in some computer language, "experiments can be c',nducted by varying
subtask attributes or the structure of the network" (p. 1310). This view is often appropriate for
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simulation of human activity in maintenance and manufacturing. For example, time of day, a
continuously changing variable, is clearly related to performance of repetitive assembly and other
manual tasks (Dudley, 1968). Therefore, systems encountered in most human form simulation can
be considered as combined continuous-discrete event systems if they contain both characteristics.
Current human form simulation is oriented to discrete events such as manipulation of a tool or
visual accessibility, and would be improved by performance aspects reflecting continuous change.
Examples of such factors include time of day, fatigue, and time pressure.

VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION

An analyst constructing a conventional simulation would verify that the computer program
running the simulation executes as it is intended. With human form models, the evolutionary
process necessary to create a system model normally brings about an incremental verification
during model development. As human form simulation versatility and power increase and as the
method is applied to more factors or more levels of factors, verification will probably become a
more distinct stage.

Validation refers to assurance of some degree of correspondence between a simulation
model and an actual system or baseline. Validation occurs at various levels such as data inputs,
model elements, and interface points (Wilson & Pritsker, 1982). At any level, questions often
arise about what constitutes adequate model validity. For human form simulation, much of the
current validation concern involves credibility of the human model itself (e.g., Glenn, Harris, &
Zaklad, 1982; Heinze, 1989). It is likely that other issues will arise as multiple factors are
examined. For example, an analyst might want to know the probability of human error during
aircraft jacking. A human form model for such a question might well contain performance
adjustments due to time pressure, maintainer workload factors, and spatial factors, The interaction
of these variables depends on valid representation of their individual influence.

Interactions of effects are very characteristic of human performance. An interesting matter
noted by Salvendy and Knight (1987) suggests the challenge of validating models of human
performance when those models are part of a human body motion scheme. Their point is that
"beginning and end points of elemental (motions) do not necessarily coincide with the beginning
and end points of the physiological and mental work associated with the performance of an
element" (p. 6.1.5).

The validation approach for conventional simulation is to ensure that (a) the internal
structure of the model is reasonable, that (b) where possible, assumptions are supported by
empirical verification, and that (c) the model predicts the behavior of the real world system
(Shannon, 1975). If, as in the case of our example, parameters are not precisely known and must
be estimated, a perfectly acceptable model can still result if it has reasonable internal structure and
an ability to predict behavior of the actual system. This fact is the same for both conventional and
human form simulation.

However, an additional validation level is created in human form simulation by the
intentional use of computer images to support users internal visualization. The objective in the
practice of human form simulation is that analysts make decisions or judgments that are applicable
to an actual system rather than applicable only to the image presented on the computer screen. The
model builder might ask whether different judgments about a system would occur if some analysts
studied only the actual system and other analysts studied only a simulation model of the system.
An approach for this type of validation is to provide an actual system that can be studied and to
compare the products (decisions, judgments, evalations, etc.) of analysts who study the actual
system to products of analysts who study a model of the actual system. Model builders should
assure themselves that products from modeled systems are like those or better than those from the
actual system.
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STRATEGIC AND TACTICAL PLANNING

Strategic planning refers to making general, conceptual plans for answering questions with
a simulation model. Tactical planning refers to making plans of strategy execution, efficient use of
the simulation model, experimental conditions for using a model, and plans for statistical analysis.
Strategic and tactical planning forms the basis for drawing reasonable conclusions about system
behavior. As pointed out before, the system under study with human form simulation is normally
a human and his or her immediate task environment; the objective is to understand and draw
conclusions about the behavior of this detailed, "local" system. With anthropomorphic simulation,
this objective is not as much served by statistical experimental design as it is by a Computer-Aided
Design (CAD) capability to represent spatial relationships and, just as importantly, by visualization
made possible with human forms.

Visualization is the human ability to interpret meaning in complex visual scenes and
manipulate internal images. Most people have a natural ability to visualize, and this ability is
promoted and put to useful purposes by software for engineering, mathematics, medicine,
geology, and many other disciplines. People can interpret and find patterns in visual scenes far
more quickly than in numeric formats. For example, it is difficult to determine human posture
from a table of human joint angles, but it is effortless to do so by looking at a drawing of a human
form with joints set at the same angles. The ease of processing visual information in contrast to the
effort of applying deliberate attention to numeric or verbal abstractions (indeed some data are
simply too extensive to understand in other than visual format) is one of the primary motivations
for continual development in visual representation (McCormick, DeFanti, & Brown, 1987).

In addition to finding meaning in visual scenes, and perhaps more important for
anthropomorphic simulation, the manipulation of internal images enables humans to infer effects of
spatial conditions. The meaning of this notion can be illustrated by reference to work by Shepard
and Metzler (1971). The authors asked subjects to determine whether two gcometrical figures
shown simultaneously, one a standard and one a target, were the same or mirror images of each
other. In pairs containing the same figures, targets were rotated to various degrees as though the
viewer had different viewing angles for the standard and the target (see Figure 3). Subjects' time
to judge targets was noted; Shepard and Metzler found that the time to judge targets was highly
related to the degree to which the figure was rotated. This finding suggested, in concert with
subjects' statements, that they mentally rotated their internal representations of the targets (images)
to compare them :o standards.

The ability to manipulate internal images and related visualization abilities underlies much
of the usefulness of computer models of human form. Analysts can position a human form to
represent a cntical task segment and then envision progressions of elemental motions, goal-directed
activities, tool use, and difficult aspects of the task. Visualization builds on available data (in the
present case, a computer-generated picture of human form) to create a reasonable mental scenario
of human activity (cf. Gregory, 1977; Neisser, 1976). Even such odd effects as the body's
response to imagined weight have accurate visualization representations (Kosslyn, 1983).
Anecdotal and common human experience suggests that visual thinking can create internal versions
of a great array of movement-related phenomena.

Interactive modes of human model movement or animated sequences that capture critical
segments further enhance visualization by drawing attention to additional details. Compared to
interpreting tables of anthropornetric data, construction of a visible human form on a graphics
computer supports a pliable visualization of human activity and makes it relatively easy for an
analyst to study the effects of a task environment on a maintainer or assembler and to consider
various alternatives in system composition. Friedhoff and Benzon (1989, p. 132) find
visualization aided by carnputer-generated forms to he such a compelling tool for understanding
relationships between variables that they apply the term "visual experiments" to this practice.
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Fiue3. Stimulus Items Similar to Those Used by Shepard and Merzler (1971) to Study
Humans' Ability to Perform Operations on Mental Images. (Standard or reference items are on the
left; those on the. right are the same items but rotated away from the standard position. See text for

additional detaijs.)
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Visualization, in fact, supports procedures in numerous stages of simulation practice
including the following:

1. Identifying critical task segments
2. Determining factors that most strongly contribute to system behavior
3. Reducing the differences between analysts' individual interpretation of a task
4. Identifying qualitati,,e concerns in task performance
5. Pinpointing causes of task difficulty
6. Gaining insight on necessary skill training
7. Determining alternative approaches to task performance
8. Communicating task performance scenarios

Most of the comments in this section are intended to suggest that analysis with visualization
is a useful approach to understanding system behavior. However, people always differ in even the
simplest of tasks (Msaro, 1975, p. 440) and most likely differ in abilities of visualization and of
analysis with visua." -don (e.g., Glass & Holyoak, 1986, p. 138). Individual differences can lead
to different interpretations of the same scene. Therefore, formal experimentation with human form
models offers definite benefits. The following section examines issues in experimentation.

EXPERIMENTATION

Considerations for the variables to be measured and controlled guide the building of a
model for conventional simulation. These variables, which can be called factors in the parlance of
experiments with physical systems, can be examined with experiments to learn about system
behavior. Experimentation is such an expected part of simulation that the point should be
emphasized. According to Pritsker (1986, p. 6), "computer simulation is the process of designir g
a mathematical-logical model of a real system and experimenting with this model on a computei."
In the words of another frequently cited writer, "Simulation is the process of designing a model of
a real system and conducting experiments with this model for the purpose either of understanding
the behavior of the system or of evaluating various strategies ... for the operation of the system"
(Shannon, 1975, p. 2).

Running a simulation under one set of conditions constitutes what experimental design
experts would call a "case study" (e.g., Campbell & Stanley, 1963); if the analyst changes
conditions, again runs the simulation, and compares outputs from the two sets of conditions, he or
she is performing an experiment. For example, Figure 4 presents elements of an aircraft assembly
drilling task (modeled with a human form in Figure 5) where an installation location can be either
high in a bulkhead or low.

Examining the effects on drilling time of either a low or high location is a study of either
case, comparing the effects across two installation locations is an experiment. Of course, a
conventional simulation can be designed to run multiple conditions and accumulate statistically
sufficient da:. to compare conditions or individual factors comprising those conditions. If the
conditions are independent of each other, conventional inferential statistical procedures may be
used to determine whether conditions affect system behavior. Typical purposes of experimentation
include (a) comparing means and variances of alternatives (e.g., how much time is required to
reconfigure an aircraft), (b) determining the effect of variables on system behavior, and (c)
searching for optimal values (Shannon, 1975, p. 150).

Many factors are normally present that might be examined and, of course, the Tr'del

builder must select those that are the most likely contributors to system behavior. Most syý ms
appear to operate according to the "Pareto principle," meaning that a few significant factors ac unt
for most of the behavior, and many insignificant factors account only for a small addition to
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Design 1. Low Installation Location

Subject Performance Gross Fine Apply
Selection Parameters Position Position Force

Run I of I Current Spood: 10 System Time: 1678.19

Variables: Bar Chart:
tag 121 0.0 .......................... 121.0
ti 3.37 0.0 ................... 4.7
t2 4.03 0.0 ..................... 5.1
13 5.80 0.0 ................. h.6
tot 1587.44 0.0 .......................... 1587.4
avgtlme 13.23 0.0 ......................... 13.5

,gtA4, Diagram and Output Chart of Simplified Micro SAINT Simulation Model of Hand
Drilling Task.
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r Human Form Model of Aircraft Assembler in Position for Hand Drilling Between
Canted b alkheads.



behavior variability. For example, within a range of typical operating conditions, time to diagnose
and repair an aircraft auxiliary power unit (APU) that fails to start is probably affected by many
factors, such as weather condition, lighting, strength, agility, stature, skill level, cognitive ability,
method of diagnostic reasoning, and clarity of instructions. However, most of the variability is
probably accounted for by just one or two factors, possibly the last two listed (cf. Brown,
Burrows, & Miles, 1972; Towne, 1984). In the course of experimentation, levels of important
factors are either allowed to fluctuate randomly, held at a constant value, or controlled, depending
on their perceived role in the physical system.

The importance of experiments is unequivocal in conventional simulation, but in human
form simulation, the role of experimentation is less clear. One reason is that with human forms,
the need for experimentation can appear less important when visualization provides insights and
solutions. Furthermore, some concerns addressed with human form models are qualitative in
nature and cannot be resolved through analytic means. Figure 6 shows the method of wing access
proposed for retrofit work on bulkheads. Even those unfamiliar with simulation with human
forms would agree that the access method illustrated would be a challenge and pulling an
incapacitated worker out of the wing could be very difficult; policy decisions might preclude this
approach.

However, other common purposes of human form simulation suggest substantial benefit
from experimentation. For example, consider a work space matter wherein jet engine fuel controls
are mounted on stands for test and inspection. Fixtures that allow fuel controls to rotate for easy
access to adjustments would probably reduce the time to complete test procedures, but by how
much? In this imagined situation, the important factor might be position of fuel control
adjustments, because their positions relative to readout panels on the test stand determine how
much time operators spend making adjustments during performance of the test. Currently with
human form models, an analyst can (a) position a human mcdel within the electronic representation
of the test stand workstation (thereby creating a system model); (b) perform fit, strength, vision,
and movement analyses through visualization or through embedded analytic modules; and (c)
modify the workstation and repeat analyses.

The analyst's questions would be more adequately answered if experimentation were
possible with human form models. For the "as-is" test fixture, the planner collects data on elapsed
times between test stand checking and fuel control adjustment and number of cycles of this
procedure per test. Then, for the "to-be" test fixture, a human form model is juxtaposed with an
electronic drawing of a test stand (again creating a system model) to generate comparative times for
the conditions of fixed and rotatable fuel controls. The analyst would provide nibformation about
the likely adjustment positions under fixed and rotatable situations and likely frequencies of reaches
to any of the positions. The power of the human model comes into play when it is asked to
repeatedly perform test stand check and fuel control adjustment trials. Elapsed times for sequences
might vary by picking a speed of performance for each trial fro - an appropriate distribution. The
analyst has several valuable outputs from this experiment: (a) a comparison of times for
rea..hing/adjustment under fixed versus roiatable conditions; (b) qualitative information about the
two approaches through visualization; and, if the model used can simulate human motion in real
time; (c) estimates of time for reaches to adjustment positions where the analyst cannot obtain
empirical data.

The experiment above is one with multiple levels of a single factor (adjustment position). It
is not unusual for questions to arise about more than one factor (e.g., size of operator, training,
availability of assistance from a co-worker), particularly as design and planning cycles merge in
concurrent engineering environments. This effect is illustrated in Figure 7. As phases of product
definition overlap, types of human model analyses also overlap, and resolutions both need and
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Eig~c~.Human Form ModJel Depicting Worker Entering Wing Cell Under a Proposed Method
for One Case of Retrofit Work. Drawing couriesy of Gerald Stone and Thomas P. Jahn, DouglasAircraft Company.
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Sequential Engineering
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Concurrent Engineering
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Fig.e. The Effect of Concurrent Engineering on Analysis of Human Performance Variables.
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benefit from consideration of multiple factors. With multiple factors, the efficiencies of factorial
designs, Taguchi methods, or computer-aided design of experiments (e.g., Hanrahan & Baltus,
1990) can be applied with appropriate planning.

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

Analysis of results is the process of analyzing simulation outputs and applying them to
problem resolution. To put this matter in perspective, consider the simulation introduced earlier of
hand drilling during aircraft assembly (see Figures 4 and 5). For our example, we can examine
elemental motions in a task so that we can make a reasonable comparison between conventional
and human form simulation. This is the level of detail illustrated by Chubb et al. (1987) for
manned system simulation, although model-building for this level of conventional simulation is
usually prohibitively expensive. The context for this simulation is drilling with a hand-held, air-
powered tool while standing between closely spaced, canted bulkheads supported in a large
assembly jig. The question behind the simulation is which one of two locations for an installation
requiring hand drilling is more efficient: a higher location that shorter assemblers might find
difficult, or a lower location that taller assemblers might find difficult.

The sample conventional simulation model depicted in Figure 4, using fictitious data,
draws subjects of different heights at random from a population. Then by regressing time on
subject height (i.e., predicting performance time from subject height), the model generates times to
accomplish each task element (gross positioning of drill, aiming, and applying force while
drilling). Element times are added to yield a total operation time for the trial, and each new
simulation run adds a new trial to the pool of observations. If enough replications are performed,
very accurate estimates of task segment length can be derived, assuming that parameters of the task
elements are precisely known. Obviously though, these parameters are very expensive to obtain,
so they are usually not well known. (If the scope of the model is changed, so that tasks are
examined rather than elemental motions within tasks, parameters might be easier to obtain.)

Outputs obtained with human form simulation, as suggested earlier in the section on
Strategic and Tactical Planning, are qualitative judgments about human fit, movement, tool use,
perseverance, accuracy, and so on. If they are not qualitative judgments, they are often analyses
aided by visualization. The advantages of this type of reasoning help the user to focus on spatial
factors that are extremely difficult to examine with conventional simulation.

Some caution is in order with the output of human form simulation because it is so
frequently oriented toward information about humans. For example, outputs about human capacity
or limitations are common, such as an estimate of the percent of the population expected to
accomplish whatever aspect is being analyzed. If the user seeks information about system
components other than humans or about design from his or her model and finds such information
difficult to derive, there clearly should be some concern about how human form simulation works.
In a general sense, this effect is due to the types of questions that have prompted development of
human form models. There are also two more specific reasons for this effect. First, variability in
human performance is noimally just partially accounted for with human form models (although
variability in human form itself may be modeled very well). Second, unlike the essentially neutral
languages of conventional simulation, anthropomorphic simulation presents a human form which
itself is part of the data of any system it is asked to model.

However, human form simulation can be a source of more data for design and planning
questions. For example, if human form models ar,. constructed to permit experimentation, outputs
relevant to the differences between or among experimental conditions should be expected. Also.
data that characterize the human should not always be transformed only into image form; analysts
can often gain insight about system behavior by having access to joint angles, movement times,
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and other information. Finally, prescriptive data regarding acceptable design limits are very helpful
for initial design layout and evaluation. Such prescriptive data in the form of guides have been
popular for some years and have not yet been replaced by electronic human form models.

IMPLEMENTATION AND DOCUMENTATION

Implementation is the process of applying decisions that emerge out of simulation. All the
details of management involvement, acceptance by affected personnel, timing, and other challenges
apply equally to conventional and human form simulation.

Documentation refers to description of the model; statement of questions, methods, results;
and related matters. For both conventional and human form simulation, documentation is
necessary for justifying conclusions and avoiding duplication of work (Roebuck, 1989). For the
user of anthropomorphic simulation, little precedent exists to point to the most effective format
and, of course, unique requirements of every study affect the content of documentation. For
maintenance simulation with human forms, certain minimum information should be expected,
including a description of the task under study, illustrations showing key dimensions of the work
site, identification of critical task segments, and judgments of task segment performance as a
function of system constraints (Majoros, in press). A clear advantage of documentation of human
form simulation is the availability o, drawings showing human forms in critical task segments.
Drawings and graphic presentations have long been a desirable and compelling format for human
factors information.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This paper makes valious observations about anthropomorphic simulation by referring to
the stages of development for conventional simulation. Examples pertain to aircraft assembly and
maintenance. The main themes follow.

Human form simulation is very well suited for analysis of "local" task environments,
Conventional simulation is an effective tool for more molar, higher-level systems.

Local task environments contain five classes of entities that comprise a system: (a)
structural features of a maintainer's or assembler's immediate surroundings, (b) the human form,
(c) task requirements, (d) tools or components related to task performance, and (e) environmental
factors.

Critical task segmnents are a cost-effective fockos of human form, Simulation.

Human form simulation would be improved by performance aspects reflecting continuous
change, such as fatigue and time pressure.

Human form simulation depends on visualization on the part of the user. By manipulating
internal images, a human form model user can anticipate the probler-i, in critical task segments.
Visualization supports numerous additional procedures in human fore .iinulation practice.

To consider multiple factors and be responsive to concurrent engineering, levels of
;tructural, environmental, ta),':, and tool factors that contribute to task performance should be
manripulatý-d in experimental dt-,ign just as are human form factors.

The output of human form simulation is often oriented toward information about humans.
Enhancements in output is one way to derive more information relevant to design questions.

S......



It is hoped these observations will generate interest in the development of human form
models for increasingly effective simulation use.
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ABSTRACT

In the past, human muscle strength has been measured almost exclusively under static conditions, in which
the body does not move and muscles remain at the same length. This "isometic" condition simplifies the involved
measurement procedures and permits fairly easy conduct of the experiments. Unfortunately, such test results are only
weakly related to actual dynamic strength exertions, as various authors demonstrated.

Measurement and definition of "dynamic muscle strength" are fairly complex. In dynamics, displacement is
not zero, but can assume varying values. Thcrefore, time derivatives of displacement (velocity, acceleration, jerk)
need to be controlled or measured. Furthermore, forces and torques developed by the human change, depending on the
displacement derivatives, in addition to depending on the subject's inherent strength. Other experimental conditions,
such as masses involved, or number of repetitions, also influence the results.

Cooperation among several researchers has resulted in a categorization of various "dynamic muscle
strengths" and has generated a matrix of independent, dependent, and controlled experimental variables. Together
with a new motion terminology, this should lay the foundation for a systematic assessment of human dynamic
strength capabilities.
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INTRODUCTION

For modelling human-machine interactions, knowledge of human dynamic strength
capabilities (human dynamic musculo-skeletal performance) is of much research interest and of
great practical importance (Kroemer, Snook, Meadows, & Deutsch, 1988), for example, in the
design of aircraft and of repair facilities, such as modelled in COMBIMAN and Crew Chief. Even
such animation programs as JACK need other than arbitrary algorithms to depict human work
capabilities and motions realistically.

A protocol for the measurement of human "static" (isometric) strength has been established
and is commonly used. The need for a similarly clear definition, and for well-defined measurement
methods, describing "dynamic strength" was addressed by Kroemer, Marras, McGlothlin,
McIntyre, & Nordin, 1990.

DEFINITION OF DYNAMIC MOTOR PERFORMANCE

"Dynamic motor performance is the output of human muscles attempting to move body
segments." (A simplified definition employs the term "dynamic strength" instead of "dynamic
motor performance.") A major aspect of this definition is the reference to the dynamic nature of the
exertion. Muscles attempt to move body segments and external objects, and often do move them.
Such dynamic activities bring about changes in muscle length and in their mechanical advantages.

To describe completely and correctly the variables present in a muscle strength test, one
needs to distinguish between the following groups:

1. Independent variables are purposely manipulated to generate the experimental
conditions.

2. Dependent variables are observed/recorded to provide information about the effects of
the manipulations of the independent variables.

3. Controlled variables are purposely maintained at defined conditions so that they do not
interfere with the relationships between independent and dependent variables.

4. Confounding variables can or do interfere with the relationships between independent
and dependent variables. Therefore, confounding variables should be made controlled
variables.

A large variety of technique exist, or are conceivable, by which one can measure human
dynamic strength. Current human strength measures can be viewed as having the isometric
exertion (static strength) at one end of the performance continuum and free dynamic exertions at the
other end, as listed in Table 1. This table (from Kroemer, et al., 1990) shows the variables
displacement (and its time derivatives) as well as force, mass, and repetition; and their assignments
to either independent, dependent, or controlled variable categories. For example, one may assign
"displacement" to be either an independent or a dependent variable. Making displacement an
independent variable and setting ii to zero generates the "isometric testing condition," in which
velocity, acceleration, and jerk are also zero. Mass properties are likely to be controlled. Force
and/or repetition are likely to be used as dependent variables.

In the "isokinetic" technique, rnuscle velocity is set to a constant other than zero. This
means that displacement becomes a controlled variable while the time derivatives of velocity,
acceleration, and jerk are zero. Force and torque and the number of repetitions are possible
dt ..dz.ntv vr:mables.
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In an "isoacceleration" test, muscle experiences a constant acceleration. Displacement of
the involved body parts can be controlled in terms of range of motion, or it may be a dependent
variable in which case the range of motion would be measured. Velocity can also be controlled or
one may observe the velocity at which one is no longer able to produce a constant acceleration; in
this case, velocity is a dependent variable. Force and repetition could be either dependent or
independent.

In the "isoforce" technique, muscle strength remains constant ("isotonic") over the testing
time. (Note that the term isotonic is often falsely applied to all but isometric test.) Any of the
displacement measures can be used as dependent measures, but for practical reasons isoforce tests
are often combined with the isometric condition, as in holding a weight motionless.

In the "isoinertial" technique, a mass to be moved by muscular effort is set to a constant.
This means that displacement, velocity, acceleration and jerk, force or torque, as well as the
number of repetitions, all can be dependent variables. Isoinertial efforts are common in material
handling, such as in lifting and lowering.

In a "free" dynamic exertion, no variables are controlled other than possibly mass
properties or repetition: The subject is allowed to move freely without restrictions. Free dynamic
activity is common in life, but difficult to measure in a controlled manner.

It is conceivable that other experimental conditions than those listed in Table 1 may be
used, dependently or independently. Also, control of a variable may be more complex than simply
keeping it constant ("iso..."). Hence, Table I shows only one set of possible measurement
techniques.

Any body motion measurement system requires a precise description of the motion. Thus,
a taxonomy is necessary to specify exact positions and motions of body landmarks in three
dimensions. This specification must be in such detail that the motion may be duplicated by
someone not familiar with the task without any additional documentation. It is often convenient to
identify a body motion as a rotation about a particular joint of the body. For example, a forearm
rotation may be described by reporting the angular positions of the lower arm relative to the
position of the upper arm, using the connecting elbow joint as a "hinge" for that rotation. Another
technique is to describe the position of that body segment by using a vector notation. In either
case, the taxonomy must include a coordinate system to describe positions and motions of loci.
Also, a precise verbal terminology to describe motions is desirable. Such a coordinate system, and
a verbal description terminology, has been developed and recently published. This information is
available in the publication of the paper in press, referred to earlier, and in the book Engineering
pyhsiology (Kroemer, Kroemer, & Kroemer-Elbert, 1990).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

For understanding and modelling the performance of the human, it is necessary to measure
and describe dynamic muscular performance capabilities. A procedure to define and measure
"dynamic strength" has been developed, as briefly described above. This taxonomy of dynamic
strength also indicates methods and techniques for measuring dynamic strength performance. To
do so, a reference system to describe locations and paths of movement has been developed in a
companion project.

It is believed that this taxonomy arid methodology will allow us to establish well-defined
assessments, similar to what has been available for "static strength," also for the much more
complex topic of "dynamic muscle strength."
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T]ablei. Independent and Dependent Variables in Several Techniques to Measure Motor
Performance
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ABSTRACT

While performing in situ maintenance of sophisticated large-scale systems, the technic:ian often encounteis
certain accessibility constraints. The needed access to a pan located deeper from the outer skin of the system is
ixpssible only through openings that permit access for the upper extremities. Under such conditions, the strength
exertion capability of the person is generally very much reduced. This paper describes an experimental study
conducted to investigate the effctc of the access opening location on the torquing strength capability of the
individual. Nine opening locations and eight wrench handle orientations were studied in a simulated maintenance
uLsk of tightening a bolt. The resulting data are used to develop a biomechanical model of the individual performing
the simulated tak.

"I*'is rc•s.arch was partially supported by the Crew Chief program, a joint effort by AAMRL and AFIIRL of the
U.S. Air Fhrcc
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BACKGROUND

Human-centered design for maintainability requires appropriate consideration of all
ergonomic issues relating to maintenance of the system early during the design and development of
the system. Historically, the maintainability ergonomics issues were rarely addressed during the
early stages of design. It was most often left to the maintenance personnel to find a way to
complete the maintenance task. When the maintainability ergonomics issues are not addressed
during the early stages of design, any later design modifications are necessarily very expensive.
Either the expensive design modifications are performed, or if no changes are made in the design,
additional cost will be reincurred in maintenance and support during the later stage of the life of the
system. Thus, either way the total life-cycle cost of the system would be high,

This absence of consideration of maintainability ergonomics by designers may be attributed
to several causes. One primary cause is the lack of a tool or technique that would help the designer
incorporate the maintainability ergonomics requirements formally in the design process. This is not
to say there is a dearth of useful ergonomic data available, but much of the information available is
not in a form readily accessible and usable during the design process. There is a notable absence of
any systematic procedure to consider such issues during concept development and early design of
the system.

"The recent advent and growth in Computer-Aided Design (CAD) technology is leading to
an environment that can change the undesirable practice of not addressing maintainability
ergonomic issues. The concept of concurrent engineering calls for a team approach to systems
design. Team members may comprise manufacturing, ergonomics, economics, materials,
marketing, and other such specialities in addition to the usual design engineers. Such a team
approach will greatly help in incorporating the ergonomic requirements in the design of the system.
With a view to helping the design team consider the maintainability ergonomics issues in a formal
way, the Crew Chief piogram wits conceived and is being developed by the Air Force Human
Resources Laboratory (AFHRL) and Armstrong Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory
(AAMRI.) of the U.S. Air Force (Korna et al., 1988; McDaniel & Askern, 1985)

Crew Chief is a computerized biomechanical model of a maintenance technician performing
his/her regular tasks. The model considers the body size, posture, movement, and strength
characteristics of the technician along with the task-related parameters. This paper will detail a
research study conducted to collect certain human strength data that are useful for developing the
bionerncharcal model.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

The primary objective of this study was to investigate the effect of restricted access to the
task poiint on the ability of an individual to apply strength. The restriction to access was considered
in terms of limiting upper extremity reach through a rectangular opening. The task considered was
tightening (clockwise) a bolt head with a socket wrench using the right hand only. The measure of
cffcctivcn(,ss was the isometric torque applied on the bolt head. The scope of the study was limited
ti analyzing the variation in the torquing capability of t0e person due to different locations of the
access opening along a frontal plane. A rectangular opening 10.6.inches wide by 8-inches high
was used. This particular shape arnd size were chosen to be consistent with MIL-HDBK-759
rec"Ce, ,_uirdat ions for. such access ppcnings. 'The bolt hcat i was located at a height equal to 60
percent of the vertical reach height of the individual. '"h is height approximates the cJhest height of
the individual.

[o')r the purpo .ses )f 4thiis sudy, the tfdjI 1wing two task-related v'ariables were considered as
prinjary indepriidemit variablas.
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1. Opcning Location - Nine different locations of the access opening along the frontal
plane were considered. One was directly in front of the task point represented by the bolt head.
The other locations were 12 inches apart center to center one row up, one row down, and one
column to the left, and one column to the right. Figure 1 shows the opening locations considered
for this study. The openings were labeled tct left (TL), middle center (MC), bottom right (BR),
etc. based on rows and columns.

L 12" 12"

TL TC TR-

12"

Bolt Head -M- 0

12"

an BL 8C BR

10.6"

Eigurg.1. Access Openings.

2. Wrench Position - The orientation of the wrench handle along the frontal plane was
considered at eight different levels, as shown in Figure 2. The 0 position was arbitrarily chosen as
the handle vertically "up" position and other positions were at 45-degree increments clockwise. All
eight wrench positions were considered for the middlc center (MC) opening only. For each of the
other seven openings, only three wrench positions were considered. These were the three most
reasonable wrench positions for the specific access opening location. Figure 3 shows the wrench
positions considered for each of the openings.

The above scheme of access openings and wrench locations resulted in a total of 32 test
conditions. The maximum torque applied on a 5/8-inch bolt head with a commercially available
10.25-inches-long "Snap-On" branch socket wrench was the dependent variable for this study.

Fifteen right-handed male volunteers in the age range 20 to 32 years participated in the
study. Each was screened for current health status and previous injury history via a self-reported
questionnaire prior to selection as subjects. Each was also informed about the objective of the
study and the need for full cooperation for the success of the study at this time. Seven
anthropometric and nine strength-related measures were obtained on each subject in a separate
session prior to testing. Table 1 presents the summary statistics of the anthropometric and strength
data of the subject sample.
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Tl. Summary Statistics of Anthropometric and Strength Data
N = 15

DATA MEAN STD. DEV.

Age (yr) 25.9 3.31
Stature (cm) 175.4 7.78
Weight (lb) 159.9 36.49
6' Inc. wt. lift (lb) 88.0 20.07
Elbow ht. wt. lift (lb) 121.3 26.96
Knuckle ht. wt. lift (0b) 162.0 25.40
40 lb. wt. hold (sec) 88.4 48.70
70 lb. wt. hold (sec) 29.9 22.14
Acromion-Radiale length (cm) 35.0 2.39
Radiale-Stylion length (cm) 27.3 1.36
Biachromial Breadth (cm) 37.2 2.35
Elbow height lift (lb) 72.0 4.20
One hand pull (lb) 107.2 29.02
38 cm lift (lb) 221.8 67.92
Grip strength (kg) 45.0 11.39
Grip length (cm) 54.3 3.56
Vertical reach (cm) 214.7 9.73

Equipment

A torque dynamometer with a built-in strain gauge load cell designed and built at AAMRL
was the central piece of apparatus. The dynamometer was mounted on a sturdy metallic framework
so that the height of the bolt head from the floor could be adjusted to suit the subject. A Dell
microcomputer (AT compatible) equipped with A/D and D/A converters was used for data
acquisition. The "TORQUE" computer program developed by the University of Dayton Research
Institute (UDRI) was used in the data collection task. Figure 4 shows the schematics of the data
collection system. Other pieces of equipment used included anthropometric instruments and
strength measurement devices. Please refer to Deivanayagam (1986) and Ratnavelpandian (1989)
for more details on the equipment.

The access openings were cut out of a 4-foot-x-4-foot, 3/4-inch plywood board and
mounted on a metal frame so that the board could be fixed at any desirable height for the subject.
The dynamometer, the access opening board, and the subject positioning are shown in Figure 5.

Procedure

The bolt head location was fixed to a vertical height equal to 60 percent of the vertical reach
of the subject. The access opening board was placed in front of the bolt head at a horizontal
distance equal to 50 percent of the forward reach of the subject. The height of the board was
adjusted to match the center of MC access opening to match vertically with the bolt head height
from the floor.

The subject stood in front of the board with the wrench in his right hand and reached
through the test access opening to apply torque on the bolt head. The subject was to stand in front
of the test access opening but was free to lean his body sideways to help in reaching and applying
maximum torque. However, the subject was not permitted to lean on the board or the framework.
The subject was required to grip the wrench handle in a specific manner for a given test condition.
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Six different gripping techniques (palm: up, down, away, toward, left, and right) were defined
prior to experimentation and each test condition was assigned one of the six gripping techniques.
Figure 6 shows examples of the gripping techniques.

Palm Left Palm Toweards Palm Up

Palm Right Palm Away Palm Down

Figjure6. Gripping Configurations.

On a signal from the experimenter, the subject applied his maximum force on the wrench
handle so as to result in a clockwise torque on the bolt head. The subject was instructed to develop
the maximum isometric force in a smooth manner in about one second and hold that level steady
for three more seconds, at the end of which a buzzer sounded to indicate the end of trial so that the
subject can relax. The average torque applied during the last three seconds was considered the
maximum isometric torque for the trial. The average was computed by sampling at the rate of 10
per second. If for any reason the force application was not smooth and steady, the trial was
repeated immediately. The decision to repeat was made based on certain statistics computed from
the torque profile, such as peak-to-average ratio and the number of sampling points that fall outside
the plus or minus 10 percent limits of the average. Between successive trials, a minimum two
minutes of rest break was provided to the subject. The torque data collection session lasted
approximately two hours per subject.

The summary statistics of the torque strength for the test conditions are presented in Table
2. The strongest (32.1 ft. lbs.) test condition was while accessing through the bottom right
opening with the wrench position at 9( degrees. This may be expiained by the fact that it was
possible in this test condition to make use of one's body weight to a considerable extent to pull
down on the handle. The weakest (13.2 ft. lbs.) test condition was found to be the middle center
opening with 0-degree wrench position. The need to reach through the opening directly in between
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Table.2. Statistics of the Observed Torque Strength
(fL lbs.)

Standard Coefficient of
Exertion Averape Deviation Variation %

BC135 28.83 9.14 31.7
BC180 23.23 5.11 22.0
BC225 27.64 7.54 27.3

BL180 28.35 6.65 23.4
BL225 25.45 7.00 27.5
BL270 23.42 8.73 37.3

BR090 32.11 10.87 33.8
BR135 25.40 ý.d8 25.1
BR180 23.90 6.02 25.2

MC000 13.24 3.76 28.4
MC045 19.79 4.23 21.4
MC090 22.44 6.00 26.8
MC135 19.32 5.63 29.1
MC180 19.21 5.02 26.1
MC225 22.62 4.77 21.1
MC270 19.60 3.98 20.3
MC315 14.26 4.43 31.1

ML225 23.21 5.49 23.6
ML270 23.45 6.15 26.2
ML315 21.64 6.01 27.8

MR045 25.64 6.89 26.9
MRO90 26.01 6.44 24.8
MR135 25.10 6.57 26.2

TCOOO 17.41 4.49 25.8
TC045 18.97 6.67 35.2
TC315 17.76 5.13 28.9

TLOOO 20.28 7.06 34.8
TL270 16.89 5.34 31.6
TL315 20.92 4.49 21.5

TROOO 16.61 5.57 33.5
TR045 19.94 6.14 30.8
TR090 28.68 8.82 30.8
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the subject and task point makes it difficult to gain much biomechanical leverage for the upper
extremity. In general, reaching through the bottom row of openings resulted in higher torque
values than the top of middle rows.

4r-

FigtlreVla. Example of Test Exertion Posture (BR 90).

Fnin:7b. Example of Test Exertion Posture (TL 270).
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Figure 7c. Example of Test Exertion (TC 0).

A linear regression model for torque strength was developing using a stepwise procedure
with selected strength and body size data of the subject, the access opening location, and the
wrench position as independent variables. The technique of "dummy variables" was employed to
represent the task conditions. The coefficients for the best model (R2 =0.7303) are listed in Table
3.

DItLc . 3. Coefficients for the Variables Included in the Model

Variable Coefficients

1. Intercept 44.15
2. Stature -0.37
3. Weight 0.11
4. Six feet incremental weight lift 0.13
5. 70 lb. weight hold 0.06
6. Acromion-radiale lcngth 1.17
7. Radiale-stylion length 1.84
S. Biachromial breadth -1.06
9. Grip length -0.68

10. Top left opening -3.77
11. Top center opening -5.87
12. Top right opening -4.55
13. Middle left opening -1.97
14. Middle center opening -6.87
15. MIddle right opening -2.31
16. Bottom left opening 0
17. Bottom center opening 0
18. Bottom right opening 0
19. Wrench position 000 -1.48
20. Wrench position 045 2.36
21. Wrench position 090 7.11
22. Wrench position 135 3.33
23. Wrench position 180 1.76
24. Wrench position ZZS 3.31
25. Wrench position Z70 0
26, Wrench position 315 0
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Discussion
The primary interest in this study is to assess the effect of restricted access through an

opening on the t-rque-applying capability of the maintenance person. Thus, it is worthwhile to
compare the results of the present study with sim-ilar data obtained with no accessibility
restrictions. An earlier study was conducted under the direction of the principal author at the
University of Texas at Arlington (UTA) several years back. This study used very similar hardware
and procedures and was also sponsored by the Crew Chief program. Except for the accessibility
restriction and the fact that the actual subjects were different, the two studies are very comparable.
The details of the UTA study may be found in Deivanayagam (1986).

Table 4 shows the percentage reduction in torque strength for various test conditions when
the access is restricted through the openings. The torque strength reduction was significant in all 32
test conditions. The reduction ranged from a high of 63.7% for MC-135 position to a low of
15.8% for ML-270 position. Figures 8-11 made comparisons of torque strength values between
the two studies for each opening location.

Taig4. Percentage Reduction in Torque Strength when Access is Restricted
(TTU Study Compared to UTA Study)

Opening Wrench Position
L-)cation 000 045 090 135 180 225 270 315

TL 34,9 - - - - - 39.3 28.7
TC 44.1 46.0 ..- - 39.4
TR 46.7 43.2 39.3 - - -

ML - - - - - 34.3 15.8 26.3
MC 57.5 43.6 49.9 63.7 58.3 36.0 29.6 51.4
MR - 27.0 42.0 52.8 - - - -

BL - - - - 38.5 28.0 15.9 -

BC - - - 45.8 49.6 21.8 - -

BR - - 28.4 52.3 48.1 - - -

The following general statements may be made, based on the results of this study.

1. Considerable (up to 60 percent) reduction in torquing capability of the individual may
be expected if access is restricted through an opening of the size studied.

2. Openings below the level of task point with wrench handles extending downward are
preferable to openings above the level of task point, when the task point is about chest level.

3. Access openings offset to the right or left are preferable to openings directly in front of
the task point.

The location of the access opening and the wrench posit'on infiuenced the optimum upper
extremity configuration to a large extent so as to affect the torquing capability. It is believed the size
of the access opening and the distance of the task point away from the opening will also have such
significant effects.
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MODELING OF HIGH-RESOLUTION HUMAN SURFACE DATA

Dr. Robert M. Beecher

Beecher Research Company
323 Greenmount Boulevard

Dayton, Ohio 45419
(513) 298-5202

ABSTRACT

High-resolution human body 3D surface data are now being used in the design process for close-fitting
equipment. With a resolution of about 1.5 mm, the detail available permits the custom design of some equipment
and th" cqpahility of summariiing human shapes to produce representative faces, for instance, without sacrificing
detail of the surface features. Using a Cyberware Laboratories Echo 3D digitizer, a data base of the recordings of
more than 650 heads has been established, along with the recordings of hands from more limited samples. Three.
projetcLs that represent some of the potential uses of the data are (a) the design of a head form for a new Navy SEALS
diving helmet, (b) assistance in the custom manufacture of astronauts' EVA gloves, and (c) the computer modeling
of fit testing a new low-profile night vision goggles design.

In the first project, the Navy wanted to design a diving helmet able to fit all divers with the minimum interior
clearance. We designed a head form by displaying the data base head shapes to a common orientation, then
projecting a mesh from an interior vertical axis to find the maximum extent of any subject's surface at each mesh
point, defining the minimum clearances necessary at each point.

NASA a-sironauts' EVA gloves are custom made and must fit the fingers precisely to permit precision work.
We digitized the plaster hand casts of an astronaut and the data were used to produce fabric patterns.

For the new night vision goggles design, which must fit precisely over the upper face, we digitized the
goggles and performed automated fit-testing of them on our subject data base. Not only could individuals be
CvaluaLCd in terms of potential fit, but we could measure and statistically summarize the distribution of clearances
hetween Oe facc.s oand the inner :irfaces of the goggles.
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INTRODUCTION

A series of projects that use high-resolution digital recordings of the human body surface to
evaluate and design close-fitting equipment for use by the U.S. military are in progress at Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base (WPAFB), Ohio. The work is being performed by a team of Air Force
civilian employees and contractors at the Armstrong Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory
(AAMRL) at WPAFB. The people involved have combined their expertise in the fields of
anthropology, anthropometry, statistics, computer software development, biology, and mechanical
engineering to produce the capability to record, analyze, and apply these high-resolution data.

The principal organization leading this effort is the Workload and Ergonomics Branch of the
Human Engineering Division, AAMRL. Contractors working with the branch include
Anthropology Research Project, Inc., of Yellow Springs, Ohio, Systems Research Laboratory of
Dayton, and Beecher Research Company, also of Dayton. AAMRL's role has been to organize the
program, seek out appiopriate applications, and direct the technical effort of the tasks through
development to completion. Contractors have provided technical expertise in data acquisition,
archiving, modeling, and graphics display. In each case, the technical problem was new, requiring
the team to continually develop unique approaches to solve the problem. However, each task is
also leading to the developnment of techniques and capabilities which will have generalized
applications to future tasks in the field of human equipment design.

This paper will concentrate on recent work using high-resolution surface data, specifically,
work in fit testing through the use of a computer model, and the effort to develop methods to
summarize three-dimensional surface shape. This work has been sponsored by AAMRL. Human
surface data were recorded using the Cyberware Laboratory (Monterey, California) Echo 3D
Digitizer. This device uses a low-powered laser line and digital camera to record an object about
the size of a human head in about 10 seconds. The resolution of the recording is about 1.5
millimeters, and is accurate to the limit of resolution (Figures 1 and 2). In an effort to build a data
base for use in various applications, our team, principally involving staff from Anthropology
Research Project, has recorded over 400 mostly civilian men arid women. For a project to assist in
the design of low-profile night vision goggles, and as part of a rninisurvey, over 350 USAF flying
personnel have been recorded. For other projects, and as experiments, we have recorded small
samples of other body areas including hands, arms, legs, and skeletal material.

Because each recording comprises up to 130,000 Cartesian points, the logistics of data
handling are a real issue. High-performance graphics workstations manufactured by Silicon
Graphics, Inc., are being used to perform both data modeling and display. Almost all the software
used to model and visualize the data has been cultmrn written. This has been necessary both
because of the huge amounts of data to be handled and because the techniques needed to
accomplish our tasks have not been developed elsewhere, or at least have not been implemented in
software capable of dealing with these types of data.

NIGHT VISION GOGGLES DESIGN PROJECT

The project to be discussed in detail here is the development of the padding surface shape for
the Eagle Eye low-profile night vision goggles (NVG) at AAMRL. These goggles are to fit under
the face shield of flight helmets and are to be ejection-compatible. Hardware and optical constraints
mean that the goggles covcr a large part of the u•pper face and the lenses are ideally located about
1.4 centimeters from the pupil of each eye. Fit testing of the existing prototypes revcaled that the
bones surrounding the orbits, lying under a thin layer of soft tissue, were uncomfortable pressure
points, so much so that the goggles would be difficult to wear over a long period of time. Our task
has been to design and construct a padding surface that will permit the close fitting of the goggles,
yet be comfortable ,or all wearers over an extended period. Our role in this project has been to
develop techniques to computerize the fit testing using 3D recordings of the
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goggles and human faces, to produce a 3D representation, or average, of the face shape in those
areas where the padding will contact the goggles, and to create a 3D data model of the goggles
where the hardware surface under the padding took the shape of this average face.

Automated fit testing has two principal advantages over the use of real subjects. First, the
availability of subjects is not a factor, since their digitized images are available at all times.
Second, the fit can be quantified in terms of the clearance of the equipment from the body surface
and in terms of the precise orientation of the equipment with respect to surface landmarks or
features critical to equipment performance. The biggest disadvantage is not being able, at this
point, to quantify the degree of comfort or discomfort.

Our first task was to perform an automated fit test on individual subjects, to accurately
identify and quantify problems in the clearance of NVG hardware from the face surface. The data
for the NVGs were acquired using the Cyberware Digitizer. The inside surface of the goggles,
minus any padding, was recorded and represented by about 6500 points (Figure 3). From this set,
subsets representing the lenses and padding area on the surface were extracted, so that their
separate relationships to the face surfaces could be measured. Because the crucial orientation was
that of the lens to the pupil of the eye, we also recorded the coordinates of the lens center, and two
other points on the lens Surface to define a plane that could orient the lens, and accompanying
goggle and padding surfaces. On each face, we recorded, in addition to many other landmarks,
points that defined an axis system coplanar with the Frankfurt plane, and we located the pupil. The
initial orientation of the hartLware and face surface transformed the face data into the Frankfurt
plane with an origin at the right pupil. The NVGs, using the right lens points, were initially
oriented orthogonal to the Frankfurt plane, with the lens center coincident with the right pupil.
Then, the N VGs were rotated 8-degrees downward, so the lens has the ideal angle with respect to
the pupil, as defined by the optics group at AAMRL.

With the pupil and lens at the same starting point, our strategy was to move the NVGs away
from the face along an axis which maintained the 8-degree orientation. The movements were made
in one-millimeter increments, and at each increment, the NVGs were permitted a token 5-degree
rotation around a transverse axis. At each increment, vectors were projected from a vertical axis
lying six centimeters posterior to the pupil. The projected vectors formed a mesh with equal vertical
and rotational increments. The distance from the axis behind the eye to both the face surface and
NVG Surface was measured at each vector point, and the difference was the clearance, or, if
negative, the lick of clearance. The goggles were moved incrementally away from the face until all
measured points had a positive clearance. These clearances were then recorded in a goggle-shaped
array for each of the 183 subjects used in this part of the study. After all the subjects had been
tested, the arrays were sunmmarized and printed (Figure 4). As a goggle-shaped printout, with the
lens ccntcr-pupill point al.o indicatcd, we had a map of the clearances. We could easily correlate
mininmal and maximal clearuances with aspects of the NVG hardware, thus confirming quantitatively
where problems may and may not occur. One result was in finding that for the lens to maintain an
ideal orientation, the part of the NVG hardware with the intensifier tubes would be very close to
the eye.

We wished next to fit the goggles to a data model representing the several hundred flying
terscnel we had rC•ordcd. The problem of summarizing, or averaging, three-dimensional shapes
is very real and not yet satisfactorily solved. I used a rnethod which has yielded some interesting
_Csults in patst smaIll studliCs. Tlhis Metho•d is in two steps: data alignment, then datia sumnmarizing.
).'ta alignmcnt wa, approaclhcd in two was: first, to minimize the distance between each point in

d (lata set and its ncearest neighbor in every other data set; second, to displace all data sets into a
. k hirt plane orientation with a co nmmon origin.
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The first technique is an iterative move-and-test strategy, where each data set is in turn given
the opportunity to be displaced through a series of rotations and translations, continuing movement
in any one direction as long as the distance between the set and all others grows smaller. When the
series of incremental movements fails to reduce the distance, the next subject is run through the
same series of movements, and so on through all subjects. At the end of the cycle, the incremental
rotations and translations are reduced by some fractional amount, and a new cycle begins. This
continues until some minimal distance is achieved, or an allotted number of cycles have been run.
This technique is computationally very intensive, and, with large data sets, the processing time can
stretch to several days. The processing time can be reduced by not testing every point in every data
set. Using only every tenth or twentieth point seems to provide results indistinguishable from
higher density testing.

The second alignment technique is to simply displace the data sets into a common axis
system. This method was used here because it was judged more appropriate for this particular
problem. Because the orientation of the faces with respect to the NVGs was critical, it was best to
maintain that orientation of face data sets with respect to each other during the process of shape
summarization. As in the fit testing, we again chose an axis system parallel to the Frankfurt plane
with an origin at the right pupil. Before aligning the face data, a subset of the surface was
extracted. To make our final results right-left symmetrical, we used only the right side at this
point, with the intention of mirroring the data after summarization.

From these aligned data sets, a summary, or representative set for fit testing was produced
(Figure 5). While the procedure involves the averaging of data, we are not ready to call the results
an "average" in the mathematical sense. Thus we are using the terms "representative" and"summary." Computation of the representative data set is very simple, but very intensive and time
consuming: For each point in each data set, find the nearest point in each of the other data sets,
then average the x-, y-, and z-coordinates to produce a point which is a member of the
representative data set. The representative data set then contains the same number of points as the
total of all constituents. The shape of the result fits neatly into the middle of the displayed and
aligned constituent data sets, and is average in appearance and size. Because so many data sets
were used in the summarization (350), the procedure was broken down in to subsummarizations.
Aligned data sets were summarized in groups of 25, and after summarization, only every tenth
point was written out to a file. This kept the size of the resulting data sets manageable. After the
groups of 25 were summarized, their summaries were themselves summarized to produce a final
representative data set.

Because all the data sets had been aligned at the pupil, the pupil was still at the origin of the
axis system for the representative data, and the shape aligned in the Frankfurt plane.

The final part of this phase was to mold the shape of the padding surface, that is, that part of
the hardware to which the pads would be affixed. The shape of the surface would be that of the
underlying summarized face, and the position of the padding surface would take into account the
thickness and compressibility of the padding, as well as clearance problems discovered during
automated fit testing.

The NVG template was positioned so that the lens was ideally positioned with respect to the
pupil, plus three millimeters to ensure clearance of the intensifier tubes for all subjects (Figure 5).
Allowing for tmle hickne.s and compressibility of the padding, a one-half-inch clearance of the
padding surface was desired when the NVGs were in use. To transfer the face shape to the
padding surface hardware in the model, vectors were projected in a mesh patiern from a vertical
axis behind the right eye, as in the original fit test.
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At the mesh points where the intensifier tube or lens surfaces were found, the 3D locations of
those points where stored in a file. When the mesh point was on the padding surface, the 3D
location of the underlying face surface - extended outward one-half inch - was stored. Thus, a
hybrid data set composed of the surfaces of the lens and intensifier tubes joined to a surface with
the shape of the summarized face (Figure 6). This right-side shape was then mirrored to yield a
complete NVG template, and the hardware data shape is being made into a dummy NVG for fit-
testing and further design.

Other projects which have used these high-resolution surface data include the recording of
hand surfaces for use in the manufacture of custom EVA gloves for NASA astronauts, and the
production of a head form for the manufacture of a new Navy SEALS diving helmet, the
comparison of prototype versus production flight helmets, and the measurement of volumes and
centers of volume of the heads of subjects who participate in acceleration sled tests. One proposed
project will record the progress of wound healing using hyperbaric treatments at Wright-Patterson
Hospital. The detailed surface data will permit the quantification of the changes in wound shape
and volume during the course of treatment.

CONCLUSIONS

High-resolution human body surface data have proved valuable in the realistic computer
modeling of fit-testing and equipment design. Further developments of these capabilities will
provide a powerful tool that can shorten the design cycle and result in better expensive equipment.
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HUMAN-CENTERED DESIGN EVALUATION FOR ENHANCED SYSTEM
SUPPORTABILITY

Peter J. Glor

General Dynamics Convair Division
P.O. Box 85357

Mail Zone C6-2610
San Diego, California 92117

(6"' 547-8770

ABSTRACT

The application of Computer-Aided De•.ign (CAD) and Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE) to design of weapon
systems provides design engineers the ability to create and/or modify a design several times in the time previously
required for a single iteration. Traditional methods for assessing design supportability characteristics and human
interfaces, such as demonstrations on hard mock-ups, can no longer keep pace with CAD design changes.
Consequently, supportability assessment is often delayed until the availability of prototype hardware, too late for
substantial hardware design changes. There is a need for technologies to integrate performance-oriented CAD/CAE
design processes with human performance and supportability analyses. Simulation of the maintenance environment
and of the performance of maintenance tasks, using three-dimensional computer mock-ups of developmental hardware
and the maintenance technician, is a powerful methodology fo,' this analysis. It provides a means of communication
between the maintainability engineer and the designer in a common media, and allows rapid assessment of the design
and proposed changes for supportability enhancement. This paper addresses the development and application of the
simulation modeling capability at General Dynamics Convair Division.
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Today's sophisticated and technically complex weapon systems and austere operating
environment require a high degree of availability and sustainability to meet requirements for
readiness and survivability at forward basing locations. Weapon systcm supportability
characteristics influence operational effectiveness by driving readiness for battle, sustainability
during battle, and use of personnel, material, equipment, and transportation during training and
battle.

Good supportability characteristics improve the tactical mobility of forces because there are
fewer people, less support equipment, and fewer spares to move. Reduced requirements for
facilities, equipment, and personnel for support and decreased downtime for maintenance also
reduces system vulnerability in forward deployment areas. In recognition of the importance of
supportability to today's weapon systems, Department of Defense (DoD) policy has shifted in all
sectors, giving supportability equal consideration with performance in the weapon system
acquisition proc. ss.

The advent of Computer-Aided Design (CAD) and Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE) has
had a profound impact on the ways in which design and support engineers interface to ensure
developmient of supportable products. All personnel who influence the supportability
characteristics of a product, including design as well as supportability specialists, have become"on-line" with the integrated design process through the use of a shared electronic representation of
the pioduct.

Early CAD analysis of proposed hardware offers the greatest potential for cost-effective
integration of performance and supportability characteristics before investment in prototypes and
production hardware. Therefore, at General Dynamics Convair Division, we have applied
CADiCAE, robotics, communications, and data base management technology to help integrate
maintenance and supportability issues with traditional design for performance requirements.

We have developed a Supportability Analysis Workstation (SAWS), integrating CAD and
robotic simulation techniques with attendant network communications, data base management, and
graphics capabilities. Principal elements are robotics surface-shaded software, relational data base
management system, network communications, and our own application software, hosted on a
high.speed graphics workstation.

The designer or support engineer can be either a 95th percentile male technician model, as
defined by Military Standard 1472, or a 5th percentile female model for assessment of hardware
and technician interfaces. The technician models' limbs are anthropometrically modeled to human
joint and limb constraints. Rotation exceeding human limitations is displayed through a color
change of the respective limb and joint. The models have the capability to assume kneeling,
stooping, and sitting positions required for performance of maintenance and support tasks (Figure
1.) SAWS can also show the view of the work area as seen through the technician's eyes. This
capability facilitates assessment of visibility of labeling, test points, connectors, and fasteners
(Figure 2).

SAWS communications enable the designer or specialty engineer to access the CAD design
files for new designs or changes to existing designs for assessment of supportability
characteristics. The SAWS data base management system imports the CAD model to the
workstation. Once resident on SAWS, the CAD model can be rotated and the viewpoint changed.
Additionally, oxrtions of the rodel can be depicted as transparent to provide full visibility of the
work area under analysis.
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Figurc 2. We can provide the technician's viewpoint of the CAD model. This is used to evaluate.
adequacy of displays and control layouts and visibility of test points, connectors, and fasteners.
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Because SAWS locally creates surface-shaded models from the design data base, we can use
wire-frame models produced by existing CAD systems as well as solid models which are gaining
increased acceptance in the design community. This provides SAWS with the flexibility to remain
compatible with a wide range of present and future CAD systems. Additionally, CAD models have
been created on the workstation from existing paper drawings or by writing translators for vendor
or associate contractor CAD tapes.

CAD models were created from drawings of the proposed redesign of the turbine generator
system for the Ground Launched Cruise Missile (GLCM) system. This generator provides
electrical power to the GLCM launcher and Launch Control Center. The incorporation of design
recommendations for improved supportability characteristics in the final generator system design
resulted in a substantial increase in GLCM system operational availability.

A typical supportability analysis is performed as follows: An assessment is to be made of the
removal and replacement of a weapon into system subassembly, for example, the fuel pump from
the GLCM turbine generator. Attaching fasteners for the fuel pump are first checked for
compatibility with standard tools, to avoid development and support costs associated with
designing, testing, and stocking .,p,iall tool,, for maintenance. SAWS has a library of standard
tools which are correlated with the geometry and location of attaching hardware. Tools which will
fit the fastener and have sufficient clearance for required operation, such as wrench rotation sweep
ranges, are identified (Figure 3.). The tools are then listed for inclusion in instructions for repair
and scheduled maintenance. If no to-) meets the criteria for a particular fastener, that fastener is
highlighted and reported to the designer. Although this analysis is shown on the screen for
demonstration purposes, fastener checking may be performed in background, freeing the
workstation for other tasks,

Once the correct tools have been identified, reach and manipulation a•ays ,s arc pcrformed to
verify that there is sufficient access to allow the technician to remove all required fasteners and lift
the fuel pump from the generator cabinet. A collision detection algorithm highlights impacts with
supporting structure as the analysis is being performed. As the fuel pump is being removed, a
static analysis capability provides assessment of the forces on the technician's limbs and joints.
This information will indicate whether the technician can generate enough torque on the fasteners,
and whether he or she has the strength to lift the pump out of the generator cabinet.

The hands-on time to perform the removal task is recorded during the simulation to provide
input to a system mean-time-to-repair calculation, This information is also used to develop elapsed
time estimates for maintenance planning and cost analysis.

The simulation may be saved in the data base for playback on the workstation screen to
demonstrate maintenance problems or to verify the adequacy of access provisions without
repeating each command at the keyboard. The saved simulation can also be used for development
of training materials and identification of views to be incorporated in technical manuals.

In addition to task analysis, SAWS can be used to perform "quick-look" analysis of
interfaces between a weapon, support equipment, and facilities. For example, analysis was
performed to evaluate storage of missile containers in a weapons magazine aboard an aircraft
carrier. A model was devcllopcd on SAWS from drawings in less than a week (Figure 4.) Support
Cquitp1ment rmCdels were m,1)c'hanizcd, to dcmionstratc feasibility of using existing handling
C(aipMcrM11t and ov0erhcjtd rail:, to0 ianeuver an(l stck. the ndis.,ilc containers within the confines of
the wcap(o;is clevator and ma(,azine.
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fEigjre4. "his model of an aircraft carrier munitions magazine was developed in less than a week
to evaluate the ft asibility of using existing support CeLuipment to strike down missile containers in

the weapons elevator nwd stack them within the confines of the magazine.
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Mechanized support equipment models are also being used to evaluate interfaces for missile
loading on aircraft pylons. This analysis will result in designing missile and aircraft interfaces to
minimize aircraft turnaround time, maximize operational availability, and minimize vulnerability
while loading (Figure 5).

Figue . Through the use of mechanized support equipment models and aircraft models, SAWS
can also bc used to analyze aircraft weapons loading interfaces and turnaround tasks,

SAWS has been integrated into the CAD design environment at General Dynamics. In one
cxamnple, thermal data plotted on the SAWS workstation have been used to determine the change in
temperature of a component caused by relocation within the thermal environment. The new
temperature is passed to the electrical design workstation, where a warning message notifies the
designer that the reliability of the relocated component may have been changed. The designer thcii
uses software communications interfaces developed under the Reliability, Availability, and
Maintainability in Computer-Aided Design (RAMCAD) program to calculate the reliability impact
of the proposed component relocation,

The DoD) is now applying a heavy emphasis , through the Comnputer-Aided Acquisition aind
Logistics Support (CALS) and Total Quality Management (TQM) initiatives and programs to bring
the "ilities" into the mainstream of the design process, At General Dynamics Convair Division, we
are moving forward to implement these initiatives today through development of Un integrated
concurrent engineering CAD design and analysis environment, and a focus on continuous
improvement of our products and their supporting processes to "do it right the first time."
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ABSTRACT

Over the past decade, there have been significint advancement, in the development of general purpose tools
for the modeling of humans. From j,-itr perspective, there have been two key "fronts" for this technological growth --
dynamic human performance models and anthropometric models. Dynamic human performance models explore
human performance over time and are used to study aspects of hunian behavior such as time required to perform a set
of tasks, combined task error rates, and human/system interaction and performance prediction. Anthropometric
models, on the other hand, have focused on the relauonship betwen the human and his workplace. Anthropometric
modeling tools have provided the means to determine whether the relationship proposed by a designer between the
human and the controls and displays he must use is technically feasible within the constraints of human body
dimensions and movement constraints. Additionally, anthropometric models have begun to provide, through the use
of computer graphics, "pictures" of the human at his workplace. Since pictures are, indeed, worth a thousand words,
this capability has proven very uscful in conveying man-machine anthropometric relationships to designers.

So we have rapidly evolving technologies for studying human performance dynamics as well as
technologies for depicting the human in his workplace. What has not yet occurred is the linkage between these
technologies. Probably the simplest way to imagine tie potcntial of this linkage is to think of a tool which would
allow the creation of a computer graphics-generated "movie" of the human performing his tasks in his workplace.,
Recent developments in the two human/system modeling technologies have made their merger much more possible.
This paper will discuss these developmrenLs as well as a specific project to build a bridge between anthropometric
models and dynamic human-performance modlls.
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BACKGROUND

Over the past decade, there have been significant advancements in the development of
general purpose tools for the modeling of humans. From our perspective, there have been two key
"fronts" for this technological growth -- dynamic human performance models and anthropometric
models. Dynamic human performance models explore human performance over time and are used
to study aspects of human behavior such as time required to perform a set of tasks, combined task
error rates, and human/system interaction and performance prediction. Anthropometric models, on
the other hand, have focused on the relationship between the human and his workplace.
Anthropometric modeling tools have provided the means to determine whether the relationship
proposed by a designer between the humans and the controls and displays they must use is
technically feasible within the constraints of human body dimensions and movement constraints.
Additionally, through the use of computer graphics, anthropometric models have begun to provide
"pictures" of the human at his workplace. Since pictures are, indeed, worth a thousand words, this
capability has proven very useful in conveying man-machine anthropometric relationships to
designers.

So, we have rapidly evolving technologies for studying human performance dynamics as
well as technologaies for depicting the human in his workplace. What has not yet occurred is the
linkage between these technologies. Probably the simplest way to imagine the potential of this
linkage is to think of a tool which would allow the creation of a computer graphics-generated
"movie" of the humans performing their tasks in his workplace. Recent developments in the two
human/sy'stern modeling technologies have made their merger much more possible. This paper will
discuss these developments as well as a specific project entitled Micro Saint/HOS whose purpose
is to build a bridge between anthropometric models and dynamic human performance models.

Thc ,dynanic human performance modeling approach being used in this project is task
network modeling. The specific tool being used in this project is Micro Saint. However, since
Micro Saint alone does not provide some of the specific human performance features that are
central to modeling human anthropornetry, this effort will link Micro Saint with the Human
Operator Simulator (HOS) to develop a tool that will provide a set of modeling constructs that
overcome this shortcoming. Using this combined Micro Saint/HOS tool, we believe that we will be
ahlc to gcncrate data which can be directly entered into an anthropometric modeling tool. Through
thcsc pa,,scd data fil's, Micro Saint/HOS will prepare the input required by the anthropometric
models tOu define human body location and position over time. This, we believe will (a) serve as a
basis fu(r ensuring that the human movement requirements are feasible and (b) allow the
dcv'lopimnt of a computcr-gcnerated "movie" of the human perfonning his activities. The ultimate
pIroduct of our efforts will bc a tool for studying and illistrating human performance dynamics and
anthroponetry as the human works.

This toýol is currently in the development stage and is scheduled to be completed by June
1992. The product of our efforts will not be a completely new product but, rather, a recombination
and integration of existing dynamic and anthropometric models of human performance. A brief
Sununaryf [thie lincagc of this tool is presented in Figure 1.

"The remainder of this paper will discuss the two underlying technologies of human
performanre dynami mo0deling, Micro Saint and FIOS, and the conceptual design of the product
hitikiu" dIvumm-ic hm~a;nan pCrftrmancC mcKicls to anthropornctric models.
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THE UNDERLYING TECHNOLOGIES FOR HUMAN PERFORMANCE DYNAMIC
MODELING - MICRO SAINT AND HOS

Micro Saint

Micro Saint is a discrete event, network-based simulation system that has gained
widespread use as a tool for modeling human performance in military systems. The advantages of
Micro Saint, from a human performance modeling perspective, are (a) it is relatively easy to use
compared to traditional simulation languages and (b) it allows the user to model a system at any
level of detail as dictated by the questions to be addressed by the modcl. This makes Micro Saint a
very flexible modcling tool. However, Micro Saint is also a "blank piece of paper" in that no
human performance models are inherent to the software. For example, when a user must estimate a
task's time, Micro Saint provides no assistance to the user on how to estimate this time. The user
must either obtain data from the task or a similar task, use motion time study methods, or ask a
subject matter expert for an estimatc.

The underlying approach to modeling with Micro Saint is a technique called task network
modeling. Task network modeling of human performance is a technique that has been under
development over the past 10 years. Essentially, the performance of an individual performing ajob
(e.g., driving a tank) is decomposed into a series of subfunctions which are then subsequently
decomposed into tasks. This is, in human engineering terms, simply the task analysis. The
sequence of tasks is defined by constructing a task ntwork, An example of a task network is in
Figure 2, which presents a task nctwork for an M60 tank crew.

The level of system decomposition (i.e., how finely we decompose the tasks) and the
amount of the system which is siJmul1at1cd del 1(CI&S (WI the pairticula r problenm. For example, in a
study, to analyze operator workload in a helicopter cre'w, we constructed autonomnous networks for
the operators, the aircraft, and the threat environment. While the networks associated with the
humans' tasks were far more detailed than those for the helicopter and threat environment, we were
able to capture enough of the critical elements of the helicopter and environment to permit a study
of closed-loop human performance.
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E_-gjk..€.2-. Example of a Task Network for an M60 Tank Crew.

While the task networks in a model may be independent, performance of the tasks can be
interrelated through shared vafiables. Once the network is defined, the modeler must determine
what va•iables are relevant to the modeling problem and how those variables are affected by tasks
in the networks. The relationships among different components of the system (which can be
represented by different segments of the network) can then communicate through these shared
vaiables. For example, when a helicopter pilot initiates a pop-up activity, the variables associated
with operator controls would be changed by that task to reflect the increase in power applied to the
engine. These new values would then indicate to the helicopter portion of the model that it must
start executing tasks associated with increasing the aircraft's altitude, which is represented by
another variable. Once the altitude is above the threshold required for the threats to observe and
begin firing, the thieat portion of the model begins executing tasks associated with shooting at the
aircraft. Representing task sequencing through a network and interrelationships among tasks
through the changing values of variables associated with tasks forms the foundation of all network
1nodels.

Of course, the strength of task network modeling is that the dynamic aspects of task
networks can be simulated on a computer. That is the purpose of Micro Saint. We will use the
"Micro Saint menu for defining a "task" within a task network presented in Figure 3 as an example
of the information required in a task network simulation. If a user provides the information
required on this menu for each task in the network, he will have built virtually all of a task network
model. Following is a brief discussion of the most important parameters that are defined for each
:,ýsk in the network. Please note that this is not intended to be a primer oi Micro Saint, but
illustrative of the tool's flexibility in mxicling complex human-machine systems.

"['hc Release Condition is a value that can be used to prevent a task from executing if certain
conditions in the modcl are met, such as the availability of a resource or completion of other tasks.
Often, the Release Condition value is represented by a variable that changes depending on varying
conditions in the model.
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The simulated task execution time is a random number generated by the Micro Saint
software by Monte Carlo sampling from a distribution. To define the distribution, the user must
specify its type (i.e., nonnal, exponential, etc.) and the parameters such as mean and standard
deviation, Like the Release Condition value, the parameters of the execution time distribution can
be calculated as a function of some variable value, The variable can then be modified either by the
use or by changing conditions in the model.

The sequence of task execution in a network is determined by specifying all the potential
tasks that can be executed following the completion of each task and the logic for selecting one or
more following tasks. Following tasks may be selected probabilistically or according to some user-
specified tactical logic. It is also possible for a task to be followed simultaneously by more than
one task. Again, when specifying the following task or branching logic, the user can use variables
that can be changed to represent changing conditions in the model.

A primary way that variables representing relationships between tasks change is as a result
of a task beginning or completing execution. These "Beginning" and "Ending Effects" are defined
by the user by entering mathematical arid logical expressions that change the variable values.

A final note on the menu in Figure 3 is that any value that appears on the screen can be not
only a number but algebraic expression, logical expressions, or groups of algebraic and logical
expressions that would essentially be analogous to a subroutine.

If the reader were to conclude that task network modeling is a straightforward concept
which is a logical extension of task and systems analysis, he would be right. Task network
modeling is an evolution, not a revolution 7 does, however, greatly increase the power of task
analysis in that the ability to simulate a t. work with a computer permits prediction of human
per,'ormance rather than simply the descri•p • of human performance that task analysis provides.

In summary, Micro Saint is very much a top-down systems modeling tool that was
designed for simulating human performance in systems. It is a shell for modeling human
performance. However, as stated earlier, it does not provide a detailed data base or specific set of
modeling constructs for human-machine systems. The task of defining these constructs and
collecting the necessary data is left to the modeler in Micro Saint. This approach provides great
modeling flexibility, but creates greater demands on the user to build human performance models.

"[he I luman OeratorSirnmulator (110O)

As task analytic: techniquCs fur1 Using simulation to evaluate human performance were being
cdevcloped. i-iother approach ww, being pursued by the Navy in the form of 1-lOS. 1-lOS uscs a
"bottoni-up" approach whereby basic elements of human performance are defined. Then, human
performance in a system is modeled by aggregating these basic elements into higher levels
representing system operation and control activity. HOS provides an ideal environment for
determining the values of human performance parameters based on a detailed analysis of task
eclments.

To build a I OS model, the user constructs a, model of hunian acivitics by linking together
the elemental human behaviors (identified by what are referred to as micro)_mof.) These
eClemen tal human behaviors affect aspects of the human and his environment via changes in _ohj.Qs3
iiu�n±...tx•aj.. Thc execution of these elemental aspects of behavior arc mitigated by the
ierTfcrfis.X 11mwte•s. Il'hcsc concc)[s are dis, cussed in furtter detail.
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The key aspects of objects are discussed below.

Ob- e Srucur. In H-OS, each object has attributes associated with it. For example, the
right hand will have x, y, and z position coordinates. Each of the attributes is then defined in terms
of its type (e.g., integer), value (e.g., 30), units (e.g., inches), and ac.ceptable values (e.g., 15 to
45). Objects may be grouped into sets and subsets for better organization. For example, the objects
representing the workstation may be a set, and it may have controls and displays as subsets. The
characteristics of the object structure are elaborated on below.

1. Obej St - Oh'- sets are defined by the user and perform no function within the
simulation. They simply hell,- user to organize information.

2 ~tiect Name, - The object name provides the lablel to zUjrLe.,s tl,ý u'-jcct in the
simulation. -; -.'so defines the existence of the object.

3. Attribute -. The attributes are the charaLCer~stics; of the object that define the state of the
object, for example, the coordinates for the object's locatior; in the environrmenit or the color of the
object. These attributes are manipulated by the simulation and refloct the object's change in state
during the, course of the simulation.

4. Iy.= - Type definc.; what kind of variable the attribute is (i.e., integer, real,
allphanumeric, or- an array of one of these).

i;Yjhy - Value reflectsý the Current value of the attributc. It i-, this value that changes
duriny the simulation execution.

A~~-m'He 1es~ - Acceptable valuc.; are the spcific values or range of values to
which the attriburc -iiir he set. For u~xarnple, a speed indicator may have an acceptable irange of 0 to
100 muph: ort s-5" icii may have acceptablc position indications of 'on,' 'off,' and "standby."

In terfercnc atrij

H OS useýs an hintrference inatrix to prevent illogical applications o~f micro modcl. ~e.g.,
te ieand wm'rq- iv, '..i ti tire righrt hanrd at the sanie time). TJhey can also be used to reflect more

abstract irids of Min CCRL- feer ,och ;'s the multiple resource theory oil workoload.
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Functionally, the combined Micro Saint/HOS product will be based on Micro Saint. This
decision was largely because the discrete event simulation used in Micro Saint is computationally
more efficient than clock-driven simulation used by HOS. Also, it is easier to embed thC 1102

modeling constructs within Micro Saint than vice versa. The project is, however, a mix of Micro
Saint and HOS. What were considered to be the best features of each of these parent products have
been incorporated into the design of the bridge product. The primary features taken from each of
these products are outlined below.

Micro Saint

1. Task network event-ditven simulation approach
2. Basic task stnicture (i.e., mean time, standard deviation, following tasks, etc.)
3. Basic functional characteristic.s (i.e., develop, execute, analyze; tasks, variables,

functions, etc.)
4. Basic data analysis feature (i.e., graphics, statistics, etc.)
5. Content-specific help

HMa

1. The use of objiccts to define the simulation environment
2. Micro niodcls
3. Int,-mipts
4. Additional anadysis features related to object data
5. Conflict matrices

"lhc software environnent selccted for this combined product was UNIX with an X-
Windows graphical user interface. This was selected to maximize portability as well as power of
the software. The software is currently being designed to operate on an 80386 IBM PC computer
operating tunder Interactive Systems UNIX.

" of the ,.vriting of this paper, the combined Micro Saint/HOS product was in detailed
software .:-sign with sottw.are development scheduled for completion in mid-1992.

"1 I I 'PORTUNITY - INTIFGRATING MICRO SAINT/HOS W1ll-1

ANTI IROO)METiRIC MODELS

I'arly in the dcsign1 phav- of this project, we realized that this combined package opened
anothcr door: the integration of threc-dimenional anthropometric modcls with the dynamic human
perfornance r-Wxrling tool of Micro SaintI-OS. "rols for anthropometric modeling of the human
in hi% workplace have been in existence for almost two decades (e.g., Bonney and Schofield,
1971). Recent adv;nce.,, in c(onputcr techniology, including low-cost, high-resolution displays,
have incrcased the )prHr-tiniitv to u.e this approach. Furthermore, the increasing use of Computer-
Aided Design (CAD) tookl by the 'ngincering community has made it even more imperative that
hutMan, engineers also bc ablc to use this type of CAI) technology.

"]hcre ha'. at:-.I, i(cc1 M)i inrctcairlg initrest in linking anthropornetric models to the dynamic

asuc(. s oft imiiulaui hiiýlivlur. theicby c••ating an animition of the human figurc (e.g., iladler,
19ý;') 'Wc belicvc thdai hurc are anthrolxnnitcrc models that contain hooks to facilitate this motion
;as, a f t ,rue ti tile •,k tie iluiirmals arc performing. I lowever, the anthropometric models lack
dhie icaiin, to priidiit thri.iees in human gcoirctry ovwr time (i.e., movement) as a function of task
vK'c fr u anteC. I ask .,et-twNrk modetling tools, such ;a, Micro Saint, are good for simulating hurnan
t1,3 pr f. n irtmacc but they cmntain no clear link hctwecn Micro Saint tasks, body parts, and their
lobeatn ini three-diinitis',ial space.



However, as part of our investigation into the concept of HOS objects during our Phase I
effort, we concluded that this was an ideal means for linking task network-type models to
anthropometric models. The anthropometric models need to know the location and orientation of
critical human body parts. Objects in HOS can include human body parts. Attributes of these
objects can include their location and orientation in three-dimensional space. Tasks can affect object
attribute values. So, as a human moves his hand to adjust a switch, the object attribute values
associated with the hand would be changed accordingly. We believe that, through these objects,
we can directly link a task-oriented simulation tool, Micro Saint/HOS, to three-dimensional
anthropometric models.

For example, the polyhedral figure presented in Figure 4 could be linked to a Micro
Saint/HOS model. As the Micro Saint/HOS model executes, tasks would affect object attribute
values. As those object's atribute values affecting body parts change, so would the anthropometric
model. As the human reaches for a control, we could watch the figure move until it reached a
position such as that presented in Figure 5. If we want to explore a change in task sequence or
reallocation of tasks, we could simply change the Micro Saint/HOS model and watch the impact of
this change on the animation of the anthropometric model.

"TH-IE STEPS TO BE FOLLOWED LINKING MICRO SAINT/HOS TO
ANTHROPOMETR IC MODELS

Seeing this opportunity, the Army Research Institute funded integration as part of Micro
Analysis and Design's Phase IJ SBIR effort, which began in June 1990.

Our approach for this augmentation of Micro Saint/HOS has the following four steps:

1. Determine the best candidate anthropometric model for linkage into Micro Saint/t-lOS.
2. Define parameters which must be passed between Micro Saint/HOS and the

anthropometric model.
3. Add software to Micro Saint/HOS to permit passing of parameters.
4. 'rest and refine.

We will discuss each of these steps individually.

1. Determine the best candidat, anthropometric model for linkage into Micro Sint/HOS.
Several anthropometric models exist which are already candidates for integration with Micro
Saint/HOS. Thk. selection for integration will be based primarily on three factors: (a) the host
hardware and software environment, (b) the availability of built-in hooks to external task
simulation, and (c) freedom from propri-tary encumbrances.

The host hardware and software environment of Micro Saint/I-OS is UNIX/X windows.
Our first choice would be to find an anthroponietric modeling tool in this environment at this time.

Two candidates are rmodbc,; under development at the University of Pennsylvania (Badler,
1989), "'I-.'•.US arid JACK. Roth of these models are UNIX-based and have been developed
lar,•ely wish government funding. More important, they were developed with spcCific consideration

ivcrn to their use in human task animation. Currently, the graphical display of human
Sri•throporrctrics, in 'I'M PUS andI JACK is mature, as arc nmany of the essential constraining

fact i-s on human bldy movcrncni, su(-I I,, reach assessment, view assessment, collision and
intcrfrLrciLicc _ n. , ,trcngth ir r, :,•n ' ic assessen. What these models arc currently
lackin an, ct'-ti,. ,sot covc, i' ,lih -1ik 14decr-inptions such as would be provided
hrv Nlici,, ,i!iii'l/i( , ,,,q~uot adler2
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Figure 4. Sample Polyhedral Model of Human.

f1~/

rigti5. Movement of Anthropometric Model.

An altirnative source oif task descriptions (that is needed by these models) is an
extrcnal t1;,k si LIu!ation. For example, ... a helicopter mission is simulated by a
I)lannur,. thetk rcquired of the helicopter pilot are output in a conventionalized
frimat and tiam.sfcrrcd to the pilot model in JACK. (Badler, 1989, p. 385)

It would a•)pear thatt Micro Saint/llOS is an excellent task simulation environment to
ur,.,id( t ihat typc of inrforlmintion to JACK and TEM 'PUS. In addition to simply task descriptions,

he j ac. dt. and their attrlbutes in Micro Saint/liOS can be defined to conform to the
"vcrv.r!nmalie, foriat" di-,su',,Icd hy Badlcr. We propose these moXdels as the preliminary

,I ,, -,lr 1t1t1 ',rtiu, ri with M i io OaintJIlO S.
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2. Define paran i~trs, wt.ij. must pa .Lween Micro Saint/HOS and the
anthropometric model. Once we select the anthropometric modeling tool which will be employed,
we must determine the attributes which must pass between the dynamic task performance and
anthropometric models. Most of the information flow will be from Micro Saint/HOS to the
anthropomietric model since there will be no task simulation inherent in the anthropometric model.
Therefore, we must determine the parameters required by the anthropornetric model to execute
human animation. These parameters will then be represented as object attributes in Micro
Saint/I-lOS.

We will determine the required parameters by reviewing documentation and meeting with
software maintainers for the selected anthropometric modeling system.

3. Add software to Micro Saint!HOS to permit passing of parameters. The final step will
be to add software to Micro Saint/HOS to dump the parameter values that are to be passed to the
anthropometric model in a standardized format. Again, this format will be based .ni discussions
with the software maintainers for the selected anthropometric modeling system.

At this point, full integration of the software for Micro Saint/HOS and the anthropoinetric
modeling system into a single executable program may not be desirable for several reasons. First,
it may require rehosting of the anthropometric modeling tool or Micro Saint/HOS. Second, the
combined product, even if the software were effectively partitioned, may be larger than could be
,Wic1otirndated by the RAM available for the Micro Saint/HOS operating system. Finally, and
most important, it is probably unnecessary. The only need to create a closed loop between the task
mo•elel and the anthroponmetric model is to determine whether certain body movements or locations
arc feasible. The anthropomet-ic model can check this feasibility and cTeate a data file of "infeasible
movement demands" without being on the same computational platform. The task model can be
used to create a data set reflecting human body positions over tins, independently of the
anthropometric model. Then, this data set can drive anthropometric model human motion. Since,
except in cases of infeasible movement demands, the anthropometric model would not provide
information back to the task model which would affect task model behavior, the integration of .he
software itself is not essential. Figure 6 presents a high-level description of the flow of data
between Micro Saint/I IOS and the anthropometric model.

We will attempt to create a single executable module if' the above problems can be
overco1me. I lowevcr, if a single executable integrated softwarc mdcxlulc is not possible, other levels
of intcgrat:on will be pursued. If the animation software hardware environment is the same as
Micio Saint/ltOS, we will create software to facilitate the transfer of data between these
applications. If the operating system is also the same, then we may create menu software which
makcs the transition bctwccn thc Micro Saint/HOS task model and the anthropornetric model
relatively seamless.

4. i.in.rfin.•. Once we complete the modifications to the software, we will
,p,'ratio~nadlI tct it with the anthropometric modeling system. During this testing, we will look for
ir,',c' :,f inj rmvcrivncnt whereby 1nu1e realistic humnal animations can be created. Changes will be

iI•,nlcmle;td as allowcd by available tine ard resiources

"2'/
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Figure 6. Data Flow Between Micro Saint/HOS and the Anthropomnetric Model.

SUMMARY

To summarize, our objective of this augmentation of Micro Saint/H-OS will be to finally
complete the bridge between the dynamic models of human pcrformance, such as HOS and Micro
Saint, and the graphically-based anthroponictric models of the human. The integration of these
technologies will, we believe, represent another step for-ward in the development of technology-
based human-performnance nmodeli ng systems.
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SY NTHESIZING THE EFFECTS OF MANPOWER, PERSONNEL, TRAINING, AND
HUMAN ENGINEERING

Dr. Jonathan D. Kaplan

U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences
5001 Eisenhower Avenue

Alexandria, Virginia 22333-3600
(202) 274-8923

ABSTRACT

All human factors methods are attempts to understand systems in which human beings play a role. As
such, the various human factors fields (human engineering, manpower, personnel, and training) and their methods
should tb,: able to relate to each other. However, typically this is not the case. Each piece of the human factors field
provides analytically useful results, but it is in the synthesis of their outputs that significant meaning is found. The
U.S. Army Research Institute (ARI) is developing a suite of methods based on relating the various human factors
fields. This method is called HARDMAN III. This paper describes the HARDMAN III program's concept for this
relationship.
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INTRODUCITION

Organizations acquire -perariona'tl hardware, softwvare, and people to acceoinlpl ish some
desired operational ends. In this context, an cnid can be thought of somne le-vel ~i .,system or unit
performance tiTlC and accuracy that is wanted !.. -hat organization.

Organization,. acquire maintetlat. , and support hardware, soiftware, and people to allow
the accomplishmentm of ope:rin onal ends. Mainteniance and support never have independent ends of
their own. Their ends always are intermediate and lead to operational ends. Normally, these
in ter-Medilate ends are described as levels of system Reliability, Availability, and Maintainability
(R-AM).

I luanl FactorSanwe, Personnel, ,,d Trai ning (1IN4IT)' dimensions of a systemi
become significant by demonstrably linking them to operations anid maintenance ends--
performanice timet and accuracy, anid Randomn Access Memory (RAM). Each of these dimensions
is, a different di iver ill the inter~action of human oper-ators and maintainers with sysiemn hardware

an sft ware. There lore, to predijet the: results of addingj at humnan operator or maw. lain cr to such
hardware and sofzware, all these dimensions must comne into play and their effects mnust be
accumullIated. Looking at any) one: Of these: 1I IPT dimensions by itself cannot result in an accurate
prediction. Such a illni(IimnenIonal approach 'Is quite useful for isoflating the cause of inadequate
performance. I lowcver, the reali-stic idenitific-ation of such performance requnires that all the
d11cimesionls ctwme linto play at one timeh. Said inl zinwvir wv;i%, anlsaccording to individual
I IN PT diric us~ions is at very. uIseful tool for dlia guoiw ng_ the cauLse: of Iiiiadeq LIat eromnc r
RAM, butl the real predictiv'e power of l-iMPT is in the synthesis of these dimensions. However,
to synthesize I IMPI (dimensions, one should have a concept of what the HMPTV data will support

One(, example of the 1NII PT synthesis approach is the I IARDMAN Ill (1 M3)) programn.
lII 3 e:on sists of a nu i ohr oif Ii uked, software- based 1II MPT pred~ict ion mecthods that runil Onl
personal-t oipTer h'ie (ivcrail puripose of thiis suite of methods is to Himprove [Ihe hardw arc and
s.o~ftware desi,.I*g a and ajcquiisition prr ccs-sus by raising the. lprohab ilt ty that realistically available
I)C Iple will he INC 11, aop)icra a nd ma: ntari iih rd ware and software to acceptable 1 eve1 s.

\1a1iiv (d if ::' 1 IMI ineI~:h sis atC based uptt(ii use-frendy mo lline. Three rule(s were

followed~~%,- to i'mtki ; k 'dH viu Iinle ft r uer

2. ( bent 11(initod" to) the solitIonw of I IMP'Iproblemis. noi to modelling for Its, own) sake.
3. Make the( citeanon d naxicls mit'ifMciiitly simple thiat sia-nificant amounts Of tr-ainling are

noi needed.

'I W() ho,-, itekcei powle)-I(d 1() iiripluniciit tilt, firs,,! rule. When available to the method
de:Velo-,)e(Is.llid ().1 of;(, tlta it'tli ate to) Itilhods were includoed. If data were unFZIavalable, then

il ritic, ~i onpi:te '0 ititi1evwee t1t 11t %Yred. .11) iii Himlemi clthIle setcitd rule,
emtpticv iiw.II i V-or entd iteracesofwar wa'ý developed and ruodcll I nj software was
''itiksblc'l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1( iw pial\\''epoie oirtplunteut the third rule. In the: first approach,

tttcxsutoivekpKie i-. ci d a~.andda~t'~Iie e iceits Well.' dIcvckp,.ed for atll methods.

im 'dl~ miitiW mt ifl xilat 1-t-11l 11wdi ll ne !I odl p lo11 ut1 simtilht. ' ilucifoic.lr 1 ic tl u ijtlelswie,1
tttiltttlcri, liu 0.ic %,e I'( ),1k.i t (i i 1. 1l1jIit]' all tlcsk mIt ilý_.1 11(ise1 uf"Itttn. T'httv it.ew'c models couP1c be

Lil(! kIi~ HC I.(KCI Co I I



The following is a description of individual HM3 methods and how they interact to
synthesize HMPT predictions in a meaningful way. A simplified, graphical representation of the
interaction HM3 methods is provided as Figure 1.

VAP-

"A
,t,• ,. r-e••V' C". Wa e-OM w

Figure 1. Simplified HM3 Interaction.

CONSTRAINING HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE DESIGN

To constrain hardware and software design, ttM3 helps its users develop four general
classes of information: (a) criteria, (b) available manpower numbers per system, (c) characteristics
of available personnel, and (d) probable training.

Performance criteria are developed by using a relatively easy simulation modelling
environment called the System Perfonnance and RAM Criteria Aid (SPARC). SPARC contains
operations item models of 21 classes of Army systems. The purpose of these models is to simplify
the creation of new models by alteration, and by cutting and pasting across models, In these
models, subfunction-level time and accuracy arc combined to produce system mission-level
predictions. The underlying assumption of SPARC is that design takes place at the subfunction
level, but that it is the ni7i1on level of performance that gives those subfunctions meaning.
Therefore, one can recognize a subfunction criterion because it ]cads to mission success.

Three methods for developing RAM criteria are provided. In the first method, a quick,
spreadsheet aid is provided in SPARC. This method is dcveloped at the subsystcm level. In this
method, the RAM relationships among subsystems are held constant, but the specific values alter
as system-level numbers are changed. In the second method, RAM relationships are modelled for
an individual item. The modeling is done at the component level, This method is resident in the
Manpower-hased SystCem Evaluation Aid (MAN-SEVAL). In the third mncthod, RAM relations are
modelled at the unit level for iinits up to division. This method is resident in the Manpower
Capabilieies model (MANNCAIP II). In all tlrce methods, data are provided to simplify the
development of new riodels. The MAN-SEVAL and MANCAP methods were devcloped primarily
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to evaluate designs rather than set criteria, but they can be used for this purpose. They allow users
to model the relationship between required manpower and system availability, reliability, and
maintainability. They require detailed information about the system being modelled. This
information is relatively easy to obtain as a function of the design process, but more difficult to
obtain during criterion formulation.

Manpower availability, as distin, from requirements, is predicted by one of two methods.
In the first method, the user accesses a data base of existing Army manpower and assumes that
existing manpower availability will translate into future availability. In the second method, the user
accesses a personal computer version of the Army Long Range Planning Model which predicts
manpower availability into future years using a modified Markov Chain. Both methods are
resident in the Manpower Constraints Aid (M-CON). Inherent in the first method is the notion that
soldiers are quite similar to each other in terms of aptitudes. Therefore, if a smaller manpower pool
is available, but you need just as many people, you accept people with lower aptitudes. This
assumes no significant performance cost will result. Inherent in the second method is the notion
that specified, existing soldier aptitude distributions are required by a level of performance or
system availability. In this notion, it is preferable to have fewer soldiers who can operate or
maintain a system to a specified level than to have more soldiers who cannot. In the second
method, which uses the Army Long Range Planning Model as a predictor, the existing soldier
aptitude distribution is held constant in the MOS being projected.

In the Personnel Constraints Aid (P-CON), personnel availability is predicted using two
types of descriptors: (a) soldier characteristics and (b) task-level performance. The Army Long
Range Pianning Model is the mechanism for predicting soldier characteristics up to 20 years in the
future. In P-CON, the Planning Model does not hold soldier characteristics distributions constant
while varying MOS end strength, as it does in M-CON. In P-CON these distributions are allowed
to vary while end suength of each MOS is fixed.

One of the classes of soldier characteristics predicted by the Planning Model is Armed
Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) score distribution. The Army creatcd the Project A
Database to renoimalize the ASVAB battery by comparing aptitude scores to performance,
knowledge, and supervisor opinion scores. As part of the HM3 project, the hands-on task
performance and aptitude data were extracted and regression analyses performed. As a result, P-
CON can first predict the ASVAB distributions of available soldiers in a given MIOS for some
future year. Then it can take the resulting scores and use them as a basis for making task-level
predictions for those available soldiers using the equations derived from the analysis of the Project
A Database.

EVAUATIING INDIVIDUAL SYSTEMS

Most military organizations view performance as a function of units rather than individual
svstems. From this point of view, I-IMPT dimensions are only important to the extent that they
Jffect unit-level perf(rmnancc and availability. However, units are constructs of individual systems,
anrd, except fur command and control, it is the individual systems with which individual soldiers
interact. Therefore, if one wants to make realistic unit-level predictions, and see the effects of
II M1FIon units, onC frsr has t() sec Ihese effects on the individual systems and then accumulate the
I, ~ ,i tthc utit l,:vcl. It is at the :iysten task and subtask levels that IIMF4T effects

011c Oemay dpscribe unit-lev pcrftornarice fronm the top down, rather than
;icctittthlarir ta:,k-lcvcl cfcct,, to1 utdict systems and system-level effects to prcdict units.
I olwever, in thi, ci,,m, it i,; very likcly that the I IMPT effects will he lost in the reduced resolution
01' stch pIediction, anid reaeli,,tn will suffer significa ndly. fhcrefore, IIM3 supports bottom up

',lu~ni i~m i( the indh'ivi'ual sVte2 level.
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To evaluate systems, HM3 provides two item-level methods to predict manpower,
personnel, and field training requirements and system performance. Manpower requirements and
the effects of varying manpower on system performance are dealt with by MAN-SEVAL.
Personnel and fielo training requirements, and the performance and availability effects of varying
personnel characteristics and field training are dealt with by the Personnel-based System Evaluation
Aid (PER-SEVAL).

MAN-SEVAL consists of two manpower based methods: (a) the Maintenance Manpower
Analysis Aid (MAMA), and (b) the Workload Analysis Aid (WAA). Both methods assume that
personnel characteristics are "average" and are held constant. MAM, is used only for ma;ntainer
manpower predictions. WAA could be used for either operator or n ipower, but its greatest use
is for the former.

MAMA is an individual system-, or item-, level modelling-based method that runs from the
component level. It comes with models for 21 classes of Anny systems. The existing models can
be used, altered, or pasted together by using a cut-and-paste facility. New models can be
constructed by altering old models or building from scratch.

Each component of the system being evaluated is identified. Each component has
reliability, maintenance time, MOS, maintenance level, and abort status data. The user sets up a
scenario by describing the number of missions run, mission time, time between missions, number
of rounds shot, miles traveled, and ,,ours on. When the model is run, it predicts (a) achieved and
inherent availability of the system; (b) man-hours required for maintenance per component,
subsystem, MOS, and maintenance level; (c) maintenance ratio per subsystem; (d) reliability per
subsystem; and (e) the distribution of required manpower per MOS at various maintenance levels.
Since manpower and man-hours are associated with availability, it is possible to alter component
reliabilities, task-level maintenance times per component, or the maximum maintenance crew size
available per MOS and maintenance level, and see the effects on system availability.

This approach is based on the position that to predict the amount of manpower reqtuired to
maintain a system, one has to understand the context of the word "required." The reason one
maintains equipment is to use it. To use equipment, it must be capable of working and, thus, be
available for use. It would be a good thing if all equipment were always available whenever one
needed it, but this might require so ma-,ny maintenance personnel that it would not be possible. This
suggests that something less than an availability of 100 percent is cost effective and permitted.
This means that the nutmber of maintenance personnel required is driven by the required level of
system availability.

MAMA predicts inherent and achieved, rather than operational, availability and does so for
an individual system. This provides a method that runs in relatively short periods of time; thus
allowing many runs and what-if scenarios. In addition, achieved and inherent availability are much
more sensitive to differences in system design than is operational availability. Operational
availability at the ur.it level takes account of all the major factors that influence system availability
whether or not they are functions of the design. As such, operational availability is potentially a
ni uch more accurate predictor of icality. tiM3's approach to operational availability will be
described in the next section.

WAA is an i nd.;vidtnal system -. or item-, level mcthoxd for determining operator workload.
"lThis worklOa(l cain bc used either to detettrnunc req nired n timbers of operators, or to dctcrmiinc how
to configurc jobs so as to to keep overloads to a mi nimum1;. It is based on simulation modelling of
individual systern. A given model generates a mission time line. That tinme line specifies how
many tasks were being clone by cach memnber of a crew per tunit time. If the user desires, he can
use a version of the McCracken-Aldrich workload tcchniqtju as part of WAA. In this case, the user
intits wotkload cstimrarte per task for ead- of sefvera, l chatrnnls (cognitive, mnolor, percepAtual, etc.)
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according to the McCracken-Aldrich scales and anchors. Then, when the model runs it generates
the time line and accumulates the workloac associated with the various tasks in the time line. If the
user so desires he can use WAA as a pure time line generator that describes numbers of tasks per
unit time, but eliminates McCracken-Aldrich workload. The user has the option of defining
overload. If the user defines overload, he has the option of telling the method how to reallocate
tasks in a high workload situation, automatically, or doing it manually.

PER-SEVAL brings the relationship between human differences and system performance
to the evaluation of individual systems. It should be remembered that the MAN-SEVAL methods
assume average personnel in each job. PER-SEVAL imports the MANIA and WAA models and,
through the use of equations derived from the Ballistics Research Laboratory's AURA Model and
the ARI Project A Database, allows users to ask new classes of questions of those models:

1. If average soldiers could not reach performance or availability requirements, what
ASVAB levels would be required to do so?

2. If average soldiers are better than the system requires, what ASVAB levels would still
result in mission or availability success?

3. What is the effect of changing CAT level(s) on system performance and on system
availability?

4. If operators or maintainers had to perform their tasks with varying levels of field
trairling under varying level of environmental stressors, what effect would it have on
system pcrformancc or availability?

5. In terms of missinn perfoniance or availability, what are the trade-offs among soldier
quality, field training, and the effects of environmental stressors?

MAN-SEVAL and PER-SEVAL are bottom up prediction methods with tasks at the
bottom. Fr them.r !- f.n.tion r.a(h of their tasks must have time. and, in some cases, accuracy
data. The purpose of both methods is to evaluate a manned system. Therefore, logic dictates that
the task times and accuracies apply to that system. The problem is--Where do these data come
I u 0rn!?

If the system is at the concept development stage, there is neither a prototype, nor a real
d,sign from which t,, extract the data. In this case, data could be obtained from, what are thought
to be, similar systems' tasks, or from subject matter experts (SMEs). During and following the
delsign phase, data could be obtained from the design itself. Once system hardware has been
lal.) icated, atal citld be obtained from actual tests. However, for specific, critically important
rt.,ks.. itliila svs,,t eIt d ta, SNIMFIs, and design cdata may be inladequate.

"There is alkay:, ia question about the reliability and validity of pure SME input. The
;tdequt.c\' of sinliI ar sytcm task data is dependent upon the level of similarity between the systems.
When a task is critical and the level of similarity is low or, as is often the case, unknown, the risk
of n.,inu thcsc data may he too great. If one is evaluating a design, often the design provides task-
level tinhe a1nd1 :1cu laC',. I lowever, these data are pr(duced and sent through various levels of

bna- ta (1 t,•ii/attion that is trying to build the system in question. If specific tasks are
ly c1 :ta;I tohe 1 vcrall pcrfumiance or availability success of a design, it may be unsafe to use

that d m. i en x ne :and accjiatcy data. for those tasks, without some mechanism for checking them.
l 1 ,13 i ,(Ivals Ow I lutman ()pcrattor Simulations V O-OS V) component for this purpose.

'Iilc I P1. '.t •i•,m l 11&)S V pl, vidc, ius u:wer with a facility to model individual tasks
o).'-'il toI the y-,t tat,, and t111 l,, lc •cnit levels. A given ta&,k, subtask, or task elemient can then be

Ik)atl-ed with tinm or . c uracy d1ata pioduccd by one or more I lOS Micro Modcs (MMs). HOS
Ni ',Is ate ctluat)iim. or I;c rs that predict cxtrCmCly smnall elements of performance, for example,
lan11d un:ie',n 1 tI;i t':t, l ad muovcmnuwl time, decision lime, identificalion accaracy, etc. Typically
1 %I'; :lNl., arC LI,:ti cd ht•ii the cxteCritnental psychology literature, but they can come from a'vy
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source: which resulted from this type of performance m-easurement. Usually, H-OS MMs predict
performance in relation to obJects. 'There are interfaice, body part, and external target objects.
Inter-face objects are individual controls or displays or their elements. For example, a switch is an
obiject as- is :in individual sytribol onl a CRT. Objects haIve attribu~teS used by MMs. Examples of
attributes are location, k-o.0lO, SiZe, etc..

InI this way;N, detailed elernents of the man-niachine interface that apply to it specific, critical1
task can be mod~elled to produce a perfotmance prediction, and that prediction can be sent to
becomne task data in MNS ALor PER-SIEVAL. The JLIpuose- Of MAN-SEVAL and PER-
SINAL is to predict the relationship between variation in dimensions of manpower, personnel,
field training, environmental stressors, and system performance. When MAN-SE VAL and PER-
SEVAL data come from HOS V, the result is that interface design variation is added to this
dimension list.

EVALUATING MU! TIPI11,1 S YSTLMS

With MAN-SIS-VAL and PIER-SEVAL, one can determine the manpower and personnel
rcqe ired by oine ySvtemn. I1 erweve.r, whNyllc l irlar in tie desl''iln One Wants to determine the total
re(piired mianpower for I hose itid ividuals; with the required pei sounnd characteri stics.

lII thie Case of systeml operatons, if one syste m requiios a crew of three, all else being
C(Ilual, 10 svstenils will Icitii re '30 operators. Unlfortunately., the additive assumption does not hold
flot marintainer's, So thaIt or Ic can iot11 ZISsu I~c thati it one sy'stemi rtq uirus five mainirtai ners, 10 systems
%would ickluire X). T1o rnom Lt pr-d iction oif req nired mainteniance manpower for one systemn to a

rot Iwe irtion oe astopreic frs a a appropri.at uinit, level. When Unit requirements have
bee~n predlicted, it is possible io use the additive a~ssumption across units.

11 I.M T's mehod for jit edic iii g 1.11 lii reuiremntcns is thic Manpower Capabilities model
(MANCAP HI). MANCAP is a hvbrid triethod that uses simulation modelling to predict required
maintenance manpower arnd reSulitM irgoperationl 1 availaithIlity, and standard factors that relate to
mainteniance hours to prt-dict required superv-sory and suipport Personnel. MANCAP also has the
capability to) predlict maintenance manpower teqiriirrnicits resulting frotm combat damage of
sySttCIM uirC1 Vlcrvyin(ri, comibat interisi ties;. MANCAI' carn niodlel utnit anlýIpower Me~lulremientS for
any size HnIt tip to divisio)n level,1

MIAN( AP usstic leý_ MAM\A t, utrpminrit of MAN-SI LAI. - as a prc:Processtor. MAVIA is 11un
at the rirlfnorirtlevel fc~d1"r air individuIalS".tll 'Ie: al' itable of Comnponeit arid
.1hstys)'st.-ir faillic e ~ P ;oleliitc tlus -,,CiareCd nttine:!IrleeIý11( da~ta t DACON1rtrnorIeit. Tilese(uHirtrt
ivik)' '111d niatn[cireanICe ra l tuirl nmc feC rrxiitiltreiar1cc level,

MANCAP rat a ttic \v stlum level. Whe:n at sysicrn Is predicted to require RAM-causedl
Imainten'ance, the sti fmvstelI rt lrd contipotcict .-Ind relate.d r1itaintenarict: daita are (letertil-tned from the
MANIA ourpirt. MA NCAI' i ;de a enhatr daiinree itenetator 01;a 1 predicts thc probabilities of
eotflponcrtit damaige it; vart \iiff, -1 0K Lolf n hitt iiitt iy Whenr a componentII IS prcditcted to have
Sustained colitribit d;artia.,L Ti :ti it(S i iit1' teasoiatd marornaleccdata pet
C01iitjno~ilteit Iriclindrit" tIA mits.a dCRif tinneid fr0nt ~MAMA (I~tJtptt. lii aiddition, lViAtNCjA IS
calpable of realditli, tIIa),'IItcfiarfiutask 11nesý froii PER -SI:A. 'J hiese task tmircs wvill have been
pretlicted aectntthrir if) hIf icviclik' r[I lier1sorinci rldit.tl(r - stirs. citvirojinuititail stesnand field

1n w iiiing.

NIAN('AI'i bl prkier th ilclw;iiortshIJ~u hcwtren runatueiattre01( nItanupower and t.Nvst~nt
availabl-ityt;0 rig r0,uthe P1 IR SI VALA din uiwittoii i Ht cc IttI ud [Id ti litr ing tfhe11ing 11113.
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[-niher.r, 1stiould be winomber,,br thatt MAN SFIVALa~nd JTH -SI-V Al. van both use I lOS V taisk-
ICVCl predictioii', Which t-tkC aivusunt (Jr iniicrfwct de-sign vatiaItion. Sinicc MANCAP rvilds from
MAN -SINAL anid JT'bR-SIVAL , ih,~ piledictton?. can ifiwlide, the( cffccts of maintcnanecc interface
drc-Wit till the p:t:fL-tonl of thc r kit ion fill lCtWC('A :IM111j)owAcr, personnicL.and systemn availability,

MANCA!' deals with operatikins persrtnril athrough a sprcadihect model, 'rhu%, if four
I~~j~~uk werc equitcd 101 LImew 11 N1tL, 1111d anIt h111a1-d I(XO Nofi~kh, thc number of p-t'ple ruqt!d:'z. would
Ic 4 00 peoplec pIIII additiornal jwe 'plc ;ircdwited by) factor% for the Ocuhcf of ill ncs-I, injury, shifts,
bvilly fit traitiing. Vic, Since MANCA I' av'mine the utfer in putls somei number of tinks, the
pi''hfrm) of re'quiirctd oJciraitioii nilaipowet ill: cidovcly Iik 1Al, I lowcvcr, miuch more significant

I .If y ni kinfA 111 ti e f~ic iO ir (~ ief mne ,Imultved %'vtn,', vA Ith soldllcrs of ipi(i ficd
(11,'if , t'WHtui .ifc iil untl tIdiii 110figl(W fliltly sluch s~ystvni% vi ld pVillyo ticed to will it

If you altercil ther Oltafa. riktict. or ricid traidrdn Ill N Ildiori wlin crew cxisting %ystems,
vW" 111d yol ;tll(- aid t riducc lthe ruimtubr requdiied?

Sut~t tui~titl~it cilille a 'Iiiit iioxk11 l iii111 C11th171 11, kc~imive to pur-milicI and~ trainlifng
Vil'rII ot'il% 'fi at cr;il iu1111t'% ttulffili 1itKvi%.11"1ck ~utch It% Il'"R SE:VA!., tha~t are ilicinselveo scn:;irivic
I(, ih v %.,it iitil III-,, A-. pill I (t the I fM.3 pI 'rIn(IM , thil, fI~ t'AitII ly it, heing Studied,

Ow C I iv 1,i1v thIle ittimit11lac (if o!'t it''r Il laiutiit' -. required by at systemi at fi the lii
lv I, it Ill 1'iws i'iille tol ;tre it fill ti of iuhidinve Iivi''tPi$l to deiciminciitw 14hi v oriy Atilly-wide

fq ut ilij 01101'..', I'fhi If,% NI3 uttlt' t1 f ill alc iniulat fii udit levcl manpower and personnel
I,, imiintujuiv wifn Aritty widev wicjuiiiiiu'tit lb AWFE

I (I' W( T. all J1.eil I ivftCit tirlit i ;rmtI% its tt de mtin titsi which predeceessor s ysMicns eti
111iul,ii' th1t, ip'j1stl'r ilt -4ystcfIuu r, ni t fi T1f1rivi is extracted fromt #on( of ilia M-C()N

i,twi~ lilv% A%%ummitittle limit iin ttu' havecli tempt tIVltiti (4 ~ysteiitl'ls 11 he1 Owunlit orilginatlly
it''dclb(d itl NI'A-hil All, the HC )1(( T', ui~ei I% yiveit thei 1ii tlow l cvIsev Iic Ii Itu,, I;c'del of, to Usc
uiulit;lic~jitu,' filt'et11 fill lilt, 1.1iutjtu gcneitad by fihe initial run Ill that mo~del, 'Ilik procedure

lifitit 11i,11m1i);'i.'. ltild pru',11ifrl iiivit IIt I ilmf uhcqs~tiv f~i all uniit' 4f intetrc~t arc

It hr Owli' I iu'r'.tIit I ( IJI '4 ,Aitun v~iilv, (if fuuicc vw'id, pt.-iv0(li.'il% aie based
'ii ~'iiIt 'IA ?i/ AP( M\I IA N( 'Al'! onit Ivv'l pivitlitIimi. Pl~.ite' imit'(( oni mituit Imi MA111 N -A'

I I 'Vi 'I '-, 1,1 ly wt'1' 1 I ml ztuu f'il 111t,11I iP(jttCIe ttl-Iitrip'i ei 1 c 'iiitke lilt') a('cIouiit: (ai) IW I-m nltel

duIv, tit' 1 14 ... 1 miit014i, it-, IOlititlvf;etta v IItIuIII;PtWef IeIIuIrif ll iltit ilr( 111140 on voitlfl lttrlg the
i'Itit' Illu it aIC-1umtcil (VC itf5 y',ll'itt map~c';ttil 1.ivm i.ýIhility 1luking thct.~ I IMP'! J. une'nsiounl,

willt ii mii
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levels in each MOS up to 20 years into the future. SCAD will read the required MOS data it
receives from FORCE and run the Long-Range Planning Model for those MOS for a year entered
by the user. It will compare the required numbers with the required ASVAB scores to the available
numbers of people with or above those scores. If an adequate number of people with required
characteristics are predicted to be availqble, manning should not be a problem. The problem arises
when the prediction is for a manpower shortfall.

When SCAD predicts a manpower shortfall, that does not mean that there will not be
enough people available in a given year to man a system. It means there will not be enough people
with the required characteristics to man that system. Therefore, if there were such a shortfall, it
would be for one or more of those required characteristics. It should be remembered that the
relationship between operations and maintenance tasks, and personnel characteristics will have
been developed in PER-SEVAL. Therefore, once SCAD identifies the personnel characteristics
(and their levels) that produced the predicted manpower shortfall, it will access the appropriate
PER-SEVAL file to identify the system tasks that required those characteristics at or above those
levels. When a SCAD analysis is complete, it will output:

1. The relationship between required and available soldier iwai power per MOS taking
chaiacteristics into account.

2. The aptitudes and their levels that caused any shortfall.
3. The system design tasks that required the shortfall producing characteristics.

If a shortfall is predicted, one knows what system tasks were responsible for it and what
personnel characteristics are required by those tasks, but are in short supply. If one alters those
tasks in the appropriate way, it may become possible to eliminate the predicted shortfall. In HM3,
the Integrated Characteristics and Availability Redesign Utility System (ICARUS), aids its users in
making these alterations.

When a shortfall occurs, ICARUS imports a file from SCAD that describes that shortfall,
the high driving personnel characteristics and their levels, and the system operations and
maintenance tasks that required those characteristics at those levels ICARUS offers the user
individual or combinations of approaches to alleviate the shortfall by:

I Allocating the task to another MOS, with a higher aptitude distribution, that will be part
of the system's crew and will be available in the required numbers.

2. Identifying sources of personnel with the required aptitude levels in other MOS and
reassigning them to the MOS with the deficit.

3 Allocating the task to a computer.
4. Eliminating the task.
5. Restructuring the job in which the task is done.
6. Altering t; personnel intake and career pipeline structure to make more personnel with

the required characteristics available in the years needed.
7. In the case of maintenance tasks only, raising the reliability of the component associated

with the task.
8. In the case of ma.tintenance tasks only, improving the resistance of the component

associated with the task to enemy fire.
9. In the case of maintenance tasks only, altering the operations scenario to reduce the

breakage of components associated with the task.
1 0. Incrcasing field training for the task.
11. Reducing envionroncntal stress on the crew member doing the task.
12. Althring the interface design that applies to that task, thus reducing its personnel

requirements. This alternative is made simpler by being abie to identify the specific
soldier characteristic(s) that are heavily stressed by the interface design that applies to
the ta. k.
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Once an approach or combination of approaches has been determined, ICARUS will route
the user to the appropriate HM3 method, Each approach can be tried and tested in one or more of
the HM3 methods. For example, the user can search for MOS with the required characteristics and
restructure the personnel pipeline in M-CON and P-CON. Thie user can reallocate tasks, restructure
jobs, change the operations scenario, and change the characteristics of components in MAN-
SEVAL and MANCAP. The user can increase field training, alter soldier characteristics, and
reduce environmental stress in PER-SEVAL. The user can alter the interface design in HOS V.

Thus, ICARUS makes HM3 a closed-loop HMPT evaluation method. Design constraint
information is developed and given to system designers. A concept, design, or prototype is
developed. It is evaluated using HM3. A shortfall of manpower with required characteristics is
predicted. The high driving tasks and deficit personnel characteristics that caused the deficit are
identified. Alternative individual and combinations of HMPT fixes are suggested. Fixes are tried
in the HM3 simulations. The fixes are evaluated. This loop continues until fixes result in predicted
success, or it becomes evident that no successful combination of fixes is possible.

At this point, HIMN3 questions the dollar cost of the IIMPT portions of the original system
and its various alternative fixes, if they are required. This will be done using an enhanced version
of the Army Manpower Cost model (AMCOS). The enhanced AMCOS will read the files from the
various HM3 methods that describe numbers and type of required soldiers, training, and interface
design alterations plus the years in which the system is to be fielded and the number of systems. It
will predict the dollar costs including assumptions for inflation. If more than one alternative fix
would be successful, users can use this information to do cost-benefit trade-offs among candidate
fixes.

FAl.I .OUT FROM SYNTI PESIS OF HMPT

When the IIM3 project began, the general HMPT problem facing the Amiy was difficulty
in getting enough of the right kind of people to operate and maintain weapon systems to
appropriate levels. Now, other HIMPT problems have arisen as a function of shrinking forces and
budgets, but the flexibility afforded by the synthesis approach in I IM3 allows these nw problems
to be dealt with by the existing methods.

One of the major problems now is--l-ow can you reduce the force without dce;troying its
Cffectivene'.ss? This app.ewrs to be the opposite of the pievious problem, In reality, it is another
version of the underlying problem that is common to both--What is the relationship between
perfomance and the synthesis of I IMPT dimension effects?

An example of the application of 'IM3's synthesis approach to this problem is as follows.
One can use M-CON and 1--CON to predict the reduced numbers and resulting characteristics of
personnel who will be available due to changing Army accession policy. One can model tlhe
operations and maintenance of the individual system of interest in MAN- SEVAI.. One can study
the system-level effects of the reduced operator and rnaintainer crews on performance znd achieved
availability based on average soldiers in the various MOS. If the reduced crews produce
unacceptably reduced performance or availability, one can import the modcls to I'IUR-SEVAL. In
P:ER-SEVAI, one can study the effects of assigning soldiers with higher aptitudes, more field
training, or reduce(I environmental stress to these reduced crews. If the results continue to be
inadcquatte, one can take individual, inadequately performed operatioms or mainwnmcalnc¢ tasks and
import them to I IDS V. In I t(S V, one can study whether operations or maintenance interface
improvenients would allow the reduced crews to perform the tasks significantly better. If this
turned out to Ie the case, one could rerun the operations and maintivnance system models to see if
the task-level irnprovemern mw,],- a mn;,iriingful kcapon sysiem-lev:l improvement with ihe reduced
.ru w,
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Once it appeared that the individual system could be operated or maintained adequately with
the reduced crew, the effects of this on unit-level operations or maintenance would be studied.
Operations effects of the reduced crew on unit-levcl performance could be studied by impnring the
PER.SEVAI. output to an existing operations combat model, Maintenance effects could be studied
by MANCAP' in either of two ways.

In the first way, MANCAP could bc run with the user varying manpowcr numbers needed
to reach required system availability, as was described earlier, These manpower and personnel
requirements could he run through FORCE to produce the required Army-wide number, and then
through SCAI) to compare requirements with soldier availability, If the first stage of fixes, made
in MAN-SEVAL, PER-SEVAL, and HOS V were adequate, there will be enough people available,
Hlowcvcr, it is possible that when the individual system effects are accumulated to the unit level,
manpower will be inadequate and will have in be raised, At this point, SrAD will describe a
manpower shortfall since thcre will be a reduced number of available soldiers, It will send this
information plus the design tasks and high driving soldier characteristics to ICARUS which will
offer alternative paths to fix this slhortfall.

In the second way, the MANCAP' usr could enter inc uigit-lcvcl maintenance manpower
that will be availablu in reduced circulmistanccs. Ihn this approach, manp-wer would become a fixed
dimcnsion in the analysis, If system availability were unacccptably low with reduced manpower,
the user could immcdiately apply the various IIMJT approaches to raising the performance
effcvtivcnev.,. of individual soldiers in MAN-SIiVAIL, Hl:.R.Sl'VAI,,, and IdOS V. 'I'hC output% of
thcsc approachcs could then be tead in another MANCAP run.

The undcrlying problem dealt with in tIM. i6 the relationship between performance and the
synthcsi% of the efccvis of IlM'IJT dinmensions, Each of the I IMIn' dimensions appears to be quite
different from :hc o>thcr,•, an~d, th(erafure, to, has': differcei probii,• |i owever, the importanc of
each dimension lies in its effect on task yerforniance, and the importance of task performance lies
in its effect on mi%jhn perforinance anl RAM, On'e this underlying problem ciin he dealt with,
the apparently differerit iirohlcm, of vacti of the I IMIr' diniension, can be resolved, In this waly,
the poer of I IMI'T synthesis can tic brought to bear,
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ILESSONS LEARNED IMPLEMENTING CREW CHIEF
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McDonnell Douglas Corporation
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Absiract

MNr)[iracll Aircraft wa.- u!cd as a beta te,.t site for the system-independent version of Crew Chief and has
wice installed the first production release of Crew Chief. Crew Chief has served as a design tool for Advanced F-18,
tvd a.% a data base ftr irol creation, and it, mannequin data have been used as input to a human animation project
funded by the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory. With the variety of implementations of Crew Chief.
Mcl.)1`nell Douglas has compiled a list of lessons learned. These lessons include (a) installing Air Force software
into production sylcins, (b) ute complexity of graphic simulation of human modeling, (c) the need for a validated
human modeling tr.cl for it tu be useful, and (d) som%, improvements that could be made to Crew Chief to make it a
toimt, uefijl tuxl. Ha.;ed on thesw lessons learned, recommendations are provided on what a good human modeling
sy',ictri Shoutlld o2il.
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The Harry G. Armstrong Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (AAMRL) and the Air
Force Human Resources Laboratory (AFHRL) of Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, in conjunction
with the University of Dayton Research Institute (UDRI), have developed Crew Chief. Crew Chief
is a suite of programs that allows assessment of a system's maintainability through the interaction
of a 2:omputer graphics simulation of the physical characteristics and capabilities of a maintenance
technician. McDonnell Aircraft Company served as a beta test site for Crew Chief and has installed
the first production release onto our proprietary Computer-Aided Design Drafting (CADD) system.

BACKGROUND OF CREW CHIEF

The Crew Chief programs have many good features and can help a user answer
maintenance questions while at a graphics terminal. Once a user has identified a task to be
performed, he can run the specific task in Crew Chief and obtain information such as the
following:

1. Can a technician perform the task at the specific percentile and specific posture?
2. Did the technician collide with any part of the Computer-Aided Design (CAD) model,

and if so, where?
3. Is there anything obstructing the technician's view?

Crew Chief provides the user a choice of five percentile body sizes (1%, 5%, 50%, 95%,
and 99%) for each gender (see Figure 1), four types of clothing, and 12 initial present postures.
Crew Chief was designed so that it can be implemented on various CAD systems.

The types of programs available in Crew Chief are (a) Vision Analysis, (b) Accessibility
Analysis, and (c) Maintenance Task Analysis. The Visibility Analysis program plots the limits of
visual acuity and the azimuth and elevation angles of a Crew Chief technician. Vision analysis can
be invoked from either Crew Chiefs point of view or from a user-defined point of view. The
Accessibility Analysis function can detect interference between the Crew Chief man-model and the
elements of the CAD drawing.

Maintenance Task Analysis consists of three functions: (a) Tool Analysis, (b) Manual
Material Handling Analysis, and (c) Connector Analysis. The Tool Analysis function allows a user
to evaluate the ability of a technician to reach for a specific point with a tool while in a given
posture. Crew Chief provides the user with the selection of 105 different tools. The Manual
Material Handling Analysis function allows a technician to evaluate the ability to carry, lift, hold,
pull, push, and reach an object. The Connector Analysis function is similar to Tool Analysis,
except that it uses a connector instead of a tool.

IMPLEMENTATIONS OF CREW CHIEF

The McDonnell Aircraft Advanced F/A-18 program was the first user of Crew Chief at
McDonnell Aircraft. They found Crew Chief to be quite helpful in their analyses. The following
are some comments from a user on the Advanced F/A-18: "Crew Chief provided the design
engineers with a good perspective on possible maintainer positions in relation to the various work
areas around the aircraft. It was useful to have a means of providing a pictorial representation when
discussing accessibility problems and solutions." Some other remarks worth noting are comments
concerning the case of use of Crew Chief. "The menus were straightforward enough that a user
could become competent enough to use Crew Chief in design evaluations with minimal training.
The only prerequisite to using Crew Chief would be a basic understanding of the CAD system that
is implementing Crew Chief." The menus mentioned are really interface menus developed at
McDonnell Aircraft for Crew Chief, but credit must also go to the Crew Chief developers as they
provided customers the ability to develop a good user- friendly interface.
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FigrI Pictorial Reprtsentarion of Cre* Chiefs9 Fine Permfnile Body Sizes.
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Though they were pleased with Crew Chief, they fournd Crew Chief too limiting in certain
situations. For example, they could not use Crew Chief to determine if a design was absolutely
acceptable or unacceptable because the Crew Chief model has not been validated. This is a serious
problem with Crew Chief because it limits its usefulness. It would be advantageous if Crew Chief
or some other human modeling tool could attain the level of usefulness that Crew Chief has and
also be validated. It will be difficult to promote a human modeling tool until this occurs.

The Advanced F/A-18 program also identified other limitations with Crew Chief.
Presently, it limits the user to the creation of one mannequin at a time. They need to display two
mannequins on the graphics screen since most maintenance tasks usually require two technicians.
Having two technicians performing a task would also require the program to provide strength data
for a two-person task. They would also like to have the ability to create bivarient mannequins. For
example, they may want to select a mannequin that has a 50 percentile torso and 95 percentile arms
and legs. Crew Chief only allows the user to use one of the five standard percentile mannequins
from either gender.

Another limitation is the inability to modify the posture of the Crew Chief mannequin. For
example, after a user has selected a specific task to perform, he notices that the technician's
shoulder is interfering with an element of the CAD drawing. The user knows from experience that
a technician should be able to perform the task without interfering with anything; so to demonstrate
this, he would like to lower the shoulder a few inches so that he can verify that the task can be
performed without any interference. Currently, this cannot be done with the Crew Chief programs.

The Crew Chief programs require a large amount of memory to execute. We have
encountered problems running Crew Chief because of its size. Users are having to delete sizeable
portions of their CAD drawing so that they can run Crew Chief. Typically, a user identifies the
a'rea in the CAD drawing of interest and then deletes all nonrelated areas of the drawing. The user
is then able to execute the Crew Chief programs. The time required to perform this outweighs the
advantages achieved with using Crew Chief. An alternate solution to this problem has been to
disable some of the Crew Chief programs that users are not interested in. For example, the
Advanced F/A-18 users had no desire to run Vision Analysis; therefore, this program was disabled
and they were then able to run Crew Chief with their large CAD models. Admittedly, the CADD
system that McDonnell Aircraft uses is quite large and does contribute to this size problem.
Additionally, we implemented Crew Chief a little differently than the Crew Chief developers
envisioned. They run each Crew Chief program as a separate module, whereas we combined all
the programs to create one large module. This was necessary to integrate Crew Chief in our CADD
system.

Another feature that Crew Chief offers is that when exiting Crew Chief, the current Crew
Chief mannequin displayed is saved in an external file. The next time the Crew Chief programs are
executed, the user can regenerate this mannequin and it will be displayed in the exact location and
in the same posture as it was during the last Crew Chief session. Comments from our Advanced
F/A- 18 users were that it would be nice to ha% e the ability to save multiple versions of Crew Chief
postures. This would save them time as it would give them the ability to retrieve these different
examples for future refernce without having to duplicate the effort.

Douglas Aircraft, Company participated in a Maintenance and Ergonomic Mcxieling project,
and a portion of this pro•ject was to develop a hand/tool moleling capability to enable the simulated
rnaintaincr to grap, prition, and apply a hand tool. The second implementation of Crew Chief
was to extract all the to••l frorn the Crew Chief data base for this project. Crew Chief was not
designed for this type of an implementation, and therefore, it was cumbersome to extract the tools
from the data base, This tool information is valuable and could be more of an asset if Crew Chief
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could be modified so that it would be easier to retrieve the tools from the data base. Another option
would be to make the source code available for Cre C-ief so that individuals needing access to
the tools could provide their own interface.

The last implementation of Crew Chief was a proof of concept program funded by AFHRL
called Turnaround and Reconfiguration Simulation Extension (TARSE). TARSE demonstrated
animation, collision detection, and h'.Iman factors analysis. For this program, the Crew Chief
mannequin data were used. With assistance from UDRI, we were able to obtain the data of a 50%
Crew Chief mannequin with its link system. The Crew Chief Vision Analysis program was also
used for the TARSE program.

TARSE was not able to take advantage of all the potential benefits that Crew Chief offers.
TARSE could not use the Crew Chief joint limit programs and the enfleshment programs because
tie algorithms for these programs are embedded in the source code of Crew Chief. Both of these
had to be developed because the source code for Crew Chief is not available. TARSE also ran into
size problems while implementing the Vision Analysis. A separate module had to be created to run
Vision Analysis.

Supplying source code to the customer does pose an interesting question. If the man-
modeling data are embedded into the source code (as Crew Chiefs are), is the validation of the
man-model jeopardized or destroyed if the source code is distributed to each customer? If so, these
type of data should not be embedded into the source code. A possible alternative to providing
source code would be for Crew Chief to provide a lower level of functionality than is currently
available to the customer. This would allow the users of Crew Chief to have more control of the
programs by calling low-level routines. For example, let us look at extracting a tool. To obtain the
data of a tool, one has to run the Crew Chief Tool Analysis program and it will display the
mannequin along with the tool. In the suggested lower-level approach, one might call a specific
Crew Chief routine with the argument of a certain tool and get back the coordinates of the tool.
The user of the system can then do whatever he wants to do with the data, such as displaying the
tool or storing the tool data in an external file. The same type of approach could apply to obtain
joint limit data or enfleshment information.

LESSONS LEARNED IMPLEMENTING ROBOTICS SOFTWARE FOR ANIMATION

The BUILD and PLACE robotics programs, developed by McDonnell Douglas Systems
Integration, were used for the animation portion of TARSE. BUILD enables the user to quickly
describe new robots in high-level terms. Using BUILD, the geometric model of a robot or a device
is automatically combined with its unique kinematic (motion) description for animation in PLACE.
The data output files f•orn BUILD eliminate the need to perfotm custoni kinerimatic analysis.
PLACE is designed to create, analyze, and modify robots and associated data. PLACE determines
if required motions can be accomplished by the robot.

A few problems w,.re encountered using robotics soft-are foi animation. This software is
limited to one degree of freedom (DOF) joints. These joints were chained to give the appearance of
two I)OF or three DOF joints. A human animation system requires true two DOF and three DOF
joints. Systems which have only one DOF or "chained" one DOF joints may produce realistic
lo•.j!ing movements in some cascs, but in general they do not resemble movement of people. Also,
joilt limit chccking in the one DOE systems cannot be implemented in a straightforward manner.
The "chliricd" on. I)O[ .jovits must be combined into two DOF or three DOF joints before joint
lillnit checking call bc pcrftrii ed.
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The mannequin hierarchy for TARSE was developed by creating a robot for each joint and
then chaining them together to create the mannequin. While creating the mannequin hierarchy,
several possible solutions were tested in an attempt to find the best base location for the mannequin
hierarchy. While investigating different base locations, it was discovered that the base of the
system should change as the mannequin changes position. For example, when walking, one foot
should be the base for the first part of the step while the other foot should be the base for the
second part of the step.

The TARSE animation was created by interactively positioning each degree of freedom for
each moving limb. This required a great deal of time. Future animation systems should incorporate
a higher level of automation so that the user does not have to explicitly define each joint/angle
position.

The use of available robotics software as an animation diiver is quite poor with respect to
anthropometric correctness. That is, robots do not move like people. Joint ranges are very dynamic
and in many cases are dependent upon locations of other joints to determine the full range of the
joint in question. Human modeling systems implementing animation must employ multiple degrees
of freedom.

WHAT ARE THE ELEMENTS OF A GOOD HUMAN MODELING SYSTEM?

By taking a look at the different implementations of Crew Chief at McDonnell Aircraft,
some lessons have been learned and characteristics of a good human modeling system have been
identified. The following list summarizes these characteristics:

1. The most important quality of a human modeling system is that it must be validated.
Otherwise, it is not a cost-effective way to analyze a maintenance activity or a design drawing.

2. The system should also be able to run on multiple platforms. McDonnell Aircraft has
another potential user for Crew Chief, but they require a VAX-based version of Crew Chief. This
is not currently available. To avoid situations like this, portability must be an essential component
of a human modeling system. This is especially true today since the industry is moving toward an
open systems environment.

3. Human modeling users need the ability to manipulate the mannequin size for their
specific needs. They should not be constrained by a limited selection of postures and percentiles.

4. Human modeling systems should have the ability to use more than one mannequin for
their analyses.

5. A useful feature for a human modeling system would be to allow for users to use
selected parts of the mannequin. For example, a user may only be concerned with the arms of the
mannequin and does not want to deal with other parts of the body. With this feature, the user
should also have the ability to position the body par(s) in the location that he desires.

6. Animation is an important element in human modeling. Crew Chief does an excellent
job demonstrating the starting and ending positions of a task, but there is a need to visually verify
that the task can be performed. There may be obstructions that may interfere with the man-model or
perhaps the man-model would have to perform some movement that would cause one or more
joints to go OUt of range. Neither of the items would be obvious to the user since his only point of
rcfecrnce is the starting and ending points.
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7. As with most systems, the program must be easy to use and have a quick turnaround
time. A system that requires a great deal of time to set up and evaluate a task, or that takes a
significant time to piocess the information cannot be a candidate for a useful system.

8. Shading would be a desired cot .-!inent in a human modeling system since it is often
very difficult to differentiate parts ot a c,'r 'plcx wire-frame CAD drawing.

9. The provision of source code can help customers of human modeling systems get the
maximum use of the functionality available. It can also help in developing a good interface between
their CAD system and the human modeling system.

10. Other functions that should be provided are (a) collision detection, (b) obstacle
avoidance, (c) strength analysis, (d) vision analysis, (e) tool analysis, and (f) maintenance tasks
analysis.

CONCLUSION

Crew Chief is a good human modeling analysis tool. Its structure is modular, allowing each
prograrm (Vision Analysis, Tool Analysis, etc.) to ru. independently. Crew Chief is fairly easy to
implement on CAD systems. Users felt the responst. time to calculate an answer was satisfacto:.
As stated above, Crew Chief is helpful in that it provides a pictorial representation of accessibility
problems. Crew Chief is a good starting point, but it needs to be expanded to include the items
discussed above.

The most important of these items are (a) a validated man-model, (b) portability, (c)
flexibility to modify the mannequin, and (d) animation. A validated man-model is very important.
Providing this capability will allow the human modeling system to cross the threshold from being a
"good" human modcling system to a "useful" human modeling system. Animation is an important
element for a human modeling system because users want to visualize the man-model performing
the task- a starting position and an ending position of a task are not sufficicnt. The system must
allow users to inter:,ct with the man-model, that is, they must be able to modify the mannequin,
wheither it be its posture, location, o, orientation, Last, portability is an essential element in a
human modeling system. Since we are moving into an era where customers are demanding open
systenms architecture, we must have a system that is platform independent.

A special note concerning Crew Chief: The comments referring to Crew Chief are for
Release 1 .0 of the System Independent version of Crew Chief. Future release of Crew Chief may
have recsolved somic of the shoitfalls mentioned in this paper.
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ABSTRACT

Computer-aided Acquisition and Logistic Support (CALS) is a Depart-nent of Defense (DoD) and industry initiative
to transition the paper-intensive acquisitioa and logistic processes to a highly automated and integrated mode of
operation fo, the weapon systems of the 1990s and beyond. CALS addresses the generation, access, management,
maintenance, distribution, and use of technic-' data in digital form in the design, manufactur . and support of weapon
systems, including ships and military equipment. These include the technical dat, related to the human system
components (HSC)-i.e., the data on aianpower, personnel, training, safety, health hazard prevention, and human
factors engineering. This paper deals with the human system components of computer-aided acquisition and logistic
support (CALS-HSC).
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INTRODUCTION 1

In September 1985, the Deputy Secretary of Defense issued a statement to the Secretaries
of the military departments approving recommendations of a DoD-Industry Task Force on CALS.
The recommendations were designed to achieve major improvements in supportable weapon
system design, and to improve the acc,."a,;y, timeliness, and use of techaiical information.

A strategy was initiated to effect these improvements and to transition from the current
paper-intensive weapon system design, manufacture, and support processes to a largely automated
and integrated mode of operation. All component elements of the entire DoD were directed to
establish plans to acquire, process, and use technical information in digital form, and to begin to
develop CALS-compatible acquisition strategies for all major weapon system new starts,
developments, and modifications.

In August 1988, the Deputy Secretary of Defense issued another memorandum to the
Secretaries of the military departments stating that major steps had been taken towards routine
contractual implementation of CALS throughout the DoD and Industry. The memorandum upheld
the issuance of CALS military standards for digital data delivery and access, and it required that an
option for access to, or delivery of. technical data in digital form, be provided in each weapon
system entering development during Fiscal Year 1989 and beyond.

THE CALS CONCEPT: EVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENT

The concept of CALS development is to evolve the desired digital data and data bases fhom
the paper-intensive processes that are currently employed. The evolution is to continue until it has
produced a highly automated CALS capability that integrates fully the weapon system acquisition
and logistic support processes. These processes include activities in three domains--engineering,
manufacturing, and logistic support. Specifically,

Engineering: Analysis, Design, Test and Evaluation.

Manufacturing: TFooling, Material, and Process.

Lo•gistic Support: Maintenance, Modification, Provisioning, Reprocurement, Spares
and Support Equipment Ordering, Supportability Analysis,
Technical Manuals, and Training.

i, a...d.ition, the training activity has been designated (and is understood in the listing) to
connote all human system components (HSC) and their integration (manpower, personnel,
training, safety, health hazard prevention, and human factors engineering). 2 The CALS-HSC
evolutionary path is represented within the same conceptual frame as that of the overall CALS
iMitiative--narnely, as a progression from the current paper flow state, through an intermediate
digital flow stage, to a final integrated and shared-data state.

Bwa', in part on an undated brochure on Computer-aided Acquisition & Logistic Support (CALS), published by
th, [lit-c of the '(xruuvty (if .)cfensc, Washingtion D : 20301.
2 Sce f(D I) lrc( 1w 5y)(X M., "Manprwer. Per:1, ncl, Training. and Safety (MPTS) in the Defense System
A qucittmn 'roccs. 1)I'ce-ncrr 30, 1988. Sec also DoD Instruction 5000.2 (Draft), "Dcfense Acquisition
Nialaigcinent P'olhcic': and Pr(cedurers," which will supercede DoD Directive 50W0.53. II includes specific guidance on
Hi uman Systcm I ntegrat..n.
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Examples of the sorts of HSC papcr.,flow data required in the current acquisition proccm
include those necessary for conformity with the relevant Military Standards 3 and Spccificationh4 as

well as specific inputs at each of the Defense Acquisition Board (DAB) milestone reviews (0
though V). 5 Existing HSC information and data, some of which are already in digital fortm,
include the many manpower, personnel, and training records and data bases used and maintained
by the separate Military Departments and Services. the Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC),
and the Defense Training and Perfonnance Data Center (71'DC), Although administered aspart%
of the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA), both DMDC and TPDC report to and receive gttidance
from the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Force Management and Personnel,

Among the analytic models or tools that arc currently used in resolving HSC issues arc the
following:

Manpower: Logistics Comjx)site Model (LCOM)
Authorization Projection Model (AI'M)
Manpower Standards Dcvelopment System (MWSDS)

Training: Instructional Systems Development (1SD)
Training System for Maintenance ('T'RA ANS)OR M)
"Training Analysis Support Computer Systett (TASCS)

Design and Safety: Crew Chief (CC)

COMputefiZCJ Bllonechanii-al MANMvIcl (COMlMlMAN)
Costing: Life Cycle Cost Models ([C'-2, LCU_2A. LCO 1

Logistics Support Cost Model (LSC)
Cost Oriented Resource Fstimatuirij Model (LORE, ZC'/TIR1)

Logistic Support: Logistics Support Amtalyf.i (ISA)
Logistics Support Anlysis Record (ILSAR)

Thus, for some years now, CALS-lISC ha% progre.,vd Iy c'mivertiflg friom palper ;o
digital-flow data, data bases, and analyscs. Integration efWorts have begun, In. till am•nl the JISC
elements themselves and between them an d othcr comwpomentt of the CAL.S Miliistive, (if tll Iihr
CALS-lISC constituents, the logistics suppor areta of tfaiinini g hi., pJ,,grj'e.wd m_:,t, especially liy
the pc,,o-syster, dc:sign pha.,c of training sys'tcm dcv,1'j in t I.

In accordance with the overall pilan, the fi iis, ,f (Al'AI-S- ISC( dvehlopinicnt 1, 111, hWip'irit;
beginning in Fiscal Year 1991, It will g ybcyfrld ti;. pa"!cal-elu.iv l Lrtrt-lwiit' 'ii il tIi l(infig
and post-system deign issues to cmphasii/c u veral,e f fidl ItISC wt'rrtil:,cntad ithc itInlegliaioitll
with other CALS components it| carlicr stages ill th0' sy,,Vem lcigr ad develkpI)tnllt c ycle, 'IhU4,
it will stress more aggresssively the progi ,ss to he tmacde towards Owe ('AlS tantd CALS-1lSC gvalk,

3 For example: MNitliiry Sia. ,aid No. 88?11, "S",'.l5y cm S,/lciy , i'I(ti tpleln I(c i''l''yti, Nu. p|1q/9 3, V'11,t1,16
"I raminig Progrrs;" No. I i8X. I A, "tiOisti( ,, Stiqjwi l Ami) ... ;" No. I ISM A. "I i." ',l,, SiJI','ri Ai•r )iJi
1,c:cord:" No. 1472C, " fiarronim Ib:,iiI•V.,' I9: Ih•",' 'i 'i d C Ir •r fi llialy Sy.,lllr , I lt l iidilli llll o i , 11 1,
No. 1-17411, 1Nurse !. iw, "
4 For cxamnple: MihiL'ry SJ)'lfl( ii'n NMi. '1 21P/1I, "i 'iG c i, j rlit ht tql tloo, I iItiiiiJg I "1 4L_ t'11" ultil
No. 11-46855, "Ilurniaii lrf inie ' t, l(Iv jit' ijfcl olt' r Nio itih;u %Ylciill,, i|'.llrltC.'|ill and I-l Ithllt.'.

5 See paragraph 2 (pp[. 2. i) ;mid [i h .rre, 3 (p., 1 1J..I (pi . Ii. 11', (11.S I " 1)i , I JI I i11-i lwv 4•1K) " 1. 1id1, iw.

well as; the other rvlcva t !•) tll',lo li s I lt , ,l ,II ll vt lW ' d (Oitr''Ir'i
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WIlY 1RMriIASl'17 IN1VCIRATION?

'I le wraiui~") %y~tcim wquIitsioil process typically gcncrutcs an enormous flow of paper.6
lit oidkr io reduce the ;ider flitiw requirements, and to Improve overall productivity and quality,
11(1111h 111Cl Duai~d Initfilwy Ilavc ,i;,-vd to lnvct in thc itut,,wtlon of processes in the acquisition.
relevant functionAl mom~s of thle C2ALS l~iituilve, F'rom tile very beginning, the integration of these

lili,ýr. %X recopid/cd a% ustsenflalt for lsystcrms to he dcfigncd and p rototypes built "right the
fir.t 11111," Illuctliy aoindiiig cwtty dc%liri tA-angf, and enhuning produci b ity arnd supportability.

M"Igny dlirfereit awuomirwd %ywtinii% orr vucuttely umcd by weapon sygtem contractors anid
PI'Vero111114t ifynivinei, to cnitr tipd'uc,. mianige, affd retrieve data from relevant data bases, For the
wootmi pArt the iuuiianw-t %ysticin% in currcnt uwc are incompatible, In maIy caxes, information that
I% utiliffiiaety dlkivered toI file govc;inmvit Is created (,;i-ta dispitrme dati bAses, ieduccd to paper,
;1nd Owin ick-YA 1111 Ii-Y, thf (d~ bt~irl (fisr even recre;;ted, "llc procesois is inefficient, costly, subject
It' C-111I Old ovci' yly dclvpr)(d':vt fill pap'r.

'I tic dilltil Irm;;vs t1eili'elwi' are often runidinrn~otil~al orV even unique in the sensec that they
t1,11101 r' Ptd's ;;'C1 'nut (ý MllAVIII 'i;;tion% Mith other fat(#fh 1For axnimipic, among the CALS4ISC
c'iloi 't 1tivil i [tie dl-1,1'# it illci ihi copi;m en find iiN user iriicrtavv (humaur facto~rs ctigiflcCIing data)
,.nct'u dIvei iwi,:f thde rumhiniic II it-perapotu 111uuid manwrtunter% requirctd (mbnnpow'cr data), ilicir tas;k
thil I ,u1le Alln w ille 0.1 '. 4 Itil Iqu ld tO' lici forin su;L'h4ful y on thcir Jobsx (personnel and training
11,11.1 'I Ill %V All 1111VI &u 01, If v It it II-ukltldc level t-f pevrsonncl sclectied f'or the job is lowered, the
ii1111o d ih IvpIt cii rv1 I 1%W Ificoi"ut, ;Mid VI(V 111rt. id It th1e(11 (o liffICuLtIy i% iricteased so is the
q1'ii1r if' 'P1 ,;$n11lh f'j'i ~ r;i'% Ii tie,. wluje( rmcntso for thfe protection of health and life
(%ill-ty WOi~ tiei; I d h.'iii1ti Jirevellfnifiuta arhcot likely lto place conoitraluos 0n the dcliign (hi lian
h Chil t~iIMX In) Cf~iWl ri,itai;. a;nil, therrhn ic, til thle ouinbcrh fpt itudcli. wrid AMill of the pcople who
,If'*ii Of ,i' (11 ,11110 i.ni~uu 11111 111 V~ t 1Iii,1ii1%)wcr, 1)(I'lsoill , and :ral-inrg daita),

'I hic ('AI '1 (sitd I ALS, II S('! yliil will evcwtui;lly he reue'icd when the information, data
ir'1111 1ldr ii kl mt t...I 1LV Wf Il-t ilndm; l~lý th1el inflirmiittiomi nceded for weaplon Systeml dcsign,

ili ;.;nu I at liii 11i1d h111111'1'0 Iiibll inat'ifiniitviI in itimi aILcchlslel thiougli electronic means to all
;11t01,,1l/0d 1 )(1 'lI ti~l Ih 1ItoI11f mw;~i s, jfind Itiii I inteltiiiet- for ulse atl thle right times in the dcsign
J'h~rx-t .h 1 .0 tiidtiLti. tl11tr 'u1fl 111!thy wvsri'111 %Yinl1 siClili senti lire I.yOCle

CAl SI )Is J~IV

1r'I 'I' 411Ct tr'%~ 'Il ill(- ('Al S% moi-itvii ,iie is, imiijIiiye life uuitnlinets. aid quality of weapon

v pp itiit do~ 11 ".'q'11'' it 111) Is hitl 11-11a, wMnk m'duictirojf, thevir VrI st, 1111(1 thtinvhy increasing

No. r ,L.;itC,dII110 illth ,i 1lJVLlt VUS t 'I( lit A.11IJUVI tirough ( A IS dlevelopmnent and
11111-1i iit i fivi1111 Me 1diCI Ii*dl liii 'heI 1 1:1flie 0'11 Ivbinglt;e '11gThey arec asrim ''tixd wvith the three
liiiappi ( Al ',I'ij 111(iilu t' Il'l n'II C tuniC. uleULT Ct'-, .111d iir11priive (111lity in thle engineering,
iiIA'trrifa' tuif nill'. .'fit' l-.i' ij 'itll fritiune Wraip(IrI %YNtemn1%, i'.%tinlipcs of file San;;e ob)tjektives
appht di,C 'lA I iiIl(i' tI iin-ttniinpkieit'a r lkiviel in 'able 2; uolmpai I %on or thle

.i 4j~j it I A'.11, 'I[ illi it I-lt ii i i, f.11111ile411- l i" ,v- I hug,% if 1111 ,11 1 iuu111a , ItIc'e'hy addiutiri, 1i
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Table_. CALS Objectives

Reduce Time: & Improved industry responsiveness will result from the
development of integrated data, automation of plant facilities,
and industrial networking.

" Shortened weapon system design, development, production,
and resupply times will be possible through the creation of a
shared-data environment designed to generate and transfer
required data.

" Reduced "out-of-service" times for repairs and overhaul will
increase combat capability. These results will be obtained from
integrated planning, automated tool design and set-up, and
more rapid parts support.

Reduce Cost: * Elimination of the labor-intensive development of duplicate data
used for separate processes in design, manufacturing, and
support, will be one result.

* The use of paper will be dramatically reduced and replaced by
accurate, timely, and cost-effective digital technical information
for acquisition, logistics, and field operations.

* Data will be shared by multiple systems; common system
applications will help achieve interoperability.

Improve Quality: * Fewer errors in weapon system design and manufacturing will
result through the integration of key data bases that support
these functions in near real-time environments. Producibility,
reliability, maintainability, sustainability, and other "ility"
considerations will be integrated with computer-aided
engii.eering and design tools.

* Data consistency will be significantly enhanced as data bases
are linked together.

"The challenges of successful development and implementation of CALS are substantial, but
so are the expected rewards. That is especially true of the CALS-HSC constituents, since in many
cases the HSC data do not yet exist in forms or formats suitable for engineering applications. In
those cases, algorithms for data inversion and analytic techniques for use in design trade-off
decisions at thc engineering workstation will have to be developed, tested, and verified. Only then
will the CALS-HSC effort have fulfilled its role as part of the CALS initiative.

It will be necessary, at some future time, to document the actual benefits and payoffs of the
CALS and CALS-HISC efforts with criteria and figures of merit related to the cited objectives.
Although difficult to do now, that should eventually be an easier task to accomplish. In the
meantime, there is much work to be done and progress to be made towards those objectives and
their promise of substantial benefits and payoffs.
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T•.Ubl CALS-HSC Objectives

Reduce Time: * Improved industry responsiveness will result from the
availability of HSC data in automated digital-flow form
networked to and from the engineering workstation.

Shortened weapon system design, development, production,
and resupply times will be possible through the sharing and
automated transfer of data regarding the human system
components of weapon systems.

Reduced "out-of-service" times for repairs and overhaul will
increase combat capability. These results will be obtained
partly from integrated planning with data on maintenance,
technical personnel, and technical training.

Reduce Cost: • Elimination of the labor-intensive development of duplicate data
used for separate HSC processes such as the personnel and
training requirements, will be one result.

* The use of paper will be dramatically reduced and replaced by
accurate, timely, and cost-effective digital technical information
for all HSC operations within the full life cycle of the weapon
system.

* HSC data will be shared by multiple systems; common system
applications will help achieve interoperability.

Improve Quality: * Fewer errors in weapon system design and manufacturing will
result through the integration of key HSC data bases that
support these functions in near real-time environments,
Producibility, reliability, maintainability, sustainability, and
other "ility" considerations will be integrated with computer-
aided engineering and design tools.

0 Data consistency will be significantly enhanced as iSC data
bases are linked together and with other data bases,

The CALS-HSC Goal-Oriented Schedule

The CALS-HSC effort is addressing the issues as part of the CALS initiative by
progressing along the CALS-defined evolutionary developmental path to mAke substantial
improvements in the system development processes used by the DolD and Industry In the near
term, until the mid-1990s, the effort will concentrate on the development of digital file exchllnges
to replace paper document transfers. In the longer term, beyond the mid-1990s, the relevaot
advanced information technologies, integrated data bases, and information models( for the CALS-
HSC constituents will be developed and integrated with the other CALS components for use in the
applicable engineering, manufacturing, and logistics support processes.
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Through Fiscal Year 1990, the CALS-HSC effort has been centered mainly in the area of
training, and more especially in the subarea of training system development. Considerable progress
has been (and is still being) made in developing automatead, digital flow data, data bases, and
decision support systems for training sy.stem de sign and development during the design phase or
the weapon system development cycle, Beginning in Fiscal Year 1991, the effort will be
broadened to give increased attention to the full range of CALS-t1SC conrtituent,; i.e., to the
manpower, personnel, training, safety, health hamArd prevention, ond human factors engineering
COMpOnfelts, 7The thrusLt of the Wffort will parallel the CALS stratcgic tlhruts,
CALS Sltratgic 7l',rust5

The strategy of the CALS initiative is aimed at developing the means to transition from the
paper.inictrsive, nonintegrated weapon symtem engineering, manufacturing, and logistic, support
prrxechscs to a highly integrated and automated modc of operation, "lhcre arc live main elements of
the CA.S developmcnt stratcgy, as follows:

1. j•jinladi. Standards are crucial to the creation of an intygrated environment for
electronic datai acccss and transfer, CAI.S will facilitate the transfer of logistic and technical
information between Industry ,inrd the )ol) by leveraging existing international and national
mtanidards and accelerating the development of new standards to support future requirements,

2. lechnuku y l_ pient & Demons2_ati1l., Development and demonstration of new
tuchnologics that can support the creition, xtorage, and secure dissemination of a large volume of
digitized data are essnetial to the successful irmplcnicrtiation of CAJ.S, The CALS environment will
support the dcvclopincof of integrated data base tcchnologies that displace paper and enable
redefined processes over the entire weapon system life cycle.

3, Y•uga Sykst:m C. Jtracts& lnegnives, D)oJ) weapon system contracts with Industry
fortm the ba.sih for iroplementing CAI.S standards and integ ration requirements, An objective of the
CALS initiative is it provide an orderly transition to a new way in which the DoD and Industry
will do business, and to facilitate Industry investment in automation and integration,

4, L2QI.SItcr=, Ultimately, the capability of the CAI.S environment to improve
readiness will dCpCncl on thc mrdrifrnization of the Dol) sutpport infrisrtructure, DoD information
sysefi•im muMst be ablc to receive, transmit, and usc digital technical data in ,. :alan system life cycle
J1i1ia1:xien!t support activities, l(Recnt (auid still current) efforts include development of a

ci wrporate architectnurc and plan that is providin g a framework for modernization of DoD
inlformlationl sys)'teilr,,

5i - I..inb.Li,, Tie )Do_) i%• developing the corpi ,rai•i architect.ure and plains to establish
tlic overall ,,strategic dirv.tion for CALS implementilion, An important aspect of this strategy is to
maintain close liaison with other gy(,vernnent agencies and Industry. DLA and all four military
services have preparied plan,,r, are educating and training their progranu managers, and
implelmenting the CAI[S cn virrinnicnt and prKhict,,' as thwy arc devhlped,

A%- pril idf flit' (.AlS iniiiIve, the CAI.S I IS(' efforl is alo cu'ommitted( t, address all five
(1 Ihfi' ('Al.e ra' t'i c: thrn',t' . •.ah alcLi .S the: I ISC Sltibit ii', of m anuo,,wer, personnel, training,
aftcly, healii1 h aamd pit' yen Lion, and htittitall vft rinec, ringi. The specific steps already taken,

anid thoe planned for the ftilirc, irC substantial. To succeed on a schedule reasonahly consistent
with that of the ('AIS in iaiitve', many iare iC te•en her, and orlan izationis in) the I ISC comrmnunity
will have to hb ijfrjw.vCd wilh (.()lllillt.t'rt h( c'•ntribjte in their own domawin.
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The model that appears most appropriate is one that calls for each of the HSC communities
(manpower, personnel, training, safety, health hazard prevention, and human factors engineering)
to construct, with "Operations and Management (O&M)" resources, the digitized data bases that
best serve their O&M functions, Next, data element dictionaries will have to be developed so that
terms are used in meaningful and consistent ways within and across areas and communities. Then,
it will be possible to link the data bases to support the digital flow of information.

All of these steps should be underway in FY 1991, so that by the mid- 1990s, real progress
will have begun on HSC intefration, in relational data base modes, and with any data conversions
that may be necessary to make HSC information meaningful and effective for decision making at
the engineering design workstation, and vice versa.
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Mr. Cream: To make the last session of the workshop exciting and interesting, what
we're going to do is follow a life cycle of a panel. The way this will work is each individual will
express his viewpoint on the key issues of this workshop. These are: What are the technical
challenges that will move us from the "as is" world of today to the fully integrated "to be" world of
human-centered design technology of the product life cycle. Each individual will give a short
presentation about 15 minutes or so.

Dr. Askren's Remarks:

Our instructions had two parts. First, what is our reaction to what has been presented?
And, then, what is our vision of the "as is" and "to be" world'? What are the technical challenges?
My overall reaction to what has been presented today and yesterday is that the scope of what has
been happening in human modeling in the last five years is very impressive. The quality of the
people doing this work is just outstanding.

I'm particularly happy about Crew Chief. If I may be permitted a little history here, as
some of you may know, I had a hand in getting Crew Chief started. During the early 1980s, Don
Tetmeyer was Division Chief of AFHRL/LR, and I was a Branch Chief. We had many
conversations about how to get human factors inserted in the design world. 'This was part of our
mission, getting human factors integrated with design. So we decided to take a systematic look at
what the aerospace industry was doing in the area of design engineering to see if we could link into
it. So I took a round-robin trip and visited a number of aircraft companies to see what was
happening in the world of engineering design. I found that CAD was beginning to take hold as the
new design method. So Don and I hashed this over and we decided that CAD looked like the way
to get human factors into design.

We tried a number of things. One of the early ideas was discussed today by Pete Glor of
General Dynamics. This was the idea of trying to get a man-model incorporated into the Ground
Launched Cruise Missile (GCLM) design program. Another effort, discussed by McDonnell
Douglas, was the CAD simulation of F-15 field deployment in Europe: the Combat Turn Model.
These demonstrations showed the potential for CAD integration of human factors evaluation.

But I guess the thing that I really liked and really enjoyed was Crew Chief. Don and I
realized that maintenance was our field, our mission. The folks in AAMRL had the opetator side,
the cockpit design side. They have some models called COMBIMAN that have to do with the
cockpit. We wondered if we could do something like that for maintenance. So I visited with Dr.
Joe McDaniel of AAMRL. I wish Joe were here to share some of this. I said "Joe, we're interested
in maintenance. You're working the cockpit, Do you think we could adapt your COMBIMAN to
the maintenance field?" He said "I don't know. Let's try." So we scraped up some money.
AFHRL put up some money and AAMRL put up some money and together we embarked on what
is now an eight-year program to develop a maintenance man-model called Crew Chief, It's
growing admirably. I think what you folks are doing with it is just outstanding.

An amusing side note on the name Crew Chief. You might not believe this but it took three
months to come up with the name Crew Chief. I remember writing many names on the blackboard
and looking at them for long periods of time trying to come up with something. We had
Maintenance Man, Repair Man, and others. We wanted a name that would apply equally to male
and female rnaintenance personnel. '[hen one day, almost an inspiration, we remembered the name
Crew Chief, and th;at name was a pcrfect fit.
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Now as far as the future, I have a copy of Dr. Kroemer's National Research Council
study.) This study summarized the progress of man-modeling in eleven areas. Based on the
presentations I have heard at this workshop, it appears we have made progress in four of these
areas. Let's look at these.

Predictive Models of the Effects of Platforms. We don't have good models which show
how vibration, acceleration, and other environmental factors affect performance. We've heard
some discussion of these sorts of problems here, but in general I think it could be said that we've
not progressed very far with that.

Dynamic interface models. This is a second area in which we still appear to be woefully
inadequate. I'm aware that there is a movement beginning in this area, but of course a limiting
factor continues to be computer memory. But this appears -o be an area where good work could be
done.

Stress and motivation have still not been brought into these models. There has been some
work here, but in general these factors have not been adequately modeled.

Fatigue, trauma, and injury are still not adequately dealt with. I'm intimately familiar with
this problem. Some years ago in the Air Force we tried to bring these factors into studies of
nuclear missile handling operations. We tried to bring f.tigue factors into the evaluation, but there
just wasn't sufficient data or models to use. So apparently there is still a lot of room for work in
these areas.

Complex aspects of vision, audition, and speed and accuracy of response to sensory inputs
need to be explored. This is obviously a very complex area but one where new simulation
technology for virtual realities may pay off.

Sociological factors, such as habitability, on human performance are largely unquantified.
This could be important to submariners, outer space operations, and people who live in the Arctic
conditions. For that matter, think of Desert Shield. What are the effects of heat on performance?

Model validation is still an unresolved issue.

So out of the list of eleven discussed by Krocrner and his colleagues I see at least seven still
nteding work.

What art.- my key technical challenge,? My challcnges overlap somcwhat with Kroemer's
study, but with a slightly different flavor, I see three challenges that come out of the experiences I
have had.

First, we need to gain as good an understanding as we can of the user's needs, That is, the
designer's needs. In the design wOrld, the better uwiderstanding we can have of the design process
the better our models will be, My research over the years has shown that there are different types
of engineer,, l)iffcrent styles of work. Some enginecrs are serial workers who deal with things
se,,quentially. Our modiels work well for them. But there are also engineers who work in a holistic
fa,,hion. They get a problem, think on it for a few dlays or weeks, draw on their experience, and
the CIll Of a suddctl they create a design. low •oes something like this relate to our modeling

Sce Kroincer, K., Sti'mk, S., Me ldow.,, & )ctn.t'h, S. (hlds.). (1988). Ett g/ r.1K .lsl

Ulf 116-1'uukhn ~~ inJ Lýtr~ ~ b.LU f ...... IL LWIL kJ Wushiingtora, D)C: Nadhimai
J(.'Sc.iith (.. ittH ii,
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In the design world there seem to be two concepts that guide the engineers. One is
constraints that the engineer must design to. However, complementing this are trade-off studies.
To achieve a constraint an engineer might look at many alternative designs. Our modeling must be
compatible with the way the engineer works. So my first point is that we must put as much energy
as we can into understanding the user's world in which our models are applied.

My second point is: Do as many practical demonstrations as you can. I love what Pete
Glor is doing at Convair with those practical demonstrations. This is a great way to sell our
products. However, one thing that inhibits us is the caution of human factors people. I think
sometimes we're too timid about getting in with the engineering or design folks and making
contributions. I think we're afraid that what we have to offer is not good enough. Well, my
experience has shown that very often it is good enough.

My third point, which is related, has to do with the quality of the data.. We're very
concerned about the scientific precision of the data here today. I understand this. After all, we're
scientists. But we also need to consider the engineering usefulness of the data. Quite often they're
different ends of the continuum. Where we might be concerned about two millimeters, in the
practical world several centimeters might be sufficient. The payoff of this is that it's often cheaper
to get less precise data.

My first experience with this came many years ago when I was a human factors engineer in
the original B-I bomber program. An aerodynamical engineer came to me and said that he had to
design the structure to provide a good ride for the pilot. Therefore, he wanted to know what g-
load the pilot could tolerate for a 10-hour, low-level flight. I went to the literature and all the
experts and there was no research data on 10 hours of g-load tolerance, only for 30 minutes.
Thcrefore, I did an extrapolation from 30 minutes to 10 hours. The scientific community wouldn't
like this. I went back to the engineer and gave him my extrapolation - my specs - for a 10-hour
profile. I told him I could be off by 100 percent. He said that's OK. He would put in a safety
factor to account for this variance. What I learned from this experience is what somebody here
said today: An 80 percent answer today is oftentimes better than a 100 pcrcent answer tomorrow.
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Dr. Pew's Remarks:

All models are wrong. Repeat for emphasis: All models are wrong. However, models are
useful. We can't make models useful unless we know what they are useful for. We've talked
about a number of areas where models might be useful in the domain of human factors in design.
We've talked about them with respect to reliability and maintainability. We've talked about them
with respect to manpower, personnel selection, and training. We talked about them with respect to
cockpit layout and design. We talked a little bit about safety although I think we may have to put
more emphasis in the area of safety analysis. And this morning we even heard a very interesting
talk about equipment fit and the requirements for very detailed models and data for fitting night-
vision goggles.

I came here - and in fact Ed Boyle and I sort of teased about this. He said if I invite you to
speak on the panel I know what you'll say. You'll say we need more cognitive models. After
listening to the presentations and discussions for two days I've come to this conclusion: Yes, we
need cognitive models. However, I used to think we should put a cognitive front-end on an
anthropometric model. Now I think that's wrong. I no longer think that's a useful thing to do. In
terms of Ron Laughery's presentation, I predict that when you connect MicroSAINT to the
anthropometric models, you will use the task-modeling representation in order to say "Assemble"
and this breaks down into a set of things that you want to represent in an anthropometric way; but
you will find that the pieces you are alluding to in the Human Operator Simulator, the human
performance and the information processing pieces, will not be terribly useful for the analysis of
anthropometric issues.

I think one of the most useful things we've heard in the last two days is the discussion of
users and real applications. First of all, rve come to believe that anthropometric modeling really is
useful for maintenance design. But second, I've come to believe that those people who are
interested in the design of spaces for maintenance--hand holes, tools, forces, all the things related
to the maintenance activity--are not very much interested in the thinking part of that problem. This
is not a criticism. It's just that the people who do this sort of analysis are different from the people
who do the functionality analysis of a crew station to see whether the equipment is appropriate.
And because these things are done in different places, there is no reason for us to integrate models
at that level.

The second thing I see -- which I think is healthy and not dysfunctional -- is that people are
talking about models at many different levels of detail. That's fine. I think that's the way it should
be. And in fact the richer the levels of detail we have with these models the better able an
individual need can be met by looking for the right data representation at the right level. My feeling
:q that the kind of thing that Dr. Kaplan talked about and the talk by Dr. Evans on EDGE, both of
which are focused on manpower, personnel, and training, are the highest level of representation
that we've seen. They are further than I would want to go but they are not further than one needs
to go to make these kinds of predictions up front.

It's hard to talk about this next level because in one sense it's a detailed level and in another
sense it's not as detailed. We talked about the utilization of equipment, the functional utilization of
equipment. This is what Mike Young talked about and something we've had a part in. And it was
also part of the A3 I discussion. This is the notion of looking at cockpit design and layout from the
standpoint of functionality. In these cases I think we need a human performance model that gets
into intellectual and cognitive performance as well as the physical performance. The anthropometric
models are more incidental here. They are not inappropriate. We do need reach, but we don't need
the kind of detail--force and stature and such kinds of representations for the anthropometry-- if we
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are interested in the functional design. Functional design may not be the right term. What I mean is
that aspect of the design of equipment that requires both physical and mental interaction ill order to
operate. I think you understand what I mean.

Then, clearly, when you get down to the level of equipment fit, I think you're getting down
to a level more detailed than even the anthropologists aspire to. It's really going down to a level of
very great detail.

With that thought in mind, I want to reflect on the DEPTH program, at least as it was
presented here. I don't know much about it other than what I have heard. But I had the feeling
that DEPTH is trying to be too many things to too many people. Maybe it could be more focused.
But then I thought about what Detroit does with concept cars. You build a concept that you know
will never be put on the road but you build it because it contains a lot of ideas, some of which may
ultimately prove to be worthwhile. So I decided that the DEPTH program is like a concept car. In
this sense it's a demonstration of lots of different things. I think the people who are doing DEPTH
shouldn't try to be all hooked up together. Because the people who are going to be doing the
different kinds of analysis- -manpower, personnel, and training on the one end, and anthropometry
on the other end--don't necessarily work at the same time, and they're working at different levels
of detail. While it's nice to have all those parts in DEPTH, I wouldn't offhand expect them to be
connected up together.

HARDMAN III is a different case because it's trying to produce a single kind of prediction
out of an integrated collection of things, and for that purpose that's OK. But it appeared that
DEPTH was also trying to do the anthropometry at the most detailed level at the same time.

Now, two points about data. The first is a topic I did not hear discussed very much in the
last two days but that I think is absolutely critical. It was referred to in a backhanded way a couple
of times. This is the data entry problem. Particularly the equipment data entry problem. The
discussion has suggested that the equipment representation is resident in the CAD system and they
just bring it up arid it's there. One person did mention that he would like to have a representation of
the support equipment as well as the representation of the prmary hardware configuration. I think
we should be thinking a lot about the designer's workstation design from the standpoint of data
entry. Entering the equipment specifications is potentially a very labor-intensive process.

With that in mind I would suggest the folluwing kinds of things:

1. Supplying templates for standardized pieces of equipment.

2. Providing baseline cases. You might have a baseline cockpit that can b" modified to
correspond to the new design. You might also have a baseline wing that can be specialized to the
wing whose maintenance is under study.

Then the critical thing is that you make it very easy to modify. The focus on the data entry
process should be on change introduction rather than initial coordinate introduction. You want to
be able to manipulate the representation not by going back to the original cordinates of the thing
but by shaping it, making it bigger, smaller, and so on; treating these things as objects and being
able to manipulate them in ways that make them look like the ones you want to represent in your
particular case,

Also, I think it becomes extremely important that these objects be transferable across
different data bases. In this way a data file or a particular system specification can be translated to
another system. And that may require a careful definition of primitives. Not just graphics
priiiitives but primitives at a little higher level describing the nature of the objects that are being
portcd from one system to another.
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The final point I want to make is this: "Don't forget the beef." The "beef" in the
anthropometric modeling case are the data, the data on human characteristics. I was absolutely
fascinated by Dr. Roebuck's talk. He really highlighted some of the weaknesses of the current data
and some very ingenious ways for solving some of those problems that don't require going out
and getting more data from another sample of 10 thousand people.

I have the feeling that the Air Force, and the Army as well, could make the best investment
by improving the quality of the anthropometric data. The General Dynamics and the McDonnell
Douglas and the Boeings of the world, as you have seen, are already putting these things into
CAD/CAM systems and are making them work in their own context. But they can't afford to
collect those data. They can't afford to go out and get the detailed kinds of data needed to make
these models accurate. Therefore, I think that's the place where the most cost-effective investment
by the government can be made. Thank you.
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Dr. Gould's Remarks:

My cormmcnts will he kept at a very macro level. I'm going to chat about three highly
related issues. First, who arc the users we're really targeting for all these tools and data bases?
Related to that is what level of detail is to to, --ovided and when is it needed? Because the answers
are all intricately entwined, I'll end un tfl1;irq just a little bit about some integration issues.

In the macro view we were all talking about getting human-centered issues into the design
p~roce!ss. That was fairly clear. Then I took a look at the issues and the tools as they were starting
to emerge. They can be placed on a continuum which has two dimensions. One dimension is the
soft sciences and technologies to the hard sciences and technologies. Directly related to that is the
status of the reseaxch. There is a continuum describing that which is mature and being used and
that which is just starting to emnerge. If you Jook at the cognitive as the soft, gradually emerging
sJde, and the physical humiar factors side as harder and more mature, you can break this down into
two, bioad camips. The he' .an factors or physical side, which I understand has many
A rill dl!ci plilies Within it, has isc mature technologies that are already being institutionalized in the
(1e'myr prucess. I understand this might have been a very hard fight to get in there to make people
lIi2~ ynuI riceij to be There be-cause. the designers already have a very full plate.
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human factors.-oricnted physical side, you Can break thib down into two broad camps, I'i louni~an
factors or physical side, which I understand has many subdiscipline5 within it, has the mature
technologies that are already being institutionalizcd in the design procvess, I uinderstantd this trilht
have been a very hard fight to make people believe you need to be iticr. 'T'he dcotigncrm alrvady hNod
a very full plate and wcrcn't looking for somicthing to complicatt tile detigne prm-rioA

But there are many emcrging analysis fouls and datta baxes from tile softer 5ulence hide, the
side I comec from, We have mnanpower, personnel, arnd training folks, These people don't
routinely interact with each other for the most part. Then we have safecty pritple And haanrdotes
materials people who have their own language, chains cif commannd, and I inch of cten,,unicatkn.n
Thlesc are all touidly separate and unique diisciplineii. Finally, we havo information processing falki
and those involved in ap'plying artificial intelligence wrtevhnlcogy Yoh, we hAve data builex such As
the performance task-level baseline comparable ,.ystetrne (11CS), and oanlymie woll such at l) 'IM11
-ire coming along. llu: working from the softer cognitive hide (if waenmc, we have had little hu ccss
in breaking into thle desil 'r! process. mutch lcks, convinving teulr ellow %eLe'i1Cl tifl'oellh(i collicaglick
that wc arc scientists. If we just takc I look ii: the Iboolh and datw W~'r% not ifir itutitunhi fuIJUVI' side,
we have these ver-y minlute and specific da.to bases., I envy yol file luidj %t1iir youl hanv e wo WlJk
Withi,

Bill al t1he SaIIII lttle I wiaft! to Ohidi: y'ol a liii1 1111l , Scvereal Lif you nel lol and irilkeit
about your dvtai lcd dta~ hIasc.s u ippl hciblir fte differenti ptiepuhlietaeoni, VYou hsave Ainay flnd Air U owev
populations, you have vivilians arnd military. pilotisold malmidst lie m lalr% wid frimialvii and
di fferenit ethnic ;,rnt IuS. 'DIher werr sonio hiinted-i iusit UChdionii tfium the fliemir alloiw w~oifilt'he;
di 1(cretite, [he dg a1eC.Iween thlcw, diffev; et j1)ettI i' e11ns? Nobi l ~I e otild I1e4wcro file fiuestifoti.
Somil' uelkd abouit ho(t hiivilly ticeded daia, that others std thcy load, bill ther newded daashowv iuldn'i W~
use~d because it's from a diTt'ervi'; populaetion, Many deso. ribe~rilIi terrible dollar cosis of uullccting
the data or iipd.,ticig aged dbitsa kince floo woik form' iii Rcttiltu lairger "I i tite at io toow cf~~retter
viwb~ yeacr. SP 'it st5rws if) tmeI trial NoiiilicuI',' Olould nie1derteike a tuwajeer ecir Ii ne devel' 'p tw, Ilet' cd
view, thC whole ratte (if dtth(ojiolliccirk'iat:11d hkIs'io i rlicil (1'11 f lersi ui1d I cantI' IVC IJI (ld fi CIfjIjL'C
betweenl those two let-Ils, by tille way.

All of veoee detit tweed ft' het bra iLjjti 1' ll~ ege tiln'enic waiy tit cj 'sc lw tI flie wshitle Attaci visnu
work, force so yas t.an Stlilit Olilef cg f,111 .oilli wticmn Nayler 11114 sIdell will ouplipelo tte Alilitir rfi yoll
(:eeltracl'ters, I low' allo ul ft.icler 10.u; % i all Olle'v dci 111 busr' , f(l~pIi 'fi~ !lori te ited
ti.Sillty I', c.~~h tt-iL-irciilise:. to Itill gt I ell:1c 114.11 ciiiHc 'lls alee; e imou lit )flbl lsutillvs' (IV dve t
5Iii~cI !littth' ti c l" I Ol~e 1 l~itd (1;1t;1 fill~c 011)w t~li' 11e eeJ' IIIIIei Ntc W110 Leeda11hl tiie tiit;ilf 11)( L IIcIIXC 111V
rest a slish "Cipt till evi c I Jfedir Oll.' lee% 'l~ite tI'da djit, Itiet !),NVet11, ill L'eI~IIC. Ice 1111~C ylliI jtl'kctbi.

Dec!aling' %V10te ill(- 'tui'ip cjl le1cc0el1-1ci, 11iC &.1111 OwcL't llrt eeteet; l ie i I c' cii elce~ it
I''iriiW P111 )IVt. ik heit e r~Lve 11w', >'cIll litt' Ill 11cu0ehe i'ttt I~ c t1,111v Own W e111 w fjielie uhle.,

cIgI1 I11tie sidc of thu( lilc tL,

1 think OliC (if tiic mlalin putlijetL' iel thlis winkwi ihepI tto stillatc cenlgici file b.c rtweril thesel
itf iciiI i iitiIlý ncifli tLV tfc t J f. t j'*Ilit %'C# ,ie iii IteItIIIIn I ieif 10 11h ''iil e Vir. o t V fIc tienriee
luclk *ci)vCl'.'n thu Nil'] Si ianet I 1Ti ICLIIIeIecleej'1c'. (Mer hwee',te lcve sitaltrl lte I ,a-kc Oltje 110. fillWI.,
iiei)' ?l'egiel/v1C Ihii~ Ito wi- 1II 114' al t',' (r- Chicl' l(ANIC Al, weilltiirr v' 'c0k fiticii [lir' %I Lt clle'el
1e"Irl''l st ICelIc v' qtuvt ( )it theve ei11ltvt1 nictl the cltice we t1,1w he ilieuie ucldhill ": aL11111t hIP 4Ili. whihith
I'll li'.t 1h1irt li~te 0tiC NMl shh iatt 1.1 OK (letit I'lt', IleX%I( ill ibjee1L1%Idts Nilh *%ec V ji Olu hry arr Wilith trin
leI t-Ir i jil11itt'd cu ccl , '.eclc'; I1tch 1ccuidely Isit's 11111 OxL %iiiititsitj' tinit 'e t imujt I er'l wca ilir elm
',I df ;I I Ifl Je %AcV t 1)IV(c-' (e4 %(1c111 fcitlO ti '' thlc M y )1,1t 1'. cill li f('t et Il'.~lc" et1 th1y'l tf tvltij' it) (lee tIo
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If we take a louk At these various tools and data bases and ask who the users are, each
daylvcpopr can tell yoju who his or her u~er it, But the thing that dismitycdJ me as I sat and listened

%11thll ""pl taked About p~aising the Informaition to a designer directly or even having the
uoilgrier vohiu'ct1nMx lilt Anklysils Only a few of you expevied other experus or mediators to use
your? afilriyst t(gOl% ind send refined iutti;.Ary results to the deirer. I'1 take RAMCAD as an
cmoitlple ,( f sh latirr, l'AMCA) Ic v,;Iupf-rs tuog: asbout ncein an R&.M (Reliability and
Mpliti:intbilly) efgl-nerr to work s informnation ani frod the results back immediately to tile
dc-lyflct. Othmr of you tailked about H~i~ng tp~k-lcvel data directly to the designer.

Iraimeibeir when I firMl itarted givlng ncl 'outhMPT issues 'in design, The
audicrnec auked fm how mujch Informasirin coul ho- siud In destign.I gave my off-the-cuff answers,
U."omnng hNO trrinwdiusly wat the remavrk that it woulil nwver .suxk. 7hose designers already have
ji (fill p~1pte. lurifi lik11 volf rience, I never once he~ud riiybrOy stal. aloit the fuct that if designers
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What I am saying here is that we have a major problem which I heard no one verbalize. We
need a major research effort to develop a heuristic for lessons-learned data bases. No, not just
another Military Standard. That heuristic must encompass the information each of us will place
within it. By the way, have you noticed that lessons-learned data bases only contain answers to
problems we have solved rather than characteristics which have created unsolvable problems. Also,
why don't lessons-learned data bases include the results of good decisions that have been made?
Who has taken on this problem to solve? We all need the resolution.

I want to mention that I think most tools being built require the existence of something that
I'll call the Concurrent Engineering (CE) workstation idea. I think that's the direction we all need to
aim for. There has to be a filter for this tremendous volume of information we're developing. A
CE workstation will probably require a team of specialists, MPTS people, and HFE people.
Somehow we have to get together--join forces. We must aim our collective analysis results to pass
through the same filter if we're going to get our act together, to get our information through, in a
usable fashion to the designer. Who is addressing this informauon cross-discipline integration
problem? Also, are most design engineers really going to learn to use all these tools even if they
have the inclination?

There's also another integration issue. This one concerns the necessity to coordinate, or
integrate the trade-offs across a broad range of concerns. Let me use the RAMCAD presentation as
an example. During the discussion there were some statements made that by cutting R&M
significantly, there %-=re going to be tremendous reductions in manpower. Well, that's true if you
define manpowei only in terms of the times to perform tasks. In the MPT community we define
manpower as numbers of required personnel. There was discussion about how emerging
technology has demonstrated that task performance times were, in fact, reduced by improving
R&M. What you're probably doing here is reducing manpower utilization rates, increasing idle
time. The fact that the skill is still required, although only for rare events, means that you won't
necessarily reduce manpower. You still need someone available 24 hours a day to perform those
rare tasks. The result is no manpower saving.

Further, again using the RAMCAD example, at the same time you're improving R&M,
you're potentially increasing the training problems, possibly dramatically. When things don't break
as often, how are you going to develop and maintain proficiency? In fact, you have possibly
increased manpower requirements to keep rarely performed skills current, i.e., required additional
personnel in the training pipeline. By removing the simpler tasks or lowering task frequency, you
make it more difficult to learn maintenance tasks and hence you may also have increased aptitude
levels. Higher aptitude personnel cost more to recruit and tend to leave before reaching the
technician level, so you have reduced your maintenance experience base. Lower your experience
base and you know what happens to your sortie rates.

All I'm trying to tell you is that what you folks from the hard human factors side do affects
us on the MPTS side. You may think you don't need us. You've fought through the issues and are
institutionalized and moving toward the goal box. Well, you do need us and we need your support.
There have been some recent developmen's that may change your mind about the relevance of
MrI'S issues.

I took the idea for this chart from workshop references to the three-legged requirements
stool. The reason you must care about MPT and safety is that in the past you had only cost,
schedule, and perlbrmnance requirements. Now we have a fourth leg, the supportability leg. Human
factors had a reason to be in the picture under the performance requirement, you had an "in." If the
human could not operate or maintain the system, the system would not perform. We soft guys, the
MPTS discipline, did not have an "in" under that scenario. There was no mandate for the
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developers to attend to MPT. The attitude was: "Don't bother me about manpower support." "We'll
find the money for training later so I can use the money to buy more units now." "Besides, you
only add to the total cost of design."

.- 4:•• f'lLEGAL

Uj U" MANDATE

CE DESIGN STATION

I
lI

Suddenly, not only is the supportability side added to the stool, but Congress has come in
and made MPT and safety analyses a legal requirement before funding is approved. What this
means is that if we can't analyze and document the requirements for MPT early in the acquisition
process, the requests for new systems are never going to get to the Defense Acquisition Board
(DAB). If you don't get to the DAB, you won't get approval to have a new system and you won't
be able to do your human factors design work, So, believe it or not, human factors engineers really
do need us MPTS guys now.

Well, where is MPT and S? It's cicar we're way behind the human factors technology. We
need some help. So whatever you do, please don't push us aside. Leave spaces in your CAD tools
to accept the MPTS tradeoffs. Let's jointly address the lessons learned data base problem and do a
detailed designer needs/capability study. Help pull us along so we can pull together.

A last point. R&M is one leg of that supportability stool, and R&M has made great strides.
But I might point out that when you look at operation and support (O&S) costs, R&M is only one
of the smaller elements of system support resources. Forty to sixty percent of the support costs are
MPT costs. Congress is looking at these very closely. The requirements and the changes in MPT
have to be reported. At any rate, that's where we stand and these are the thoughts I had as I listened
to the papers. Thank you.
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Mr. Nondorf's Remarks:

After listening to Dr. Gould I'm glad to announce that the Air Force and industry have the
very same problems with technology integration. First, I'd like to congratulate the people in this
room on the progress they've made since the last conference I attended on this topic four years
ago. This was at AFJIRL and we all fit into their small conference room. We've obviously grown
a lot 5ince then.

Lefore i dswu•s the problems, you need an expectation of what we in industry think these
tools can do for us. Aside from the obvious impacts of maintainability and human factors, I think
there are some other key areas that we see a big payoff for in these areas, especially for tools like
DEPTH. And that's in the area of early generation of data. Task analysis, tech data validation,
and training arc all examples of things that can be done because of animation and so forth. These
have been the long poles in the tent and have not only hampered the operability of the systems
oncc we delivcr thezri to you, but also hampered the manufacturing of them in our own facilities. I
know at letas one inswrice where we are taking early geometric definition and doing the
rudimentary manuals which will aid in manufacturing, and from that developing training plans,
technical manuals, and so forth. So this is a genre we have to get into. It's not something we've
found ea:sy to do because of technical problems with defining the right geometry, but we have to
persist. These are long poles and they add to life cycle cost,

In terms oif the implementation I think there's an underlying premise with this movement
calle.d Concurrent Erg-ineering, or simultaneous engincering, or Integrated Product Development.
Whatever you call it, there must be five or six other terms that refer to the same thing. In order to
allow these things to happen, that underlying foundation must be in place. We need to start
thinking in tetrms of design teams, We need to get away from this "my rice bowl, your rice bowl"
mentaiity. Team efforts are becoming more important because of the teaming arrangements we are
being forced into in industry.

In general, the philosophy of this workshop is that we need to design in better product
quality tihe first time, This is all doablc if we keep in mind that in the future weapon systems are
going to be dictated by mission requirements, The next major weapon systems now on the boards
will be driven by these requirements, We will he working on unconventional aircraft designs and
unconventional equiptnent installations for new missions. These are things we are not used to
wolking with curtently,

In terms of users, I think the real customers of this technology are numerous. The ultimate
end user at ihis monment is the guy who is sittinng ot in the descrt, in Greenland, in the Arctic.
This is the guy who needs to fix it and make it happen. He's the one we ultimately have to satisfy.
The user before that is the guy on the manufacturing floor putting the system together. We can't
closet ourselves by looking at these things only as legs on a stool, as maintainabilty and human
factors things in isolation, They also have a significant part in the manufacturing process. I think
Dr. Majoros made this point well in hi:; presentation. The initial user is the design team, not a
designer. The design team includes miaintainability, human factors, reliability, and maintenance
task analysts, manufacturing planners, and so on As a earn, these people all have different needs
arid different requirements for different tools. We have to keep these things in mind.

In termis of itchnical barriers to transition. Probably the biggest one--and it's not just a
problem between thO govcrnment and industry, it also happens within industry too--is the question
of portability. Part of the portability issue is the cost of capital. We can't afford to go out and
rccapitalize. GM did this a couple of years ago. We can't afford that and neither can you. So we
have to look at the open system architectures-, the standards being proposed by the CALS initiative
that Dr. Alluisi will talk about.
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We also have to have validated models. The real question is: Can the program manager
believe the results of the technologies being developed by the people in this room? This is a very
important thing. Many times we propose to program management to use a particular tool on a new
system and the thing they always ask is: Has it been used before? If you say it's never been used
before, they will send you away. Nobody wants to be the first to use a new but unproven
technology. There has to be a track record of demonstrations, as Dr. Askren suggests. It has to be
easy to use too. This is an education issue as well. Speed and use of resources is another problem.
We have a lot of computer terminals and CAD stations at McAir for people to work on but there are
never enough.

In addition, there are compartmented programs because of DoD and security requirements.
We have to be able to live in that environment as well. We preach information sharing, but when
you have 50 programs and they're all TEMPEST and none can talk to anyone else, so much for
data sharing. And some of these are 12 and 15 people, or less. They are not large enough to
warrant the investment in the infrastructure needed for information sharing. So we have to think
about that small-scale way of doing business.

There are cultural issues as well. Design engineers are design engineers. They design
airplanes. They are not human factors people. They are working 12 or 14 hours a day in many
cases. They have a schedule to meet and are driven by cost. They are just not going to do these
human-centered things. I know we have asked them to do things for us that we didn't think of as
major tasks and they say they don't have the time. They don't need the additional burden. We've
been fighting this one for seven or eight years. We have not come up with a good way to solve this
problem. Design engineers that I deal with don't want additional utilities dumped on their CAD
workstations if they have the effect of slowing them down. On the other hand, if you have one
CAD station and tell 100 people to use it, nobody ever will because they can't get on it. And even
if they can it's another language, more passwords, and other complexities people do not like to
deal with. We don't know an easy way around this. But overloading a CAD system is not a good
idea. Anything you do to slow a CAD system down is not good for human-centered design.

Translation of academic data about human performance into a form useful to engineers is
another big issue. What data are useful to him, how much data can he use? What type of data
does he want to see? We can pin this down in some cases with some people in some disciplines
but generally speaking these are unknowns. They can tell you what they don't like but generally
they will have a hard time telling you what they do want.

Another thing that has to be done, and our Navy and Air Force customers are pretty good
about this, is to mandate the use of these human-centered technologies in the RFP. You have to
make them hard requirements. If I tell my boss that we need to do this maintainability analysis
because it makes a better product and there is not a specific requirement to do it in the RFP, we will
not do it. That's all there is to it. Some of the CALS mandates that have been coming out in recent
programs that I am familiar with are merely "alluded to" requirements. They have to be firm. You
can't let us tailor them or we will tailor them out. It's that simple.

In closing, I'll just say this. Colonel Clark yesterday asked who was in the audience. We
had a few designers, a few users, and lots of technology people. I think the ultimate way to
incorporate this human-centered technology both in the Air Force and industry is to increase the
number of users with designers and technology people so that the ultimate users get what they
want.
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Mr. Cream's Remarks:

The presentations we have been privileged to hear during the past two days have been
impressive in both scope and scholarship. Comprehensive as they may have been, there still
remain issues that warrant our attention. Before I introduce our last speaker, I would like to share
some of the more pressing of these with you in the hope that they may stimulate and provoke your
thoughtful consideration.

Today, and more so in the future, many commercial and military products will be
designed in one country, produced in a second, for sale in a third, and used in a fourth.

What technical steps must be taken to ensure that the understanding of end-user
requirements, design data and production models used by this international community represent
the breath of the intended user population throughout the product's expected lifetime?

How do government/industry initiatives such as Product Data Exchange Standards
(PDES) and Computer-Aided Acquisition and Logistics Support (CALS) initiatives fit into the
picture for international specifications and standards?

What role can/should academia, government, and industry play?

What forward-looking steps must be taken to ensure that the human models and
supporting data now being developed will support this international design enterprise?

From a DoD perspective, consider that all major weapons systems are substantially
redesigned and/or rebuilt during their operational lifetime. In some cases only the "shell" remains
the same and the population of operators and maintainers that will own and use these systems in
later stages of their operation are not yet born. Given this reality, what new technologies are
needed to design not only for the initial cadre of users, but for those who will follow. Is this in
fact a new technical requirement, "design for change," or just a further refinement of existing
capabilities?

It is my opinion that although this workshop has focused on human-centered technology
for maintainability, the technology is also directly relevant to design for assembly, disassembly,
operation, retrofit, mobility, reprocurement, disposal, and CHANGE. What should we do to
ensure that these and other applications and user communities are addressed. How do we ensure
that we are not building another set of vertical technical "stovepipes"?

With the impressive sums of money being spent to develop new technologies, what are
the technical barriers that slow the transfer of this technology to industry? How can we help the
introduction of this new technology recognizing the inherent difficulties with integration of new
technology with legacy systems and existing processes and the impressive capital investment
required to "join the club"? Moreover, how do we ensure that the thousands of "Morn-and-Pop"
machine shops, suppliers, supporters, and others serving as subcontractors hbive easy electronic
access to these critical data if their contribution to the overall product i: Apee:ted to merge
smoothly with the work of the prime? What do we do when these essential elements of the
product development infrastructure reside overseas? And what metrics are available and
believable that can show industry a real return on investment for thcsc new too~ls in view of the
substantial investment required for them.

Next, how can we interconnect human-centered design technology with the surrounding
"ilities" that inevitably impact human performance requirements and eventual system operation?
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--We don't want just another "stovepipe" for HCT, but there are real problems in
communicating our "ility" with the others, in particular, as Matt Tracy points out, with reliability
and maintainability engineering.

--On the "downstream" logistics support processes, we have a large number of
integration problems and opportunities. Ed Boyle has made the point that there is, first of all,
human resources management--or so called MPT--to consider. Here is the largest single element
of weapon system cost, yet we still don't know how to evaluate human resources aspects of
design well enough. What must be done to "fix" this problem?

Finally, although there are no limits to the number of issues that could be usefully
pursued, in light of the expected reduction in govrmment budget available to support R&D in
general, the predicted changes in demographics and manpower availability, coupled with the
clear need to improve weapon system maintainability (and hopefully national competitiveness),
what are the primary points of technical leverag;e that must be addressed? Who are. the users,
what are their real requirements, and what must be done to meet these needs?

Our final speaker will tie together the themes of the previous panel members with a
description of the electronic integration vision inherent in the philosophy of CALS.
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Dr. Allulsi's Remarks:

The revolution in the midst of which we find ourselves started between 45 and 50 years
ago during World War 1, The revolution had to do with recognition of the human as an essential
clement in military equipment and system design and performance. With the creation of the new
discipline, v,'iously called "human engineering," "engineering psychology," "human factors," and
"human factors engineering," came the realization that manpower, personnel, training, and safety
are key elements of all weapon systems, And Dayton, Ohio-Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
and especially Wright Field--was preeminent as i %;enter of the revolution that first recognized the
importance of "human factors" in systems.

But, other revolutions were also taking place. One was in computer technology. The first
electronic computers came out of World War 11. They were based on vacuum-tube technology-
slow, costly, and very large physically by current standards. Computer technology has advanced
considerably since then, Today, any of us can hold in our hand a computer that has more power
than many universiti,•s were able to afford in their mainframes during the early 1960s.

For example, when I joined the faculty at the University of Louisville in 1964, they had
two computers--onc in the engineering school and the other in the medical school. Both machines
were bateh-proccssing IBM 1620s. Today, millions of Americans own and use personal
computers that have as much or more power than those 1620s. And the trend is continuing. We
are going to have more computer capabilities in the future than we have ever had before, and they
will remain "affordable," or become even more so. The advances in computer technology are
changing our world and the ways we work in our world.

Fifty years ago some of us were taught that we should design equipment in light of human
calabilitics-design equipment and systems with consideration of what the human could do, or do
best, We havc grown up professionally believing that. And now, today--in the present time
frame-+l believe we are acquiring the capability to do just that. We have come a long way during
the past 45 or 50 years, but we still have further to go. Today, I want to talk about the "further to
go,."

In the 1950s, I "worked the berichcs" in a large aerospace company as a human factors
engineer. let me tell you what that experience was like. There were bays (large rooms) about four
times the size of the room we are in now. lFach bay was filled with numerous large drawing stands
or tables. 'lliese were the engineering design stations, A few of the design stations were associated
with racks of equipmrent and panels, as the designs were either mocked-up or actual "brassboard"
prototypc. , CLonstruc•td,

1wits assigned as the s.,fl human factors engineer in one of those bays. My primary job
was to know everything that went on in the hay, and to insert, where I could, the "human factors
Iprinc'ipics" I had learned from Paul Fits and others. Of course, I was to do this without seeming
to, he an intruder to the engirneers whose designs I was mandated to influence.

My sc,,londar) job was It) carry back to colleagues in my department information regarding
what was being desiged in "my" bay. I was to relay that information to two persons---c.e who
sat in the dek behind mine, and one who sat in the desk in front of mine, The one behind was the
QQI*RI specialist (for "''ualitalive and Quantitative Personnel Requirements Inventory"), and the
(INC in frwnt was the traipning s)ccialist. We three, and about two dozen others, were mcmbers of
tle' "'Personul S• ihsy%,ftrn L.cparttncnt." That was how humnlan factors engineering was
,1, MI p, lshed in the middle and late 1950s.

We have had ,ubtantial advances in technology since then. The field is now nearly 50
y:ar, old. (Onc WouLld expect that we have comle a long way since those beginning days-that we
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should be much more efficient and effective in how we go about doing human factors engineering
today. Let us see how far we have come.

During the 1950s, if we had to address an issue of maintainability, for example, a question
of accessibility, how would we do it? We would do it empirically. For example, there was one
person in our department who was close to the 95th percentile American male in physical stature.
(We only dealt with males in those days-there were no female operators or maintainers of military
weapon systems then.) We had another person whose physical size was about the same as that of
the 5th percentile American male. And, we had access to a mock-up of the system under
development.

So, we would take these two people to the mock-up. And we would ask them to do a
relatively simple thing, for example, "Reach up there and unscrew that purple cap and hand it to
me." We would stand back, watch and write notes regarding our observations on a pad. The note
might read something like, "The 95th percentile male is able to perform the task without difficulty,
once his hand grasps the cap, but only by bending 90 degrees or more at the waist is he able to see
the cap and thereby guide his hand visually to the correct position." (We didn't measure the
strength or grip requirements back then, at least not unless someone complained that there was a"problem" in that regard.) The note might go on to say that the 5th percentile man could perform
the task only if he had a stool or other stool-surrogate device upon which to stand.

I-low do we accomplish the same task today? We are more efficient, but we are no more
effective, for we are doing the job essentially the same way. The only difference is that we are
substituting a computer graphic (model) for a physical mock-up. And I submit that this process is
not good enough-it takes too much time, and we human factors specialists are too few in number
to meet our responsibilities.

We human factors specialists constitute about two-tenths of one percent of the engineering
community. 2 The job that we have to do is a job that two-tenths of one percent cannot do well-
if, indeed, that few can do it at all. With our computers and models, we are able do a little more
than we could do with only mock-ups and live people, but we cannot do the whole job that needs
to be done. We're going to have to enlist the aid of others. Those "others" should be the design
engineers--the people who, after all, bear the major responsibilities for designs. We are going to
have "to trick" them into doing our work for us. How? By providing the data and models for
them to use in doing our work for us. And, it is not to worry about what would be left for the
human factors specialists to do. There will still be plenty of work for us to do.

"rhe key to this "trickery" is CALS. CALS stands for computer-aided acquisition and
logistic support. Many of us know about CAL', but some of us do not. Those of us in the
manpower, personncl, and training communities generally know little or nothing about CALS.
Those of us in the logistics and human factors community generally do know about it-some quite
a bit.

What is CALS? First, it is not a program. It is an initiative. It is a goal, it is a faith, it
might even be a religion. BUt it's not a program in the usual sense of a government program. It is
said to be a "Depar-tment of Defense and Industry initiative." Industry and the DoD have agreed to
pursue the CALS initiative until the goal of a fully automated, integrated, digital computer-aided

2 See E. A. Alluisi, "The Htuman Factors Tcchnologics-Past Promises, Future Issues," .rip. 293-290, in L. S.
Mark, J. S. Warm, arnd R. L. Hutston (Eds.), Ergonomics and Hluman Factors.: Recent Research. New York:
Springcr-Verlag, 1987.
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acquisition and logistic support capability for weapon system engineering, manufacturing, and
logistic support is reached sometime beyond the year 2000. CALS will replace our current paper-
flow intensive weapon-system world with a digital-flow intensive one.

The process is to evolve our present-day paper system into a state in which we have
digitized data with linkages to provide a digitized flow of information. Then, continuing the
evolution, we will move toward a completely automated and integrated system in which industry
and government would share access to fully digitized data in relational-type data bases. We would
input the data once. The keeper of the data would be the organization that created it.

The objectives of CALS are (a) to reduce the time required to design and get the system on
line, (b) to reduce its life cycle cost, and (c) to improve the quality of the system. The "quality"
objective was not articulated in the initial CALS goals, but its importance is well understood by
both industry and government, and has been been accepted. Industry is expected to be made more
competitive by CALS, and in the international marketplace, American industry wants to be able to
compete well.

In recent times, we as a nation have been challenged by the competitiveness of other
nations' industries. Some have worried that we may be losing our competitive edge. And they
might be correct.

We are now the second-largest debtor nation in the world. Money and costs are viewed as
more important now than they have been in past years. The cost of a weapon system is now a
more critical factor in the decision to develop it or not. World War II was an all-out effort.
Nothing could cost too much to help our servicemen win that war. This is not so today!

And so CALS is one of our hopes for the future. A capability that will at the same time
ensure an international competitive edge for American industry and affordable high-technology
victory-capable weapon systems for American fighting forces. That is a tall order, and it would be
well for all of us in the human factors community to take a closer look at the CALS initiative, its
objectives and goals, and the part we must play in it if we are to integrate the Human System
Components (HSC)--our technologies-successfully within the CALS processes. I shall use
some viewgraphs to illustrate.

The overall CALS objectives are simple and clear enough-to reduce the time and costs,
and to improve the quality, of weapon systems produced by American industry for all phases of
acquisition and ownership by the Department of Defense.

CALS means an integrated environment. This is represented in Figures 1 and 2. CALS
will integrate the engineering, manufacturing, and logistics support processes-processes that have
been treated as entirely separate or different in the past. The idea is process-integration is similar to
concepts in other thrusts-for example, in the Concurrent Engineering (CE) and Integrated Product
Development (IPD) initiatives.
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Thc CALS initiative charges Amecrican industry atnd the Department of Deficris to evolve
trorn tile current piper-irncnsivc proxccsscs and sy:;w-ms, through a stage in which wc have digital
daita bas~es with linkage., connecting Ehem, to thC CALS automated and fully-integrated
envirorinient. T'he schedule calls for us to br in the stage of digitizing data basei and developing
links until the mall-19(X0s, and thereafter to be developing th'i necessary and enabling integrated
ucla: ional d~tta -basc tv1.nology.

AII, a community, we. in tlt'e humnan factorf, technol',gfics have comrritcd -ourselves to the
ptmal ar maximizing the CALS objectives. We car. achiz-ve the goal through CALS-H-SC

iric~~ion~--rhitis, through integration of the human ýsystem components--the manpower and
pcrs.onncl, education and tr-aining, simulation and training device, and safety aiid haman factors
enjgincecfln ttchnol)gliies into CALS. To do this the humanf-centered &rnitentr--the analyses and
tirchnical datua rcjgardiný the typeus ard numbers of pi,.opic available, the ph~ysical, physiological, and
pisyehological considerations, ctc.-rnust be digitized, linked, arid made "to talk" to each other in
ircla;arifna data Nv~e fomiats, In short, we have to work toward the development of CALS.HSC
imcgrationl ~-that is, inccAusion of human sy.,tern components in. a CALS intv.gnated environment.

Wvhy'! l1ccau~~t: acquisition and logistics support Impacts or..di i.ý impacted by, not only
htwtnarl factors and, safety. but also by rnanpnver. personnel!, and training. What we need to
dCV'l1J)Iop i11til capitbllity of evcr *yonc in th c nginecring. nian;factutrIng, and logistic support
%Ysicii% yrtttlfg the riJ~h: dai;;a, at the right time, in tht right forn;!., and at the right place. Out
rIfta ~U14 ICCcs11 will dcpund on our becing able to get the.se data at the viigincering dirsign workstation

In apjproijfiaic (c3VikpillrcClV-Iflt formnats. That's wvhat I think we have to shoot, for if wc want truly
to intecgnotc the human~ tystcm comornprinnt inio CALS.

wu IU i'cu L: "t.p, * 'i III wu I aim;jc III k 'Ilic fith~ tasok is ifitcrtil. tip Oiut own vUoi)IiiInity, To
0cialtly anid oryanizt: our CALS-l11W data in the proprr form of a CALS-ISC data celment
liw ooriary (NI1)1U), 1);'J.[) is n%-%'.'e'.sry for Lis it.) be able- to cvr1;rnwmictite. digi~tally, andi clearly.

'III -e ?X01(1 ta'd: is oil Ihu vtý ide; 1w~rnely, it) riccrinine, arrmonstratc, and ussess the I ISC
klc~..ii"u d.lij, c )Iivecr. i~iitat w'd 1w he ::c-':sry to toake owr data tu':Llringful in) eriginecring-deshign
tIi , ti tlo der~igtirwat (11 ciiiglriecriii'j: workstation, Implied In rach of thesc task$ is the building
0Iil)1 -c's pirb Lu~ic ireto guide our effors amnd rcpresent oUr progiess arid products.

Ocni 16(1 wril 1101- I.ir1 'k I !.Iiould lie hi ideniitvf and oryani &i ~.da, 'I lie first step ia t
.t;ýtflll Olt. 0111( (If lit-, '1.y~ vel 11' comIi))iitee that iaI' b1cti work ing (Jil "ti~taining' .1%

''.ift ( if diri ( '.I..S I Ii I i V ) f 'A'0'1. fil .l ,I th 11 i huIJiIIl syocii?2 componrf l n2its. [he coininitiii e beptan its

wo ''if ' f Ij -i/vi 11 1 1l (-0r-. &1i I ,IT rit t1 1i' c ~ *. t , TIhf. (', I S-1uridnin I (kiminittee has becri dloinig
cS If )(14 V.it w ., Aiiliiil (;I,,, -11ii pinpri11jýth.I 'i~I (,.,III takec at kIcst partial crcdi:i for is a projoct

iai,ibr' thr lMf /I *SAlU-i )s, .O-h i'l .tr;.ls fo Ii n 'structiona~l Systemi 1~cvceo nmcnt/l .ogistivs Support
V'isssIc'.orll I i'..L Y'Jpt,'fn Ri Proiject I,,, I hVIhcYL, tLrieFrst succusftil effort

w' i ~ l,)If tii miLt.i,ii,ituil I. i%i'.I idi' for ;fllIt liti hiii sitructi'io al Sy-i.re i IDevel ipinciatf~ ( 1))

*.IUlýl~lf IhLLIT;' (it 'hc rt flesJgriaiclCJ ALS, I SC (orruitie froin

w lI l Ajj , 0 .pildi C 'I ii-i,j t iiiji~II ttI i /I ' t'h/dwl Jill a i;iJoAc n



4ata element dictionary into a CAIS*IJISC data element dictionary (n' ditilonaries), Thc third ste p
ii to product a general franilwork~-informat ion orchitecture,-=with which to reprceant the JIfSC
domain, All three xteps arc being tiikcn this yeiir,

Our riid-ict-ri goals in 'fusk 2 aic to devclop data convicriions, Why are diiu. ccn~vev-h.,ns
needed? The "personnel community" does not pencrally %peak the %time lan$uagC as the"4cniginccring conminuityi Neithrr of thcse communities ofpeakr, the same language at flit"1manpo-wer community," And none speaks the roame langutige as the "training comnmunity." J'.ch
communitflty hat, itsl own lipgtn ne or jargon, and correctly so, Blut to corninuricale we have in he
able to translate. The idea oIf a (iato cleme nt dicdonary is to make this truntilaton, Mare importarnly
we deal with our doainal In flht way that our domain rcquireo, F'or agample, monpOwer peopll
make proje"'ons of manpower needs, But personnel people don't make projections of Manpower
needs, Thy make projecticon of manpower qunlif~eadinn And charneterimit ks. finch domhi.n hill
ith own data babe. But with (A1.S we shaill have the eappability of having ther differenti coutrunitiest
communicate, ittd the diffarentl domiains intcrov4t in mrcaningful and useful way%,

Thei Arst step i-% to Identify ait lenit soniw of the potential 11SC Iinp'swts (,i sykitem deLeir;
e njymcci ing, ann atuind al h iisti stilipor t. Thc second hitep is to deteri iiiiic file CA I S .1 IS
dat; rnccds (tiit Whoi? Wha,,t? Wheri? Where! Ilrid 1h low?) (t i1rtre cii, ita i 1o1c (Iloi fr'ilte
1111n upwer and persoitnnl areit, onc (im to ile edovation wiid training area, gill ()ti (rom thle sarety
arid l11-,11) ii(ctorl, cligilicc inll strca, and to iernounltrate and assess thle Impact of beiny Able to
Inincld CAi ,S .i SCiniuraflooi withiin thir CAl .S integrated crnvironoincrt, 'Ihe third ItICp1, like that
It 'I Tiisk 1, %it j p ri siice a peirrirulI frainework l'IDES ctiitnpti hle I tif~,riIi:s Itl acn I i'liecturcs - -witIII
which tei rcpirecn tsewfi domaiin gild gudide futthicr work, All theehic 5Vh are being Initiated thil year,
If we tice successful ill thescw louis,1h I believe we iihall ho able to carry oiut tile tfiekcry that we have
dreamed- or for the Phit M( years, 'ljf in' , we Lhall he ;,hle to have the desigyn cngineers, arid thle
entIrfigillt- or %'lPa;-?i,n',M1, 4o:(p,-J~ Ifi r li~ Utiil~lli 4V41u Cl pn~nt 1t t1hei very Carlie'.1 sagc; of
VO'KTIwept Al (10igl' and mak-e trade. oft nteciIo% ni bed onl meal dato fromi rxistimig voilidu,:e1 data
hawcs, IhCic hirimila (o f hucSvcCS, henvii, g thr lippropruifte dita, in;dsinicea fr illsa the
Cnjgi rwieein,j work Ntauionl I hti (14 CAt S- IIC ii eigriatcni Is all about?

I taslx Itir mc 'del ofdibe Air Htirce I AJ%'iv t Co (m flfiatid 's (Al LC'A) eibl yoaiuiiiilu
[it.1 1i.hake, 'lb 11 11. (at Iti~ b,! vretatrl with; O&Mw fy unnilk tiot H &DI funfdi, to s~erve A l~l, A in ith
()ANM 11u111t111,11. iti' ',by yal'lirnn'n1  ifiai~ ''if til' hpii~I 'clk- i-Cliallilly ut V(iiIlltIiitll CoJI~l maIcJith.

;[fill p);In14. thle diata bahse ji'lvil~v. inlittiltifilai, %Vill, which, 0hIel¶ Al-l-C linci~ 114 ii0ol%%,I
J1;it''miiiiti',i ht.0114'd ill lJetiiuir111ij' t11he 1111111110~ of ;Ialt% tf# 1lnder W li.) arIld w~iClc to 'Cend then,,
lir1(1 %o0 oiIll fl hul wimni%, 11 i!. It %liji.t IIIV'ilit'Iy ('011111 aid and o.

By . 11aliigyv,- wt eed i'l hadve 111v pefr .r',irc'l v)1fuikitliriit timid oilier I IM( mciiliiis akeluciDl ( &-ý4 (1.ct1a 6.1c. ;1Vi' il.it'it a jic 1111 t')1 (All CAL 1nm1iltlvC, I'',l miamopi, whenl [tic ;1lcvan
perionneril dtbw h iV ils 0us life divii l, C41iii si tewf~ ýAithi! Ii ti'lpmliriiitc andi vialid data element d Ir oruiry,
iinIii Ii r4.vd, the "' con1 hi: .1n initepial pall 'Il theC 11cIuIu'n1ncte CAL.S Iiiutvjraictl ctvironlnciit, Thi
CAS. InniaeI*ti''ill ýjilwItiiei will 11,11 di~itihlilt, Hie SU pcr~onti(l) feile'it all Thew liks- will
colijitic Iwto Su 1 ,1-1''i ()AeM polJiiiI %kiiZ.% w it l te k~l' 'ifit I IS(.. L'(Pin'iiII1n1ly jus~t a'Wth, O e (1' 1116Y
'I ho chtl''n'icc* i% 0),,t 111C (1,1i;, him,I will lit, "Iyaiigi'i il tfile widt-1 s''i~I~liI 1111 ii dl' ilc1Y
tiiiweiiic1NJ With1 'WId11'ill sYsItIVli Lniit nI-i~ wiitifituci,,d I(-jji%tic. Mh1ilJlf,

)uchct heu~tii' iv 111, ii'iiew11,1& jllil h ,Iii o 11l , )i(111f':ll Ili 11fri~cv'nationl will ,fill Lie 11%.
1 li thi''' uoiic ii~i,,i 1i, 1th 11iC jIid tuiofil k-.1, i IlnaA'nl ftild,,i d hiftcIt lit I PI% iiiiii hitl(IlulI

pinlyc tiL'llif iii ilI ' 1k %iW 5(11 of iiiv CAI.S liSC intc~giatim'ni ,-ii atie uid tile likely Value ofI
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thikr rcmolutim., The development ofA the algorithms for converting the data into terms meaningful
to the engineer wil be o substantial chalienge. But the chdllenging jobs are. the ones that are "fun"
to tecklcl

What wic the lii;i,,y l,,i,, of' 5vzc( .I- CALS-IISC integration? Tite benefits are quite in
line with the oviruIl CAI.S objective-i: V 'u wiall contribute to reduced time by having the system
dlCignnd right tOw firt.t tinie, by pro 'ding rclevant data where and when needed, in already-
convvic!d forrmn u,,,blc -it the engiriecring workstation, We shall contribute to reduced cost by
providing efficient data basets, resulting in fewer retrofits or engineering change proposals, and by
.limlnAiing untrcebisary duplication. We shall contribute improved quality by providing

coniwicnt data, with whii;h all HSC factors can be considered thereby resulting in fewer design

We must integrate the human system components into CALS, take a proactive
rcquitrmcnts-bisscd a•lproach, and demonstrate that it'fi practical. We'll have a big payoff because
wc •hali thenc b d'k wo, d wht we've been aiming to do for the past 50 years. Thank you.
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